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PREFACE

This volume has been prepared and will be published under the

provisions of an act of the Thirty-second General Assembly, author-

izing the publication of Volume 7 of the Geological Survey of Illinois,

approved May 26, 1881.

The first section of the volume is devoted to economical geology,

and mainly to a record of the development of the coal resources of

the State since the publication of the last preceding volume in 1875.

The mining interests of the State are now second only in import-

ance to those of agriculture, and although the information obtainable

in regard to many of the experiments made with the drill, as well

as that to be derived from the shafts but recently sunk within the

borders of our coal-producing area, has in many cases been incom-

plete and unsatisfactory, through the non-preservation of the records

kept by those having the work in charge, yet the data obtained,

although by no means as complete as could be desired, will, I

trust, prove of considerable value, and tend to the further develop-

ment of this important industry.

Sections two and three are devoted to the description and illus-

tration of the fossil forms belonging to the Carboniferous formation

of the Mississippi valley, and, as these are mostly new to science,

their publication will constitute an additional, and, I trust, an

acceptable contribution to our present knowledge of the specific

character of the Carboniferous fauna of the North American conti-

nent.

In our work on the vertebrates, I have had the assistance of Mr.

Orestes St. John, of Topeka, Kansas, whose familiar acquaintance

with the fossil fishes of the palaeozoic rocks render his work of

special value to those interested in this department of palaeontology.
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In the investigation of fossil echinoids, I was so fortunate as to
secure the assistance of S. A. Miller, Esq., of Cincinnati, whose
familiarity with that class of organism renders his determinations
of more than ordinary value, and his work has resulted in the
satisfactory elucidation of some very difficult and rather unsatisfac-
tory material.

The illustrations for this volume were mostly drawn by Mr.
Charles K. Worthen, and are faithful reproductions of the original
specimens; and the plates have been engraved and printed by
Messrs. Julius Mayer & Co., of Boston, in their usual excellent
style.

One hundred and sixty-live plates of fossils have been published
in the preceding volumes of the Geological Survey of Illinois, which,
with those contained in the present volume, brings the aggregate
number now published up to one hundred and ninety-six. nearly all

of which have been devoted to the illustration of species new to

science, and mainly obtained in prosecuting the held work of the

geological survey, from formations existing within the borders of the
State.

The work, however, is by no means complete, and at least two
volumes more, illustrated by forty to fifty plates each, would be re-

quired to complete the paleontology of the State in the manner
originally contemplated. These volumes should also include such

economical results as may be obtained in the meantime by future

investigations.

Nothing further can be done in this direction, however, until pro-

vision is made for it by a special act of the General Assembly, and
it remains for the legislative authorities to determine whctln r the

work shall be continued and eventually completed, in accordance

with the original plan, or cease with the publication of the presenl

volume.

A. II. WORTHEN,



CHAPTER I.

ECONOMICAL GEOLOGY.

Coal.—The extensive area of the Illinois Coal Field, covering more

than thirty-six thousand square miles of territory within the bound-

aries of this State, is now under a process of rapid development,

and the liberal expenditure of capital and labor in this special field

of human industry during the last decade, has resulted in placing

Illinois as the second on the list of coal producing States of the

Union. No other mineral resource within our borders is at all com-

parable in intrinsic value with our coal deposits, and their complete

development is a subject of vital interest to the commonwealth, and

deserves to be encouraged by all legitimate means.

The abundance of coal, the wide area over which it extends, and

the facility with which it can be mined, and the low price at which

it has been placed upon the market, has been a leading cause of

the great increase in our railroad facilities and manufacturing in-

dustries, thus adding vastly more than the intrinsic value of the

coal product alone, to the material wealth of our people. It has

enabled us to compete successfully with the water powers of New
England in the manufacture of our raw products, and thus saves the

cost of a double transportation to which our people were heretofore

subjected, in the transfer of our raw products to the eastern manu-

facturers, and the manufactured product back to the great food pro-

ducing centers of the Mississippi valley.

In Eock Island county, where only the lower seam, or No. 1 of

the general section of the Illinois Coal Measures, is found thick

enough for profitable mining, and where it has been relied on for

the supply of the entire region north of the Kock Island rapids for

the last thirty years or more, the supply is now well nigh exhausted,

and the counties lying further east and south must now be resorted

to for the future 3upply of that region. Eock Island county lies on

the extreme northwestern borders of the coal field, and the Coal

Measures there rest upon Devonian limestone, the whole of the
—2



2 ECONOMICAL GEOLOGY.

lower Carboniferous series of limestones, sandstones, shales, etc.,

having thinned out in a northerly direction before reaching the

southern borders of that county.

The Devonian limestone in tins county presented an uneven sur-

face for the reception of the overlying coal deposits, and conse-

quently the coal itself was not found of uniform thickness, being

often much thicker in the depressions of the limestone than else-

where, and sometimes giving out altogether on the higher portions

of the underlying beds. This has made the business of prospecting

for coal in this county rather precarious for some years, and led to

the expenditure of a considerable amount of capital tbat has yielded

no adequate return.

But it is clear, as these experiments show, that the main deposit

of coal in this county is now well nigh exhausted, and prospectors

will do well to turn their attention to the counties lying to the east-

ward, where the higher seams may be found.

For the benefit of those who may not have access to the preceed-

ing volumes of these reports, the following condensed section of the

Coal Measures of this State is here inserted.

180 to 200 feet. Sandstone and shale with a six inch seam of coal.

Coal No. 16—134 to 3 feet

Sandstone and Bhale.

OoalNo.16—1 ton 1
... feet

Sandstone and Bhale.

Coal No. 14-1 54 to 2 feet

Sandstone and Bhale.

Coal No. 13— to :i fret.

Sandstone and Bhale.

Coal No. VI— to 1 fool

75 to li" 1 fi

50 to CO feet.

80 to 90 feet.

?i to 80 feel

•jii to 26 feet. Shales and limestone.

Coal No li H to 1 foot

i io feel Shales.

< Soal No i<< to 1 loot

-ii to 90 tee) Sandstone, Bhales and limestone.

Coal No. 9 tO 9 fort.

tone, shale and limestone.

Coal No. s i to S feet

Bandstone, shale and limestone.

Goal No. : l to 9 feet

Sandstone, shale and Umesl

Coal N foot.

00 tO 70 '

BO to i"" reet

•jip to 80 f-
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20 to 30 feet. Shale and limestone.

KOHW^H Coal No. 5-4 to 6 feet.

CO to 80 feet.
Sandstone and shale.

gSHHEUHKS Coal No. 4—0 to 5 feet

60 to 70 feet. Shales and sandstone.

MHHEKS32B Coal No. 3-0 to 4 feet.

40 to 60 feet. Shales.

HB1H9B Coal No. 2—1J6 to 5 feet.

30 to 80 feet. Sandstone, shale and limestone.BHBB Coal No. 1—1 to 5 feet.

20 to 150 feet.

1 1 1 1

Sandstone and conglomerate.

1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1
Lower carb. limestone.

1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

Of the six lower seams represented in the foregoing condensed

section, where they outcrop in the valley of the Illinois river, five

are found of sufficient thickness to be profitably mined at some

points and will afford an aggregate thickness of about twenty feet

of marketable coal. They are not everywhere of uniform thickness,

however, as for example, No. 1, at Seville, in Fulton county, is three

feet or more in thickness, while at the outcrop, south of Lewistown,

on the north bank of Spoon river, it is too thin to be profitably

mined. At Prairie City it is reported at 3^ feet in the shaft re-

cently sunk at that point, while in the vicinity of Colchester it is

nowhere thick enough to work, and is often absent altogether, or

represented by a bed of bituminous shale.

At Eoodhouse, in Greene county, this seam was reached at the

depth of about ninety feet, passing through the following beds

:

ft. In.

Drift clay, soil, etc 75

Blue and ash-colored clay shale 15

Black shale 1 ft. to 1 3

Coal 2 4

Fire and potters' clays 18

This is probably the equivalent of the Battery Eock coal, which out-

crops in the bluffs of the Ohio river a few miles below tbe mouth

of the Saline, and is there associated with the heavy bed of con-

glomerate that forms the base of the Coal Measuress in Southern

Elinois. The coal is there only about 18 inches thick, and the

mines formerly opened there have generally been abandoned.
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Coal No. 2, however, is very uniform in its development, though

it seldom attains a thickness of more than three or three and a

half feet. The superior quality of the coal which it affords has led

to its heing mined wherever it can he reached at a moderate depth.

Along the western and northern borders of the coal field it has gen-

erally a very uniform thickness of ahout two feet, but in the vicinity

of Murphysboro, in Jackson county, it is a double seam, the upper

division being three feet and the lower two feet in thickness. In

the vicinity of LaSalle it is the lowest coal found, and there has

an average thickness of about 2^ to 3£ feet.

Coal No. 3 is a very uncertain seam, and is more frequently

represented by a bed of bituminous shale than by a true coal. It

has been mined at Atkinson, in Henry county, where it ranges in

thickness from three to three and a half feet of good coal. It also

outcrops in Fulton county, three miles northwest of Fairview, show-

ing about eighteen inches of good coal. The lower seam in the

Bloomington shaft I am also inclined to refer to this coal, and it

is there three feet eight inches in thickness. In Gallatin and Saline

counties there is a three-foot coal which occupies about the same

position in those counties that No. 3 occupies in the valley of the

Illinois river, but as the thicker seams lying above it are easily ac-

cessible, but little attention has been given to the lower seams.

No. 4 is also an uncertain seam and has only been identified at

two or three points in the State. In Gallatin county it was found

two and a half feet in thickness, and it has been identified at one

or two points in Fulton county. Away from the borders of the coal

field, nothing is at present known as to the development of these

lower seams, all experiments being usually ended when the first

workable coal is reached. A boring at Riverton, seven miles east of

Springfield, is the only one near the center of the State that has

been carried entirely through the Coal Measures.

The following is the report of that boring, furnished by Mr. ('. B.

Swan, the contractor, commencing below coal No. 5 and extending

to the base of the Coal Measures:

Bottom "f ''"ill

lay *

Limestone 4

Blaok shale

Olayshale
\i *

Kir<- .liiy

(It

Limestone
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Ft.

Limestone(?j 15

Black shale 10

Coal No. 3(?) 1

Fire clay 3

Gray shale 20

Limestone)?) 15

Black shale 11

Coal No. 2 5

Fire clay 2

Sandy shale 14

Black shale — 10

Limestonet?) , 20

Sandstone 63

Blue shale 16

Coal No. 1 4

Fire clay 1

Shale and sandstone 67

655

Having no other section through the lower portion of the Coal

Measures in this part of the State for comparison, I am not pre-

pared to say how far the above report can be depended on as cor-

rect. The beds reported as limestones 40, 15 and 20 feet in thick-

ness, were probably in part at least hard sandstones, as no such

heavy beds of calcareous rocks are anywhere known in the State

below the horizon of the Kiverton coal. At Olney, in the south part

of the State, a boring for artesian water was made to the depth of

two thousand feet, passing through only one coal seam, which was

found at a depth of eleven hundred and sixty feet from the surface.

A section of this shaft will be given further on in this report. From
this boring it would seem that all the coal seams save one have

thinned out in that portion of the State.

At Canton, in Fulton county, a boring for artesian water was

recently made by Messrs. Atwater & Co., commencing above the

horizon of coal No. 5 and extending through the lower Carbonifer-

ous limestones and into the Silurian rocks below. The following

section will exhibit the lower Coal Measure strata passed through

in this boring

:

Ft. In.

Surface deposits, soil, clay, etc 40

Shale 40

Coal No. 5 4 6

Shale 15

Limestonet?) , 20

Shale 61

Slate (horizon of coal No. 3) 15

Shale 30

Coal No. 2 1 6

Fire clay 6
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Ft. In.
Shale '.

]-

Hard sandstone 5

Shale .£

Coal
j

Slate and shale c
.>

358

Only two thin seams of coal were found here below No. 5, neither

of which were thick enough to he of any practical value. No. 1, which
at Seville, about sixteen miles west of Canton, is three feet thick, was
only one foot at Canton, and it is also ahout the same at its out-

crop in the hluffs of Spoon river, south of Lewistown.

Coal No. 5, or the Springfield coal, as it is sometimes called, is

perhaps the most reliable and persistent seam in its development of

any in the State. Its average thickness is about six feet, and its

range from four to eight. From Bloomington to Carlinville. along
the line of the St. Louis, Alton and Chicago railroad, it has been
found at every point where a boring or shaft has been carried down
to the proper depth; and recently a shaft has been sunk to it at

Decatur, where it was found at a depth of about six hundred feet.

At Sandoval and Centralia, a seam averaging about the same in

thickness is found at about the same depth, which may be the

equivalent of the Springfield coal. At all these points the seam is

about six feet in thickness, and it probably affords at this time more
than one-half of the entire coal product of the State. There are

now seven coal shafts in operation on this seam within two miles

of the State capital, and nearly as many more within the limits of

Sangamon county. The roof is usually composed of a hard black

slate overlaid by a few feet of argillaceous limestone, the former

containing numerous fossil shells, by which it may usually lie

readily identified.

(Hal No. 6 is mined at several localities in Fulton and Peoria

counties, where it ranges from four to live feet in thickness. It af-

fords a coal somewhat softer than that from No. .",. but freer from

sulphur, and therefore better adapted for forging iron. The seam is

more irregular in its development than No. 6, and consequently

lected except when a superior quality of coal is required for the

amith'a forge, or Borne other special use. In the shafts in San
mon county, it ranges from a few in. dies to three feet in thiokni

but no attempt lias been made to work it in any of those m opera*

tion at tbe present time.
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Coal No. 7 is well developed on the northern, eastern and southern

borders of the Illinois coal field, ranging in thickness from four to

seven feet. On the western borders of the field it is usually only

from one to three feet thick, and is generally neglected for the

thicker seams below. It is the main seam at Danville, the Upper

seam of workable coal in the shafts in La Salle county, and the

main seam in Gallatin, Saline and Williamson counties, where it

sometimes attains a maximum thickness of eight or nine feet. In

the last named county an excellent coke is made from it, which

finds a ready market in St. Louis for the use of the iron foundries

at that point.

This is a brief resume of the coal seams in the lower Coal Meas-

ures, as they appear around the borders of the coal field, and it is

from this part of our coal area that our present supply of coal is

mainly obtained. The shaft at Decatur has demonstrated that at least

one of our main coals has retained its average thickness to the center

of the field, and future experiments with the drill must determine

whether any of the coals below No. 5 can be made available, when
the supply from that has been exhausted. All experiments with the

drill in the central and southeastern portions of the State, whether

undertaken in search of coal or for any other purpose, should be

carefully conducted, with the end in view of determining, as far as

possible, the extent of our coal resources in that portion of the

State, where the main coals, if present at all, are from six hundred

to a thousand feet or more below the surface.

The increase in the coal products of the State from 1867 to 1880

was about 400 per cent., the product of 1867 being about 1,500,000

tons, while according to the U. S. census report for 1880 the pro-

duct of that year is placed at 6,089,514 tons, equal to an annual

increase of about 30 per cent. The census report, moreover, includes

only such mines as are worked in the regular way, while there is a

large amount mined annually for local use by the process of "strip-

ping" on the outcrops of the thinner seams, of which that report

would have no record. This would no doubt swell the amount for

1880 to at least 6,250,000 tons. This increase of our coal products

has been mainly on the northern and western borders of the field,

where the coal deposits are the most accessible, and the facilities

for market are better than in other portions of our coal area.

At Olney a boring was made about two years since in search of

artesian water, and the following record of the work was furnished
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by Mr. Victor E. Phillips, of Olney. The boring was carried to the

depth of 2,000 feet, and failed to find flowing water. Ahout 1,270

feet appears to have been through the Coal Measures, and one seam

of coal five feet in thickness was passed at the depth of 1,160 feet.

The following is a copy of the log kept by Mr. Phillips:

Feet. Total.

1. Boil and clay !-

2. Sandstone ls

:s. Arenaceous shale "" 14 "

4. Sandstone -"• m
6. Shalo 1:il -"'

li. Limestone s

7. Sandstone

8. Argillaceous limestone lo

9. Shale
:;y - m

10. Blaok slate '

11. Shale with limestone bands 108 M:i

12. Limestone 6

13. Shale !

11. Limestone t; ^
15. Ferruginous shale '

16. Caleiferous shale
'-'"

17. Brownshale '"

18. Light blue shale ffi ]

19. Sandy limestone ,J
'

20. Blue shale

21. Black shale
''

22. Bandy I imestono :'" '

•

,SB

23. Black slate ,,;
'

,::'

24. Coal B 11 '"

25. Limestone—bottom arenaceous *° '•-'""

20. Shale " »•"•

27. Blaek slate ,; '•- 1,;

28. Shale « l.»l

-*!). Sandyshale "' I -' 1

80. Sandy limostono
'"'" '• :c ' 1

31. Shale W > :;| "

:».'. Limestone ' IU

:ct. Oatoareons Bandstone •'' ' ''•

34. Bandstone : "

:I5. Clay shale "'

:«;. Sandy shale with hands of blaek slate 169 1.709

:t7. Sandy shale ' :; "

38. < i sandstone ,M "

88. Bed Bandstone •"
'

10. White Bandstone

ii. Brown Bandstona

19. Bandy limestone with thin seams of slate - i0

The bottom of the Coal Measures waa probably reaohed about N

B0 or Bl, and all below those numbers may be referred to the lower

Carboniferous, or to subordinate Btrata. It is quite remarkable that

a boring should be earned through so greal a thiokneas of Coal

H
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Measure strata without meeting more than one well defined seam

of coal, and it seems quite probable that some of the beds reported

as black slate may also represent the horizon of thin beds of coal,

the material being so mixed with the slate as to prevent identifica-

tion.

Since the publication of volume 6, of these Eeports, a shaft has

been sunk at Sandoval, reaching a thick bed of coal at the depth

of C02|- feet. The following is a copy of the record of this shaft

:

Ft. In.

No. 1. Surface deposits, clay, gravel, etc 127 8

No. 2. Shale and sandstone 78

No. 3. Blue shale IB

No. 4. Limestone (Shoal creek bed) 10

No. 5. Black shale 3 6

No. 6. Coal 2

No. 7. Fire-clay 4 6

No. 8. Sandstone and shale 67 6

No. 9. Blackshale 2

No. 10. Limestone 6

No. 11. Fire clay 5

No. 12. Sandstone and shale 109

No. 13. Coal 1 2

No. 14. Fire-clay 2

No. 15. Sandy conglomerate 5

No. 16. Sandstone and shale 88 8

No. 17. Fireclay 2

No. 18. Pebbly clay 4

No. 19. Clay shale 11

No. 20. Blue slate 1 8

No.21. Coal 10

No. 22. Fireclay 10

No.23. Nodularblue shale >10 6

No. 24. Gray limestone 2 8

No. 25. Blue shale .' 2

No. 26. Gray limestone 2 6

No.27. Blue stale 3

No. 28. Dark shale 12

No.29. Coal 6 6

Total depth 609

At Breese, twenty-two miles west of Sandoval, the coal was found

at the depth of 397^ feet, but no detailed record of the beds passed

through was kept. The coal ranges from seven to eight feet in

thickness, and has a clay parting an inch or two thick, about two

feet from the bottom. A bed of light gray limestone, ten feet in

thickness, was passed through some twenty-five to thirty feet above

the coal. The roof consists of bituminous shale, containing Discina

nitida and the spines and dermal plates of fishes. The coal is con-

siderably impregnated with the bi-sulphuret of iron, and is gener-
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ally inferior in quality to that obtained from the Troy shaft, in

Madison county. A bed of gray limestone, probably the Shoal creek

rock, was found in this shaft immediately below the surface deposits,

which were here only about 25 feet in thickness.

At Trenton the shaft is 320 feet in depth to the top of the coal.

No detailed record of this shaft was kept. The coal is live feet in

thickness, and of excellent quality, and is said to bring from one

to one and a half cents per bushel more in the St. Louis market

than the Collinsville and Caseyville coals. The roof shales contain

Leaia tricwrinata, which I regard as a characteristic fossil of coal

No. 7.

At Troy, in Madison county, the shaft is 315 feet in depth to the

top of the coal. The seam here is 5i feet thick, and in quality it

is equal to that obtained from the Trenton shaft. The shale over

the coal is similar to that at Trenton, and contains the same fossils.

The Nashville shaft, in Washington county, is about 414 feet in

depth to the top of the coal, and the following detailed record was

made:
In

No. l. Surface clay and gravel

No. a. Bine shale •

No. S. Limestone 6 ''

No. 4. Black slate 4

No. 5. Goal (Jiiddle slaty)

No. 6. Clay -halo •

No. 7. Sandstone and sandy shale M
No. 8. Limestone °

No. 9. Blue shale u

No. l". Pebbly limestone 2

No. 11. Black slate l 6

No. 12. Fire-clay

No. 18. Clay shale

No. ii. Sandy shale and sandstone

No. IB. I Hue shale >1". It oiii slaty

No. 16. Goal '

No. it. Fire-clay '

No. 18. l.im nglomerate '

N... 19. Sale I y shale

No. BO. Bine clay shale

i. Blank shale *

No. lav '
8

No. 28. Bine -hale

lay

No. 25. Lime conglomerate
I'll" elay '

Hard limes! me '

'

"'

No. B. Blank shall

Bine pebbl] shale, .

.

"

No.81. Fire-clay
l 6
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Ft. In.

No. 32. Shale 2 6

No. 33. Limestone, : 4 2

No. 34. Shale 2 6

No. 35. Limestone 10

No. 36. Dark blue shale 7 6

No. 37. Limestone 8

No.38. Blaekslate 2 8

No. 39. Coal 7 6

Total depth to bottom of coal 421 6

No. 3 of this shaft is undoubtedly the Shoal creek limestone, and

the coal is here about 370 feet below it, which corresponds very

nearly with its position in the Sandoval shaft, if the coal at these

two points is identical, as is probably the case.

A shaft has been sunk at Okawville by Shulze & Brother, and

an irregular seam of very good coal was reached at a depth of about

276 feet. This shaft commences below the horizon of the Shoal

creek limestone, but as no detailed record of the beds passed through

was made, no satisfactory conclusion could be formed as to the po-

sition of this seam in relation to that found at Nashville and San-

doval. It undoubtedly holds a higher position, and that seam may
probably be found here by carrying the shaft down to the proper

depth. If an accurate record of the strata passed through had been

kept, some estimate of the additional depth required to reach a bet-

ter seam might be given, but without it the question can only be

settled by actual experiment.

The following record of a boring near Winchester in Scott county,

made by the Manchester Mining Co., under the direction of Mr. C
K. Darling, was furnished by Mr. John C. Andrus. Manchester is

located near the western borders of the Illinois coal field, and hence

only about 120 feet of Coal Measure strata were found, including the

horizon of coals No. 1 and 2, neither of which were thick enough

to be of any practical value for deep mining:

Feet.

No. 1. Soil, clay and gravel 59

No. 2. Fire-clay? 7

No. 3. Slaty coal, (local) 1

No. 4, Clayshale lit

No. 5. Sandstone 1

No. 6. Coal 2

No. 7. Hard sandstone 7

No. 8. Clay shale 10

No. 9, Limestone 2

No. 10. Soapstone 10

No. 11. Sandstone 1

No. 12. Clayshale 12
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Feet.

No. i:s. Shale and slate '
;

No. 14. Hard sandstone, (base of Coal Measures) ir'

No. 15. Shale "
No. 16. Hard silicious stone

No. IT. Bandy shale

No. 18. Slate
W

No. 19. Hard limestone

No.20. Shale *
No. 21. Limestone and shale

No. 22. Shale, very hard :fl

No. 25. Sulphuretof iron

No. 24. Limestone and shale

No. 25. Limestone

No. 26. Shale
91

No. 27. Hard limestone

Totaldepth 31 -

All the beds below No. 14 of the foregoing section probably belong

to the St. Louis and Keokuk divisions of the Lower Carboniferous

series, and hence are below the horizon of any known coal.

At Roodhouse, about four miles southwest of Manchester, a shaft

was sunk for coal, and the lower seam was found to be 2 feet 1

inches in thickness, with a good roof of black slate. The beds passed

through, in sinking the shaft, were the following:

Ft. In.

Soil, clay and gravel, (drift)
"'

Blue and ash-colored clay shale ''

Black slate
lfoottol 3

1 4
Coal "

Fire-clay and clay shale
ls

A boring made here, struck the St. Louis limestone at a depth of

about fifty feet below the coal. The roof of the Roodhouse coal is a

hard black shale or slate filled with nodules of Bulphuret of iron, which

makes a permanent and substantial roof. The under clay so me to

1, (
. of a good quality, and similar to that so extensively used at

Whitehall for fire-hrick and pottery. In Scott county, and in the cent-

ral and western portions of Greene and Jersey, the two lower coals.

Nos. 1 ami 2 of the general section, are the only ones likely to oc-

cur; hut on the extreme eastern holders of the last named conn!

coals 6 and 6 are to he found on Eodge'e creek, mar the Greene

county line, and a mile and a half west of Brighton, near the eastern

border of Jersey county.

At Gillespie, in Macoupin county, a shaft has been sunk during

il„. paBi year by 1'-. l>. Doreey & Bon, for the details of which I am

indebted to Mr. Uexander Butters. Coal No. :. was found here at

the dcoth of abort 865 fed. passing the following beds:
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Ft. In.

No. 1. Soil and drift clay 24

No. 2. Coarse limestone.: 4

No. 3. Blackshale 2

No. 4. Coal,(No.ll) 1

No. 5. Fire-clay 1 8

No. 6. Dark blue shale 3

No. 7. Limestone 6

No. 8. Light-blue shale 30

No. 9. Coal, (No. 10) 4

No.10. Fire-clay 2

No.ll. Light and dark shales 40

No. 12. Fire-clay 20

No. 13. Bituminous shale 6

No. 14. Limestone, (Carlinville bed) 6 8

No. 15. Bituminous shale 1 10

No.lG. Coal,(No.9) 3

No. 17. Fire-clay 1 6

No. 18. Light-colored shales 58

No.19. Soft limestone 2

No. 20. Bituminous shale 3

No.21. Coal,(No.8) . 7

No.22. Sandy shale 40

No. 23. Variegated shales with streaks of coal 17

No. 24. Sandstone in heavy beds, and shale 55

No. 25. Hard limestone 5

No.26. Coai,(No.6) . 6

No.27. Fire-clay 1 8

No.28. Clayshate 8

No. 29. Limestone 27

No.30. Blackslate 2 to 4

No.31. Coal,(No.5) 7 10

Bottom of coal 373 5

Several shafts have been sunk in Sangamon county since the pub-

lication of the former volumes of the geological reports, but in most

cases no detailed record was kept. At Girard it was about 310 feet

to coal No. 5. No details could be obtained of the first 190 feet,

except that a six-inch seam of coal was found at the depth of 1C4

feet. The following is a record of the lower part of this shaft

:

Ft. In.

Drift, clay, shales, etc., details not given 190

Coal, (No. 8) 1 4

Shale, with iron bands at the base 71

Fossiliferous limestone 10

Blackshale 8 2

Coal, (No. 7) 1

Fire-clay 2 9

Gray shale 19

Fine black shale 1 8

Coal, (No. 6) 6

Fire-clay 3 3

Impure limestone 1 3

Hard gray sandstone 10 2

Dark gray shale 2

Blue shale 1 1

Limestone 3 4

Light gray shale 3 3
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Ft. In.

1 3

Impure limestone

Black shiile
., 10

Gray ahale "

Dark blue ahale „

Fossiliferous limestone "

5
Dark gray sandstone

Bhale and limestone

Fossiliferous limestone
g

Black slate

Coal,(No.5j " —-

Total depth

At Auburn coal No. 5 was reached at a depth of 2C8 feet. The

coal ranges from six to seven feet in thickness, with a good roof of

black slate and limestone. No details of the shaft could be

obtained.

In Menard county several shafts have been sunk since the publi-

cation of the report on that county, among which are those at

Sweetwater, Athens, Greenview and Tallula. The following record

of the Sweetwater shaft was kindly furnished me by Mr. Y\
.
Pabkw :

Ft. In.

'i\

No. 1. Soil and brown clay

No. 2. Hardpan
"

No. :t. «and
.

{ ]((

No. I. day '

j

No. 5. Black muoky soil (foroat bed)

No. B. Clay with streak of smut six inches

No. 7. Limestone

No. 8. (lay -halo
'

„

No. 9. Limestone '

g
No. 10. Bituminous shale

No. 11. Coal
t

No . 12. Fire clay *

166
Total depth

In this shaft they evidently struck the bed rock about the horizon

of another coal seam, probably Nos. 6 or 7. as the lowest olay bed

in the above section was reported to have a streak of black clay

about three feet from the bottom six inehes thick, whieh no doubl

,,,„„. from the decomposition of a black shale, or a thin seam of

coal.

The Greenview shaft is 97 feet to the top of the coal. Che Mam

is aboul s,x bet thick with a roof of black shale. Bed rock WM

struck at the depth of forty f<

The Tallula Bhafl is 176 bet in depth. Coal live to ail feet m

thickness, with the usual black shale roof. The lire day below the

coal is reported to be 1 1 feel thick.
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At Athens two shafts have been sunk. The first one was located

in the creek bottom about three-quarters of a mile west of town, and is

155 feet in depth to the top of the coal. This shaft was sunk in

1869, and was worked mainly to supply the local demand for fuel.

The new shaft is located near the railroad, and is 227 feet in depth.

The coal averages about six feet in thickness, and has a good roof

of black slate and limestone. Both are on the same seam, the dif-

ference in the depth of the shafts resulting from the higher surface

level, where the new shaft is located. I visited Athens for the pur-

pose of obtaining the necessary detailed information to enable me
to report in full upon this shaft, but found no record available, and
I learned that if such a record had been kept, it was not in the

possession of the present owners of the mine.

The following report of a boring for coal at Virginia, in Cass

county,' was furnished by Mr. Joseph Wilson, who was employed

by the parties interested to superintend the work:

Ft. In.

No. 1. Soil and brown clay... 7

No. 2. Yellow clay 2 6

No. 3. Blue clay 29 8

No. 4. Hardpan 28

No. 5. Forest bed (ancient soil) 3

No. 6. Hardpan 44 10

No. 7. Sandstone 71 11

No. 8. Hardlimestone 1 l

No. 9. Blackshale 2 6

No 10. Olayshale 10 3

No. 11. CoalNo.2 3 6

No. 12. Fireclay 3

No. 13. Blackshale 3

No. 14. Clayshale 7 6

No. 15. Potter'sclay 13

No. 16. Coal 2

No. 17. Sandstone and shale 6 1

No. 18. Coal 3

No. 19. Sandstone and shale 6 9

No. 20. Coal 8

No. 21. Sandstone and shale 10 4

No. 23. Coal 3

No. 23. Sandstone 2 9

No. 24. Coal 2

No. 25. Sandstone and shale 3 9

No. 26. Clayshnle 4

No. 27. Sandstone 7 5

No. 28. Hard silieious rock 2

No. 29. Clayshale 2 6

No. 30. Hard silieious rock 3 6

No. 31. Hard green shale 2 10

No. 32. Limestone 9 1

No. 33. Sandstone- 1 8
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Ft. In.

. 68 4

18

ti «

5 >

4 1

4

;; s

16 '.'

n 1

3 7

4 1

6 I

No. 34. Limestone

No. 35. Sandstone

No. 36. Gray linn-stone

No. 37. Sandstone

No. 38. Limestone

No. 39. Sandstone....

No. 40. Drab clay shale

No. 41. Sandy shale

\... u. Shaly limestone

No. 43. Quartz band

No. 44. Shaly limestone

No. 45. Clay shale

No. 45. Shaly limestone

No. 47. Yellow flint band

No. I* (lay shale

No . 49. Hard gray limestone

No . 50. Shaly limestone

No. 51. Shale with bryozoans

No. 52. Shaly limestone '

44'.i 6

The coal from No. 8 of this boring appeared to he of excellent

quality and if the roof proves to he sufficiently firm, the seam can

he worked to good advantage. Nos. 16 to 24 represent the horizon

of coal No. 1, divided here into five thin seams of only a few inches

in thickness, and too thin in the aggregate to be of any practical

value. .

The base of the Coal Measures is probably the hard Bilwioue rock

No 30, while Nos. 31 to 39 represent the St. Louis and Warsaw

beds, and all below and including No. 40 belong to the Keokuk

limestone.

\„ unsuccessful attempt to obtain coal was made at Parmer City,

by Binking a shaft to the depth of 10:5 feet without reaohing bed-

rock and then boring to the depth of about 313 feel below the

bottom Of the shaft, making a total depth of 476 feet. For the

details of this boring I am indebted to Mr. Bowdon, under whose

supervision it was made.

r.ii la;

Hardpan.

Shaft

. 18

J

Ola? shale
4 5

Baadstone
( lay Bbaie

Blaok -iiaii-

Ooal

i

l I

- i"

Fire day
landatone , ,

( i.i> shale.
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Ft. In.

Hard rock (limestone?) 8 1

Black shale 2 3

Clay shale 8 4

Limestone G 4

Sandstone 1 5

Shale and slate 30

Hard sandstone 3 8

Fire-clay 2 10

Shale 45 10

Soft sandstone 2 6

Clay shale 03

Coal . l 5

Fire-clay 3

Total depth 475 10

I am of the opinion that the coal seam at the bottom of this

boring is number sis or seven of the general section, and if so,

number five would be found from fifty to seventy-five feet below,

and would probably be from four to six feet in thickness.

A coal shaft has been sunk at Decatur to the depth of about 600

feet, but I have not been able to obtain any reliable information in

regard to it, further than a copy of the published record of tbe

boring made previous to sinking the shaft. I visited the locality

shortly after the shaft was completed, and found, by an examina-

tion of the roof shales, that it was probably coal No. 5, and was

told that it was about four and a half feet in thickness, although

the published record of the boring gives but three feet six inches

as the thickness of the coal. For the privilege of copying this

record from a Decatur paper I am indebted to Mr. Stoddard, of

Mattoon. That this boring is not quite reliable, is shown by the

fact that it records a six foot one inch seam of coal at the depth

of 413 feet, while the shaft was sunk to the depth of about 600

feet to a seam but little more than two-thirds the thickness of the

one reported above. The coal passed through at the depth of 413

feet was probably coal No. 8 of the general section, which seldom

exceeds two feet in thickness, and is often replaced entirely by bitu-

minous shale. The following is a copy of the published record of

this boring:
Ft. In.

No. 1. Superficial deposits, consisting of clay, sand, hard-pan, and two distinct

forest beds 110 G

No. 2. Argillaceous shale 52 G

No. 3. Bituminous shale 3

No. 4. Calcareous shale 14

No. 5. Marly sandstone 1

No. 6. Calcareous shale 32

—2
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Ft In.

5
No. 7. Argillaceous sandstone «•

2

No. 8. Red shale "

g

No. 9. Argillaceous limestone

No. 10. Brown shale '

.,

No. 11. Argillaceous limestone
6

No. 12. Calcareous shale

No. IS. Coal and bituminous shale
'

fi

No. 14. Calcareous shale
"

No. 15. Brown shale "

4 j g

No. 16. Argillaceous sandstone
o 6

No. 17. Coal '

g c

No. 18. Argillaceous shale '

9

No. 19. Nodular limestone "

&

No. 20. Calcareous shale
""

No. 21. Argillaceous shale '

y

No. 22. Hard limestone
6

No. 23. Argillaceous shale

No. 24. Bituminous shale
"

No. 25. Argillaceous shale
6

No. 20. Hard limestone "

1 g

No. 27. Argillaceous limestone

No. 28. Black and gray shale
"

g

No. 29. Argillaceous shale
"
— (

.

No. 30. Argillaceous limestone

No. 31. Argillaceous shale "
,,.

(

.

No. 32. Argillaceous sandstone

No. 33. Calcareous shale ' ~

6

No. 34. Bituminous shale . j

No. 35. Coal "
15

No. 36. Argillaceous nodular shale
"

No. 37. Argillaceous slaty shale
'

No. 38. Hard gray limestone '

J g

No. 39. Soft shale '

^

No. 40. Bituminous shale '

4 r

No. 41. Argillaceous shale '

(| fi

No. 42. Brown shale
,, 3

No. 43. Calcareous shale
.,

No. 44. Argillaceous limestone
"

{ j

No. 45. Calcareous shale
9

No. 46. Red variegated shale
Js

No. 47. Gray argillaceous shale
g a

No. 48. Bituminous shale
3

No. 49. Gray argillaceous shale
^ (

.

No. 50. Bituminous shale '

(

.

No. 61. Gray, calcareous shale

No. vj. lliiuminous shale

No. 53. Goal and limestone 6

No. m. BltuminouB ahsle
1

No. BB. Bofl limestone

No. M. argillaceous shale
(

"
.

No ST. Bituminous shale .
g

No. 68. Ooal „ g

No. 69. Gray shale '

, ;

.,

trgillaceotis linn-Mom- ' "

fl (

.

No. 61. Bhole i 10

No. 81 I m • t<>in>
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Ft. In.

No. 63. Coal 6

No. 64. Blue and gray shales 14 5

No. 65. Marly sandstone 1 c

No. 66. Calcareous shale 5

No. 67. Sandstone 15

No, 68. Grayslate 5 9

No. 69. Bituminous shale 2 3

No. 70. Coal 3 6

No. 71. Fire-clay 2

Total depth 608 9

No. 22 is probably the Carlinville limestone, and No. 35 the rep-

resentative of No. 8 coal, and beyond this the strata cannot be

positively identified with those occurring at other localities in the

adjacent portions of the State.

In the Niantic shaft, coal No. 5 was found at the depth of about

350 feet. The seam was there five and a half feet in thickness,

overlaid by three feet of black shale. The following record of the

shaft was furnished by Mr. W. W. Conard, under whose superin-

tendence the work was done

:

Ft. In.

No. 1. Soil and brown clay 11

No. 2. Sand and gravel 4

No. 3. Gravelly hard-pan 25

No. 4. Blue hard-pan 10

No. 5. Soft clay 15

No. 6. Gray hard-pan 10

No. 7. Soft brown clay 7

No. 8. Limestone... 10

No. 9. Blue flinty rock 2

No. 10. Black slate 3

No. U. Fire-clay 6

No. 12. Limestone 10

No. 13. Blue and gray shale 7

No. 14. Black shale 1

No. 15. Coal No. 9 2

No. 16. Fire-clay 1

No. 17. Nodular limestone 5

No. 18. Clay shale 5

No. 19. Soft blue sandstone 16

No. 20. Gray shale 42

No. 21. Coal No. 8 1 3

No. 22. Fire-clay 2 6

No. 23. Sandstone 10

No. 24. Gray shale 45

No. 25. Hard flinty rock 10

No. 26. Black shale 3

No. 27. Fire-clay 9

No. 28. Blue and red shales 15

No. 29. Black slate 5

No. 30. CoalNo.7 1 3

No. 31. Fire-clay 4 6
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Ft. In

No. 32. Black shale ll

N,,.::;. C.alNo. 6 ' '

No. 34. Olay shale
15

No. 35. Black Bhale
3

No. 36. Coal (local) ' '"

No. 37. Fire-clay
'-'

No. 38. Gray shale M

No. :!'». Hard black rock (limestone) !

No. 10. Black slate

No. 41. CoalNo.5 5 6

Total depth w 6

All the coal seams from 5 to 9 are clearly represented in this

shaft, and are readily identified. It is to be regretted that such

records are not kept of every shaft sunk in the State, for they

would be of permanent value to the proprietors and operators alike.

in settling many questions that necessarily arise in coal mining

operations, and would prove a source of scientific as well as eco-

nomic information to all who desire to become acquainted with

the fuel resources of the State. In visiting the various shafts that

have been sunk within the past three or four years. 1 have found

that not more than one-third of the whole number have preserved

any record whatever of the different beds passed through.

Two very important experiments have been made during the past

two years, to determine whether the main coal seams could be

found available over the central portion of the Illinois eoal field,

and both have proved successful. The first one undertaken was the

shaft at Mattoon, which is probably the deepest one west of Pitts-

burg. In this, coal No. 2 of the general section was found at the

depth of about 900 feet. No. 5 was passed at a depth of nearly

700 feet, but was found to be too thin to be of any practical value.

Pot the following details of the Mattoon shaft I am indebted to

Thro, .lonte. Esq., and Mr. Stoddard:

MATTOHN Ml Ml.

N,, 1 Surface BOU

No. _• fellow olay

\,, :i Blue sand '

: Bard-pan
JJ

v 5 Band and gravel

• Bit laj and gravel

<ii.-. -n olay -hale

v. e Limestone

No i" Limestone

v. ii Qoal No i •

Ft. In.

S
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Ft. In.

No. 13. Clay shale , 83

No. 14. Black shale and coal (coal No. 14) 5

No. 15. Red shale 20

No. 16. Sandstoneand lime 108

. No. 17. Coal No. 13 1 6

No. 18. Fire-clay 3 6

No. 19. Clay shale 66

No. 20. CoalNo.12 8

No. 21. Fire-clay 3

No. 22. Sandstone 6

No. 23. Coal No. 11 7

No. 24. Fire-clay and shale 11

No. 25. CoalNo.10 11

No. 26. Fire-clay 4

No. 27. Limestone, upper part shaly 37

No. 28. Coal No. 9 4

No. 29. Sandy shale 79

No. 30. Clay shale 28

No. 31. CoalNo.7 lft.6in.to 2 ' 6

No. 32. Dark clay shale 2 6

No. 33. Coal 2

No. 34. Fireclay --- 3

No. 35. Gray shale 12

No. 36. Limestone 15

No. 37. Black slate 2 feet, coal 1 inch (coal No. 6) 2 1

No 38. Clay shale 36

No. 39. CoalNo.5 1 1

No. 40. Sandstone and shale 72

No. 41. CoalNo.3 11

No. 42. Fireclay 2 5

No. 43. Limestone 8

No. 44. Blue shale 2

No. 45. Hard gray limestone— , 12

No. 46. Sandy shale 5S

No. 47. Sandstone and shale 46

No. 48. Grayshale 19

No. 49. CoalNo.2 - .-- 4

Total depth 908

No indications of coal No. 4 were noticed, and its place is about

midway between coals 3 and 5, but witb tbat exception the whole

series from No. 2 to 15 come in in regular order, and are readily

identified. The product from No. 2 in this shaft is a clean bright

coal, apparently nearly free from iron pyrites, and, judging from

its external appearance, sufficiently free from all deleterious sub-

stances to be used in its raw state for smelting iron. A block of

the roof shale of No. 5 was sent to my office by Mr. Jonte, and I

found it filled with Discina nitida, Lingula mytiloides and Cardinia?

fragilis, which characterize this coal in all the shafts in this and

the adjoining counties, and fix the horizon of that coal in this shaft

beyond question.
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Great credit is due to the stockholders in this mining enterprise,

and to the citizens of Mattoon generally, for their persevering efforts

in bringing this costly experiment to a successful termination.

The other important experiment alluded to above, was made with

the diamond drill at Pana, and was successful in finding a coal

seam about seven feet in thickness at the depth of a little over 703

feet. For the following details of this boring I am indebted to J.

W. Ketchell, Esq., of Pana, in whose office I was permitted to ex-

amine the core of rock taken out with the drill as the work pro-

gressed :

PANA BOBING.
Ft. In.

No. 1. Soil and brown clay n

No. 2. Hardpan "

No. 3. Blueclay 2

No. 4. Sand and gravel 12

No. 5. Hardredclay 18

No. 6. Forestbed .*.
3 G

No. 7. Blueclay 5T

No. 8. Forestbed -

No. 9. Clay 19

No. 10. Limestone s

No. 11. Clay shale with lime nodules 2 10

No. 12. Clay shale—upper part red *

No. 13. Blue and gray limestone lfi '"

No. 14. Dark clay shale J *

No. 15. Gray limestone !-

No. 16. Sandy shale 2 10

No. 17. Sandstone and shale *' 6

No. 18. Finegrained sandstone lv

No. 19. Bluish day shale 14

No. 20. CoalNo.12 ° 6

No. 21. Black and gray shale °

No. 22. No core, probably fire-clay * 2

No. 23. Blue and chocolate colored shale 41

No. 24. Calcareous shale with fossils 9

No. 25. CoalNo.ll ° u

No. 26. Pebbly fire-clay *

No. 27. Greenish olay shale 'n

No. 28 Bandy shale and sandstone

No. 29. Olay s1imI(>
:t

No.:!". Dark fosaWferous shale ooalNo. 10 2 !•

No. 31. Bandy shale "• "

No. 82. Bine olay shale :i '

No. 88 Fosstliferous shale •

No M. <irM\- limestone
'•'

Bine clay shale ' '"

Ho. 88 Blaok shale (No. » ooal) ;t *

.; \ ra.prohabl] Dre-olay

No 88 s. in. Is!..,),.
''

\,i 88 Oaloareons sandstone and shale

No i" Braeolayahala

bale " '"
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Ft. In.

No. 42. Blackshale 4 7

No. 43. Coal(loeal) 8

No. 44. Fire-clay and nodular arg. limestone 11 1

No . 45

.

Mottled dark sandstone 13

No. 46. Striped sandy shales 66 8

No. 47. Clay shale 2 3

No. 48. Fossiliferous shale 6

No. 49. CoalNo.8 1 1

No. 50. Shale and iflre-clay 1 6

No. 51. Sandy shales and sandstone 87 6

No. 52. CoalNo.7 6

No. 53. Dark clay shale 15

No. 54. Dark argillaceous limestone 6

No. 55. Bituminous shale 4

No. 56. No core (soft calcareous shale ?j 7 3

No. 57. Hard pyritiferous rock 4 9

No. 58. CoalNo.6 2 8

No. 59. Hard clay shale 3

No. 60. Argillaceous limestone 3 6

No. 61. Darkshale 5 2

No. 62. Dark gray limestone 12

No. 63. Blackshale 4

No. 64. Septaria (nodule) 18

No. 65. Blackshale 1

No. 66. Coal 7 3

Total depth 719 6

The surface deposits at Pana proved to be about 127 feet thick,

and consequently they struck the bed-rock considerably below the

horizon of coal No. 14, which outcrops on the creek two or three

miles south of the city. No. 13 could not be identified in the bor-

ing, and its place would be not far below No. 15 of the section.

One interesting feature of the superficial deposits here was the

presence of two distinct Forest beds, or ancient soils, one three and

a half and the other two and a half feet thick, and separated by

57 feet of blue clay. One or both of these ancient soils have been

found over a large portion of the State, and they present a serious

obstacle to the land ice or glacier theory of the origin of the Drift

deposits.

Another important boring with the diamond drill has been made
by the Ellsworth Coal Company, two miles west of Danville. This

boring shows the general development of all the coals in the lower

Coal Measures from No. 7 to the bottom of the series. It com-

mences just below the Danville coal, which is No. 7 of the general

section, and ends in the sandstone at the base of the Coal Measures.

These lower seams have their outcrop in Indiana, and this is the

first attempt that has been made on the eastern border of the coal

region in Illinois to ascertain whether any of the lower seams could
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be found in that portion of the State of sufficient thickness to be of

practical value.

DANVILLE BOltlNCi.
Ft. In.

No. 1. Coal No. 7

No. 2. Shale :i 8

No. 3. Coal (lower division of No. 7) »;

No. 4. Blue and gray shale 17 n
No. 5. Blackshale 1 11

No. 6. Coal No. G (Grape creek) 3 11

No. 7. Fire-clay J 7

No. 8. Limestone and shale <i 5

No. 9. Sandy shales 16 5

No. 10. Gray shale 89 l»

No. 11. Black shale 8

No. 12. Dark gray shale Hi i

No. 13. Sandstone and shale 14 4

No. 14. Coal No. 4 l 6

No. 15. Shale !• 4

No. 10. Coal No. 3

No. 17. Gray shale 1 (

No. 18. Variegated shales, bottom black -.Si

No. 19. CoalNo.2 t 1

No. 20. Shale and limestone

No. 21. Coal—upper division of No. 1

No. 22. Blackshalo S

No. 23. Coal—lower division of No. 1 1 ;»

No. 24. Shale and sandstone 66 l»

Total 2sti 5

This boring has demonstrated that coal No. '2 may he found in

this portion of the State with a more than average thickness of fon

feet, and the superior quality of the coal which it affords will stim-

ulate those largely interested in coal mining operations to cany their

shafts down to this horizon, even where the thicker seams al

are well developed. The Ellsworth Coal Company are entitled to

the credit of making the first effort to ascertain what could be found

on the eastern borders of the Illinois coal field below the horizon of

coal No. (').

On the western border of the coal field in nearly the Bame lati-

tude, B shaft was recently sunk through the lower portion of the

Coal Measures, hut developing no coal that was more than thirty

inches in thickness. For the following details of the shaft at Prairie

City, in McDonough county, I am indebted to Mr. B, V. Worden,

of that place :

It. In

No i Boil and drift ol&y

v 1 Blank flasUe k l

No H < annul coal Ho. I? B

No i < laj shale n
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Ft. In.

No. 5. CoalNo.3 2

No. 6. Fire-clay 2 6

No. 7. Sandstone 13 6

No. 8. Clay shale. 15 a

No. 9. CoalNo.2 10

No. 10. Clavshale 2 6

No. 11. Hardrock 2

No. 12. Clay shale 19

No. 13. Calcareous sandstone 13

No. 14. Black shale 4

No. 15. Coal(local) 4

No. 16. Fire-clay 1

No. 17. Sandstone 4

No. 18. Clay shale 13 <j

No. 19. Slate 8

No. 20. CoalNo.l 1 5

No. 21. Cannel coal 7

No. 22. Mixture of coal and slate 1

Total depth of shaft 154 4

From this point a boring was made to the depth of 88 feet, pass-

ing through the following strata

:

Ft.

Clay shale 22

Sandstone 8

Clay shale 4

Sandstone 4

Gray limestone (Lower Carboniferous).

The gray limestone at the bottom of this boring is probably the

upper division of the Lower Carboniferous series, and no coal would

be found by sinking to a greater depth. Nos. 19, 20 and 21 of the

shaft probably represent coal No. 1, while No. 15 represents a local

seam. No. 9 is coal No. 2, No. 5 is coal No. 3, and No. 3 of the

shaft is either a local development or a representative of coal No. 4

No. 18 is said to be an excellent quality of tile clay, and the shalt

may be utilized in the production of this useful article for the man-

ufacture of pottery and drain tile on a large scale.

A. boring made at Milford, in Iroquois county, was carried to the

bottom of the Coal Measures, reaching the Lower Carboniferous

limestone at about 200 feet, and though two coal seams were passed

through neither of them were thick enough to be of any practical

value. The following beds were passed through in this boring:

Ft. In.

Clay, sand and gravel - H°

Clay shale u
CoalNo.2 1 a

Fire-clay 2
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Ft. In

Clay shale SO

Sandstone 16

Clay shale -

Goal No. i o 8

Fire clay -

8andstone 5

Shale i

8andstone 3

Lower Carboniferous limestone o 6

Total depth 900 4

The following record of a boring made at Charleston, in Coles

county, was furnished by Mr. C. B. Swan, under whose direction

the work was done

:

Ft

No. 1. Soil and surface clay 15

No. 2. Hard-pan 15

No. 3. Gray shale :w

No. 4. Fire-clay 3

No. 5. Shale

No. 6. Limestone 4

No. 7. Shale 3

No. 8. Limestone 20

No. 9. Green shale I

No. 10. Black shale I

No. 11. Limestone 7

No. 12. Black shale 5

No. 13. Gray slate 45

No. 14. Coal 2

No. 15. Fire-clay 3

No. 1G. Gray shale 28

No. 17. Black shale 10

No. 18. Coal 3

No. 19. Fire-clay 3

No. 20. Gray shale 16

No. 21. Limestone 2

Black shale 9

No. 23. Limestone

No. 24 Light shale ••••

Blaok shale 44

No. 26. Rod shale 10

No. 27. Limestone 20

-. Olay shale

No. 99. Goal '

D. I in. -clay 4

No. SI. Limestone I

ciav hale -'

Limestone and shale n

I Bandy shale 40

Blaok hale 9

Goal .

Total depth
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I am not able to correlate this boring, either with the shaft at

Mattoon or the diamond drill boring at Pana. I am satisfied that

it is not deep enough to reach the horizon of coal No. 5, but it is

possible that the lowest coal reported in the boring may be No. 7,

and if this conclusion is correct, No. 5 would be found at from 60

to 75 feet below. The limestones reported in this boring have no

analogues any where else in the Coal Measures, either in the num-
ber of the beds or their aggregate thickness. Nos. 6, 8 and 11

constitute a calcareous mass 31 feet in thickness, with only about

8 feet of intervening shales, and in my examinations of the outcrops

on the Embarras river, in this and the adjoining county of Cum-
berland, no such heavy beds of limestone were found.

The "Fusulina" limestone which outcrops in the vicinity of Green-

up, and along the Embarras river at intervals nearly to the south

line of Coles county, is nowhere more than five feet in thickness,

and I found no calcareous shales of any considerable thickness

associated with it that could be mistaken in the boring for lime-

stone. This may be represented, however, by No. 6 of the boring,

and the 20 foot limestone No. 8 may be the equivalent of the

Quarry Creek limestone of Clark county, '[which is underlaid by a

green shale there, and possibly agreeing with that reported under

the limestone in this boring. Below this there are four other beds

of limestone reported, varying in thickness from six to twenty feet,

making an aggregate of some 80 or 90 feet. If this is a true record

of the Coal Measure strata underlying Coles county, it shows a

greater thickness of calcareous beds here than have been found else-

where in the State.

BOEING AT H iBVEL.
Feet.

No. 1. Surface soil and clay 17

No. 2. Sandy shale 3

No. 3. Clay shale 56

No. 4. Limestone 10

No. 5. Clayshale 12

No. 6. Limestone 5

No. 7. Green shale 30

No. 8. Black shale 4

No. 9. Sandy shale ••-• 20

No. 10. Clay shale 160

No. 11. Limestone 3

No. 12. Clayshale 30

No. 13. Black shale 3

No. 14. Clay shale 40

No. 15. Limestone 2

No. 16. Clay shale 1°

No. 17. Black shale 3
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Feet.

30

No. is. Clay shale 7

No. 19- Limestone 26

No. 20. Clay shale 3

No. 21. Sandstone

No. 22. Olay shale l

No. 23. Limestone |

ji. Black slate 10

No. 25. Clay shale 2

No. 26. Limestone
'

34

No. 27. Clay shale 4

No. 28. Sandy shale 85

No. 29. Light gray, sandy shale " '""'

No.30. Sandy shale
"'"

2

No. 31. Clay shale in'.i

No. 32. Sandy shale and sandstone

775

Total depth

Harvel is about fifteen miles N.NE. of Litchfield, in Montgomery

county, and on comparing the above boring with the shaft and

borin* at the latter locality, given on a subsequent page, it v« 11 be

seenlhat there i. no correspondence worthy of note between ta.

The thinning out and consequent disappearance of a eoa earn m

certain localities is not on unusual occurrence but the entire

absence of a half dozen seams where they might be expected to

occur is quite an extraordinary occurrence.

For the following record of the escapement shaft at Dawson, in

Sangamon county, sunk by the Wabash Coal Company. I a,n in-

debted to Mr. Thomas P. Mowitt :

^ fa

1*1

No. 1. Surface soil, clay and Band
lu

-

No. 2. Clay shale, with hands of hard rock
'•••"

g

No. B. l'.liie shale
1

No. 4. Bard .-..n^lomerate

N,,. :,. Fire-clay in

N,,. id. Red shale ;

No. 11. Baatard slate „ 1

12. Coal N0.6 """"

No. 13. Blre-olay

No. 14. Bard brown rook

v. [6. Bard gray Bandstone

No. 16. OlayBhale
!

No, it. 1. hi. i 1

N... is. Blaok slate

No. 18 '

l

Total depth

Daw** .s 55 feet above the statu... at Biverton, where the River-

toncoalshaft is located, and aa the depth of the Daw^n shaft was

wagnot deep enough to alio* tor the average dip of the coal to.be
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eastward, 1 was inclined to believe before seeing the record of the

Dawson shaft that the seam they were working was No. 6, and that

No. 5 was to be found some thirty or forty feet below. But on

comparing the record of the shaft at Dawson with that at Kiverton,

I am convinced they are both on the same seam, though the dip

between these points is scarcely more than one foot to the mile,

while from the western outcrop of No. 5 to Eiverton it averages

about seven feet. From Dawson to Niantic it averages nearly the

same, while from Niantic to Decatur it increases to at least twelve

or fourteen feet to the mile.

Section of the Winona shaft at Winona, near the northeast cor-

ner of Marshall county, furnished by Mr. E. L. Monser:

Ft. In.

No. 1. Soil and yellow clay 10

No. 2. Blue clay 46

No. 3. Sand ." 10

No. 4. Hardpan 34

No. 5. Kedclay 3

No. 6. Soft clay shale 3

No. 7. Hard limestone 1 6

No. 8. Brown shale 6

No. 9. Sandstone 7

No. 10. Blue shale 13

No. 11. Dark clay shale 4

No. 12. Limestone - 13

No. 13. Gray slate 3 6

No. 14. Black slate 3

No. 15. Coal (poor) No. 10? 6

No. 16. Grayslate 11

No. 17. Blueshale 2

No. 18. Limestone (top hard) 11

Mo. 19. Brown shale 8

No. 20. Clay shale 6

No. 21. Hard sandstone 2

No. 22. Clay shale 4

No. 23. Brownshale 2

No. 24. Blueshale 6

No. 25. Hard limestone 2

No. 26. Blueshale 4

No. 27. Clay shale (gray) 17

No. 28. Blue shale 5

No. 29. Brownshale 14

No. 30. Blue sandstone 30

No. 31. Grayslate 14

No. 32. Dark shale 38

No. 33. CoalNo.7? 3 4

No. 34. Fire-clay (top, good) 10

No. 35. Sandy shale 8

No. 36, Clay shale 18

No. 37. Black shale 3

No. 38. Darkshale 2

No. 39. Brown shale _ 3
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Ft. In.

No. 40. Flintrock? 4

No. 41. Dark slate 4

No. 42. Nodular flre-clay \> in

No. 4:i. Brown shale 4

No. 44. Fire-clay 4 g

No. 45. Sandy shale 3 6

No. 46. Softclay shale 1 g

No. 47. Sandstone 15 ti

No. 48. Gray slate 5 g

No. 49. Dark slate with iron bands 1 c

No. 50. Gray slate with sulphur balls i»l 6

No. 51. Black slate, with fossil shells 4

No. 52. Gray shale, with shells and plants 15 8

No. 53. Black slate 3 c

No. 54. Blue clay shale g

No. 55. Limestone in two bands, with 3 inches shale i i

No. 56. Dark soapstone 4

No. 57. Limestone 1

No. 58. Dark clay shale 2 6

No. 59. Blackslate 5

No. 60. Coal—upper 5 inches cannel, No. 4 1 g

No. 61. Fire-clay 6

No. 62. Limestone 1

No. 63. Dark clay shale | g

No. 64. Black slate 5

No. 65. CoalNo.3 1 g

No. 66. Fire-clay
( ;

N°. 67. Limestone g

No. 68. Clay shale (light and dark) gg •>

No. 69. Coal (poor) 4

No. 70. Sandstone, with sulphur and 1 inch coal 4

No. 71. Dark clay shale 13

No. 72. Hard sulphur rock 3 6

No. 73. Blackslate 4 g

No. 74. Gray slate and shale 11 g

No. 75. Coal No. 2 2 8

Total depth 576 4

The coal at the hottom of this shaft is without doubt coal No. 1 0!

the general section, though it is not quite so thick here as it averages

in LaSalle county. Quite possibly its average thickness will prove

to be greater than the above figures may indicate. It is one of the

most persistent seams in the State, and famishes a hitter quality

of coal usually than any of the others. Its freedom from sulphur

is sometimes so complete that it can he used in the raw state for

smelting iron.

A boring made at Marissa, in St. Clair county, commenced under

the Belleville coal, shows that there is no coal nam of any value

below that in that part of St. Clair county.
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Boring at Marissa, commencing at the bottom of the Belleville

coal:
Ft. In.

No. 1. Fire-clay 7 11

No. 2. Limestone or septaria 2 10

No. 3. Fire-clay 1

No. 4. Septaria? 11

No. 5. Clay shale, with concretions of iron ore 50 10

No. 6. Blackshale 5 6

No. 7. Clay shale 33

No. 8. Blue slate, with nodules 18 3

No. 9. Limestone 1 3

No. 10. Blackslate 6

No. 1L Coal 1 3

No. 12. Fire-clay and coal 2 7

No. 13. Fire-clay 5 4

No. 14. Coal 10

No. 15. Fireclay 11 6

No. 16. Variegated shale 1 6

No. 17. Light sandy shale 8 9

No. 18. Dark limestone 3

No. 19. Light micaceous sandstone 15 6

No. 20. White fine grained sandy shales 50 1

Total depth 225 1

Salt water commenced flowing in No. 17, and increased so as to

stop further progress in No. '20. The lower coals are probably

represented by Nos. 11 and 14, neither of which are of any practical

value. The sandstone and sandy shale constituting the last 65 feet

probably represent the sandstone usually found at the base of the

Coal Measures.

The following is a record of a boring for coal made at Lementon,

in St. Clair county, on the line of the B. & S. I. B. B., for which

I am indebted to Mr. E. C. Leonard

:

Ft. In.

Soil, clay and gravel 38

Carbonaceous clod coal No. 6?

Clay shale

Bed and yellow sand?

Clay shale 12

Hard rock

Clay shale

Blackslate

Coal No. 5

Fire-clay and shale 3

Hard rock 1 6

Blackslate : 3 6

Coal No. 3 2

Fire-clay and clay shale 9

Brown shale 4

Hard blue shale 9

Blue slate 1

No. 1.

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 5.

No. 6.

No. 7.

No. 8.

No. 9.

No, 10.

No. 11.

No. 12.

No. 13.

No. 14.

No. 15.

No. 16.

No. 17.
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Ft. In.

No. 18. Sandstone 'J

No. 13. Brown shale 1

No. 21. Sandstone 1

No. 21. Ooal No. l' l

Total depth IH -'

Although this holing commences above the horizon of No. 5 coal,

it was found to he too thin at this point to he of any practical

value, while the two lower seams penetrated in the bore were also

valueless. This barren area is not very extensive, as No. 5 out-

crops on Silver creek, about four miles a little east of north from

Lementon, with its normal thickness of live to six feet. Probably

a boring two or three miles east of this point would result in find-

ing this seam of coal with its average thickness, and at less than a

hundred feet from the surface.

The following is a. record of a boring made at Chapin, on the

county line between Scott and Cass counties

:

V. In

No. i. Boil and drift clays "i

No. 2. clay shale •- B

No. ::. Bands!

No. 4. Brown shale " t

No. 5. Bandstone " (i

\... 6. Dark shale

No. 7. Bulphurrook I

No. 8. Clay shall' 13

No. 9. Bulphurrook " <

N.p. 10. FosBlllferoua limestone l

v,. n. Bard black slat.'

No. 1-. Ooal

No. IS. Fire-clay

v.. li. Limestone •

V.. 16. (lay shall'

No. 16. Blue limestone * '

V>. it. Fire-clay :

No. 18. Sam 1st in' I

No. 19. (£ray shale
"

•

No. 20. Hard Bandstone

No. 21. sulphur rock and coal - I

No. 82. Graj limestone

kl and brack shale i '•'

Gray limestone — '-' '

Conglomerate ' ''

ii" ... - I

Total depth....

haft was sunk to the lir-t OOal, No. I- of tin record, but it

proved to he an unproductive si am. aiul the experiment \\a-
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abandoned. It is probably tbe same as tbe Neeleyville coal, but it

is only about balf as thick here as it is at Neeleyville, two miles

further west.

A shaft was commenced by Mr. Loy, at Edgewood, in Effingham

county, and when last reported on was down nearly to the base of

the upper Coal Measures, and as it was commenced above coal No.

16, the highest seam in the State of any practical value, the record

is very interesting as showing the regular developments of these

upper seams in the centre of the basin. For the following record I

am indebted to Dr. G-. W. Bassett, of Vandalia

:

EDGEWOOD SHAFT.
Ft. III.

No. 1. Soil, clay, sand and gravel 59 6

No. 2. Rotten sandstone 1

No. 3. Yellow clay shale 3

No. 4. Eed sandy shale 2

No. 5. Gray shale 16 6

No. 6. Gray limestone 3

No. 7. CoalNo.16 5

No. 8. Blue shale 3

No. 9. Sandstone and sandy shale 13

No. 10. Dark clay shale 20

No. 11. Impure fire-clay 6

No. 12. Hard ealc, sandstone 3

No. 13. Gray sandy shale 8

No. 14. Clay shale, bottom dark : 10

No. 15. Coal smut '. 4

No. 16. Pebbly limestone and ironstone 3

No. 17. Dark sandy shale 30

No. 18. Dark shale with limestone bands 11 3

No. 19. Coal (semi-block) No. 15 10

No. 20. Fire-clay, with nodules of limestone 3

No. 21. Calcareous sand or limestone 8

No. 22. Blue shale 30

No. 23. Dark gray shale 30

No. 24. Dark and fawn-colored fossiliferous shales 40

No. 25. Bituminous shale, with shells and crinoids 1

No. 26. Coal, upper part cannel—No. 14 .• 2 4

No. 27. Dark gray fire-clay 3

No. 28. Sandstone and sandy shale 18

No. 29. Dark blue shale 6

No. 30. Dark and fawn-colored shale 12

No. 31. Coal (semi-block) No. 13 1 10

No. 32. Fire-clay, with sigillaria, etc 1

No. 33. Dark sandy shale 12

No. 34. Dark and fawn-colored shales 27

No. 35. Black bituminous limestone (fossiliferous) 3

No. 36. CoalNo.12 1 2

No. 37. Fire-clav 2

No. 38. Dark gray shale, with one inch coal 5 1

No. 39. Fire-clay 1 6

No. 40. Hardsandrock 3

No. 41. Black sandy shale 5

—3
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a

No. 42. Hard sandstone

No. 43. Very dark shale
4

No. 44. Limestone 4

No. 45. Jointed flre-olay g

No. 40. Limestone j ,.

No. 17. Jointed flre-olay
j

No. 48. 1!1 uk clod—Coal No. 11 .,

Ho. 40. Limestone 3

No. 5(>. Jointed flre-olay
j 6

No. 51. Limestone 1

No. 52. Bituminous shah-
g

No. 53. Darkgray Bhale.witb plants
......... a

No. 54. Bandetone. with Bait-water '

''"

No. 55. Dark gray shale
j

No. 50. Conglomerate limestone
..... 8

No. :>t. Bash coal—Coal No. 10 ".....'".. i

No. 58. Black olod 4

No. 59. Limestone, partly concretionary
x

No. 60. Blackshale —
Total depth

This shaft terminates apparently not very far above the horizon

of the Shoal Creek limestone, which lays about 385 feet above the

coal in the shafts at Sandoval and Centralia, the nearest points

Xre any of the lower coals have been opened, and ,t would have

to be sunk about 400 feet further to reach a coal seam of any prac-

tical value for deep mining.

BUILDING STONE.

Manv valuable quarries of building stone have been opened in tins

State since the publication of the preceding volumes, but from the

preBa of other duties, 1 -as not able to give as much time to then

eZination as was necessary to enable me to repori fully upon

^Tne location of the Southern Penitentiary at Chester has resulted

o|
.

B nnpol, ill)t industry, in connection w*h

L extensive bed8 of limestone ana sandstone which had ton* been

known to occur a. thai locality, but baa remained ™P«?"*
oXs for the want of the labor and capital necessary lor their full

development.

Thft1 division of the lower Carboniferous formation known as the

.,•,„..„, Group" comprises several beds of limestone, sandstone and

sSe ana it ,1 u^m the 1 r pari of this formation that the ci*

of Chester and the Southern Penitentiary are situated rh follow

,„„ section will show the relative position and thickness of the

exposed on the Penitentiary grounds:
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Ft.

Massive brown sandstone, exposed 25

Limestone and shale, partly exposed 50

i Green and blue argillaceous shales, mostly beneath a covered slope 70

•/•nr^z-t-c Massive gray sasctotono , with partings of green and blue shales, exposed 80

The prison buildings and yard are located on the lower limestone

of the foregoing section, which is probably more than a hundred

feet in thickness, and extends below the low-water level of the river,

and to the height of sixty to eighty feet above low-water mark. The

quarry in the prison yard has a perpendicular face of about forty

feet of solid limestone in beds from one to four feet in thickness,

and presents considerable variety of color and texture. Its prevail-

ing color is a light gray, passing sometimes into buff, and again

into a dark bluish-gray. The rock is sufficiently compact to receive

a high polish, and some of the beds would make a handsome mar-

ble. The upper part of the bed is semi-oolitic in structure, while

other portions are almost entirely made up of minute bryozoans, and

the other low forms of organic life.

These quarries afford material adapted to all the ordinary uses to

which limestones are usually applied, and from the favorable loca-

tion of this institution on the Lower Mississippi, with uninterrupted

navigation at nearly all seasons to all southern points, and with

transportation by railroad to the interior towns where building stone

of good quality is always in demand, a ready market will be found

for all the varieties of building stone which the prison quarries can

supply.

Dimension stone of almost any desirable size may be obtained

here, and the foundation stone for the monument to be erected at

Chester to the memory of Gov. Bond had just been completed, and

was awaiting transportation to the cemetery at the time of my last

visit to this locality. This was a single stone, 7£ by 7| feet square,

and 30 inches thick, and estimated to weigh about 12 tons.

The prison buildings are mainly constructed of a fine brown

sandstone, obtained from the upper bed of the foregoing section.

The quarries from which this rock was obtained are about half a

mile north of the penitentiary, but on the lands belonging to the

institution. The quarries present a perpendicular face of about 25

feet of evenly-bedded brown sandstone, the beds varying in thick-

ness from four inches to four feet or more. It breaks evenly across

the lines of bedding, and blocks of any desirable size can be readily

obtained. When freshly quarried the rock is soft, and can be

easily dressed, but it hardens on exposure, and forms a handsome
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and durable stone for massive buildings. The supply of both sand-

stone and limestone is practically inexhaustible.

At Evansville, on the Okaw river, a fine quarry of excellent lime-

stone has been opened, and a large amount of rock for the abut-

ments of a suspension bridge has been taken out. The quarries are

located about half a mile back from the river, and a hundred feet

or more above low-water mark. The rock is a massive light-gray

semi-oolitic limestone, and is the highest bed outcropping in the

vicinity of the town.

The principal quarry shows a perpendicular face of about 15 feet

of massive grayish-drab colored limestone, that closely resembles

some of the semi-oolitic beds of the St. Louis group. Some of the

beds attain a thickness of four or five feet, and will furnish dimen-

sion stone of any desirable size.

No characteristic fossils were found in it, but it was underlaid by

nearly a hundred feet of shales and thin-bedded limestones, filled

with the characteristic fossils of the Chester group, leaving no

doubt in regard to the formation to which it belongs. It may, per.

haps, be the equivalent of the regularly-bedded portion of the upper

limestone in the Chester bluffs. The surface ovei* which it forms

the bed rock is considerably broken by sink holes, similar to, but

smaller than those which prevail where the St. Louis limestone is

the underlying rock. Should a railroad be constructed through this

part of Randolph county, these quarries would become a source of

profit to the owners, and would add an important item to the busi-

ness of the road.

BoekviUe Quarries.—Two miles and a half west of Seville, in Ful-

ton county, extensive quarries have been opened since the report

on that county was published, in a sandstone Overlying No. -. and

outcropping in the bluffs of a small stream running into Spoon

river. These quarries are owned by Robert P. Leeman, of Cincin-

nati, Who lias erected machinery for manufacturing grindstOD

whetstones, scythestones, and also for supplying dimension stone to

the Wabash road and the towns on its route. The rock in the

quarry shows a perpendicular face of about 20 feet, and furnishes

dimension stone from two to three feel in thickness, and as Uu

as can in conveniently handled.

The best grindstone gril comes from near the middle of the bed,

and the stones manufactured here range from two to four fed or

more in diameter. The rook lias a sharp grit, and seems to
|

an even texture thai makes the stones desirable fox ordinary use.
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These quarries employ about 33 men, and being located immediately

upon the railroad, the product can be readily shipped to any point

where a market can be found.

The bottom of the quarry furnishes the best dimension stone,

especially where it is required to withstand the action of frost and

water. Its power of resistance is said to equal any sandstone yet

found in the State.

At Marietta siding, about a mile further west, another quarry has

been opened, but little work except stripping has been done. It is

located on the same sandstone as the Kockville quarries.

COAL OIL.

The Litchfield Coal Company made a boring in the bottom of

their coal shaft in November, 1879, for the purpose of determining

whether another coal scam thick enough to be profitably mined,

could be found below the one they were then working, and at the

depth of 682 feet below the surface, and 255 below the coal in their

shaft, they found the first deposit of coal oil of any value that has

been found in the State. It is a heavy lubricating oil, and was

associated with salt water and gas, the latter in such quantity that

it might be utilized for lighting the city. For the following record

of the beds passed through at Litchfield to reach this oil deposit, I

am indebted to the Secretary of the Litchfield Coal Company.

Ft. In.

No. 1. Surface clay, gravel, etc 75 6

No. 2. Limestone 14

No. 3. Black slate and coal 3 6

No. 4. Fireclay . 4

No. 5. Clay shale 8

No. 6. Shelly limestone 5

No. 7. Shale and gray slate 79

No. 8. Hard, silieious rock 3 6

No. 9. Fire-clay 2

No. 10. Shelly limestone 8

No. 11. Brown silieious rock, very hard 6

No. 12. Soft clay shale 3 6

No. 13. Gray shale and sandstone 14

No. 14. Brown sandy shale 19

No. 15. Sandstone and shale ' 97

No. 16. Grayshale 45

No. 17. Darkshale 33

No. 18. Blackshale 7

No. 19. Coal—No.5? 2

No. 20. Hard fire-clay : 16

No. 21. Hard silieious rock 1 6

No. 22. Coarse brown sandstone 9
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In.

No. 23. Brown shale 10

No. '.'4. Gray slate 14

N... 25. Blate and -hale 8

No. 96. Bbaleaod sandstone 23

--.. Bandstone B

No. Jv Coal (Litchfield seam)—No. 2? I

No. 29. (nay Blate and sandy shale .

No. 30. Ooal—Upper division" of No. 1 S u

No. 31. Clay Bhale and flre-olay 5 6

No. 32. Coal—Lower division of No. 1 2 4

No. ::s. Sandstone and Bhale

Ne. 34. Brown sandy shale 10

No. 35. White sandstone, with strong flow of brine and oil 13

Total depth 886 7

When I visited this locality in October, 1882, there were four wells

in operation, producing about two barrels of crude oil per day each.

The product is a heavy lubricating oil. worth considerably more in

thejnarket than the common petroleum. It comes, apparently, from

about the base of the Coal Measure Conglomerate, or possibly from

one of the Upper Chester sandstones.

Nothing definite is known as to the extent of the area over which

this oil basin extends, as no boring has been made in the county

deep enough to reach the oil-bearing strata, except in the immediate

vicinity of Litchfield. The well commenced at Irving some months

ago may throw some light on this question if carried to the depth

of 1,000 feet, which I understand to be the requirement of the orig-

inal contract.

SALT WELLS.

After the publication of the report on Perry county, a boring WM
made at St. Johns, for the purpose, mainly, of determining whether

there was a coal seam of any practical value below the DnQuoin

coal. At the depth of 970 feet a sandstone saturated with salt water

was reached, that extended to the depth of 1,060 feet, the brine ris-

ing to various heights from 150 to 260 feet below the surface. There

are now si\ wells in operation here, with a flow of about L6 gallon!

per minute to each well. The present yield of merchantable salt at

these works is stated at 3,600 barrels per annum, and the product

is manufactured into the various grades d .-alt in common use. v>

rd of the boring could be obtained, hut two thin coals were re-

ported as ocourrring below the DuQuoin seam.
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NOTES ON LA SALLE COUNTY.

LaSalle is one of the most interesting counties in the State, not

only from the variety and economic value of its mineral resources,

but also from the peculiar geological phenomena that are presented

within its borders. Situated on the northern confines of the great

coal field of Illinois, its coal products find a ready market in the

more northerly portions of this and the adjoining States of Wiscon-

sin and Minnesota, where no productive coal beds have hitherto been

found, and its favorable position in regard to the iron and zinc de-

posits of the northwest makes this county an eligible location for

the economical reduction of these metallic products.

Among the economical resources of this county, bituminous coal

ranks first in importance, and is found underlying nearly all that

portion of the county lying south of the Illinois river, as well as a

limited area north of that stream. Four coal seams, of sufficient

thickness to be of practical value in the production of coal, outcrop

within the limits of the county, and are the representatives of coals

numbered 2, 4, 5 and 7 of the general section of the Coal Measures

of this State.

Their aggregate thickness is about sixteen feet, and their range

from two to seven feet, and they will be described further on in in-

dicating the localities where they are worked.

An anticlinal axis crosses this county from northwest to southeast,

having its center in the valley of the Illinois river, about three

miles east of the city of LaSalle, where the Lower Magnesian lime-

stone of Owen, the oldest rock in the State, is elevated above the

surface to the height of about 80 feet. The Lower Carboniferous,

Devonian and Upper Silurian formations are all absent in this por-

tion of the State, so that the Coal Measures in LaSalle county

overlie, unconformably, both the Trenton limestone and St. Peters

sandstone of the Lower Silurian series.

The exposure of the Lower Magnesian limestone is restricted to

a limited area in the valley of the Illinois, its- outcrop only extend-

ing eastward from Split-rock [about two miles. It affords the best

hydraulic limestone in the State, and the manufacture of hydraulic

cement has been an important industry at Utica for many years.

The St. Peters sandstone, which immediately overlays the Lower

Magnesian limestone, forms the main portion of the river bluffs from

near Utica to a point two or three miles east of Ottawa, and on Fox
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river from its mouth to the vicinity of Indian Creek, a distance of

about ten miles. This sandstone will furnish an inexhaustible sup-

ply of the best glass sand to be found in the Mississiypi Valley, and
in its economical importance it is second only to the Coal Measures
in the value of its products. It is found at only two points in the

State outside of LaSalle county, viz : at Grand de Tour, in Lee, and
at Cap au Gres in Calhoun, counties. Its maximum thickness is

probably about 225 feet in the southern part of this county, but it

thins out to the northward, so that in the northern portion it does
not much exceed 150 feet. Its extensive out-rnps in the bluffs of

the Illinois river make its economical products easily accessible to

both railroad and water transportation, and the abundance of coal

to be obtained in close proximity to this sandstone indicates that

this is one of the most favorable points in the State, or in the United
States, for the manufacture of all kinds of glassware, and several

extensive factories of this kind have already been established in this

county.

The Trenton limestone, which is the next formation above the

St. Peter's sandstone, has been so much eroded where it appears in

natural outcrops in this county, that no accurate estimate of its

original thickness could be made from an examination of its sur-

face exposures, but in boring at Streator for artesian water, its thick-

ness was found to be a little over 203 feet, which is not more than
half its average thickness in other portions of the State, where it

has not been subjected to erosion. The outcrops only show the

presence of from 25 to 75 feet of the lower part of the formation,

the remainder, with the overlying Upper Silurian strata which were
probably deposited over this portion of the State, have been removed
by tin' long-continued eroding agencies which immediately preceded
the Upper Carboniferous era.

The Trenton limestone affords some good building stone, and aome
of the layers take a good polish, and make a handsome marble.
Usually it has too large a per cent, of alumina and magnesia to

make a good material for the lime-kiln.

(lays suitable for brick, pottery ami drain tile are abundant, and
some of the lire-clays of the lower Coal Measures seem to he adapted
to the manufacture of fire-brick.

Coal LS by far the most important and valuable mineral product

"I LaSalle county, ami its Favorable position On the extreme north-

ern border of tho productive coal field enhances the value of this

product, both for consumption in manufacturing establishments at
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home, and for export to the north, where no coal is to be found

either in this or adjacent States.

The local examinations made during the past year were mainly

confined to the southern half of the county, and were especially di-

rected to the determination of the number, thickness and relative

value of the coal seams to be found within its borders.

The axis of disturbance which has already been mentioned as

crossing the county from northwest to southeast, follows the course

of the Vermilion river from its mouth to the Livingston county line,

and probably beyond, and has produced a marked irregularity in the

distribution of the productive coal seams, and rendered their deter-

mination somewhat more difficult than would be the case if the beds

had remained in their normal position.

North of the Illinois river, and east of this axis, no productive

mines have been opened, except on the outcrop of the lower seam,

where it has been worked to a limited extent for a local supply, nor

is it probable that any extensive coal mines will ever be opened in

that part of the county, although there is a considerable area there

that is underlaid by thin outliers of the lower Coal Measures.

South of the Illinois, and east of the Vermilion, there is quite an

extensive area underlaid in part by three productive coal seams,

though, so far as I was able to determine, not more than two of

these could be found at the same locality. At Lowell the Vermilion

river flows over massive beds of Trenton limestone, and this forms

the lower portion of the river bluffs, extending on the west side to

the height of twenty feet or more above the river. The limestone

is here directly overlaid by the Coal Measures fifty feet or more in

thickness, showing the following section:
Feet.

No. 1. Sandstone partially exposed 8 to 10

No. 2. Shale, with bands of Septaria 10 to 12

No.3. Black sheety shale 2to 3

No.4. Clayshale 6 to 8

No. 5. Coal No. 4 3

No. 6. Green and purple shales 8 to 10

No. 7. Trenton Limestone 15 to 20

The sandstone at the top of the foregoing section was only ex-

posed in the top of the bluff about half a mile below the bridge at

Lowell, and is probably the same sandstone which underlies the

Streator coal at points further up the river. A band of limestone

occurs somewhere in the bluff at this point, composed mainly of

crinoidal stems about half an inch in diameter, a specimen of which

was found here by the Hon. Elmer Baldwin. I did not find it in
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place, but it probably belongs somewbere in No. 2 of the foregoing

Bection. It was only some three or four inches in thickness. No. 8

of tbe section I am inclined to regard as the representative of

No. 5, and a thin coal occurs with it at some other points on the

northeastern borders of the coal field. This would make th<

below it the representative of coal No. 1 of the general section, and

further evidence in favor of this conclusion will be given further on.

The quality of the coal obtained in the vicinity of Lowell is inferior

to that obtained from the Streator scam, and also much inferior to

that afforded by the lower seam in the shafts at Peru and LaSalle.

which of itself is an indication that the Lowell coal is not identical

with that.

On Sec. 24, T. 32, R. 2, the section observed was similar to that

at Lowell, with the exception of the Trenton limestone, which is

here at least 30 or 40 feet below the river level, the intervening

space being occupied by the lower beds of the Coal Measures, which

apparently thin out in a northerly direction before reaching that

point. The section here is as follows

:

No.l. Sandstone W
No. 2. Shale « to 12

No. 8. Black slate

No. 4. Shale and argillaceous limestone 4

No. :,. Black Blate, with rock bands

No. 6. ci.iy shalee

No. 7. Covered space 4 to 5

No.8. Coal in river !><'<1 '

Forty-seven feet below the base of the foregoing seotion another

Beam of coal, 30 inches thick, was found by boring at this point,

which I have no doubt is coal No. 2 of the genera] section, ami the

lowest seam in the shafts at LaSalle and Peru.

At Patterson's shaft, on Bee. 81, T. 82, I;. :*. this lower seam is

worked, and it affords a clean, hard, bright coal, about 'A feet thick,

overlaid by a dove-colored clay shale, quite unlike any beds out-

cropping on the Vermilion, either above or below this point. Coal

No. 4 appears to have thinned out toward the south before reaching

tins point, while No. 2 and the accompanying Btrata thin out in the

opposite direction, so that there is no representative of the coal or

bale above it in the vicinity of Lowell.

At Kirkpatrick'a ford, on the Vermilion, we met with the firs! out-

crop of the Streator coal, in asoending thai stream. The seotion at

this pour follows :
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Feet.

No. 1. Bituminous shale 10

No. 2. Coal (Streator seam) 8 to 9

No. 3. Shale and fire-clay... 10

No. 4. Black shale 4

No. 5. Sandstone and sandy shale 15 to 20

The coal in Patterson's shaft is about 80 or 90 feet below the

Streator seam, and the space between the sandstone at the base of

the foregoing section and coal No. 2 is mainly occupied by argilla-

ceous and bituminous shales, with one or more bands of hard, im-

pure limestone. No record of the Patterson shaft was kept, and no

exposure was found where a detailed section from coal No. 2 to the

sandstone under the Streator coal could be made.

As coals No. 2 and 4 are nowhere exposed at the same point on

the Vermilion, a superficial examination might lead to the conclu-

sion that they were not distinct seams, but the difference in the

quality of the coal they afford, and in the character of the roof

shales, and moreover the presence of both seams on Sec. 24, T. 32,

R. 2, where a boring was made to demonstrate the presence of the

lower seam, leaves no room to doubt the separate position which

they occupy. Hence we are justified in the conclusion that there

are three coals outcropping on the Vermilion, all of which are

worked at the present time ; No. 2 in the shaft at Patterson's, No.

4 in the vicinity of Lowell, and No. 7 at Kirkpatrick's ford, and in

the vicinity of Streator.

Some diversity of opinion has existed with those who have given

special attention to the geology of this county, in regard to the

position which the Streator coal occupies in the general section of

the cOal strata of this State, but from a careful examination of all

the outcrops of the seam from Kirkpatrick's ford, to the last point

where it appears above the river level above Streator, I am fully

satisfied that it is the exact equivalent of coal No. 7 of the general

section. The coal which it affords is perhaps rather better in qual-

ity than that hitherto obtained from the upper seam in the shafts

about Peru and LaSalle, but it has been generally neglected in all

the shafts where Nos. 2 and 5 are found, and therefore its

average quality at those points has not been fairly determined.

It ranges in thickness from 5 to 8 feet, with an average of about

6 feet, and it probably affords as much coal at the present time as

No. 5, which is the next in average thickness, and the one most

extensively mined in the central part of the county.
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In the vicinity of Brock's ford, two miles south of Streator, a

limestone occurs near the top of the hluff, that closely resembles

the limestone south of Petersburg, in Menard county, which there

lies some 25 to 30 feet above coal No. 7, and it contains a similar

group of fossils. In addition to this, the shales below the Streator

coal contain ironstone concretions, completely filled with the little

crustacean figured, and described in a preceding volume under the

name of Leala tricarinata, which is regarded as a characteristic fossil

of the shales under coal No. 7, from whence it has been obtained

at several localities in the State. The following section shows the

strata to be seen in the bluffs of the Vermilion, between Brock's

ford and Streator.

. In.

No. 1. Light gray compact limestone 4

No. 2. Blue sandy shales and soft sandstone, with concretions of s:indy iron ore 35

No. 3. Bituminous shale I

No. 4. Coal No. 7 5
•

No.5. Shale with discoidal concretions of iron ore 61

No. «. Fire-clay

No. 7. Hard con-retionary sandstone IS to IS

N'. B. Shaly sandstone, extending below the river level, exposed 80 I

The limestone at the top of the section contains several sp.

of small Brachiopods, the most common being Athyru tubtilita,

Spirifer linen tux, Terebrahda bovideru, and a small NaHcoptu

Trackydomia, which were mostly in the form of casts, the pustulose

shell being removed.

The hard sandstone, No. 7 of the section, will make a datable

stone for rough walls where strength is the main requisr

Between Streator and the mouth of l'rairie creek, the sandstone

under the Streator coal rises so as to form with the sandy shales

below, a perpendicular cliff about forty feel in height Over this

sandstone ridge the coal has been carried away by the denuding

agencies of the Drift period, but a short distance away from the

river it comes in again immediately below the drift. Near the

mouth of the creek the sandstone becomes thinner, and the coal

appears above it and slopes rapidly down to the river level.

Several borings have been made in the vicinity of Streator. to the

horizon of coal No. 2, but 1 was unable to obtain any reliable

record of the strata passed through. I WM informed, howevi r. that

the distance between the two seams was about 80 feet. The quality

of the coal afforded by No. S is generally superior to thai of any

of the higher Beams, but it seldom exceeds a thickness of 8 or i

and lying deeper below the surface, and consequently reqoir-
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ing a larger investment of capital to reach it, it has generally been

neglected where the upper seams were developed. In McDonough

county, where its average thickness scarcely exceeds two feet, it

has furnished the main supply of coal for the city of Quincy, in-

cluding the river trade at that point for the past twenty-five years,

and will no doubt continue to do so for at least another decade.

The aggregate thickness of the Coal Measures on the east side of

the axis, heretofore mentioned, probably does not much exceed 200

feet, and the distance between coals No. 2 and 7 is about 80 feet,

while on the west side the distance between these coals is about

200 feet, and the entire thickness of the Coal Measures may be es-

timated at over 600 feet. This variation in the thickness of this

formation is probably in part due to the rapid thinning out of the

beds towards the eastern border of the coal field, and in part to

erosion which has carried away on the eastern side nearly all the

strata above the horizon of No. 7 coal.

The details of the following section of the Union Coal company's

shaft, at LaSalle, was furnished by Mr. Chas. J. Devlin, the acting

Secretary of the company. This shaft is located in the south part

of the city, and commences below the main limestones that outcrop

along the river bluffs from LaSalle to Peru.

Ft. In.

No. 1. Clayshale 11

No. 2. Brown shale 11

No. 3. Coal 1

No. 4. Brownshale 20

No. 5. Hard limestone 3

No. 6. Shale 10

No. 7. Bock 1

No. 8. Shale 12

No. 9. Fire-clay 6

No. 10. Bock 3

No. 11. Fire-clay 12

No. 12. Pebbly clay 4 6

No. 13. Clayshale 10 6

No. 14. Blackslate 10

No. 15. Clay shale or fire-clay 15

No. 16. Coal,No.7(?) 4

No. 17. Fire-clay and clay shale 24

No. 18. Sandstone 2

No. 19. Black shale 13

No. 20. Coal, No. 5 5

No. 21. Clayshale 60

No. 22. Limestone 5

No. 23. Shale, with some limestone 71

No. 24. Dove colored shale 12

No. 25. Coal,No.2 4

Total depth 330
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I refer No. 16 in this shaft to the horizon of coal No. 7, mainly
from its stratigraphical position, but it is not impossible that it

may represent No. 6 instead. No fossels ware found in connection

with it. at tbe only outcrop of the seam I was enabled to examine,

and hence its stratigraphical position is the only evidence that was
available for its identification. The outcrop of this coal was found
in a deep ravine, just below the uplift at Split Rock, where an
opening had been made to procure the potter's clay, which forms a
heavy bed immediately below the coal.

Two miles and a half north of La Salle, one of the deepest shafts

in the county has been sunk by the Caledonia Coal Company, and
the following details of it were kindly furnished by the pit boss, Mr.
John P. Duncan :

Ft In.
No. 1. Drift clay and gravel i:t

No. 2. Green and purple shales, with thin bauds of impure limestone and a
thin coal seam 60

No. 3. Limestone, in two beds 27

No. 4. Blue, green and gray shales ji;,

No. 5. Black slate g

No. 6. CoaINo.7(?) 4

No. 7. Fire and potter's clay 1,;

No. 8. Clay shale 14

No. 9. OoalNo.6 3 ,-,

No. 10. Fire-elay -

No. 11. Sandstone 5

No. 12, Clay shall' 54

No. 13. Brown shale 90

No. 14. Black slate

No. 16. Sandstone U
No. 16. Blaok slate _>

No. 17. Clay shale 14

No. 18. Coal No. 2 ;< 1( ,

Total depth 55a 4

The lower seam is the one worked at the present time, in this

shaft, and it is said to lie underlaid here by a lied of excellent lire

clay, from 12 to 14 feet in thickness. The coal which it affords is

superior in quality to that from either of the upper srams.

The beds above the main limestones. No. :; of the Caledonia
shaft, were found well exposed, in the big cut on the Illinois Cen-

tral railroad north of the zinc works, and tin' following is a detailed

section of them .as they appeared ther<

1. Qreen ami uh-gray ''lav shi 4

So. '-'. N'"ln'.

No. [gfe

I. impure ') lati

Sed ood ffreen ahal in

No. 8, (ip-i'ii. -haly .'lay .. ... g
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Feet.

No. 7. Nodular shale, or shaly limestone 6

No. 8. Upper main limestone 12

No. 9. Green shale 2

No. 10. Lower limestone 10 to 12

These are the highest Coal Measure strata outcropping in the

county, and they have been referred by some observers to the

Permian age, but I was unable to find any satisfactory evidence of

unconformability between them and the limestone No. 3, on which

they rest, and the fossils, so far as they have been determined, are

of well-known Coal Measure forms.

The most common fossils in the calcareous shales and impure

limestones of this horizon were the following species : Orthis Pecosii,

Chonetes Flemingi, Productus La Sallensis, Hemipronites crassa, Athy-

ris subtilita, all of which are characteristic Coal Measure forms.

On the south side of the Illinois, these .beds make their appearance

in the cat of the Illinois Central railroad from the river bluff to a

point half a mile or more beyond Oglesby, where the railroad grade

finally ascends entirely above them and onto the overlying drift

deposits.

The beds immediately below the main limestones are well ex-

posed in the bluffs between La Salle and Peru, and there is a de-

cided increase in the thickness of the shales as we recede from the

axis of disturbance, already mentioned on a preceding page. On the

Little Vermilion where it intersects the bluffs of the Illinois, the

main limestones are separated by only about two feet of greenish-

colored shales, but in descending the river bluffs toward Peru, the

shale increases to a thickness of 8 or 10 feet. The following sec-

tion was made along the river bluff in the vicinity of Peru

:

Ft. In.

No. 1. Upper limestone .10 to 12

No. 2. Green and purple shales 6 to 8

No. 3. Lower division of main limestone 6 to 8

No. 4. Bituminous shale 1 6

No. 5. Gray, brown and green shales •. 8

No. 6. Impure coal t>

No. 7. Gray and green shales 12 to 15

No. 8. Nodular limestone 4 to 5

No. 9. Green nodular shale 12tol5

No. 10. Hard gray limestone 2 to 3

No. 11. Green shale (exposed) 2

No. 12. Unexposed to river level 15 to 20

No. 1 of this section is the main quarry rock used as a building

stone in LaSalle and Peru. It is a compact gray limestone, con-

siderably stained with the oxide of iron, and resembles the limestone
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on Sugar Creek, in Sangamon county, used in the construction of

the Old State House at Springfield.

The most characteristic fossils of this limestone are Productiu

Nebrascensis, P. Prattcnianus, P.punctatus, Spirifer camcratus, Athyris

8iibtUita, Pinna per-acuta, crinoidal joints, and, rarely, the hody of a

Eupachycrinus or Poteriocrimis. A few fish teeth and spines have

also heen obtained from this limestone.

The lower division of the limestone No. 3 of the foregoing section,

which may he regarded as a distinct hed, is quite argillaceous and

of but little value as a building stone. It is unevenly bedded, and

the layers are separated by shaly partings, that are, at some points,

completely filled with fossil shells. The fossils of this limestone are

Athyris subtilita, Terebratula bovidens, Spirifer cameratus, S. lincatus,

Productus longisp'uuis, Spiriferina Kentuckensw, Platyostoma Peorit

numerous corals not yet determined, and casts of Pleurotomaria,

Bellerophon and Nautilus of several species.

I have been inclined to regard this limestone as the equivalent of

that at Carlinville, which it resembles, both in its lithological char-

acters and in the specific character of its embedded fossils. If so,

it represents the horizon of No. (
.» coal, and is the dividing line be-

tween the upper and lower Coal Measures. It is rather more argil-

laceous here than in Macoupin county, but otherwise it bears a close

resemblance to that rock, and its position is about where that lime-

stone, if present here, should be found.

On the south side of the Illinois river there are two or three ooal

shafts in operation, only one of which had any reeord of the beds

passed through. The Oglesby shaft furnished me the following

section

:

Ft. In.
No, 1. Drift elay mul uravcl

No. -. Limestone, In two beda ii".

No. 3. Shale ;

No. I. ("ill {i 2

No. 6. Hhulo ;

No. 6. Hard red rook 4 I

N... r. Bhale I :

No. 8. BanpBtone 4 n
No. '.>. Bed shale U II

i". Gray shale I I

No. 11. Limestone

u. Bhale It >

i ;. Bard rook I 6

No it. Bhale
'

14 li

:->

17. Black slate tl :

ia Ooal No.71
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Ft. In.
No. 19. Fire-clay and shale 50

No. 20. Coal-No. 5 5

No. 21. Fire-clay 3 9

No. 22. Sandstone 5 4

No. 23. Darkredshale 2 6

No. 24. Sandstone and sandy shale 42 11

No. 25. Shale 71

No. 26. Gray clay shale 18 6

No. 27. CoalNo.2 3 6

Totaldepth 464 10

Both the lower seams are -worked in this shaft, and they furnish

all the coal mined in the vicinity of LaSalle or Peru at the present

time, but it is quite probable that when a careful examination of the

upper seam is made, it will be found to afford, at some points, a

fair quality of coal. It is unquestionably the representative of either

No. 6 or 7 of the general section, and both of them are extensively

mined in other portions of the State.

Whether the Streator coal, and the upper seam in the shafts at

LaSalle and vicinity, are identical, is a point I have been unable to

decide with certainty, as no fossils were found associated with the

latter at the only localiiy where its outcrop could be seen, and the

associated strata afford no satisfactory evidence on this point.

The character of the deep-lying formations beneath the southern

part of LaSalle county was fully determined by the artesian boring

at Streator, and I am indebted to Dr. E. Evans for the following

record of this well

:

Ft.
No. 1. Drift-clay, sand and gravel 30

No. 2. Coal Measures 211

No. 3. Trenton limestone 203

No. 4. St. Peters sandstone 225

No, 5. White limestone 90

No. 6. White sandstone •- 133

No. 7. White limestone 211

No. 8. White sandstone 37

No. 9. Dark gray limestone 50

No. 10. Fine reddish sandstones 15

No. 11. Dark gray limestone 13

No. 12. White and brown sand 1

No. 13. Gray limestone 18

No. 14. White and brown sandstone 168

No. 15. Blue shale 100

No. 16. Dark limestone 73

No. 17. Variegated sandstone 187

No. 18. Soft limestone 60

No, 19. Variegated seales 158

No. 20. Dark red sandstone 80

No. 21. Blue shale 50

No. 22. Bluish, drab and buff limestone 383

Totaldepth 2,496
—4
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Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8 should probably be included in the Calciferous

group, while all below that may be referred to the Potsdam period,

and this boring indicates a very rapid increase in thickness of both

these formations in their southward extension, over what they attain

in Wisconsin and Minnesota, where they form the surface rocks

over extensive areas.

Peddicord's well, near Marseilles, was carried to the depth of 2 . 1 s«.

>

feet, but the flow of water was only one and a half barrels per hour,

The following is a copy of the published record of this well

:

Ft.

No. 1. Drift clay, gravel, etc M9
No. 2. Clayshale 05

No. :t. Limestone i">

No. 4. St. Peters sandstone -M>

No. 5. Calciferous '.- 611

No. G. White sandstone M3
No. 7. Limestone ES

No. 8. Shalo I1C

No. 9. Slate HI
No. 10. Shale B

No. 11 . Limestone B
No. 12. Sandstone

No. i:i. Limestono 4<i

Total depth 2.189

The principal flow of water was from No. 12, and it rose within

16 feet of the surface until the well was tubed, when it overflowed

the surface, yielding about 36 barrels per day. The quality of the

water is not given. No. 5 is described in the published section as

Calciferous, but it probably includes nearly or quite '200 feet thai

properly belongs to the Potsdam period. The similarity in the litli-

ological character of the beds composing these two groups is such

that it is impossible to determine, from the material brought Up from

an ordinary boring, where the stratum belongB, and the thickness of

the Calciferous must he determined by its general average :it other

localities.

The St. Peten sandstone, and the white sandstone of the Cal-

ciferous group, were both found to lie water-bearing in the Btreator

well, the water from the St. iVteis coniin^ within ID feet of the sur-

face, and thai from the Calciferous within about :' I feet, and the

water was reported to be sweet and apparently free from deleterious

mineral suhstances. The water from the Potsdam was hrackish and

unlit f<»r common use, Iml r086 in a tube to the height of 16 I

above the surface.

The location of tins well Is 111 feet ahove Lake Michigan and <'>1S

a level.
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The surface deposits of LaSalle county will furnish an inexhaust-

ible supply of sand, clay and gravel. The sand pit in the vicinity

of Streator furnishes a clean, sharp sand, that is shipped in large

quantities by railroad wherever a market can be found. The fol-

lowing section may be seen at this pit

:

Ft.

Brown clay 4

Ash-colored clay 4

Sand, with streaks of fine gravel , 20

Coarse gravel 7

The clay used in making tile at Streator comes from the bottom

of what were formerly shallow surface ponds, that have been filled

up mainly by the wash from the higher grounds by which they were

surrounded. It is a tough, fine, unctious clay, and at some points

is found as much as ten or twelve feet in thickness. It is evidently

more modern than the brown clay of the Drift period, and overlays

that deposit when both are present. The growth and decay of

aquatic grasses, that usually abound in shallow ponds, produce a

fine silicious sediment, and this, with the wash from the higher

grounds adjacent to them, will fairly account for the occurrence of

these tough clays in this position. In other portions of the county

the brown clay of the Drift, or, more properly speaking, of the

loess, is used in the tile factories with satisfactory results.

In closing these brief notes on the geology of LaSalle county, I

desire to express my obligations to Dr. E. Evans, of Streator, for

valuable information in regard to the geology of that part of the

county, and for hospitable entertainment, and transportation to such

localities on the Vermilion river as it seemed desirable to visit ; and

also to the Hon. Elmer Brldwin for similar favors wbile exploring

the outcrop on the river in the vicinity of Farm Ridge ; and also to

Mr. John B. Duncan, of the Caledonia shaft, Mr. Cbas. J. Devlin,

of the Union, and the proprietors of the Oglesby shaft, for a de-

tailed record of their works.

It is to be regretted that a detailed record of every coal shaft is

not kept, for such records would be of great value, not only to the

proprietors and managers of the mines, but to all who desire to

obtain reliable information in regard to the value and extent of our

coal resources.
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INTRODUCTORY.

The present work is largely though not exclusively concerned with

the consideration of those distinctively carboniferous families of

ancient Selachians, the Cochliodontidse and the Psammodontidae.

Although in the majority of instances the classification now adopted

has necessitated the amending, amplifying, and curtailment of the attri-

butes ascribed to genera, it has not been deemed necessary to give a

detailed diagnosis of all the genera thus revised. In the latter in-

stances the descriptions of species will afford the necessary informa-

tion relating to the peculiarities of the genera to which they belong,

and a glance at the illustrations will often convey a vivid impression

of those distinctions.

It has been impossible to avoid repetition of details in the notices

of the species, especially in the desire to render for each species a

comprehensive diagnosis by itself ; otherwise the descriptions would

mainly consist of comparisons of their distinctive features as con-

trasted with one another, and we have deemed it the safer plan to

err on the score of details rather than brevity, stating the facts

concisely as possible, but omitting none of evident consequence as

aids to a fair conprehension of their special characteristics and their

resemblances and distinctions compared with allied species. In no

similar investigation have so many and varied materials relating to

these interesting groups of Selachians been brought forward for

critical consideration at the same time. That the subject was some-

what involved may be readily understood by all students ; but to

none so much as to the specialist can the actual state of things in

this relation be at all adequately appreciated. This has largely re-

sulted from incomplete data, and to some extent also to the lack of

familiarity with the association of forms in the same deposits. For

it must be confessed that in the very few exceptions these remains
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have been considered individually, either the various form* have

been interpreted as distinct Bpecies, or in some instances they have

been regarded as the representatives of distinct genera. This has

given rise to the establishment of generic groups which already we

the necessity of abandoning, while the specific forms are largely

curtailed by their association into well-defined categories embracing

two, three, and even four distinct forms, all pertaining to a single

3. There can no longer remain a doubt as to the specific

identity of the four forms which Messrs. Newberry and Worthen

described under the head of CochUodUu nobiU* (('<»//. l<itus\ of Dr.

LeidyJ: and yet we are here furnished three groups formerly regarded

as possessing generic importance, viz: CochHodut, Streblodus, and

Helodus, in part. The announcement of Professor Richard Owen of

the discovery of a third mandibular form of Cochliodua (the pre-

cise nature of which, however, we arc not familiar with) very likely

will add a fifth form to those already noted under so- called generic

beade as really belonging to the genus CochHodw. Very nearly the

Bame state of things obtains in relation to the genera l><lii>ilus,

Sandalodu8, Pcecilodus, etc. Indeed the various forms of all tl •

Cochliodont genera have very generally received specific deaignatioi

while some of them have been identified with genera widely differing

from one another, as is the case with the forms herein noticed under

the generic term Orthopleurodnu.

While the facts elicited by the atratigraphical knowledge aocom*

panying the greater part of the materials aabmitted to us have

rendered possible, indeed necessitated the revision of tin- genera of

the Cochliodonts, it has also developed interesting ami important

facts bearing on the derivation and relations of these genera. That

these may he made comprehensible in briefest statement, the suh-

joined tabular review of the geological formations immediately con-

oerned, may not be inadmissible in this place.

Table of Carboniferous formations, as developed in the region of

the Upper M ppi

:

M
I ,.,...,( nrl if.'rnu

Klndi i hook t><
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In the majority of eases the remains of fishes are found in definite,

readily identifiable horizons, indeed chiefly in a limited stratum,

where they are crowded together forming veritable bone-beds, though

by no means thus restricted, as their remains are found more or

less scattered in many formations. Yet the latter occurrences are,

as might be expected, comparatively rare.

The earliest genus, Psephodus, whose relations with the more

typical representatives of the family may be a matter of reasonable

doubt, had its beginning in the oldest or Kinderhook formation,

only ceasiug in the latest or Chester epoch of the Lower Carbonifer-

ous period. Near the close of the Kinderhook epoch Vaticinodus

was introduced, authentic representatives of which continued to exist

during the Upper Burlington epoch. Tceniodus, whose relations

seem to be nearest Psephodus of all the true Cochliodonts, is first

met with in the Keokuk formation, continuing thence into the

Chester, where it is last seen. During the Upper Burlington epoch

Deltoptychius was introduced, which appears to be a modification of

Vaticinodus, as is also Stenopterodus, which originated at the same

time, and whose remains occur in each succeeding formation as late

as the St. Louis, while Deltoptychius continued to exist during the

deposition of the Chester limestone. In point of time, also, Sanda-

lodus began contemporaneously with the latter genera, with which its

affinities appear to be most intimate, although it presents a more

marked modification of generic characteristics than those distin-

guishing the three last named genera, one from the other. In

Orthopleurodus these modifications are carried to an extreme, as

especially notable in the maxillary terminal form, though its man-

dibular terminal teeth are very similar to the homologous form of

Deltoptychius, while the median form of the same jaw is intimately

allied to that of Sandalodus. Pertaining to the same category are

the forms of Xystrodus, and, perhaps, Tomodus, which apparently

was the contemporary of the above mentioned genera, its remains

being first encountered in the Upper Burlington, and only ceasing

in the lower Coal Measures. It presents the simplest form of the

group to which it especially pertains, and throughout its extensive

vertical range or distribution in time, it maintains its distinctive

peculiarities with remarkable persistency.
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Considering the more typical representatives of the family, the

earliest to appear is Chitonodus, which began daring the Lower Bur-

lington epoch and is last met with in the St. Louis, it is clearly

the forerunner of PaecUodus and Cochliodus, which appeared at later

epochs, and which are modifications based upon the same plan,

and which might readily be supposed to possess features that

entitle them to at least sub-family rank in contradistinction to the

before-mentioned genera. While Cochliodus was apparently of com-

paratively brief duration, since its remains have thus far only been

met with in the St. Louis and Chester formations, PaecUodus, the

earlier of the two to make its appearance, dates from the Warsaw.

the last representative being derived from the upper Coal M
Throughout this vast geological range its species manifest the

tendency toward differentiation, on the contrary maintaining the

distinctive characteristics of the genus with extraordinary fidelity to

the type. The same may be said of Deltodtu, whose inception is

contemporary with Chitonodus, with which its relations are. perhaps,

the most intimate. This is especially pronounced in th< if the

homologous terminal forms of the mandible of either genus,

dus maintaining a simple convex anterior lobe in lieu of the

median coronal prominence of Chitonodus, which is a mere modifi-

cation of the former, and which reached its extreme differentiation

in Cochliodus; but in the supposed terminal form of the upper jaw

we are again presented with a marked departure from the I

Uodns type, the significance of which is Bought in the previously

mentioned genus Sandalodus, while a less intimate relationship with

Deltoptychius and Orthopleurodus is noted, but sufficient to a

attention with suggestions of their common origin. D
evidently was a later modification of DeUodus, and. although it

well denned group, it is not clear whether it should he deemi

iter rank than Bubgenerio.

The foregoing observations are rather what the comparatively

re facts serin to BUggest, than actual demonstrations of a com*

plete Bystem of derivation ai tic relations. I; fore with

oi trepidation we venture to exhibit these -up;

relationships in diagramatio form; bul it will at hast subserve the

purposes of illustrating in a vivid manner the Btratigraphical i

of the varii alluded to.
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DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE STRATIGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION AND THE

RELATIONS OF THE GENERA OF COCHLIODONTS.

-Kinderh a olr.

Besides the above mentioned Cochliodonts and Psammodonts, a

considerable number of heretofore undescribed forms, pertaining

chiefly to Ichthyodorulites, or defensive spines, are noticed, being

acquisitions acquired since the publication of the preceding volume

of the Illinois Geological Survey. As in connection with the latter

work the authors owe acknowledgment to the same gentlemen, who

have not only contributed material, but have freely shared the

results of their familiarity with the objects themselves, and the in-

valuable information relating to their stratigraphical association and

distribution, so that we feel a double interest with them as con-

tributors to a knowledge of these early vertebrates.
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Besides the magnificent collections of Mr. Frank Springer and Mr.

W. ('. Van Borne, in t lie use of which we have enjoyed unrestricted

liberties, we are indebted for valuable aids, which are duly acknow-

1 at the proper place iu the accompanying text. Through

curtesy of Dr. Charles A. White, paleontologist of the I

Geological Burvey, we have had access to the collections of the

National Museum, which have been brought in by Government

petitions to the Territories. We arc also under great obligations to

Dr. Joseph Leidy, who kindly procured us the loan of valuable

types belonging to the Museum of the Academy of Natural Bciencs

of Philadelphia. It affords us pleasure in rendering acknowledg-

ments and our thanks to Lord Enniskillen and Dr. 1.. de Koninck,

for valuable information in relation to the occurrences of Carbon'

iferous fishes in Great Britain and Belgium. We air also specially

indebted to Mr. Charles Wachsmuth, who has favored us with much

additional material from the Kinderhook and Burlington formations.

Similar favors have also been extended us by Mr. L. A. (

Keokuk. Mr. Alexander Butters, formerly of Carliuville, and Mr.

Georgi Bambach, of St. Louis. We have also had the use of Mr.

L. A. Fuller's collection, and Mr. A. s. Tiffany, of Davenport, has

placed in our hands some very interesting material from various

Carboniferous ami Devonian formations. Professor I. ('. Win-

the Pennsylvania Geological Survey, has kindly furnished us material

from the Lower Carboniferous fish-horizons, which he has discos

m Western Pennsylvania; hut these last, i t, we bav<

c-im)n lied to omit in the present work.

O. St. .1. and \. II. W.



COCHLIODONTID^, Owen.

Genus PSEPHODUS, Agassiz.

Psephodus, Agassiz, MSS., 1859, etc.

The genus Psephodus was recognized by Professor Agassiz iu 1859,

by whom Cochliodus magnus, Ag., of the Irish Mountain limestone,

was regarded as the typical species. This determination was

accepted by British palaeichthyologists, and a few years later, 1862,

it was authoritatively published by Messrs. J. Morris and Gr. E. Eob-

erts, in the Quat. Journ. of the (xeol. Soc. of London, XVIII, p.

102. At a subsequent date, 1866, Messrs. Newberry and Worthen,

in their investigations of the fossil fishes published in the report of the

Illinois Geological Survey, Vol. 2, p. 92, described several congeneric

species from the American Lower Carboniferous formations, bowever,

evidently overlooking the prior published conclusions arrived at by

Professor Agassiz, as they distinctly identify the type species of

Psephodus with the American species, to which they applied the gen-

eric designation Aspidodus. In regard to the generic identity of the

American species described under the latter designation, as also

those additional ones herein first made known, with Psephodus mag-

nus, Agass., there is not the least doubt.

In the present work the results of the attempts made to identify

the probable complete dentition of Psephodus are omitted, only such

forms receiving brief diagnostic notice, the relations of which may be

considered as even more than probably determined. These consist

of two distinct forms of heavy, more or less spirally in-rolled trit-

urating or crushing plates, investing the median region of the rami

of the jaws:
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First, teeth presenting a trapezoidal outline, the crown traversed

Longitudinally by a low, ohtuse-crested ridge, culminating posterior

of the median line, the inner margin somewhat angularly rounded,

outer extremity always truncate with channeled, crenulate articular

surface, the lateral borders undulated as though for odadaptation with

the lateral articular extremities of narrow serial teeth.

Second, teeth generally more ohliquely trapezoidal in outline, in

which the coronal ridge is relatively inconspicuous, and the inner

margin gently arched, from which the lateral borders less rapidly

converge towards the outer extremity, their articular surfaces also

undulated. Coronal surface minutely punctate. The above forms

are provisionally referred to opposed positions on the lower and upper

jaws respectively, chiefly on account of the somewhat stronger re-

semblance of the first mentioned form with the contour of the man-

dibular teeth of typical Cochliodonts. With the above remain.- are

a-sociated narrow or transversely elongate teeth, whose crenulated

edges and coronal contour clearly point to their intimate kinship

with the preceding forms. The latter include the European form

originally described under the term Hebdua planut, Agass.. which

was by ('apt. Jones regarded as belonging to Ptephodua mognm.

There are other similar forms more or less numerously represent

in the collections, which may also prove to have been associated

with those above noticed.

In reference to the dentition of Ptephodua our information is still

meagre, although the identity of a variety of seemingly widely di-

verse forms may be asserted with a degree of confidence. White

certain conspicuous forms belonging to the genus may be compared

with the dental elements met with in CocldiodlU, there was unqi

tionably a marked contrast in the character of the combined dental

armament of the jaws of those genera. Imbed, the resemblan

between them are but little more intimate than obtains in the in-

stance of Cessation and Cochliodtu. While the median portion of

the rami of the jaws of Psephodu* was enveloped by a moderately

contorted dental plate, constituting its chief point of resemblance

with Cochliodua, this plate was flanked on either Bide by series of

teeth disposed in rows from within outward similar to the occur-

rence of the teeth upon the jaws of I I
>. Therefore, the solid

triturating plates of Paephodua are not strictly homologous with the

j
;il Mi of (•.rhli'xius, but they are more properly d

•median" 1e. tb of the rami of the jaWB.
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Not infrequently individuals of the median forms are met with

which show one or more partially detached, laterally elongate teeth

at the outer extremity of the plate, which is always abruptly trun-

cated, leading to the inference that these median plates themselves

were, in the earlier stages of development, made up of series of

teeth. On the other hand, certain forms occur which have been

noticed under various generic designations (Desmiodus, Orodus),

which are composed of series of transverse coronal crests, firmly

soldered into a continuous plate at the impingement of their bases,

in which condition they bear a remarkable resemblance in outline

and direction of inrollment, to the above mentioned median forms.

But beyond deducing certain permissible conclusions bearing on the

probable affinities of Psephodus, the meagre array of data is deemed

insufficient to warrant, at the present time, the critical relegation of

the diverse dental materials alluded to in this connection.

In American geological history, Psephodus was amongst the earli-

ye-/ est representatieis of its order in the Lower Carboniferous period,

/ its first occurrence dating from the Kinderhook epoch. Although

the succeeding Burlington, Keokuk and Warsaw formations have as

yet afforded no evidence of the presence of the remains of the genus

(if we except the occasional appearance of Helodus planus-like forms),

its forms are sparingly met with in the St. Louis deposits, and in

the super-adjacent Chester division several forms, probably pertain-

ing to a single species, are conspicuously prevalent. The various

species occurring through so great an interval of time, ranging from

the earliest to the latest epoch of the period, exhibit an extraordinary

persistency of the type without parallel amongst the Cochliodonts,

if we except the doubtful relations of the later introduced species

provisionally identified with Vaticinodus. From this point of view

the genus would appear to be prominently isolated so far as relates

to precursor or subsequent derivatives. Of the former we have not

even the vaguest intimation, and the latter, even under the most liberal

interpretations, have undergone excessive differentiation. The pres-

ence, in the extreme anterior portion of the jaw of Cochliodus, of

transverse coronal ridges, if not of isolated teeth, in series corres-

ponding to those abaft and forward of the convolute median plate

in Psephodus, offer tangible evidence of their probable origin, though

their relations are less intimate than might be expected in groups

almost coeval in their inception.

— 5
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While it is not deemed improbable that the acquisition of more

complete evidence may lead to the discovery of still more intimate

relationship between Psephodtu and typical Coohliodonts, the rela-

tions of the former with Paanvmodus are so remote as to preclude

the inference, which has, however, found expression, that Psepkodu*

constitutes a sort of transition connecting the Psainmodonts with

the Cochliodonts.

Psephodus obliquus, St. J. and W.

PL I, Fitf*. 1. S. 3, 4. 5.

Under the above term are included series of teeth represented in

the collections by a number of individuals, which range themselves

under two, perhaps three or more well-defined groups, distinguished

by their outline and general conformation, and which, taken together,

are not considered separable into so many distinct species; on the

contrary, there exists strong presumptive evidence of their having

constituted parts of the dentition of one and the same specie

Only the two most conspicuous forms are noticed in this pla

One of these forms is represented by teeth which possess the char-

acteristics of what may be regarded the typical representative teeth

of the genus Psephodus, comparable with the larger and more tumid

teeth of P. magmu, Agass., distinguishable, however, by their more

symmetrical and smaller size. In general outline eonvolutely and

irregularly pentangular, moderately inrolled, outer extremity slightly

rounded and obliquely truncated from front outward and downward,

the 1-asal portion showing a broad channel beneath the projecting

coronal border; anterior border slightly sigmoidnlly curved, forming

nearly a right angle with the outer margin, coronal enamel forming

a narrow creiiulated fold above the nearly v« rticabchannded bt

posterior border similarly curved, but of greater agreeing in

other respects with the opposite side; inner margin broadly rounded

or obtusely angular, coronal portion well-defined from the d<

somewhat produced and shallow-channeled base (in DlOSl Bpecimenfl

the basal portion is worn away, the oxowd projecting beyond

original Bupport). Coronal surface moderately arched in both do

tions, traversed a little posterior of the middle by the median rid

which forma a rather prominent angulation partaking of the curva-

ture of the defining 1m.p1.ts. anterior slope broader than the some-

whal more concave and abrupt posterior declivity, which !
.

produced into as obtuse alation at the extreme posterior angle,

u,l which extends the I minating in an obtuse ipur. Bur-
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face minutely and closely punctate. The proportionate dimensions
of large examples vary considerably, according to the state of trun-
cation of the inrolled extremity; in other respects, however, as in
general outline and coronal contour, the observable variation of in-

dividual teeth is comparatively unimportant, save what is attribu-

table to wear while in use. Both the anterior and posterior borders
are faintly undulated, suggesting their association with series of

smaller teeth. The latter condition is even more markedly exhibited
in the teeth (including this particular form,) from the Chester lime-

stone, Psephodus crenulatus, N. and W., with which the teeth de-

scribed under the name Aspidodus convolutus, N. and W., is specific-

ally identical. The posterior sinuations are fewer, indicating larger

teeth for the contiguous series than those at the opposite border.

The relations of crown to base are shown in the illustrations given

of the teeth in question. These teeth probably occupied a median
position upon the rami of the mandible. An ordinary-sized tooth

measures in greatest breadth between the inner angles 40 mm;
ditto, across outer extremity 25 mm; length along antero-lateral

border 20 m m ; ditto, postero-lateral border 30 m m ; depth of tooth

at middle of anterior border 3 mm; ditto, middle of inner margin
5mm; greatest length along coronal ridge 40 m m. The propor-

tions will, of course, be found to vary in individuals of the same
age, in accordance with the abbreviation of the outer extremity.

Teeth strikingly in contrast with the preceding form, occurring in

the collection with the same frequency, but possessing superficial

characters which strongly suggest their intimate connection with that

form/ may be regarded as the opposed form of the upper jaw. They
are distinguishable by their trapezoidal outline and relatively uniform

low coronal surface, and proportionally less robust build. Outer ex-

tremity obliquely truncated in the same direction observed in the

previously mentioned form, or from the anterior angle outward and

downward, and forming nearly a right angle with the antero-lateral

border, the narrow coronal fold projecting beyond the furrowed base,

and somewhat irregular in outline, forming an articular edge with a

similar preceding tooth of the same series ; antero-lateral border

proportionately shorter than in the first noticed form, slightly

curved sigmoidally, nearly vertical, with a narrow channel defining

the crenulated coronal fold from the base, and more or less dis-

tinctly undulated; postero-lateral border somewhat more strongly

curved, obtusely rounded at the inner posterior angle, the crenulated

coronal fold slightly overarching the basal portion, which is also

oo
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channeled and undulated as in the opposite horder; inner margin

hroadly rounded, hase excavated as in the previously described form.

Crown very slightly arched transversely, well-preserved spt cimens

showing two obscure longitudinal prominences, one near and rising

rather abruptly from the posterior border, the other a little anti rior

of the middle; a third, and perhaps sometimes quite as well marked

ridge, occurs just back of the anterior border. Coronal surface finely

and closely punctate. A medium-sized tooth measures across the

inner margin 2u mm; ditto, outer margin 16 mm; length along

anterior border 21 mm; ditto, posterior border 32 m m ; depth of

tooth at middle of anterior border 3 mm; ditto, inner margin about

5 mm.
A very small specimen which is provisionally identified with the

maxillary form of the present species, shows a proportionately shorter

tooth of a more rhombic outline, the outer margin, also an;

and posterior borders, distinctly crenulated. the former strong

and further distinguished by the gradual convergence of the lateral

borders, greater and more regular transverse convexity of the coronal

region, as contrasted with the typical specimens. These featun

coronal contour are also intimately shared by a more elongate ma-

ture tooth, but which, though imperfect along the anterior horder.

and considerably worn towards the outer extremity, evidently closely

agrees in outline with the typical examples.

Compared with other American Carboniferous forms of Psephodu$,

the present offers characteristics readily flintiwgniahiTig them specifi-

cally. From /'. en n ala tun |N. and W.) of the Cluster Formation,

the species differ in the uniformly larger size of the teeth, repre-

senting the dentition of different parts or opposite jaws. The large

median teeth, probably belonging to the lower jaw. differ in being

massive, possessing fewer and less distinct undulations in either

border supposed to have relation to contiguous series «'t smaller

teeth, ami the les^ strongly marked crenulations of the narrow

ooronalfold. The depressed trapezoidal teeth included in the second

form described under the above Bpeoifio caption, and which are sup-

i to have belonged to the upper jaw. differ from the oorrea*

ponding teeth of the Chester atially the same respects

above cited, with perhaps less marked obliquity of inner and outer

margins and less strong spiral inrollment. Kxamples of both of

the above forms of the Chest -how the entire margins and

borders of the teeth to have been orenulated ; besides they are more

or less deeply ootohed in one oi other border, Bhowing the manner
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of coalescing of transversely elongate teeth of the younger with the

broad long plates of the later stages of growth. The latter feature

assumes various phases, from a shallow undulation in the border to

a deep slit extending through the thickness of the crown and base,

the impinging margins being crenulated as in the inner and outer

margin of entire individuals. None of the Kinderhook examples,

however, show this latter feature, yet it may be expected to occur

in them as well as in the Chester species. A medium- sized tooth

of the Chester species affords the following measurements : Breadth

across inner margin, 22 mm. ; ditto, outer margins, 13 mm. ; length

along anterior border, 13 mm. ; ditto, posterior border, 16 mm.

;

thickness of tooth at middle of anterior border, 3 mm. ; ditto, pos-

terior border, 4 mm.
The teeth of the present species differ from European species

Psephodus magnus, Agass., as also from the Chester P. crenulatus

(N. and W.) in their more symmetrical outline and distinct defini-

tion of the angles. The Chester species, perhaps, bears more inti-

mate comparison, but it is not known to have attained nearly the

size of the European species. The Kinderhook teeth under consid-

eration are further distinguished by the comparatively distinct an-

gulation of the coronal ridge of the mandibular form.

Psephodus placenta, (N. and W., sp.)

'

PI. II, Fig. 5-8.

Helodus placenta, Newbeeey and Woethen, 1866, 111. Geol. Surv., II, p. 80 PI. V, Pig. 4, 4a.

Associated with the forms last described under the name Psephodus

obliquus, the collections contain a few examples of teeth, which so

far as relates to superficial markings and general appearances,

might be presumed to have belonged to the fishes that bore those

teeth. But in all the collections from Chester localities, where the

forms of P. crenulatus abound, there is not a single representative

of the form here alluded to. Therefore, in recognition of its dis-

tinctive features, it is provisionally referred to a distinct species.

As at present understood, only two forms of teeth have been

recognized as probably belonging to this species. First, median

form of the upper jaw (?)/ Teeth irregularly quadrilateral in out-

line, moderately inrolled spirally, anterior and posterior borders

differing little in relative length, converging at a slight angle, the

narrow enamel fold defined by a slight groove from the basal por-

tion, which shows coarse verrucose markings; inner margin broadly
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rounded with a slight sigmoidal curvature extending into the obscure

posterior elation, the vertical plane of the base equal in depth to

the height of the enamel fold from which it is well defined; outer

margin obliquely truncated from the anterior angle downward and

outward, usually much worn and otherwise mutilated. The anterior

and posterior borders show more or less distinct and rather wide

undulations. Coronal surface uniformly and closely punctate, some-

what strongly arched transversely into a broad round, d prominen

culminating a little anterior to the median line, posterior slope

gently concave. Breadth of medium-sized tooth across inner mar-

gin, 23 mm.; ditto, outer margin, 18 mm.; length along antero-

lateral border, 20 mm.; about equal to the opposite border; depth

of tooth at middle of anterior border, 2»6 ram. Second, median

form of the lower (?) jaw. Teeth corresponding with the second

form, described under P. oUiqwu, and having the same general

outline, but distinguishable by the less rapid convergence of the

lateral borders and the considerable gibbosity of the coronal region,

which rises into a low broad prominence, traversing the crown

nearly centrally, or a little abaft the median line. The large uniquCi

individual of this particular form afforded by the collections, is

somewhat mutilated, the borders and extremity not being clearly

shown; the inner margin is broadly rounded, with a slight sigmoidal

oblique course, the crown surface punctate as in tin other forms.

Comparisons of the first above mentioned form with the type

specimen described by Messrs. Newberry and Worthen, under the

name Helodua placenta, leaves no doubt as to their specific identity.

The original specimen figured in the report of the Illinois Geol,

Survey. II. PI. V. tig. 4, la. is that of a small individual, the

transverse diameter of which considerably exceeds the length bom

within outwards, the inner margin and base being in an extraor-

dinarily peri. ••! state of preservation, even showing the delicate oren-

Ulations of the rather heavy coronal fold that rises from and prOJ<

som. what beyond the mural basal area. The outer portion of the

tooth, "ii tin other hand, is muoh worn, though the entire outline

is still preserved, ite characteristics hem- well reproduced in one of

the figures illustrating the i« herein interpreted.

pored with Piephodiu obliquut, the forms ..f the present

reveal the following Balienl distinctions : The supposed mandibular

median teeth latively narrower, lateral borders less rapidly

. I),,, more uearlj central position of th. axis of the

,,„,;,! ridge, and th. ogularly rounded inner margin; in the
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supposed opposed form of the upper jaw, the lateral borders more
gradually converge the anterior position and greater prominence of

the coronal ridge, while the inner margin is less obliquely rounded
than obtains in the corresponding forms of the last described species.

Geological position and locality: Upper fish-bed of the Kinderhook
formation ; Burlington, Iowa.

Psephodus? Symmetricus, St. J. and W.

PL I, Pig. 6, 7.

The present species is represented by a single form, with which

only one or two individuals, of doubtful generic relations, have thus

far been provisionally identified. The form corresponds to that re-

ferred to the median position on the lower jaw. The typical example

is that of a tooth below medium size, sub-trapezoidal in outline,

moderately arched from within outwards and somewhat closely in-

rolled, giving to the outline a relatively great breadth as compared

to the length of the tooth. The outer margin and coronal region is

worn and broken away, nor are the postero—and antero—lateral

borders sufficiently preserved to show more than the projection of

the basal rim beyond the coronal limits, as obtains in both examples,

the borders gradually converging, coronal limits defined from the

basal rim by a shallow sulcus ; the inner margin is broadly rounded,

with a slight sigmoidal curvature in passing from the obtuse anterior

angle to the slightly produced posterior angle. The crown surface

gently rises from the antero-lateral border, culminating in a broad

low crest situate in the posterior half of the coronal area, thence

more steeply sloping into the narrow shallow concavity parallel

with the posterior border ; surface minutely punctate. Greatest

diameter across the inner margin .17 mm. ; length along the antero-

lateral border 7.5 mm.
The type specimen shows a faint longitudinal depression near the

median line, which does not appear to have been produced by wear

as it descends to the unworn enameled inner margin, and toward

the antero-lateral border the surface is marked by a thread-like

groove, defining a narrow plain belt along that side, which is appa-

rently also a permanent constituent of the coronal contour.

Another and smaller tooth belonging to the left ramus of the

lower jaw, shows nearly the same outline as the specimen described

above, but it is distinguished by the greater prominence of the
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coronal ridge and the somewhat greater obliquity of the postero-

lateral border. As in the above example, the antero-laterai border

has a moderately oblique course from the obtuse inner angle out-

ward and forward, and is similarly marked by the produced basal

rim; the posterior depression, however, is quite obsolete, the slope

from the summit of the coronal ridge to the rounded fold along the

postero-lateral border showing scarcely the leaM tl on-

cavity; on the other hand, while the gentler declivity in front is

faintly depressed, it is destitute of the impressed thread-like line

and narrow belt parallel with the anterior border ol

larger tooth. The surface punctation of the smaller specin

appreciably coarser and more like that of the associated teeth of

Psephodus, and in both the remnant of coronal enamel along the

inner margin is traversed by similar faint parallel lines of growth.

In the process of the preliminary distribution of the materials of

the collections for study, the teeth upon which the foregoing not!

are based were referred to Psephadw oUiqwu, a relationship

which may yet prove to be well founded— the Bmaller of the exam]

above referred to possibly representing the young stage of the la

teeth described under the latter designation. The latter Bpecim<

however, shows the inroHed extremity entire, instead of the oblique

truncation such as distinguishes all mature individuals of Puphod

while the strong inrollmenl and consequent strongly arch, d longi-

tudinal profile offer marked contrast with the forms of Psephodu*

with which the present teeth were associated. Th< larger example

bear- a striking resemblance to the mandibular posterior form ol

Cochtiodtu; but of the latter genus no other remains have thus far

been discovered in Kinderhook horizons affording the teeth arx

noticed.

logical position and locality: Kinderhook formation; Burling-

ton, Iowa.

PSBFHODl s i \n -, St. .1. and YY.

PL 11. l Iff. i. B.

i.tli small. Mandibular median (?) form sub-triangular in out-

line. mo,|. arched in the direction of inrollment. Ante

lateral border nearly straight, undulated, the orenulated coronal fold

§harplj inbeveled to the ohanneled basal portion; postei l or

iqm border rapidly oom towards the outer extremity, mal
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an angle of 55° with the opposite border, with which it agrees in

other respects, although the basal portion is thicker and expanded

posteriorly beyond the limits of the coronal fold; inner margin at

right angles to the antero-lateral border, broadly arched from the

obtuse anterior angle round the base of the coronal prominence,

behind which it makes a slight concavity on the way to the sub-

acute posterior extremity. Coronal surface gradually rising into the

rounded crest which lies a little behind the" median line, the poste-

rior slope slightly concave, the anterior slope even Jess so, alate

expansion obscurely defined. Surface marked by minute, wide-

spaced punctae. Greatest lateral diameter across the inner margin

13 mm. ; length along antero-lateral border 9. mm.
The above described form is represented by a couple of nearly

entire teeth, in the collection of Mr. Van Home. They are closely

related to the corresponding form of the representative species oc-

curring in the Chester formation, which latter, however, is distin-

guished by the finer punctation, more oblique backward course of

the inner margin, and less central position of the coronal ridge.

The St. Louis collections also afford many examples of the diverse

forms of teeth which have usually been identified with the genus

Helodus, but which, possessing certain characteristics in common
with unquestionable forms of Psephodus, seem to possess intimate

generic relations with the present form. The latter teeth may be

distinguished in a general way by their eccentric coronal prominence,

crenulated lateral borders and margin of the abrupt outer coronal

slope, presenting extreme variation in outline and coronal contour.

Not infrequent examples are met with showing the downward and

outward produced base characteristic of Popliodus, as obtains in

L. (Helodus) didymus, Ag. ; but more frequently the posterior basal

portion is inbeveled, indicating that the individual may have con-

stituted one of a series of teeth more or less perfectly joined at

their bases, forming a continuous plate the same as is known to

occur in individuals of Psephodus. Varying from the asymetrical

contorted forms to broad surfaced sublunate symmetrical teeth,

almost every conceivable variation attributed to this class of teeth

is observed amongst the St. Louis material, the same as occurs in

the Kinderhook and Chester collections. The specific identity of

these diverse forms with the teeth above described is in many in-

stances as clearly indicated as may be under the circumstances

;

but that all of them belong to a single species, we would not under-

take to affirm with equal confidence.
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Geological position and location: St. Louis limestone; Alton, 111.,

St. Louis, M".

PsKPHODUS (TNri.VlTS. St. J. and W.

PI. II. Fik'. 4.

Tooth small, quadrato-lunate in outline, lateral borders nearly

parallel, posterior margin strongly arched forward, making obtuse

angles with the lateral borders, anterior margin correspondingly

concave, terminating in the acute, outward-produced lateral angles.

Coronal region moderately arched in both directions, with an abrupt

declivity bordering the anterior side, the surface presenting I boi

what uneven contour, which is also discoverable in the slightly greater

prolongation and rounding of one of the e»4** lateral angles, and AX^^r*-/

the relatively greater depth of the tooth at that side: the enamel

makes a distinct narrow belt sharply inbeveled to the basal portion

all round, lateral borders obscurely undulated, posterior edge plioato-

denticulate, outer margin occupied by vertical plica terminating below

in ,1,, p nenulations. The base isrelatively thick: inferior Burfaoe

slightly depressed and smooth, lateral borders marly vertical and

faintly channeled, inner margin deeply channeled, together with

the coronal belt, and terminating below in a thin rim slightly in

advance of the coronal edge, the edges all round coarsely piti

Coronal surface presents a somewhat irregular, minute punoti

structure, Bhowing marked evidences of attrition from use. Breadth

across outer margin 9.5 mm.; length along one of the lateral

borders 5mm.: length along median line B m m.

The unique specimen above described represents a marly perfect

tooth of a form not before met with. Its affinities are unquestion-

ably with PiephodlU, with whose numerous dental remains it

SOciated. The narrow forms of V. crcnuhitu* (N. and W., B]

present, in their orenulated margins, striking resemblance with the

|m sent tooth, even as to the details enumerated above, though

perhaps nol so pronounced as observed in the individual described.

The Bame observation holds as regards the coronal contour, which

radually doped from the brink of the abrupt outer declivity to

the inner margin. It is therefore, with some doubt . 5c dis-

tinotn< lised; it may pro\e to belong to a posterior i

•I, of one or other jaw, or possibly int. Dear the sym.

JlllN D ti„. tlat. narrow, //,/.,/,/.< like teeth, whoftfi Bpeedfio

identity with the contorted, inroUed median plates of /'. crtnulai
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can scarcely be questioned. Its salient contrasts, compared with

the forms associated under the latter specific designation, consist in

the more symmetrical outline, and coarser, irregular character of

the coronal punetae.

Geological position and locality: Chester limestone ; Chester, Illinois.

Genus T^ENIODUS, L. de Koninck Mss.

Teeth representing the posterior form of the upper jaw attain large

size, sub-rhomboidal or oblique-trapezoidal in outline, moderately

arched from within outward, and inrolled, more or less obliquely,

outward and forward. Lateral borders regularly and gradually con-

verging toward the outer extremity, which may be truncate, as in

Psephodus, of moderate depth, inferior or basal portion channeled

and distinctly defined from the coronal fold, which forms a sort of

coping along the upper edge ; antero-lateral border relatively short,

having a more or less oblique outward and forward course and slightly

concave curvature between the obtuse inner angle and point of inroll-

ment ; postero-lateral border gently and regularly arched from the sub-

acute posterior angle, and gradually converging outward with slightly

greater obliquity than the opposite border ; inner margin making a

gentle 'curvature from the posterior angle forward to the rounded

angle at the base of the coronal prominence, where it is suddenly

deflected forward with a slight concavity to the anterior angle,

making a very obtuse angle with the posterior half of its course.

Coronal contour presenting a simple posterior prominence culmin-

ating in a low, rounded crest, the broad posterior slope usually

slightly convex, though sometimes faintly depressed, that on the

opposite side apparently more abrupt and merging into the slightly

depressed anterior area ; the surface is more or less distinctly un-

dulated by transverse ridges separated by narrow furrows, conform-

ing in outline to the inner margin. The usual punctate structure

occurs over the entire coronal region, the pores showing a tendency

to irregular elongation in the axis of the transverse sulci. Inferior

surface of teeth showing the dense inferior layer longitudinally

striated; thickest beneath the coronal ridge.

The foregoing diagnosis applies to a group of teeth meagerly rep-

resented in the collections by the form homologous with the posterior

teeth of the upper jaws of Cochliodus and allied genera. A single,

nearly perfect specimen from the Carboniferous limestone ofJ$*dv,
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Belgium, in the De Koninck collection, belonging to the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, at Cambridge, bears the manuscript nam

Taniadus contortus, de Kon? The characteristics which distinguish

this specimen are intimately reproduced in the American /amples f%
hereinafter particularly noticed, and which constitute a well-defined '

form, for which we have adopted the unpublished appellation 1

stowed upon the typical species recognized by Dr. de Koninck. The

relations of these teeth are apparently near Psephodut, from the

supposed maxillary median forms of which they are indeed chiefly

distinguishable by the pronounced differentiation of the coronal con-

tour, in which respect they approach nearer certain remote forms

of typical Cochliodonts, e. g., Stenopterodus.

The American species are readily distinguishable from the con-

generic Belgian species, T. contortus, de Kon. The latter is remark-

able for its comparatively strong inrollment, Blightly depressed

posterior coronal slope; in general proportions and outlines it bears

closest re3emllance to the Chester teeth, T. obUquvs.

The genus is known only from Carboniferous strata, of which,

bi sides the typical European representative, there are authentic de-

terminations of three species from America, all from the Low

Carboniferous series.

Tjeniodus facia-its'.' (N. and \Y. sp.) s/
pl xm, riff. 9.

idtu fat iotua, Newberry and Worthen, 1870, I 8unr„ iv. p. MS, PL III. f. 17. «f^

Maxillary posterior tooth attaining large size, elongate Bubtfrhom-

boidal in outline, gently arched in the direction of inrollment.

Antero-lateral border relatively short, obliquely produced outward

and forward at an angle of about '->."> with a line connecting the

inner angles of the tooth; postero-lateral border very gradually

converging toward point 'of inrollment witli a gently arched OOUT84

—character of coronal fold and basal rim not Known in fit 1

border; inner margin making nearly a right angle with the postero-

lateral border to a point about midway, when it is abruptly

rounded and deflected forward with a Blightly concave oourat then

to the obtuse anterior angle, worn specimen'' beveled interiorly.

Crown surface ohiefly oooapied by the posterior prominence, whiofa

pn -.Mi- :i broad gently oonvei dope rising from the
|

lateral

boarder into the orest, the opposite Bide more abruptly desoend-

and merging into the shallow depression oooapying the anterior

portion of the crown; ihe surfaci is nn re or ly marked
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by transverse undulations conforming to the inner margin, the

narrow intervening grooves showing coarse and irregularly elongate

punctae which elsewhere present at the triturating surface merely

circular orifices spaced by twice or thrice their own diameter. The

original specimen measures in transverse diameter between the

inner angles about 38 m m.
;
greatest length above 50 m m.

The above species was originally described from a unique imper-

fect example, and the very few subsequent accessions are even

more fragmentary, and none are sufficiently entire to give the exact

proportions of the perfect tooth. The fragments are, however,

readily recognizable by their peculiar coronal contour and transverse

undulations. In the light of these imperfect data, there appears to

be specific identity between the Keokuk teeth and a couple of

fragments of the same forms discovered by Mr. Van Home in the

Warsaw beds ; the Keokuk specimens are more worn and present a

less strongly undulated surface than obtains in the Warsaw
examples, which otherwise, in outline, proportions and general

coronal contour, agree well with the Keokuk teeth. A fragment of

another specimen, from the St. Louis formation, near Pella, Iowa,

representing a tooth of the ordinary size attained by the present

species, is also undistinguishable from the individuals just mentioned.

The present form presents marked contrasts with that noticed from

the Chester formation under the head of Tceniodus obliquus, as

remarked in the observations appended to the diagnosis of the

latter species.

Geological positions and localities : Keokuk limestone, Warsaw and

Hamilton, Illinois. Also, sp. ?, Warsaw limestone, above Alton,

111. ; and sp. ?, St. Louis formation, Pella, Iowa.

T&;niodus eegulakis, St. J. and. W.

PI, XIII. Fig. n.

Teeth of large size. Maxillary posterior (?) form subrfrhomoidal

in outline, moderately arched in the direction of inrollment.

Antero-lateral border very oblique in its forward and outward

course, the coronal belt nearly vertical and comprising half

the height of the border, a slight sulcus defining it from the basal

portion, the inferior edge of which is broken away; postero-lateral

border almost parallel with the opposite side, making an angle of

about 55° with a line drawn between the angles of the inner
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margin, coronal enamel apparently forming a narrow fold, basal

border not preserved; inner margin broadly arcbed from the

subacute posterior angle round tbe base of tbe coronal prominei

tbence with a slight concavity on the way to the obtuse anterior

angle, worn specimens inbeveled below. Two-thirds or more of the

coronal surface is occupied by tbe posterior lobe or prominen

which is gently and regularly arched transversely, the anterior

slope descending into the very shallow concavity of the anterior

portion of tbe crown, which is abruptly truncated at the articular

border; surface marked by irregularly spaced transverse undula-

tions, which are nearly obsolete in worn specimens, and producii

a banded appearance conforming in outline to the inner margin

;

the punctffl are small, moderately closely arranged and uniform,

savejn the axes of the transverse furrows where they often present

irregular elongate orifices. The surface of the dense inferior la]

is smooth or irregularly striated longitudinally. The tooth is very

thick and massive beneath the coronal prominence, whence its sub-

stance gradually diminishes in thickness towards the lateral

borders. Greatest breadth of tooth across the inner margin 1."

m m, length of antero-lateral border to point of enrollment proba-

bly nearly 22 m m, or in the neighborhood of two-thirds that of the

postero-lateral border.

The description is founded upon a unique example purportin

have been derived from a locality on the Warsaw limestone near

Bedford, Indiana. The tooth is unmistakably congeneric with the

form noticed under the name Tamiodtu faaciahu, bnt representing a

somewhat larger and more entire individual. It i-. however,

•ilically distinguishable from the latter by the proportionately

iter breath and transversely more regularly arched coronal

prominence, which does not exhibit the sudden deflection in the

course of the transverse undulations noticeable in the above cited

-in oies.

Geological position and l<>,;ilit;i . Warsaw limestone, near Bedford,

Lawrenoe County, Indiana.

mom s obliqdi -. si. .1. and W.

PL Mil. I .:. l".

Maxillary pi hum si/r. obliquely trapezoidal

in oiitlin.
. BOm< what Btrongl] arch, d En ui Within outwards. And

lateral border obliquely produced outward and forward at an an

about 20 with a righl hue connecting the u "f the
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tooth, coronal enamel forming a narrow belt rounded to the basal

border, which was probably of shallow depth
;
postero-lateral border

converging toward point of inrollment at an angle of about 35° with

the opposite border, and similarly defined by the rounded enamel

fold, which in both borders shows indistinct traces of minute crenu-

lation, basal rim in either border not known ; inner margin making

a broad sigmoidal curvature, broadly arched round the base of the

coronal prominence from the subacute posterior angle, with a moder-

ate concavity in paesing to the obtuse anterior augle, in worn speci-

mens inbeveled interiorly. Coronal prominence occupying three-

fourths of the entire area of the crown surface, moderately elevated

and broadly arched transverely, the broader slope regularly rising

from the postero-lateral border into the nearly median low crest and

slightly more steeply sloped into the shallow depressed belt occupy-

ing the anterior portion of the surface ; the coronal surface is

traversed by strong, more or less regularly spaced undulations

parallel with the inner margin, the intervening sulci occupied by the

irregularly elongated orifices of the medullary tubes which elsewhere

appear as minute circular pits, spaced by three times their own

diameter, surrounded by low rims with faint stellate radiations ; in

worn surfaces the transverse undulations become obsolete, though

the position of the sulci is still plainly discernible by the parallel

bands of coarse pores. Greatest lateral diameter of a medium size

tooth 80 m. m., length along antero-lateral border to point of inroll-

ment about 15 m. m.

The above described form which was discovered by Dr. Hambach,

is represented by three individuals, all belonging to the right ramus

of the upper jaw, one only presenting a nearly entire tooth. This

is sufficiently perfect to permit satisfactory comparison with con-

generic forms and the discrimination of its specific peculiarities.

Intimately allied to the earlier occurring species, it is at the same

time distinguishable from that described from the Warsaw horizon

of Indiana, Tcenioclus regularis, by its relatively narrower propor-

tions and more oblique outline; /it differs from T..fasciatus, of the

Keokuk formation, as also the form provisionally identified with

that species from the Warsaw beds above Alton, both in its greater

obliquity and transverse diameter. At the same time it bears a

general resemblance to the Belgian species T. contortus, De Kon.,

which latter, however, is relatively longer, the enamel fold of the

lateral borders much more strongly developed, and in the distinct

depression of the posterior slope of the crown surface.
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logical position and locality: Chester limestone, Cheater, Illi-

nois.

<h:m 8 YATICINonrS . Bt. J. and W.

The distribution and investigation of the materials Qlnatratiog

Deltoptychius and allied genera, have bronghl into prominence homol-

ogous forms of teeth which range themselves under a group appar-

ently characterized by persistent features, in contradistinction to

Deltoptychius on the one hand, and StenopteroduM on the other,

and which, if we are correct in inferring their generic distinetn.

offer a premonition of the later differentiated Orthopleurodus, i

Unfortunately, however, the state of preservation of the matt-rial

illustrating these forms is in no instance such as leads to indubita-

ble conclusion in regard to their generic distinctness from St,

terodus. Hence the various specific categories into which the forms

from the several formations readily resolve themselves, are pro-

visionally recognized under the above generic designation/

The forms above referred to represent the posterior teeth of the

upper and lower jaws. The maxilliary form is in every respeel like

the corresponding teeth of Deltoptychius, save in the apparent

absence of the least vestige of the presenci of I ndary l<

the entire anterior portion of the tooth forward of the posterior

prominence presenting a plain surface, such as obtains in Stenop-

terodus. The anterior-lateral border is probably truncated from the

inner angle slightly obliquely outward and forward, in which respeoi

it differs from the prevalent condition observed in typical /></

tychius and Stenopterodus. The mandibular form is also in general

outline and contour like that of the former genU8; hut the indi-

viduals here referred to do not preserve a trace of ih« narrow plain

bell such as in Deltoptychius, distinctly defines the median lobe from

the edge of the abrupt anterolateral border. In the latter particular

the teeth referred to I semblance to the mandibular

posterior form of Orthoplsurodus, As all of the few examples of

tin form are represented by evidently worn individuals, it cannot

be denied thai they may be merely abraded teeth of DsUoptychi

With on.
•
or two exceptions, ill- 'I.-.-. I in thi> connection

unquestionably distinct from those hereinafter described under

the bead of Deltoptychius. These possihl. to the

ih. in .1
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species noticed respectively from the St. Louis and Chester forma-

tions, as will be remarked further on. The earliest representative

occurs in the upper horizon of the Kinderhook formation, the Upper
Burlington, St. Louis and Chester each contributing representative

forms, while a single form from the Upper Coal Measures, and one

from the Lower Coal Measures, are with doubt here referred. The
Kinderhook and Upper Burlington afford the typical representatives,

being represented by examples which it is difficult to believe ever

possessed the distinctive characters essentially attributed to Deltop-

tychius. We owe to the kindness of Lord Enniskillen opportunity to

compare, from drawings, a magnificent tooth derived from the Car-

boniferous limestone of Oreton, in Shropshire, England, and belong-

ing to the museum at Florence Court, Ireland. The latter tooth

shows a large example, above four inches in its greatest diameter,

and of proportionate dimensions, of the maxillary posterior form.

So far as it is possible to judge from the drawings, it possesses pre-

cisely the coronal contour characteristic of the teeth of the corres-

ponding form noticed in the following pages. The resemblances in

common between the Shropshire and the Kinderhook teeth are

especially pronounced, neither the one nor the other would be mis-

taken for a typical Deltoptychius. In both examples the posterior

prominence is obscurely defined from the plain anterior region,

which shows not a trace of secondary lobe. The genus may also

include the tooth described by Dr. L. de Koninck1 under the name

Streblodus tenerrimus, from the Lower Carboniferous deposits of Tour-

nay, Belgium.

Again, if the evidence be fairly admissible, the forms here especi-

ally referred to, offer some most interesting suggestions bearing on

the derivation of allied and coexisting generic forms. That referred

to under the name Vaticinodus vetustus, from the Kinderhook, rep-

resents the earliest species not only of this particular group, but

also of typical Cochliodonts. Passing up into the Upper Burlington,

next is met with an apparently congeneric form V. discrepans. Dur-

ing the latter epoch Chitonodus, the immediate precursor of Cochlio-

dus, was introduced, and also Deltoptychius and Stenopterodus. The

latter is plainly a somewhat more pronounced differentiation, while

Deltoptychius holds an intermediate place between the primal groups

and Stenopterodus.

(Note.) » Faune calcaire Carbonifcre de la Belgique, II, p. 55, P. VI, f. 13.
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Vatu'inodi s vbtustub, Bt. -J. and \Y.

PL III. PlK- I.

The unique example of the presenl Bpeciea represents a la

kerior tooth belonging to the Left ramus of the upper jaw. It

elliptical or spatulate in general outline, moderately arched loi
|

tudinally, and apparently strongly inrolled along the outer margin,

terminating posteriorly in a sharply-rounded angle formed by 41

posterior hasal spur, which extends conspicuously beyond the coronal

limits, angle of obliquity of the antero-lateral border not shown, but

evidently forward from the inner angle. The tooth is considerably

thickened in the region of the posterior border, its Bubstance rapidly

diminishing in the opposite direction, on account of which tic

rior articular border is liable to mutilation, as is the case in the

present example. The basal rim along the posterolateral border

forms a prominent platform projecting beyond the coronal border for

half the distance toward the point of inrollment, the coronal enamel

forming a heavy rounded inbeveled belt distinctly denned from I

basal portion, which latter also forms a deep border along tl

margin of the tooth. Inferior surface marked by interrupted coarse

verrucose stria?, conforming in direction to that of the inrollment of

the tooth. The crown still retains along the inner margin tl

mal coating of glossy enamel, the summit and outer region exhil

ing progress rees of wear from use, and tine punctate structure,

inner margin distinctly defined from the base by the limits of the

enamel coating, and marked by parallel lines of growth; p

prominence occupying perhaps one-third the lateral diameter of
'

crown, presenting a broad, low convexity flattened along tfa

and somewhat depressed from within outwards, where it n

the b//d.r anterior ana. which latl miootb and without longi- rmm

tndinal folds. From the BUrfaOC conformation, and direction of

rollment, it La Bafe to infer the BomewhaL oblique outward and I

ward course of the antero-lateral bord u11

probably n. :ir 18 OOntimetl »t "l' ur V

tm breadth near middle of tooth along a line diagonal

to the Longitudinal axis r> m m.

The mutilated condition of tic Uttple Ti

,..,t allow the making out of the char*

Lateral border; otto rv. imen permil •»>•

i with allied ooi teeth. Of the Latter there appeara to
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be a strong resemblance to the large tooth found at Oreton, in

Shropshire, drawings of which were kindly communicated by Lord

Enniskillen, showing a tooth of nearly equal dimensions and differ-

ing chiefly from the present form in the less prominent and well

defined posterior coronal lobe, and perhaps less massive proportions

in the region of the coronal prominence. The latter form we are

not aware has been described. The distinctions of the present form,

compared with the smaller forms hereinafter described, need not

receive further notice in this place. The Belgian Carboniferous

tooth described by Dr. L. de Koninck under the name Streblodus

tenerrimus, is under medium size, and is further distinguished from

the present tooth by its relatively narrower posterior prominence

and stronger spiral inrollment.

Geological position and locality: This unique example was derived

from the uppermost bed of the Kinderhook series exposed in the

banks of Long Creek, a tributary of Skunk river, Des Moines Co.,

Iowa.

Vaticinodus jhscrepans, St. J. and W.

PI. Ill, Fig. 2, 3.

The collections contain three or four examples of maxillary pos-

terior teeth, which, although in a fragmentary state of preservation,

apparently differ from any of the associated species thus far made

known from the Upper Burlington horizon, in which the present

form was discovered by Mr. Springer. Tbey are evidently referable

to the above genus, and offer the following distinctive features, es-

pecially compared with the much more prevalent forms of Stenop-

terodus planus, with which they are associated, and for which they

are most liable to be mistaken: Attaining a larger size, the teeth

are specially distinguished by the much more rapid convergence

of the postero-lateral border, and the consequent greater ob-

liquity of the coronal prominence, which presents a broad, very

slightly convex posterior slope, and abrupt declivity in front, where

it is defined by a slight angulation from the plain anterior area.

The inner margin is more sharply rounded in the region of the base

of the coronal prominence, slightly concave or constricted in front,

and thence to the obtuse anterior angle it pursues a gently arched

or nearly direct course. The coronal surface shows minute, closely
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set punctae; toward the inner margin the enamel layer. is undulated

hy transverse lines of growth. The absence of distinct longitudinal

arrangement of the punctffi also contrasts with the above named

species. A mature individual attains a breadth a khe inner

margin of 27 mm., and a length along the anterolateral border ol

probably 10.5 mm.
We have thus far failed to recognize other and probably associate

forms of the above species, so that it is impossible to say how in-

timate its relations are with the teeth that constitute the represent-

ative forms of the allied genus Stenopterodiu. The general outline

and the obliquity of the coronal prominence offer striking row m-

hlances to Deltoptychiiu, but the absence of the secondary lobe

anterior of the principal prominence precludes its reference to that

genus.

Geological position and locality: Upper Burlington limestone fish-

beds; Burlington creek, and Augusta, Iowa.

Vatictnodus? simplex, St. J. and \Y.

Pi. IV, Fik.-. B

Teeth of small size. Maxillary posterior teeth Bubelliptioal in

outline. Antero-lateral border somewhat obliquely truncated from

the obtuse inner angle forward to point of inrollment; postero-

lateral border very rapidly converging from the sharply rounded

posterior extremity toward point of inrollment, forming, an angle of

20 to :tt) with the opposite border, making a broad | arch;

basal border channeled and posteriorly produced into a thin rim

which extends beyond the limits of the inbeveled coronal border;

inner margin in front nearly parallel with the postero-lal

border, strongly and abruptly arched round the base erf the ooronal

ridge to the posterior extremity, basal portion relatively deep and

placed in the same plane as the crown from whioh it is defined by

the inbeveled inferior bell of enamel. Coronal region model

arched in the direction of inrollment, posterior lobe occupying

rather less than half the lateral diameter of the crown.

oblique, and sufficiently well-defined in front, moderately an

transversely with a alignl depressed bell along the postero-lal

border; anterior portion ox neck nearly plain, or vary faintly

• l>-. with an obscure revolving buIcus margined by i

narrow plain bell along the antero-lateral border, in

,m tii. posterior lobe is imperfectly defined in front
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from the plain anterior neck. Surface along inner margin often

preserving the external coating of dense opaque enamel, with more

or less distinct lines of growth; otherwise the surface exhibits a

minute pitted structure produced by the relatively widely-spaced

punctse. A mature tooth measures in greatest width between the

inner angles 10 mm.; length of antero-lateral border to point of

inrollment 4.5 m m.

Thus far only the posterior teeth of the upper jaw have been

identified. The fragmentary condition of the majority of the speci-

mens often renders their identification with one another a difficult

matter, not to mention the necessary comparisons in order to

determine their relationship with other similar forms occurring in

the same strata. In their general aspect these teeth bear a striking

resemblance to Deltoptychius expansus ; but they may be dis-

tinguished by the absence of the median sulcus and subordinate

ridge in front of the posterior coronal prominence, and specifically

by their narrow transverse diameters.

Associated with the above mentioned teeth, certain forms repre-

senting the mandibular posterior teeth occur, which might be mis-

WQ-V'/l taken forjaae^ specimens of the homologous form of Deltoptychius

/ expansus. None of the latter specimens are in a state of preserva-

tion to show their distinctive features with sufficient clearness to

dispel all uncertainty in regard to their generic relations. Their

coronal region is divested of the superficial enamel coating, expos-

ing the minute close punctate structure such as appears in worn

surfaces, and presenting a nearly plain coronal prominence without

subordinate narrow belt along the antero-lateral border, as occurs

in typical examples of Deltoptychius ; in the latter respect these

teeth approach the corresponding form referred to Orthopleurodus,

and while we are in doubt as to their actual affinities, they are

provisionally placed in the present specific association, of which

characteristic examples of both forms are presented in the illustra-

tions. Compared with the homologous teeth of Deltoptychius expan-

sus, they are further distinguished by the less oblique backward

course of the inner margin, which forms nearly a right angle with

the antero-lateral border, the appreciably narrower and less up-

raised alation, which is marked near the border by a slight furrow

or angulation from which rises the narrow marginal belt along that

side, and which is inbeveled to the channeled basal portion. The

deep antero-lateral border is abruptly truncated, half its height

enveloped in the belt of coronal enamel, which is well defined from
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tlic downward and slightly outward produced basal rim. A medium

sized tooth measures between the angles of the inner margin ~>

m m, and about the same as the length along the antero-lateral

border.

Geological position and localities: St. Louis formation: St Louis,

Mo., Alton, 111., Pella, Iowa.

Vaticinodus? similis, St. J. and \Y.

PL IV. Fitf. 17-19.

Maxillary posterior teeth very small, subspatulate in outline, very

obliquely inrolled. Antero-lateral border with moderate obliquity

outward and forward, coronal fold very narrow and inbeveled to the

shallow, channeled basal rim; postero-lateral border slightly arched,

basal portion channeled and limited above by the inbeveled coronal

fold, posteriorly expanding beyond the coronal border terminating

in the sharply-rounded posterior extremity; inner margin abruptly

and deeply arched from the posterior angle round the base of the

coronal prominence, thence more gently curved to the obtuse

anterior angle. Coronal prominence occupying about half the

entire area of the crown, moderately and regularly arched trans-

versely, culminating in the low rounded crest near the anterior

side where it is more or less well defined from the plain anterior

area into which the slope merges. Surface olosely and finely punc-

tate, the anterior region showing faint revolving plica. Breadth

between the angles of the inner margin about '.» m m. : length

along antero-lateral border probably 8 mm. A large tooth

measures 22 m m. across the inner margin, and 6 DQ in. at the

antero-lateral bord< r.

With the above described form occur teeth referable to the opp

position on the lower jaw. and which may have been B

with tin in. These teeth might readily be mistaken for

examples of the mandibular posterior teeth of Deltoptyckius, which

they olosely resemble in outline and contour of ti.'

The specimen figured presents the usual appearand »'f the form.

which bas a triangular outline, the antero-lateral border Blightly

curved, with abrupt mural face, half or more of

Oped in the cuaind licit which is distinctly defined from thi

flaring basal rim; inner margin nearly a' with the

anterior border, broadly arched in a Blight Bigmoidal course pi
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to the posterior angle
;

postero-lateral border,/ basal portion chan-

neled and expanded behind. The principal lobe occupies something

less than half the transverse diameter of the crown, presenting a

nearly plane or slightly convex slope to the abrupt anterior edge,

along which should lie the distinctly defined narrow, plain belt did

these teeth belong to Deltoptychius, and where, indeed, in some

specimens a faint depressed line does occur, a character in accord-

ance with the homologous form of the latter genus; posteriorly the

slope more abruptly descends into the wide posterior depression,

along the outer border of which lies the rather suddenly upraised

posterior wing. The surface presents a similar punctate appearance

noted in connection with the before mentioned maxillary teeth.

Breadth across inner margin, 5mm; length of antero-lateral bor-

der to point of inrollment, about 5 mm.

The maxillary teeth above noticed present an approach to the

straight postero-lateral border characteristic of Orthopleurodus ; but

here the resemblance ceases, for the border is gently arched, and

the position of the posterior lobe, or rather the anterior culmina-

tion of its crest, determines its relations with the present genus,

should it prove not to be referable to Deltoptychius. Their exist-

ence, however, is extremely suggestive of the derivation of the coal-

measure genus, although there seems to be evidence that the present

genus suryived the introduction of Orthopleurodus, along with which

its supposed representatives are found.

Compared with the previously described forms from the St. Louis

limestone, V. simplex, there exists the most intimate relationship, if

not actual specific identity, the chief distinction consisting in the

apparent greater robustness of the present teeth.

With the above observations, until more complete materials shall

have been acquired, the determination of the generic identity of

these fragmentary dental remains will necessarily remain for the

present in a state of uncertainty. So intimately are the species of

Vaticinodus, Stenopterodas and Deltoptychius linked together, that it

might be anticipated the more differentiated forms of Orthopleurodus

may have had ancestors in direct line as early as the time when

the sediments of the St. Louis and Chester formations were in

process of deposition.

Geological position and locality : Chester limestone, upper fish-bed

stratum; Chester and Evansville, Illinois.
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Vaticinodus ? carbonarius, St. J. and W,

PL IV. Fig. 80.

Maxillary posterior teeth below medium size, irregularly oblon

Bubspatulate in outline, moderately arched from within outward-.

Posterodateral border somewhat rapidly converging from the acutely

rounded posterior extremity to the point of inrollment, the narrow

enamel fold inbeveled and distinctly defined from the rather widi

expanded basal rim, which project y downward and outward

beyond the coronal limits; antero-lateral border not preserved;

inner margin apparently broadly and regularly arched, inbeveled

inferiorly. Coronal prominence occupying half, perhaps more, of

the crown surface, obscurely defined in front from the plane anterior

area, gently arched transversely with the wider slope posterior of

the low crest. Worn surface minutely and closely punctate.

The present species is recognized from a single specimen belong-

ing to the left ramus of the upper jaw. Unfortunately it is muti-

lated, not displaying the character of the anterolateral border, and

the coronal surface is so disfigured by attrition as to obscure the

original contour. Its relations, however, seem to be with the teeth

arranged under the present generic formula, of which it is an in:

esting recurrence in the uppermost groups of the Carboniferous

series. It is, however, possible that it may prov< to be generioally

allied to Stenopterodus. Worn specimens of the corresponding form

of the St. Louis species, S. parvuhu, would indeed be difficult to

distinguish from the present unique example.

Geological position and locality .- Lower Coal Measun b, roof of coal

No. 5, of the Illinois general section, Carlinville, Illinois.

\ . Si. .1. and W.

PL TV, Fig. SI.

Po tenor tooth of the maxillar ibrhomboidal in

outline, anterolateral b ry oblique in forward and outward

. making a comparatively alight angle with the inner max

whioh is broadly arched unded
|

I

postero lai Uy arched, com raid the i

inrollment at an with the oppoait

and parallel with the forward half of tho inner - basal
|
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4^/tion channeled, pooitivoly extended beyond the limits of the narrow

inbeveled fold of the coronal enamel ; the antero-lateral border simi-

larly denned. Posterior lobe of the crown gently arched transversely,

in front merging into the plane anterior surface from which it is

apparently obscurely defined. Surface, along the inner margin pre-

serving the dense enamel layer, with distinct lines of growth parallel

with that margin ; the worn triturating surface showing a minute

punctate structure, the pores of extreme minuteness and relatively

widely spaced. Greatest breadth across inner margin 9.5 m m, the

basal spur extending a millimeter farther; length along antero-lateral

border about 4.5 m m.

Only a solitary example of the present species is known to us.

The coronal contour, although much worn by use, presents charac.

teristics consonant with Vaticinodus, specifically differing from its

Coal Measure congener V. carbonarius, by the relative great diame-

ter in the direction of inrollment, the broad and uniformly arched

inner margin, also the more obscure definition of the coronal promi-

nence. The arched condition of the postero-lateral border, and the

entirely dissimilar coronal contour distinguishes the tooth from the

homologous form of Orthopleurodus, with which it is associated in

the same deposits.

Geological position and locality: Upper Coal Measures ; upper lime-

stone at LaSalle, 111.

Genus DELTOPTYCHIUS, Agassiz.

Delloptychius, Agassiz, MSS., 1859, etc., D. {Cochliodus) aeutus, Ag.

Teeth possessing the general characteristics attributable to the

family Cochliodontidse.

Posterior teeth of the lower jaw trigonal in outline, generally

strongly built, and moderately arched in the direction of inrollment.

Antero-lateral border partaking of a slight sigmoidal curvature in

consonance with the spiral inrollment of the tooth, defined by a

nearly vertical wall forming at the brink a right angle with the

superior crown surface, and enveloped to a greater or less extent in

the coronal enamel which usually constitutes a slight inbeveled fold

well defined from the basal portion; postero-lateral border more or

less oblique to the opposite border, toward which it converges at the

outer extremity, defined above by a shallow enamel fold, beneath

which the basal rim projects downward and outward, terminating

posteriorly in a more or less produced spur;, inner margin broadly
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rounded or sigmoidally curved from the obtuse anterior angle into

the more acute extremity of the posterior wing. Coronal i

presenting three divisions, all regularly narrowing toward thi

extremity, viz: In front, a narrow transversely plane tx

or less prominent median ridge denned in front by a slight angula-

tion from the anterior belt, and sloping posteriorly into the bn

depression from which rises the more or less lateral!] ded

posterior wing,—well preserved teeth also showing a slight angula-

tion on this side of the median lohe where it joins the postei

depression.

Posterior teeth of the upper jaw suhspatulate in general oir

terminating posteriorly in an acute angle or spur, anterolateral

border truncated generally ohliquely outward and backward, Btron

inrolled along the outer margin for two-thirds the distance from the

anterior extremity. Crown defined from the base by a shallow in-

beveled fold along both the antero—and tl ral bord<

the basal portion in front nearly vertical or somewhat channel

projecting downward and outward behind where it fori pur

at the extreme posterior angle. Coronal region Bhowing a de]

posterior prominence, in front of which less or more ren

smaller secondary ridge, separated by a plain ing fun

and having an oblique course bomj/tf within outward in conforn

with the direction of inrollment; anterior neck th,

destitute of marked revolving ridges or furrows, and gradual

traoting toward the truncate anterior border, where the verti

depth of the tooth is at the minimum, in eonseqi I
which I

anterior border is extremely liable to mutilation
|

rarity of entire examples of this form.

The maxillary posterior form is immediately aucoeeded in froi

at least one series of teeth, consisting <>f transvi

which together present a trapezoidal outline, the
|

der articulating with the posterior tooth nearly straight and forming

a right or obtuse angle with the inner margin, antero-lateral bor

more or less obliquely converging towards the outward extremty

coronal rid "f parallel <

behind and «• ave in front, which in

Mi oharaoters in common with certain for: th. win

i ioualy refern d to ti

onal Burfaoe presenting the usual enamel rax-

rnotate.
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The various forms of teeth constituting the dentition of Deltopty-

chius have been in all cases recognized from isolated detached

specimens, save in the instance of the maxillary posterior and median

serial teeth. In the latter we have authentic evidence of specific

.
identity, in the discovery by Mr. Wachsmuth of a specimen show-

£«./•*<*? / ing the teeth in actual -aiatcrial- juxta-position. "Wherever the one

' form occurs there also is found the other/, and taking this fact into

consideration and what is known of the various forms of teeth be-

longing to the genera Cochliodus, Orthopleurodus, etc., the association

here conjectured seems to be amply warranted. The genus as here

defined bears intimate relationship with Cochliodus and Chitonodus,

holding an intermediate position between the latter and Vaticinodus

and Stenopterodus. It is, however, distinguished from the former by

peculiarities in the coronal contour of the maxillary posterior teeth,

and the greater obliquity, cuneate outline of the mandibular posterior

form, but chiefly in the character of the enameled abrupt antero-

lateral border of the latter form, which in Cochliodus presents a

narrow fold precisely like that along the postero-lateral border, also

as occurs in either lateral border of the maxillary posterior form.

This, in view of the uniformity of the articular borders in the vari-4Ji£*

forms of Cochliodus, Chitonodus and their intimate allies, might be

regarded as inconsistent with the conjectured association of forms

in the present generic group of teeth. But after all it seems in

some sort to foreshadow or form a transition from the true Cochlio-

dus type to that of Pcecilodus, the mandibular posterior form of

which possesses much the same character of steep enameled antero-

lateral border as obtains in the homologous form of the present

genus ; in both of the latter genera the articular border of the

opposed maxillary form partakes still to a most intimate degree of

the character of typical Cochliodus..

The genus is apparently confined to the measures of the Lower

Carboniferous period, representative species occurring in each of the

successive formations beginning with the Upper Burlington, and

includes the form described by Dr. Leidy under the name Coch-

liodus nitidus, of the Chester formation.1

According to the above interpretation of the facts, the genus pos-

sesses precisely similar diagnostic terms distinguishing the form

referred by authors to the "anterior" tooth of Deltoptychius acutus,

trails. Am. Phil. Soc„ vol. xi, p. 87, PI. v, f. 2.
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Agass., of the Mountain limestone of Ireland ; and almost to the

same degree the maxillary posterior form named SUreblodm

is: (

.>, from the same deposits. The so-called "termi-

nal" tooth, which authors ha 30Ciated with the first named
form, is strictly more intimately related to PcecUodtts, and is horn

with the mandibular posterior form, as shown by the alate postero-

lateral border, and although destitute of transverse undula;

imbrications, it partakes in a marked degree of the coronal

conformation distinguishing the latter genus. Hence we are stroi;

impressed with the conviction that the two forms h.

under the designation 1>. aeutus pertain to quite distinct gen<

categories, and that there exists strong probability of the

identity with the present forms of the teeth rehired to under

term Streblodus Coin, and their possible specific identity with the

mandibular posterior (so-called "anterior") teeth of 1>. acutm. The
typical form of Streblodus Colei, however, - distinctions which

might readily be regarded as emphasized specihe variations,

compared with the maxillary posterior form of Cochliodu

Agass., (Streblodus oblongus, Agass.); and at the same time it i

sents an extreme departure from the normal chare lishiug

the same form which is here ascribed to entative American

species of Deltoptychius. From the latter the Irish form is distin-

guished by the considerable breadth of the depressed interval

separating the narrow secondary Lobe from the posterior coronal

prominence and the consequent relatively narrower

which latter is nearly plain and terminated
|

scribed. It will, tb . be observed on close inspection of the

Irish and American forms that, while they differ in the above

pect, they are more intimately relate. 1 to one another t hair '

former is with the maxillary posterior tooth of C<

oblongus,) and it is on these grounds we have been led

its gem rie identity with Deltoptychius, -.. ded. The

b form referred by authors to the "terminal" tooth of D<

ehius, is not met with in this country, 01

mentioned, it should b I with the mandibul

form of Pcecilodus. YYc are, however, not aware that the Irish local-

Horded other PaecUodus forms which m lly

identified with the latter.
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Deltoptychius primus, St. J. and W.

PI. V. Fig. 6-8.

The dentition of the earliest known species of Deltoptychius is

represented in the collections by a few imperfect, fragmentary exam-

ples of the posterior forms of the upper and lower jaws, which

attain medium size. The mandibular teeth may be distinguished in

the examples before us by the obscurer definition of the median

prominence from the narrow belt in front, and shallow depth of the

enameled abrupt antero-lateral border. The opposed teeth of the

upper jaw appear to have had the principal posterior prominence

relatively more convex transversely, producing a more rounded out-

line in this part of the inner margin than obtains in the repre-

sentative Keokuk species. In the proportionate prominence of the

secondary lobe, the present teeth bear greater resemblance to the

corresponding form occurring in the Warsaw limestone, from which,

however, they differ in the greater convexity of the posterior promi-

nence. In size the above noticed teeth are uniformly below that

attained by the allied forms in the Keokuk limestone, holding in

this particular an intermediate position between the latter and the

Warsaw species.

The examples of the above noticed forms thus far known, chiefly

from discoveries of Mr. Springer and Mr. Wachsmuth, are few, and

unfortunately in a very imperfect state of preservation, owing to the

friable nature of the mineralized dental substance; and while the

material is insufficient to enable a detailed description of the teeth, it

affords ample evidence of the generic relations, as also indicating

the characteristics by which they may be contrasted with congeneric

forms.

Geological position and localities: Upper Burlington fish-bed ; Buf-

fington creek, and Augusta, Iowa.

Deltoptychius Wachsmuthi, St. J. and W.

PI. V, Fig. 1-5.

Teeth, attaining medium size. Mandibular posterior form triangu-

lar in outline, sigmoidally curved along the inner margin, terminating

in front in a narrow, inrolled beak
;
postero-lateral border gradually

converging toward the outer extremity, showing a deep, nearly vertical

basal border, slightly inclined outward, and expanded toward the
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posterior angle, and marked above l>y the narrow enameled fold which
is defined from the basal portion by a slight channel; anterolateral
border forming a vertical face at the inner angle, gradually sloping

upward and backward toward the outer extremity, and, save a nar-

row belt along the inferior edge, enveloped in the enamel fold, which
is also well defined from the basal rim. Coronal region traversed

longitudinally by a moderately prominent, transversely arched median
ridge, the axis of which lies nearest the anterolateral border, and
sharply defined on either side by an angulation or narrow grooi

anterior belt relatively narrow, very faintly arched transversely, or

nearly plane, and scarcely half the width of the median-lobe; pos-

terior alation about the same width as the median-lobe, transversely

concave and merged into the posterior depression from which it

steeply rises into the produced posterior angle. Surface finely punc-

tate. Greatest length of tooth along postero-lateral border, 40 mm.;
ditto, antero-lateral border, 30 mm. : breadth across inner margin,

23 mm.; greatest height of antero-lateral border, 8 mm.

Maxillary posterior teeth subspatulate in outline, strongly from

within outwards, outer margin strongly inrolled; postero-lateral

border making a broad curve outward and forward from the obtusely

pointed posterior angle to point of inrollment, then--, to the anterior

;le the outline is slightly concave: inner margin arched round

the base of the coronal prominence, and thi i rly straight to

the anterior border ; antero-lateral border slightly obliquely truncated

from the inner to the outer angle, and equal to about two-thirds the

diameter of the tooth along a line diagonal to the direction of inroll-

ment across the posterior ridge. Posterior lobe of the crown occu-

pying little more than one-third the total breadth of the tooth,

moderately arched transversely, the ores! culminating in front win

the surface rapidly descends into the narrow furrow defining it from

the subordinate ridge, winch latter presents a nearly uniform con-

vexity, gradually narrowing from within outward, and. in perfi

oimens, defined in front by a distinct though slight angulation;

anterior neck nearly amooth, with a f< w obscun i ines along

tli< inner margin, destitute of revolt Breadth of a medium*
size tooth between the inner angles, i

s nun.: breadth of tooth aoro

th« r prominence diagonal to the inrollment, 20 mm.: length

along antero-lateral borders, 18 nun.

Maxillary median teeth forming a triangular plate articulating

with tin posterior tooth by th< lateral bolder, the
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oblique anterolateral border rapidly converging toward the outer

extremity, which presents the same degree of inrollment observed

in the preceding posterior form. Coronal region presenting a series

of transverse ridges, which individually possess coronal characters

ascribable to certain forms of Helodus, a medium-size specimen

showing five such coronal ridges, whose longer axes correspond to

longer diameter Of the posterior tooth. The individual ridges rise in

an even convex surface behind, culminating in an obtuse even crest,

the outer face moderately concave vertically, and invested in the

enamel layer, save along the crests, which reveal the relatively

coarse punctate structure. Breadth of series across inner margin 10

m m. ; length along postero-lateral border 11 mm., corresponding to

that of the anterior border of the posterior tooth. The proportionate

dimensions of the individual coronal ridges are represented in the

illustrations.

Of the forms above noticed and associated under the same specific

designation, the collections contain a fair suite of representatives,

amongst which the teeth referred to the posterior position upon the

lower jaw are in about double the numbers of those belonging to

the maxillaries ; while of the small anterior, or median dental series

of the upper jaw, only a single specimen is known—that discovered

by Mr. Wachsmuth, at Danville, Iowa. With regard to the latter,

the resemblance it bears to Helodus elytra, N. and W., of the same

geological horizon, creates a suspicion of the specific identity of

similar Helodus-like teeth with the form here alluded to. The

original specimen of Helodus elytra, however, apparently shows a

series of independent, contiguous teeth, in their relative natural

position, but with their coronal crests worn down almost even with

the basal margins, so that it is impossible to determine the coronal

contour, although, as has been stated, we strongly suspect the form

is identical with teeth, perfect specimens of which have been de-

scribed under other designations. The consolidation along the basal

impingement of the separate teeth is precisely what has been noticed

in connection with other allied forms of this family, and although a

matter of biological interest and importance, it should not militate

against the recognition of the specific identity of series of isolated

teeth and those that are joined by their bases into a solid dental

plate, as is the case in the above form.

The maxillary posterior teeth are seldom preserved entire, and the

attenuation of the anterior region exhibits unmistakable evidences

of the excessive attrition these teeth were subjected to during the life
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of their possessors. In some specimens, as that discovered by Mr.

Wachsinuth, the abraded anterior coronal region presents a coarse,

irregular punctate structure, characteristic of the vaso-dentine com-

posing the body of the teeth. In mature and much-worn teeth—

where the enamel and outer subjacent layers have been removed by

the process of attrition—a similar exposition of the coarse, tubular

structure is laid bare all round the inner and outer margins of the

tooth; in other examples the abrasion has been carried so far ae to

produce a deep channeling of the surface of the posterior prominence

in the direction of the long, or transverse diameter of the tooth:

and in those that preserve the crown surface in a perfect state, the

enamel along the inner margin, through which the minute, pris-

matic structure is visible, shows distinct parallel incremental lines,

more or less sharply impressed, and even reaching well up over the

crown, producing an irregular, undulated surface, extending alike our
the posterior prominence and the anterior neck. In well-preserved

specimens the secondary lobe in front of the principal coronal prom-

inence is defined with absolute distinctness. The posterior angle

probably terminated in a more or less produced spur, the enamel

apparently forming a narrow fold enveloping the superior ed(

the anterolateral border, similar to what obtains in corresponding

teeth of CocMiodtis; however, in some specimens this border is slightly

<\ into a low, obscurely-defined marginal ridge.

The mandibular posterior teeth, also, exhibit much the same

superficial features due to the various conditions of usage and pre-

servation as enumerated in connection with the teeth of the opposite

jaw. The anterior plane-belt is usually merged into the median

prominence toward the outer margin, the result of wearing down

of the crown surface; but toward the inner margin the coronal

contour is Well, even sharply defined, the surface enveloped in I

lavt r of polished enamel.

bgical position and localities: Keokuk limestone: Warsaw, Ham-

ilton, NaUVOO, and lbndei-on county,
|
Illinois) ;• Keokuk. Danville,

Bentonsport, (Iowa); BoonevuTe, (Missouri).

DbLTOWVOHIUH Yai.-.uhn J. and YY.

PL V Rig. 14, i.v

Mandibular posterior teetb trigonal is outline, apparently

inrolled at the outer extremity, inner margin \ery oblique and

broad!] rounded with alighl Bigmoidal curvature, postero-lateral bor-
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der rapidly converging toward the outer extremity. Median ridge of

crown prominent, occupying a nearly central position and well de-

fined from the relatively wide anterior belt, which latter presents

the characteristic angulation and abrupt face enveloped for the

greater part of its depth in the coronal enamel; posteriorly the

slope of the median ridge descends into the broad depression on

that side, from which rises the relatively wide posterior expansion

or alation. Crown surface densely punctate. A specimen below

medium size measures in greatest length from posterior angle to

outer extremity about 11.5 m m. ; antero-lateral border about 6.5

m m. ; breadth at inner margin 8 mm.
Posterior tooth of upper jaw of the usual spatulate outline, antero-

lateral border obliquely truncated from inner angle forward to outer

angle, posterior extremity somewhat produced from which the postero-

lateral border somewhat rapidly converges toward point of inroll-

ment. Posterior prominences occupy half, or a little more, of

the coronal area, secondary lobe about one-third the dimensions

of the principal ridge, from which it is separated by a deep furrow,

and well defined in front from the apparently smooth anterior area

which gradually contracts towards the anterior border. Superficial

punctation agreeing with that described above. A mature specimen

measures in greatest diameter across the inner margin 17 m m.

;

greatest breadth across posterior prominence 7mm.; length along

antero-lateral border 4.5 m m.

The present species is made known from a single representative

each of the posterior form pertaining respectively to the upper and

lower jaws. Neither of these examples is entire, although they

are sufficiently so to permit of a not unsatisfactory comparison with

other generically allied forms. The species is most intimately allied

to that occurring in the St. Louis formation, Deltoptychius expansus;

especially is this relationship apparent in the close resemblance that

exists between the maxillary posterior forms of the two species. It

differs, however, from the latter species in a marked degree in re-

spect to the coronal contour of the mandibular posterior teeth,

which shows the median ridge well developed and defined from the

narrow belt in front and the much greater obliquity of the inner

margin of the tooth.

Geological position and localities : From characteristic strata of the

Warsaw formation; Clifton, above Alton, and Golden Bluffs near

Warsaw, Illinois.

-7
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Deltoptvchius bxpansus, St. J. and W.

PL V. lit:. '.'. 18.

Posterior teeth of the mandibles, trigonal in general outline, outer

extremity strongly inrolled, relatively broadly expanded posteriorly,

and broadly arched along the inner margin with sigmoidal curvature

in passing to the posterior extremity of the Btrong win- expansion,

antero-lateral border slightly curved Bigmoidally, moderately deep,

the greater portion of the vertical Car. I.eing covered by the coronal

enamel and making a well-defined angulation above; posterolateral

border rapidly converging toward the extremity, basal portion pro-

jecting somewhat beyond the narrow and prominent fold limiting

the coronal surface, and more or less produced posteriorly. Coronal

surface showing a broad, deep posterior depression, which, together

with the alate border, constitutes half the lateral diameter of the

tooth; median lobe relatively narrow, generally obscurely defined in

front 'from the narrow anterior plane belt with which it is usually

merged over the greater extent of the outer surface. Length of a

medium-size tooth along anterolateral border 8 mm.; breadth at

inner margin 8.5 mm.

Posterior tooth of the upper jaw in outline spatulate. terminating

posteriorly in an eccentric sharply rounded spur, antero-lateral bor-

der obliquely truncated from inner angle outward and forward. I

onal prominence comprising marly two-thirds the transverse diarn.

of the tooth, posterior lobe moderately convex transversely, sal

dinate Lobe relatively broad and prominent, anterior area Bmooth,

and narrowed toward the antero-lateral border. Burfaee minutely

and closely punctate, in the Bame manner observed in the opp

teeth. Greatesi transverse diameter of a medium-size tooth about

L2 nun.: greatest diagonal breadth across the posterior prominei

5 nun.: length along antero-lateral border 1.6 to 5 nun.

oi other dental forms occurring with the above described teeth,

none have been recognised as probably Bpecifioally identical. En

superficial coronal characters, aa the punctation and appeal

the enamel layer, the two forms above noticed possess most inti-

mate characters in common, so that, notwithstanding the fart that

:i „ Ill( , material in our possession consists of Isolated teeth, Little

doubl is entertained as to their h. instituted parts of the

dentition of the Bame

apared with the Keokul .

/'• WachimUhi, the pn

th present well-marked differed ihthen
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specifically. The mandibular posterior teeth are proportionately

shorter from within outward and wider across the inner margin, and
the median-lobe perhaps less well defined from the narrow anterior

belt; while the opposed tooth of the upper jaw has the secondary

lobe relatively much more strongly developed and the coronal prom-
inence occupying a greater portion of the crown surface.

The state of preservation of these diminutive teeth, especially in

the instance of those pertaining to the mandible, is extraordinary.

But of the maxillary teeth the collections afford few examples, and

these are without exception mutilated at the antero-lateral border,

in consequence of the extreme although notMisproportionate attenu-

ation they undergo in that region.

Geological position and localities : St. Louis limestone ; Alton and

Monroe county, 111. ; Pella, Iowa ; St. Louis, Mo.

Deltoptychius nitidus, (Leidy, sp.)

PI. V, Fig. 16.

Coohliodtts nitidus, Leidy, 1856. Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, xi, p. 87. PL v, f. 2.

The present species was originally described by Dr. Leidy, from a

large-sized specimen of the posterior tooth of the left ramus of

the lower jaw, which was obtained at Chester, in this State. The

teeth are massive, and strongly built, triangular in outline, pos-

tero-lateral border rapidly converging toward the outer extremity,

inner margin broadly curved round the base of the median prom-

inence, antero-lateral border nearly straight, relatively short, the

enamel fold extending well down over the abrupt face. The basal

portion along the postero-lateral border, in a mature individual like

the type noticed by Dr. Leidy, extends in a conspicuous rim beyond

the well-defined enamel fold, terminating in a strong, bony spur,

posteriorly, and reaching the point of strong inrollment, where it pre-

sents the usual channeled condition. The crown is strongly arched

from within outward, median lobe embracing about half the lateral

diameter of the crown, usually prominently arched transversely, a

slight angulation defining it from the narrow anterior belt, the slope

behind descending into the posterior depression, which is bordered

by the relatively narrow alation. A medium-sized tooth measures,

along the postero-lateral border from the posterior angle to point

of inrollment, 12 mm. ; length along antero-lateral border, 7.5

mm. ; breadth across inner margin, 10 mm.
The collections contain examples of maxillary posterior teeth, from

the same deposits and localities, associated with the above described
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teeth, which prohahly helonged to the same species. The latter,

however, are in so worn and mutilafa 1 >f preservation as

not to exhibit details heyond mere outline, by which they may be

satisfactorily compared with other specimens of the same form.

The loan of the type was kindly procured us by Dr. Leidy, a

careful comparison of which with the material before us leaves not

the least doubt as to their specific identity. The sp repre-

sented by the posterior teeth of the mandible, is intimately allied to

D. exparuiu, of the St. Louis limestone, being chiefly distingn isl

by its more robust figure. jer inrollment. and narrower pos-

terior alation. The majority of the examples of this form exhibit

traces of excessive coronal abrasion, which in some instances has

leveled the median prominence, destroying its definition from the

plane anterior belt, in which latter condition the individuals bear

deceptive resemblance to the homologous teeth of Orthoplewrodus.

Geological i">s'ith»i and locality: Chester limeston. ler, 111.

Genus STKXOPTERODrs. 1

Bt.J. and W.

Teeth, probably occupying a posterior position on the upper jaw,

distinguished by their long-elliptic outline, Btrongly arched and spiral

inrollment of the outer extremity. Crown traversed by a posterior

prominence or lobe in the direction of inrollment, more or h >s well-

defined from the anterior area, which presents a plane surface,

without prominent revolving or longitudinal folds; posteriorly, the

crown is well defined from the base by the inbeveled enamel fold.

beyond which the basal rim usually more or less projects, often

terminating in a strong posterior process, and forming, in well-

preserved specimens, a deep border toward the innermargin, becoming

less oonspiououa outwardly, anteriorly truncate, usually more or less

obliquely bo from the inner angle outward and backward to point of

iurollnieiit (though sometimes outward and forward from an obi

inner angle), the shallow enamel fold inbeveled and defined l

j

narrow sulcus from the base. Surface of crown in pi

I u b dense enamel-like, glossy coating, through which the

tubular structure presents a delicate papillose appearance; worn

surfaces minutely and densely pitted by the I extremities of

the medullary tube- ; raso-dentim of base inferior Burl

of the dense inferior lay< daily atriated in the direction of

inrollmi nt.

a. In iii:

1 id.- mttncllbulii 'li
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The above diagnosis applies to a certain form of teeth well rep-

resented in the collections from various Lower Carboniferous

formations, and which is homologous with the long posterior teeth

of the upper jaw, formerly embraced under the generic term Strehlodus

Agass. Since it is now a well established fact that the latter form

formed part of the dental armament of the jaws of the same fish

that bore the teeth represented by the original form of Cochliodus,

Agass., there can scarcely arise a question as to the position the

present form held upon the jaw.

It may, perhaps, be deemed premature at the present time to

attempt the identification with the above form of other and asso-

ciate teeth from amongst the detached dental remains of Cochlio-

donts, alone contained in the collections; but there are certain

forms whose occurrence and intimate association in the same de-

posits with that above noticed, strongly suggest their congeneric

relations and specific indentity. Thus, there are found teeth which,

possessing the general characteristics attributed to the large posterior

teeth of the mandible of Cochliodus, may be especially characterized

by their more trapezoidal outline, posterior position of the median

lobe, narrow posterior alation, and the relatively broad flat area of

the neck or anterior portion of the coronal region. The latter form

is further distinguished by the greater or less obliquity of the out-

ward and backward course of the antero-lateral border, which,

together with the postero-lateral border, presents the same condition

of narrow, rounded, inbeveled enamel fold and channeled basal rim

observed in connection with the opposite maxillary teeth, with which

they also agree in the degree of inrollment and longitudinal convex-

ity of the coronal region. The neck or anterior area is nearly plane

or faintly swollen transversely, sometimes with a slight depression

near to and parallel with the antero-lateral border. The posterior

alation is narrow and separated from. the median lobe by a compar-

atively narrow depression. The inner margin is moderately concave

in passing the posterior depression, broadly arched round the base

of the coronal prominence, and thence to the anterior angle more

gently curved or nearly straight. The relative proportions of the

teeth are laterally narrower and stouter than the maxillary posterior

form.

There are associated with the two most numerously represented

species of the genus a form of teeth, which from their general

appearance and apparent identity of coronal structure, we have pre-
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sumed to identify with the mandibular median form of the present

genus. The latter teeth are subrhombic or trapezoidal in outline,

with a nearly straight postero-lateral border, and longer and more

obliquely converging opposite border, defined by the sain, style of

enamel fold and basal rim, characteristic of the previously men-

tioned forms; the coronal region presents a broad, nearly plane

surface, gradually culminating near the postero-lateral border/ in a

depressed, obscurely defined ridge, where the slope to the bonier on

the one hand is abrupt, and on the other very gentle, the inner

margin gently arched and somewhat rapidly deflected to the obi

posterior angle.

The genus as now understood is represented by species beginning

in the Upper Burlington limestone, and in each succeeding forma-

tion of the Lower Carboniferous period, the latest authentic occur-

rence being in the St. Louis limestone.

STENorrERonrs planus, St. J. and W.

n. iv, pig. ;» 14.

Represented by two forms of teeth below medium size, presumably

occupying corresponding positions on opposite ja

Posterior teeth of the upper jaw Bub-rhomboidal in outline, rather

strongly inrolled and arched longitudinally. Antero-hiteial border

slightly oblique in its forward and outward course, basal rim ap-

parently shallow, and defined from the narrow enamel fold by a

shallow groove; postero-lateral border converging at an angle of

about 2"> with the opposite border, the basal rim somewhat thick-

ened and produced beyond the limits of the narrow, inrolled enamel

fold, inner margin broadly arched with a Blighl angulation near the

middle in passing the base of the coronal prominence, in front of

which a sharp, slight constriotion occurs, the inferior edge inbeveled

in the worn condition; posterior extremity forming a sub-acute

angle, the margin making an obtuse angle with the anterior bonier.

Coronal prominence comprising more than half the lateral ana of

tlie surface, culminating in a low. rounded ores! near the median

lme, with an abrupt slope to the anterior neck, defined by an in-

tervening shallow groove, the I stops I tlj and

faintly de] rsely; the anterior neck somewhat rapidly

narrows to the anterolateral bord< atly convei transvi rsely and

marked by fainy Longitudinal plica. The who], outer third or m
of the crown suit ii. triturating an a. the

result of wear, rie* the minute, regular punota, which
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usually show marked tendency to elongation in the direction of the

inrollment of the tooth ; the inner surface shows a dense layer of

enamel with fine lines of growth parallel with the inner margin.

Greatest transverse diameter of the tooth, 20 mm.; length along

antero-lateral border, 6.5 m m.
;
greatest longitudinal diameter, 10.5

mm.
Posterior tooth of the mandible sub-quadrangular in outline, rather

strongly inrolled and longitudinally arched ; corresponding in size with

the previously-noticed form. The moderate and regular arching of

the inner margin interrupted by the broadly-rounded base of the

coronal prominence; antero-lateral border with a slight oblique

course outward and backward, enamel fold relatively deep and in-

beveled to the shallow, channeled basal rim
;
postero-lateral border

very gradually converging, making an angle of 10° or 15° with the

opposite side, the narrow enamel fold well defined from the basal

portion, which forms a shallow rim projecting considerably beyond

the limits of the crown. Median prominence regularly and broadly

arched transversely, culminating a little posterior of the median

line, and occupying quite half of the lateral diameter of the crown;

posteriorly, the slope merges into the shallow concavity bordered

exteriorly by the gently-upraised alation, in front defined by a faint

angulation from the wide, slightly convex belt intervening between

the median lobe and the antero-lateral border. The surface of the

anterior belt is marked by faint, revolving plicae, and along the

inner margin the enamel coating shows more or less distinct parallel

undulations, or lines of growth, the outer half of the coronal surface

exhibiting the usual evidences of excessive trituration, the entire

coronal area minutely and closely punctate, the punctse showing the

longitudinal elongation precisely after the manner observed in con-

nection with the opposed maxillary teeth. Breadth across inner

margin, 17 mm. ; longitudinal diameter along the axis of median

lobe, 9.5 mm ; length along antero-lateral border, 7 mm.
The two forms of teeth described above are represented in equal

numbers in the collections, and their uniform association and agree-

ment in size and superficial characters preclude any doubt as to

their specific identity. As commonly occurs in the teeth of this

family, in consequence of the attenuation of the borders, seldom is

a specimen met with showing the antero-lateral border entire, and

indeed in the majority of examples of the mandibular form the

posterior wing or alation is also mutilated or broken away.
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Teeth supposed to represent the median form of the mandibles,

small, trapezoidal in outline, strongly arched from within outward.

lateral (?) border nearly straight, with Blight obliquity in

its outward and slightly forward course, basal portion evidently

shallow, channeled, and defined ahove by the relatively Btrong,

rounded enamel fold; anterolateral or oblique border converging

from the suh-acute inner angle to point of Enrollment at an an

of about 20 with the opposite border, the strong, rounded enamel

fold projecting beyond the comparatively shallow, channeled basal

rim; inner margin somewhat abruptly rounded from the obtuse

posterior angle, thence nearly straight to the anterior angle, usually

inbeveled inferiorly. Coronal surface showing a wide, gently depressed

acclivity very gradually rising from the antero-lateraJ border culmi-

nating in a rounded ridge, the posterior slope of which abruptly

descends to the posterolateral border fold, from which it is del':!

by b narrow parallel depression. The latter feature may become

obsolete in worn specimens- indeed the whole outer half of the

coronal surface usually bears evidences of excessive wear from D

The inner margin of the crown preserves the enamel coating, through

which the Bomewhai irregular orifices of the tubular structure are

distinctly discernible, worn surfaces showing a iim pitted BtructUTC

with t. itudinally elongate pui aotly as remarked in

the before mentioned form-. A medium sized tooth n m
greatest diameter between the inner angles 7..". mm: length along

postero-lateral border to point of inrollmenl nearly l mm.

In assigning the las! above described form to - Uu, we

pave been guided chiefly by the marked resemblance of the surface

punotation to that observe! in the posterior forms of the up]

lower jaws with which it is associated in the same deposits. Bui

while the above forms are represented bj l individuals each,

the collections contain only three examples ol the presenl form, and

two of these are proportionately much smaller than any of the

unplea of the mandibular posterior teeth with which it i- Bup-

thifl form waa Bpeoifioally associated; but Mr. col-

lection contains a Bingle imperfect en of i larger individual

whioh corresponds in relal the ordinary dimensions of the

mandibular post) riot to th.

In general outline and coronal contour the* lome

emblanoes in common with the forms provisionall] identified with
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the mandibular median teeth of Sandalodus, etc. They are, how-

ever, in this case distinguishable by the abrupt posterior declivity

of the coronal prominence and its distinctly defined border fold of

that side.

Geological position and localities: Upper Burlington fish-bed ; Bur-

lington, Buffington Creek, Augusta, Pleasant Grove, Iowa; Quincy,

Honey Creek, Henderson county, Illinois.

Stenopterodus, sp. ?

PL IV, Fig. 15, 16.

Posterior form of the upper jaw below medium/size, sub-elliptical

orspatulate in outline, moderately arched/ longitudinally and strongly

inrolled along the outer margin. Antero-lateral border compara-

tively short, with slight obliquity outward and forward; postero-lat-

eral border gently arched, and rapidly converging from the acutely

rounded posterior extremity toward point of inrollment, making an

angle of 30°, more or less, with the anterior border ; inner margin

gently and regularly arched, inbeveled interiorly. Coronal region

presenting a low prominence, the obscurely defined axis culminat-

ing about the middle of the tooth, flanked on one side by the wide,

nearly plane slope descending to the postero-lateral border, on the

other by a narrower, perceptibly steeper declivity, which merges

into the relatively narrow, plane anterior neck. Surface minutely

and closelv punctate, the punctse showing quite regular disposition

in parallel longitudinal lines. Breadth across inner margin 14 mm.

;

length of antero-lateral border about 4.5 mm. Mandibular posterior

tooth proportionately corresponding with the opposed maxillary

form, trapezoidal in outline, rather strongly arched and inrolled.

Inner margin somewhat strongly arched round the base of the cor-

onal prominence, moderately so to the anterior angle, and slightly

concave in passing the posterior depression toward the extreme

angle; lateral borders not definable. The coronal ridge is strongly

convex transversely, occupying apparently quite half the lateral area

of the crown, posterior depression well marked and regularly con-

cave transversely, the anterior belt defined by a faint angulation,

apparently plain. Surface punctation precisely as observed in

connection with the maxillary posterior form, the punctse being

slightly compressed laterally, emphasizing the linear longitudinal

arrangement.
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The above diagnoses are based upon unique examples in eaofa

instance, the former preserving scarcely more than the outline and

the excessively worn superficial contour, the latter showing only the

central portion of the tooth, the mutilated borders not displaying

the outline of the tooth. They furnish a singular instance of the

paucity of certain fish-remains in the collections from a formation

which h:is yielded rich and varied materials pertaining to allied

genera. The teeth certainly, so far as it is possible to carry the

comparison, offer striking resemblance to the corresponding forms

occurring in the superjacent Warsaw limestone, Stenoptt Eoa-

gatw, in outline, apparently coronal conformation, and the character

and disposition of the punctffi. We should, therefore, be prepared

to recognize their specific identity with the latter forms were the

characters noticed in connection with the sole examples as yet

known to us from the Keokuk horizon, shown to be persistent and

normal in even a small suite of perfect specimens.

Geological position and locality : Keokuk limestone, fish-bed
;
War-

saw and Hamilton, Illinois.

Stenopterodus elongatus, St. J. and W.

PL IV. Fit:, l-u.

Maxillary posterior teeth small, elliptical in outline, considerably

arched and strongly inrolled along the outer margin. Count

antero-lateral border nearly at right angles to the transverse axie

the tooth, opposite border gradually converging from the obtusely-

pointed extremity toward point of inrollment, neither border

Sufficiently well prcsi rv« 1 to -how details of enamel fold and ha-al

rim. Coronal prominence relatively very broad, or occupying two-

thirds the lateral diameter of the tooth, abruptly beveled along the

postero*lateral border, broadly and regularly arched transversely,

culminating anteriorly where it is defined by a Blight declivity b

:i \uv oblique course toward the outer extremity; anterior ana

relatively narrow, quite smooth, plane, and nicely rounded in i

narrow fold along the border, which is defined by a narrow bu!

from the shallow hasal rim. Coronal BUrfaoe minutely and finely

punctate, the punctffi exhibiting a Bomewhat marked I j to

line. 11 longitudinal disposition, and in mature examples the enamel

shows distinci parallel lim iwth following the broadly rounded

curvature Of the inner margin. G diameter of a small-

tooth, 1.". mm ;! breadth mar middle, 6 mm.:
-th mIoii" antero-lateral hord( r. I mm.
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Posterior tooth of the lower jaw known only from very imperfectly

preserved examples, which, however, shows a rather prominent and

regularly arched median lobe, situate nearly centrally, with appar-

ently well-developed posterior wing, nearly equalling in breadth the

plane anterior area.

The above described species is represented in the collections by
only a few examples, and in only two exceptions are the complete

outline and coronal contour shown. From these we are led to

recognize distinctive peculiarities that readily distinguish the teeth

from congeneric forms previously noticed, with the exception in

favor of the possible identity of the Keokuk forms with the present

species.

Geological position and locality: Warsaw limestone ; Golden Bluffs,

near Warsaw, Illinois.

Stenopterodus parvultjs, (N. and W. sp.)

PL IV, Fig. 4-8.

Sandalodus paroulus (in part), Newberry and Worthen, 1866, 111. Geol. Surv., II, p. 102,

PI. X.f.l.

The recognition of the above cited species was based upon a

unique, nearly perfect tooth, representing the posterior form per-

taining to the upper jaw. The specimen is mutilated along the

outer margin in front, the inrolled extremity being broken away.

The figure, however, conveys a very inadequate impression of the

coronal contour, the engraving exaggerating the accidental features

traceable to attrition at the expense of the natural contour surfaces.

The specimen exhibits the posterior lobe of the crown, gradually

culminating anteriorly, where it is suddenly broken down and defined

by a slight depression from the plane anterior area with which it

merges in the middle outer region of the coronal surface, where the

tooth has been subjected to excessive attrition while in use. In the

outward and forward obliquity of the antero-lateral border, also in the

distinct definition of the shallow enamel fold along the still more

oblique and gently arched postero-lateral border, where the basal

portion forms a prominent rim, reaching to the point of inrollment,

the original figure above cited conveys a more accurate idea of the

form.

The acquisitions of Mr. Van Home include a beautiful series of

the above mentioned teeth, with which are associated, equally nu-

merous, another form, which we have come to regard with a strong
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e of probability as pertaining to the mandible of the species.

The latter teeth exhibit in a marked degree homologous relationship

to Cochliodus, possessing the same general outline and coronal con-

tour distinguishing the large posterior teeth of the mandible of that

genns, characterized, however, in accordance with the distinctive

peculiarities appertaining to the p genns. The latter form

is trapezoidal in outline, and in the arching and inrollment of

the tooth it agrees with the opposed form; posterior wing narrow,

basal rim extending conspicuously beyond the limits of the shal-

low, rounded, inbeveled enamel fold; median lobe situated* a little

posterior of the middle, broadly and regularly arched transverse-

ly, culminating in a tumid crest, the slope on the one hand

ing into the posterior depression, on the other defined by a

Blight angulation from the anterior area, which presents a broad

plane or gently-convex surface, with faint impressed furrow near

the border and nearly equal in breadth to the median lobe; an-

terolateral border quite obliquely truncated outward and back-

ward from the sub-acute inner angle: the inner margin is gently

arched between the angles, somewhat more strongly arched around

the base of the median prominence, and slightly deflected on nearing

the posterior extremity. The external enamel coating investing the

inner portion of the crown shows distinct lines of growth parallel

with the inner margin, the worn surface regularly and minutely

punctate, precisely after the manner observed in the opposite teeth

of the upper jaw.

A medium-size posterior tooth of the upper jaw measures, in

transverse diameter across the inner margin, L2.6 nun.: length

along antero-lateral bonier to point of inrollment. : mm. : greatest

diameter diagonal to the Longitudinal axis, •"•"• nun. A hi:

mandibular posterior tooth measures - the inner margin, L5.fi

nun. : Length along antero-lateral border. 7 mm. ; Longitudinal di-

ameter, at middle '.» mm.
Mr. Vail Home's collection contains a Bingle mini;- nnn

of a tooth which (dearly belongs to the form which we h:i\c

already i

•! from the Upper Burlington Ash-beds, fro;

ample- in the collection of Mr. Springer, and which is re!'

to the mandibular medium form iptcrodui. Ph< present tooth

ante the Bami resemblances in Burface punctation, as com]

with the posterior form parvuhu, as in the former ins!

noted in connection with this form and S.ploKUt. The latter

Bpeoimen attains a breadth across the inner margin i i
>lm^
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3.5 m m., and length along the straight posterolateral border about

2 mm. Trapezoidal in outline, it is relatively broader than the

Upper Burlington teeth of the same form ; the postero-lateral border

shows a slight forward obliquity in its outward course, basal portion

exceedingly attenuated ; antero-lateral border/ converging toward

point of inrollment at an angle of about 30° with the opposite

border, too imperfect to show the character of the basal rim be-

neath the narrow, enamel fold ; inner margin very gently arched

from the anterior angle, and abruptly rounded to the obscure, pos-

tero-inner angle. Crown presenting a broad, faintly-depressed slope,

culminating in a low ridge closely bordering the postero-lateral side,

to which it is abruptly sloped and merged into the distinctly-defined,

narrow, marginal fold. Coronal punctation relatively coarse and closely

arranged, very similar to that observed in the mandibular and max-

illary posterior teeth.

The specific relations of the above described form are, of course,

only inferentially determined. It might appear to be an anomalous

state of things, especially in view of the fact that the mandibular

and maxillary posterior forms of the species to which it is pro-

visionally attributed occur in comparative numbers, the latter form

should be represented by a unique example. But the small size of

the teeth, and their thin, scale-like fragility, may in part, at least,

account for their rare preservation and infrequency in collections.

Geological position and localities .- St. Louis limestone ; Alton and

Monroe county, (Illinois) ; St. Louis, (Missouri), and Pella, (Iowa).

Genus CHITOM)DUS, St. J. and W.

Teeth representing the various forms characteristic of the genera

of Cochliodonts.

Mandibular posterior teeth trapezoidal in outline, strongly to mod-

erately arched in the direction of inrollment. Antero-lateral border

generally but slightly oblique to a line projected between the ante-

rior and posterior angles of the inner margin, basal portion chan-

neled, continued downward and outward into a thin marginal rim,

bordered above by the narrow, inbeveled fold of coronal enamel

;

postero-lateral border converging toward outer side or point of inroll-

ment at a moderate angle, basal portion expanded into a thin rim

projecting a greater or less distance beyond the coronal border and

terminating in the more or less produced spur of the posterior

angle, in front similarly channeled and defined above by the rounded
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enamel fold as observed in the opposite border ; inner margin most

strongly arched backward in passing the base of the prominent

median lobe of the crown, with deep, broad sinus or deflection in

the region of the posterior alation, in general presenting a modci

aigmoidal curvature, inferior edge usually inbeveled, though origin-

ally, or when entire, continued downward in a nearly vertical basal

wall; outline of the outer inrolled margin tl. se of that last

d( scribed. Coronal region presenting a principal or median ridge

culminating near the middle of the crown, the anterior slope mode-

rate and uniform to the angulation or slight depression defining the

very narrow belt skirting the antero-lateral border; the posterior

slope more abruptly descends into the broad depression in that

flank, whence arises the prominent posterior alation. Coronal sur-

face further marked by subordinate revolving ridges and furrows

variable in disposition and distinctness of definition, also oniamei:

by delicate transverse ruga' or reversed imbrications disposed in

more or less parallel order conforming to some degree with the

t/aje*/-/ direction of the minw margin, though subject to interruption by

' implantation and bifurcation, also obsolete or variable in oooom i

in Bpeeies and individuals; otherwise the surface presents the punc-

tate structure common to allied genera. Inferior surface, enveloped

in the dense homogeneous layer, smooth or faintly striated longi-

tudinally, repeating in a le6S marked degree the coronal contour.

.Median teeth of mandibles relatively narrow, trapezoidal in out-

line, arohed and ly inrolled longitudinally: lateral

border conforming to the articular border of the posterior form and

constituting the longer side of the tooth, antero-lab ral border grad-

ually oonveri ing toward tin out< c extremity, both borders showing the

channeled basal portion bordered above by the narrow inbevi

enamel fold, inner margin obliquely rounded from the posterior to

the anterior obtuse angle. Corona] Buriace occupied by i mon

less prominent ridge situated nearest the postero-lateral border, on

whiofa side the declivity is abrupt, and defined by a narrow subor-

dinate lobe immediately along the border, op] lidi mon

aally Bloping toward- the antero-lateral border, winch is similarly

margined by a narrow ridge with int. rv< allow furrow. Sur-

face ornamentation tlie same a- noted in connection with the
]

1. 1 ior terminal form.

Maxillary post* th subquadrilateral in general outlii

ttely arched and strongly inrolled along the outer margin. Ant.

lateral border alightlj oblique to th<
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margin, basal portion channeled and produced downward and out-

ward in a thin rim, defined above by the narrow inbeveled enamel

fold
;

postero-lateral border converging toward point of inrollment

somewhat more rapidly than in the case of the opposed mandibular

teeth, with which it bears much the same characters in respect to

the basal portion and enamel fold along the upper edge ; inner

margin most arched round the base of the posterior coronal lobe, in

front of which it is more or less deflected inward and forward,

thence gently arching round the anterior prominence to the obtuse

anterior angle. Coronal region divided into two principal revolving

elevations, of which the posterior one is much the most prominent,

occupying about half the lateral diameter of the crown, the broader

slope rising from the postero-lateral border and culminating nearer

the anterior side, with a more abrupt slope descending to the median

depression; the latter presents a broad transversely more or less

concave area, the surface rising anteriorly into the more or less

well-defined anterior prominence, thence the slope descends to the

antero-lateral border. The coronal surface is further marked by

more or less distinct, though generally obscure and sometimes obso-

lete subordinate revolving ridges and furrows which are chiefly

noticeable in the region of the anterior prominence, though some-

times present in the median depression and the long slope of the

posterior prominence; more or less distinct transverse rugae dis-

posed in the same manner noticed in connection with the mandi-

bular posterior teeth, occur, producing an elegant imbricated orna-

mentation in the individuals thus distinguished. The latter super-

ficial feature is, however, obsolete in some species, and which is

equally applicable to all the other forms of certain species of un-

doubted congeneric relationship.

In regard to the character of the teeth occupying the extremities

of the jaws, we can little more than conjecture their identity.

Amongst the numerous examples of transversely elongate teeth

which were originally disposed in serial order, and which are recog-

nized under various generic appellations which in themselves con-

stitute well-defined groups, there are possibly included forms which

may have been associated with the teeth under present considera-

tion.

The generic relations of the forms embraced under the above

designation are most intimate with Cochliodvs, Agass. Indeed they

differ, chiefly in the less well defined differentiation of the coronal

regions, while in Cochliodus these parts are sharply limited, the
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species being chiefly distinguishable by differences in proportions.

The absence of transverse ruga may be deemed of greater than

specific importance. The genus, however, presents in the ensemble

of its specific forms and the within bounds somewhat diverse char-

acteristics, features which indicate for it an important position at

the head of this particular group of the family, and from which

Cocfdiodua was probably an off-shoot at a later date. It embraces

besides the Burlington forms, species occurring in the Keokuk for-

mation described under the terms Cochftochu lotus, Leidy, {Cochtio-

dus nobilis, X. and W.) Poecilodtu rugonu, N. and W., (including

P. ornatus, N. and W.)j etc. We are not aware of the existence of

later representatives than those above enumerated from the Keokuk

formation and a single species from the St. Louis, the Chi

species belonging to typical Cochliodus.

Were we in possession of sufficiently complete materials to con-

clusively demonstrate the relations of the species characterized by

the presence of the transverse imbrications or ruga', and thoc

which the coronal surface is simply marked by more or less subor-

dinate revolving furrows and ridges, it might be found t'

constitute two distinct groups more or less well defined one from the

other. In that event Cochliodus lotus would naturally fall into the

group represented by the primitive Burlington Bpi ties Chitonodu$

antiquus; while on the other hand, the Keokuk "Foctfodas rug

would remain in association with the species heir first described

under Chitonodut Springeri.

ChTTOMODUS Si'kin'.kki. St. J. and W.

PL VI. Vie. B 15.

Mandibular posterior teeth b lal in outline.
|

in-

rolled. Anterolateral border with a slightly oblique course outward

and forward, oi moderate height, coronal enamel forming a narrow

i,nel abruptly folded over the edge and inbeveled to the channeled,

|y pitted basal portion; postero-lateral b

ioint <»f inrollment at an aide of about 60" with the

opposite Bide, coronal enamel forming a well-marked rounded fold

along the upper edge of the ohanneled basal portion; inner m
;,t angle with the anterolateral border, gradually pro-

I backward from the obtuse anterii i sharply curved

,,„,,„! ti, of the coronal promii kh a i oding

,,tion in passing thi or depression into the Bubacnte

isually inbevel< d. Superfli i tl characters pro-
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nouneed and quite persistent in their uniformity. Median ridge

rising into a rather sharply rounded crest nearly median in posi-

tion, the anterior slope moderate and slightly concave transversely,

terminating in a shallow depression bordered by a very narrow fold

immediately along the antero-lateral border; posteriorly the surface

abruptly descends into the depression on that side, whence the

alate expansion gradually rises with slight transverse concavity into

the moderately elevated postero-lateral border. The coronal surface

is quite regularly marked by transverse rugae parallel with the

inner margin, the interspaces nearly a millimetre in breadth and

rising from below upward producing a reversed imbricated appear-

ance. The ornamental rugae are most distinct over the depressed

areas; in the more elevated exposed portions of the surface they

are usually obsolete; however, there are traces of their presence

over the entire area of the coronal region. The punctate structure

presents the usual appearances associated with teeth whose coronal

surface is traversed by transverse ridges and furrows, the punctae

being elongated usually in the direction of inrollment along the

transverse folds ; exfoliated and worn surfaces showing a relatively

minute, crowded punctation. Transverse diameter at the inner

margin of a medium-size tooth 20 mm. ; length of antero-lateral

border to point of inrollment 10.5 mm.
Mandibular median tooth of proportionate size in relation to the

posterior form, trapezoidal in outline, elongated in the direction of

inrollment. Postero-lateral border nearly straight, opposite border

converging toward the outer extremity at an angle of about 20°,

inner margin very oblique with a slight sigmoidal curvature from

the sharply rounded posterior angle to the obtuse anterior angle.

Coronal ridge situated posterior of the median line, of moderate

prominence and breadth, posterior slope abrupt and deep to the

narrow furrow close along the postero-lateral border, over which the

coronal enamel forms a narrow inbeveled fold ; anterior declivity

nearly equally steep but of less depth, defined by a rounded angu-

lation whence the surface more gently descends with slight trans-

verse convexity to the antero-lateral border just within which lies a

shallow parallel furrow recalling that adjacent the articular border

of the terminal tooth. Along the posterior border and over a large

part of the anterior slope the surface preserves the parallel, rarely

bifurcating transverse rugae, conforming to the direction of the inner

margin, and spaced as previously noted in relation to the last

described form, with which the general character of the surface
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punotatioD also agrees. The present form is represented by hall ;i

dozen or so imperfect specimens, which, while they are readily

ignizable, are insufficient for comparative measurements showing

their proportionate dimensions,—a mature example having a trans-

verse diameter across the inner margin of 12.6 mm.
Maxillary posterior teeth corresponding in dimensions with the

posterior form of the mandible, presenting the general outline

ascrihahle to this form, moderately arched Longitudinally and strongly

inrolled along the outer margin. Antero-lateral border slightly

ohlique to a right line connecting the inner angles, presenting a

channeled basal rim denned above by the narrow inbeveled fold of

coronal enamel; postero-lateral herder approaching point of inroll-

ment at an angle of GO*
1

, and less, to the opposite border; inner

margin hroadly arched round the hase of the posterior lobe, in

front of which it is sharply contracted and thence continued in a

slightly concave course to the anterior prominent . round which it

makes a hroad curve terminating in the obtuse anterior angle. The

definition of the anterior and posterior regions of the crown is

marked; posterior lohe occupying apparently less than half the

lateral diameter of the tooth, hroad posterior slope gently and

regularly arched transversely, in front steeply doping from the

sharply rounded crest to the angulation forming its anterior limit ;

the surface of the relatively wide depressed median belt gently

rises into the summit of the anterior lohes, which latter usually

presents a more or less well-defined, narrow, rounded ri be-

times two or more obscure ridges, in pari occupying the moderately

abrupt slope along the antero-lateral border; in Bome examp

faint revolving ridges extend over the depressed median belt, and

in others ohscure impressed lilies may he traced in the wide all

of the posterior lobe. In the perfect state the entire coronal but-

face was oeoupied by transverse ruga parallel with the inner

margin and mor< or less so to one another, though in the la
-

respect exhibiting considerable variation in the broken continuity.

bifurcation, and implantation of the rage, which have the same

appearance as in the preceding tonus mentioned above. Toward

the outer margin and indeed over the middle portion of the crown

Where its surface was suhjectod t. 1 1 1 lit ion while in D

tlie ruga an ohsolete or marly bo, though m sonic instances still

traceable in the disposition in transverse lines of th< mon or

elongated or confluent punote, which are conspicuously displayed

ntire Surface Save along the inner margin where the
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externa] enamel layer is densest. A mature specimen measures in

greatest breadth between the inner angles 30 mm. more or less,

length along antero-lateral border 14 mm.
With the exception of the narrow median teeth, the forms whose

specific identity is here recognized are represented in about equal

numbers of individual teeth in the collections. The mandibular pos-

terior form exhibits some variation, especially in certain examples

which show faint revolving ridges or furrows over the broad anterior

slope of the coronal prominence, as illustrated in one of the figures

representing a tooth referred to this species. The latter feature also

recurs in some of tbe Streblodoid teeth of the upper jaw, as already

noticed, and although the absence of these obscure furrows and

ridges does not in all cases appear to be attributable to the acci-

dents of wear, their presence in certain individuals is not associated

with other characters which might be deemed sufficient grounds for

their separation from the specific relations here recognized. Amongst

the latter there occurs a single individual from Buffington creek,

which, in the relative proportions of the coronal regions with which

are associated other features, offer in the main rather marked con-

trasts with the superficial characteristics noticeable in the typical

examples of the form described above. These consist in the rela-

tively wide posterior lobe, the less distinct angular culmination of

its crest and gentler anterior declivity, proportionately narrower

median depression, more regularly transversely arched anterior lobe,

and the upward and forward deflection of the imbrications or trans-

verse rugae in crossing the median depression, constituting striking

features in contradistinction of those recognized in consequence of

their prevalence as normal in 'the typical representatives. Illustra-

tions of the latter specimen are also introduced, although its iden-

tity with the present species is only provisionally inferred. Also

amongst the few representatives of the mandibular median form the

normal condition described above is departed from in appreciable

degree, presenting a form distinguished by a relatively elevated reg-

ularly arched coronal prominence and correspondingly depressed

anterior slope, in which the oblique transverse rugae are more inter-

rupted in continuity than occurs in the case of the typical individ-

uals. The somewhat pronounced variations noted may indeed con-

stitute permanent characteristics such as a larger suite of specimens

might prove to possess specific value. But at the present time,

owing chiefly to the imperfect state of preservation of the material

in which many important details are masked, the evidence is not
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deemed sufficient to justify the separation of these individuals from

the more characteristic representatives of the species with which

they are associated.

Compared with heretofore described species, the present one is

allied to that occurring in the Keokuk formation described by M. m

Newberry and Worthen, under the names PcecUodus rugosiu and /'.

amatois. 'The species differ, however, in several marked peculiarities.

The closest resemblance between them is noted in connection with

the proportions and coronal contour of the mandibular posterior

teeth, the Upper Burlington form being mainly distinguishable by

the more delicate and close arrangement of the tram

tions. The median teeth of the mandibles of the two species differ

to a greater extent one from the other, the coronal prominence in

the present species possessing greater elevation and more pro-

nounced differentiation of the culminating ridge. In the posterior

teeth of the upper jaw the divergence in the contrast- between the

species is even more emphasized, the Upper Burlington exam]

being destitute of the supplementary rugosities thai surmount the

crest of the posterior lobe in the Keokuk species.

It seems not, therefore, improbable thai the examination i

larger suite of specimens may reveal the exifi a contempora-

neous species during the Opper Burlington epoch, which the present

material rather BUggebts than demonstrates, much less affords the

necessary data for the satisfactory discrimination of its distinctive

characteristics. The illustrations convey a fair impression of I

species as determined from such remains as are at hand, while at

the same time they Eerve to show the variable appearance individual

specimens present, the limits of which are difficult to define.

logical position and localities: Upper Burlington limestone: Bur-

lington, Buffington oreek, Louisa county. Pleasant Grove, augui

Iowa : Quinoy, 111.

ChTTONODUS kS J. and \Y.

Pi \l.i .

Mandibular posterior tooth less than medium sue, fa d in

general outline, Btrongly inrolled and correspondingly arched l<

tudinally. Am. i i making nearlj with
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a line connecting the angles of the inner margin, or very slightly-

oblique in its forward and outward course, the coronal enamel form-

ing a shallow fold inbeveled to the channeled basal portion
;
postero-

lateral border not shown ; inner margin produced obliquely backward

and rather sharply rounded at the base of the coronal ridge, thence

making a concave curvature to the acute posterior extremity. Cor-

onal ridge nearly median, culminating in a rounded crest, posterior

slope abrupt to the depression on that side, whence steeply rises

the posterior alation, also steeply sloped in front and defined by a

faint angulation from the relatively plain belt occupying the anterior

portion of the crown, and which is apparently destitute of longi-

tudinal furrows or transverse rugae. Coronal surface regularly and

closely punctate. Transverse diameter across the inner margin 15.5

mm. ; length along antero-lateral border 9.5 mm.
The above description is based upon a single imperfect specimen

derived from the Lower Burlington limestone, and which is the

earliest discovered representative of the genus. The somewhat dis-

tinct demarkation of the plain anterior area of the crown offers a

character recalling typical Cochliodus, its relative great breadth con-

stituting the chief distinguishing feature ; on the other hand, the

coronal contour is remarkably similar to that ascribed to Chitonodus,

of which we believe it to be a worn example. Its relations to the

species so well represented in the collections from the next succeed-

ing, or Upper Burlington deposits cannot be fully determined ; but

the before-mentioned marked definition of the coronal ridge from the

plain belt in front presents a striking contrast in contour with the

same form of C. Springeri. Not even worn examples of the latter

species, in which the transverse and even the longitudinal folds are

obliterated, bear any intimate resemblance in the particulars alluded

to as characteristic of the present tooth.

Geological position and locality : Lower Burlington limestone

;

Burlington, Iowa.

Chitonodus teibulis, St. J. and W.

PI. VII, Fig. 18-21.

Teeth of medium size, of which representatives of the mandibular

and maxillary posterior forms alone are known.

Posterior teeth of the maxillaries presenting the usual sub-quad-

rilateral outline, strongly arched and inrolled along the outer margin.

Antero-lateral border forming nearly a right angle/ with a direct
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line uniting the inner/ anterior and posterior angles, basal portion

ohanneled, coronal enamel forming a narrow inbeveled fold along

the upper edge; postero-lateral border very oblique, forming an

angle of Id to 50 with the opposite border, in respect to basal

portion and shallow enamel fold, presenting the usual generic char-

acteristics; inner margin strongly arched from the subacute posterior

extremity round the base of the posterior lobe, in front of which it

forms a rather deep broad sinus, and again broadly arched in pi

ing the anterior coronal prominence to the obtuse anterior angle.

Coronal region nearly centrally divided by the median depression;

posterior lobe prominent, anterior face steeply rising into the

rounded crest, whence the broader slope more gradually and regu-

larly descends with slight transverse convexity to the postero-

lateral border, just above which lies a faint depressed parallel bell

;

median depression occupying less than one-fourth the lateral area

of the surface, rather deeply excavated and usually well defined
;

crest of anterior lobe near the posterior side, the broad slope de-

scending in regular convexity to the antero-lateral border. Sur-

face marked by transverse rugsa or imbrications over the less

abraded portion of the posterior lobe, and which on reaching the

median depression are, in some instances, rather strongly d<

from a direct course downwards and forward, becoming obsolete in

the region of the anterior lobe, which is occupied by irregular prom-

inences, producing an elegant verrucose ornamentation, irregular

ridges sometimes taking the place of the verrucose promii

surface punctsa line, spared by little more than their own diameter.

A mature specimen measures in greatest diameter between the im

angles K) nun.; length of antero-lateral border to p. nut of inroll-

ment about 15 mm.
Mandibular posterior teeth Bub-trapezoidal in outline. Btrongly

arched and inrolled. antero-lateral border moderately oblique in

its outward ami forward course from the very obtuse inner angle,

ohanneled and limited above by the narrow enameled fold
; postero-

lateral border converging toward point of inroUmenl at an angl< of

50 . or less, with the inner margin presenting the canal ohanneled
condition and enamel fold above; inner mi arched
round lli. bass of the median ridge, with a broad CUrva-

tnre behind in passing into the product d subacute
i n mity.

Median lobi of orown oulminating in a sharply rounded
and nor of a lim through the centre of tiie tooth, steeply sloping

and in. >;>> tin mo, I, lately depressed anterior belt, the Op]
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site side abruptly descending into the deep posterior depression,

alate lobe somewhat steeply upraised and relatively wide, trans-

versely convex and thickened along the border. The superficial

transverse rug* show strongest development in the anterior slope

and the posterior wing, in the latter region being nearly at right

angles to their course in the former space, where, in some examples,

at least, the surface is marked by stronger rugosities descending

from the crest of the median ridge. Surface punctse the same as

described in the opposed maxillary teeth. A specimen below medium
size measures across the inner margin 15 mm. ; length along antero-

lateral border to point of inrollment 9 mm.
Only the posterior teeth of the upper and lower jaws of the pres-

ent species have been identified, represented by half a dozen

individuals of each form, and these, with one or two exceptions, in

the usual fragmentary state of preservation. Compared with the

forms of the species with which they are associated, C. rugosus,

(N. and W. sp.), the maxillary teeth are distinguishable by the rel-

ative greater prominence of the posterior lobe, the verrucose orna-

mentation of the anterior lobe, and, perhaps, the course of the

transverse rugae in the region of the median depression. The man-

dibular teeth also differ in the relative prominence^ the sharply

rounded crest of the median lobe, depth of posterior depression,

proportionately greater breadth of the alate lobe, and more robust

build. In some of the features contrasting with the associate species

there are more intimate resemblances with the Upper Burlington

species, C Springeri, especially as regards the mandibular posterior

teeth; but the maxillary teeth of the latter, again, are more like

those of C. rugosus, though they are not to be confounded with that

species.

Geological position and localities: Keokuk limestone, main fish-bed

horizon; Keokuk, Bentonsport (Iowa), Hamilton, Warsaw, Nauvoo

and Scott county (Illinois).

Chitonodus lieatus, St. J. and W.

PI. VI, Fig. 1.

The present species is represented by a solitary imperfect exam-

ple of a maxillary posterior tooth, showing the anterior portion, the

posterior lobe having been destroyed. The part preserved, however,

indicates a tooth of small size, with a diameter across the inner

margin probably not exceeding 13 mm., with a length along the

7
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antero-lateral border to point of inrollment a tritle less than 5 mm.,

in outline showing the usual quadrilateral figure. The antero-lat-

eral border is very ohlique in its course forward and backward,

coronal enamel forming a strong, rounded fold iabeveled to the

channeled basal portion; inner margin gently arched round the base

of the anterior coronal prominence with a slight concavity forward,

and a broader one in the region of the median depression; post

lateral horder unknown. Anterior portion of the crown occupied by

a pair of low, regularly transversely arched ri ited by a

shallow, well-defined furrow, and posteriorly defined by a broader

median depression intervening between the anterior and post

lobes. Surface more or less regularly marked by Btrong, cl<

arranged transverse imbrications parallel with the inner margin,

and apparently extending over the entire coronal region, bet

showing a relatively coarse, crowded punctate structure.

The species indicated by the fragment of tooth abo ribed

apparently constitutes a typical representative of the genus Cliiion-

mlus, of which it is the latest that has. as yet, been made

known. It exhibits intimate relations with the Keokuk C. m
:

but is distinguished by its small size, the greater outward and

backward obliquity of the antero-lateral border, and the double*

Dbed broad anterior prominence; the transverse imbricated orna-

u entation markedly partakes of the generic oharaofa

with Bpeoiee of the genus.

Geological position and locality; St. Louis limestone: Alton. Illi-

nois.

<,, sua COCIi^IODUS,

COOHLIODUS Van Hoi.mi. St. J. and W,

PL vn. ii".

ill below medium sue, repw entatr?ea of the mandibular

nor and median, and maxillary are lei

Mandibular rior teeth in the outline and of the

triturating surfs markabl<

oharactt t y inrolled at the •

Lntero-lateraJ border with a slightly curved outline, the enamel

fold occupying aboul one-third of the vertical space ana
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defined by a narrow channel from the downward and outward pro-

jecting basal portion, which terminates in a thin rim inferiorly, the

axes of the channel showing relatively coarse pits
;

postero-lateral

border with a moderate sigmoidal curvature, diverging posteriorly

at an angle of 50° with the opposite border^ terminated' in the in.f
acutely rounded posterior angle, coronal fold equally sharply de-

fined from the basal portion, which is more or less expanded

toward the posterior extremity where it forms a wide platform

extending beyond the limits of the coronal border, the channel

similarly marked by a row of large vascular pits; general direction

of inner margin nearly at right angles to the antero-lateral border,

broadly arched round the base of the median prominence, and

again gently curved sigmoidally in passing to the posterior ex-

tremity/ coronal region defined by an abruptly inbeveled narrow

fold from the deep basal area which terminates inferiorly in a very

thin edge/ surface irregularly and coarsely marked by vertical

rugosities and sulci/—usually, however, the attenuated rim is

broken away, and the margin abruptly inbeveled. Coronal contour

strongly arched in the direction of inrollment ; anterior belt well

defined from the median prominence, slightly, sometimes strongly,

arched transversely, with a slight furrow along the anterior edge in

well preserved examples ; median prominence occupying half the lateral

diameter of the crown, strongly and regularly arched transversely,

the rounded axis lying a little anterior of the middle, the broader

slope descending into the posterior depression where it is defined

by a marked angulation
;

posterior alation proportionately wider

than the anterior plane belt, faintly depressed in the middle and

slightly arched transversely along the moderately upraised postero-

lateral border, where the edge of the coronal enamel is inbeveled

similarly to the enamel fold along the antero-lateral border, and

rounded at the extremity. Along the inner margin of the well pre-

served tooth the surface is invested in a dense semi-opaque enamel

through which the extremities of the tubular structure are faintly

outlined; in worn surfaces, this same structure produces a minute,

rather widely spaced punctuation, of which there are about 30

pores in the space of a square millimetre. Greatest transverse

diameter of the crown of a medium-size example across the inner

margin 15 mm., or to the extremity of the basal spur 17 mm.;

length of antero-lateral border to point of inrollment 10 mm.;

greatest depth ditto, 1.5 mm. ; length along postero-lateral border

to the inrolled outer margin 10 mm.
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.Mandibular median teeth Bab-triangolv in outline. Postcro-

lateral border slightly curved sigmoidally in conformity with the

anterior articular border of the posterior terminal tootb, basal

portion rather deeply channeled and coarsely pitted, forming the

greater part of the height of the border, well-defined from the

enamel-fold and terminating below in a thin outward produced

rim; antero-lateral border converging toward outer extremity at an

angle of about 30 with the opposite border, relatively short, simi-

larly channeled and pitted as mentioned in connection with the

posterior border; inner margin making a marked sigmoidal curva-

ture, broadly rounded in passing the base of the coronal promi-

nence, and thence curved outward on approaching the obtuse

anterior angle, joining the posterior border nearly at a right angle.

Coronal contour presenting a simple median ridge, the posterior

slope slightly arched transversely and gently descending to the

postero-lateral border, which is occupied by an abruptly beveled

slightly depressed belt margined by a narrow, minutely crenolated

fold distinctly defining the coronal and basal portions,— worn indi-

viduals showing a more or less rounded edge; the opposite slope

declines more abruptly into a shallow depressed belt occupying the

anterior surface, bordered by the narrow alation, over the edge of

which the enamel makes a regularly rounded fold sharply denned

along the strongly inbeveled margin from the basal portion; along

the inner margin the coronal region is defined by a narrow rounded

fold inbeveled to the deep basal belt, which extends downward int<

a thin edge corresponding with that of the posterior tooth. Super-

licial enamel and punctate structure the same as described in

connection with the preceding form. Length along postero-lateral

border 10 mm,; greatest breadth between the inner angles 9 mm.;

length of antero-lateral bonier to point of inrolluient ('. mm.

Ultimate teeth oocupying the dentigeroua extremity of the lower

jaw unknown.

Maxillary posterior teeth [Streblodut, \ rabspatulate in

eral outliih nlarly arohed from within outward.

Ant.ro lateral border with Blight forward obliquity to the long B

of the tooth and gently curved Bigmoidally, basal portion channeled

and extending downward and outward into a thin rim, i

pitted; postero-lateral border broadly arohed in a slight sigmoida!

curvature, converging toward inrolled outer margin at the angl<

to 66 with the opposite ide, basal portion apparently relatively

low, channeled, and posteriorly expanding beyond the coronal limit
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terminating in the more or less produced, acutely rounded posterior

extremity; inner margin making two broad arches, the larger in

rounding the base of the postero/coronal prominence, the lesser in

skirting the anterior prominence on the way to the obtuse anterior

angle, in ordinarily preserved teeth inbeveled inferiorly. Coronal

contour typical of the corresponding form of the genus, divided into

two principal regions occupied respectively by the posterior lobe and

the narrower anterior prominence. The posterior prominence cul-

minates about one-fourth the distance from the shallow sulcus

forming the demarkation between the coronal elevations, the

anterior acclivity rising quite steeply into the obtusely rounded

crest, whence the surface much more gently declines in a slight

concavity to the postero -lateral border, where the enamel forms a

narrow fold distinctly defined from the basal portions; anterior

lobe more regularly and gently arched transversely, the longitudinal

axis lying near the median depression with a narrow steep slope

on that side, the wide, gentle anterior slope being interrupted by

more or less distinct revolving furrows, margined along the antero-

lateral border by a narrow plane belt defined from the anterior

prominence by a slight impressed line, the coronal enamel forming

a very narrow fold along the antero-lateral border. Greatest

breadth of medium-size tooth across inner margin 21 mm.; length

of antero-lateral border to inrolled outer margin 8 mm.
; greatest

length along crest of posterior lobe 13 mm.; position of median

depression a little anterior of a line drawn through the centre of the

tooth. A large size specimen in the collection of Mr. Van Home,
from Alton, is quite one-third larger than that indicated in the

above measurements.

Although the collections afford no positive evidence of the specific

identity of the dental elements belonging to the anterior extremity

of the upper jaw of the present species, there is, however, a well

represented form of teeth occurring in series precisely after the

Helodus-like teeth associated with the magnificent group of teeth

furnishing the basis for the description of the species Chitonodus

latus, (Leidy sp.) (Cochlijdus nobilis, N. and W.). More frequently

occurring as isolated teeth, examples of two or more teeth occupy-

ing their natural relative position in deltoid series have been ob-

tained, so that little doubt can be entertained as to their relations

with some Cochliodont, probably to the species herein mentioned.

Teeth occurring in series of two or more individuals, together form-

ing a deltoid figure, narrowing from within outward, and presenting
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a triturating surface interrupted by prominent transverse ridges and

intervening deep furrows, corresponding to the coronal crests of the

individuals of the series; in some instances the individual teeth are

so intimately united along the impingement of their basts as to

obliterate all trace of suture; again, in other examples the original

or occasional individuality of the teeth is indicated by a faint

suture, extending in from the borders of the series, while oth>

again show the complete series in natural Bueeessional order, but

with their bases free. The individuals of the series regularly

diminish in size from within outward, although the tooth of the

inner margin sometimes presents an immature coronal crest, adher-

ing to the inner basal declivity of the immediately preceding fully

developed tooth, a feature known to obtain in the Helodus-Hka teeth

associated with uhitonodus lotus, e. g. Helodus coruolidatus, N. and

W. The independent teeth are distinguished by their long-elliptical

transverse outline seen from above, slightly arched backward along

the inner margin of the crown, the opposite side being protuberant

in the middle, with concave curvature towards the extremities. The

crown rises into a tumid eccentric apt \ Dearer the posterolateral

extremity, outer face slightly concave, opposite side nuub lately con-

vex, sharply inbeveled and denned from the base, the extremil

marked by a sort of enamel fold, which also faintly Appears all

the outer margin, but destitute of imbrications, such as appear in

the coronal belt of Chomatodus. The base is relatively shall

inbeveled in front, more or less channeled and irregularly eoare

pitted, inner margin much produced outward and downward to the

dull inferior edge, vertically coarsely rugose ; inferior surface faintly

depressed, smooth. The large tooth of a medium of

three firmly ooalescent individuals measures in lateral diameter of

ciown ti mm., diameter at the middle 2 mm.: greatest height

crown 1 mm. Crown originally enveloped in a dense semi-opaque

enamel, the worn surface Bhowing rather widely Bpaoed pun.

varying, however, considerably in the latter respect. Th< ited

teeth clearly homologous with the p form, present rather •

wii in sanation, particularly in r«-; the oontou]

the coronal region. In Borne of tin teeth the crown is muob de-

pressed; in otl am. the outer face presents a wide, plain,

elliptic ai.a. th.- hum r dope wy low. mid the rowded I

past th,. basal border, in which condition it resembles certain forms

of Tanaodu*, although th. i ntirely different from that of the

lattt t genus.
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The foregoing diagnosis of the characteristics pertaining to each

of the several dental elements here recognized as having formed

part of the dentition of this interesting species, presents in suffi-

cient detail the peculiarities which distinguish it in comparison

with other species of the genus. It remains briefly to observe the

association of certain teeth in their original relative position upon

the jaws, examples of which, fortunately, have been obtained by Mr.

Van Home and Prof. Worthen. The most complete specimen of

the mandible shows the posterior and median teeth planted upon a

thin semi-osseous tissue composed of coarse granules of ossific mat-

ter, the walls of which are strengthened from within by a system

of transverse bars, like girders, which serve to maintain the shape

of the surface upon which the crushing plates rest. The teeth are

separated from the supporting rami by a film of calcite, which

probably represents the bulk of the tegumentary or formative tissue

that enveloped the dentigerous portions of the jaw. The mandible

extends anteriorly into a slightly produced, bluntly rounded extrem-

ity, which from the inferior surface shows on either side of the

symphysial line a shallow pit, which may indicate the position of

the corresponding concavity of the dental plate or tooth occupying

the extremity of the jaw; but not a vestige of the latter exist in

the specimen, and therefore in regard to their form we are as much
in the dark as heretofore. Although the maxillary anterior teeth

have been provisionally identified, we are unable to conjecture even

the form of the opposed mandibular teeth—whether they presented

a series of distinct coronal crests or merely a simple inrolled plate.

A remarkable specimen of the mandible, belonging to the Wood-

wardian Museum, obtained from the mountain limestone of Bristol,

England, and which was described by Professor Owen, (Geol. Mag.

1867, IV, p. 59, PI. Ill, f. 1, 2,) shows the extremity of the rami of

Cochliodus contortus, Agass., occupied by a third tooth, the smallest

of the series, and presenting a triangular shaped, inrolled plate,

traversed by a prominent median ridge which is described as being

"very convex and obliquely and gently contorted from behind and

below, upward, inward and forward, with a slight increase of breadth

or fore and aft diameter. * * * The anterior lobe seems to have

had the form of a small tubercle, but its summit is broken off ; the

posterior lobe is a narrow, seam-like, raised border, extending fur-

ther back on the outer side, fig. 2 a, than on the inner side of the

ramus." Our specimens, unfortunately, afford no means of confirm-

ing the observations based on the Bristol specimen, nor do the col-
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lections afford examples of teeth corresponding to the anterior form

described by Professor Owen.

In relative frequency of occurrence it would, of course, be expected

that the larger and more massive teeth appear most abundant in

the collections. The posterior teeth of the mandibles and auxil-

iaries are represented about equally in numbers, while the narrow

median teeth of the lower jaw, and the Helodus-tike forms presum-

ably pertaining to the anterior portion of the upper jaw, are

frequently met with. This is also true of other species of the same

and allied genera occurring in the Lower Carboniferous formal

and the absence of certain forms ought not to militate against the

conviction of their existence.

Geological pontion and localities: St. Louis limestone; Alton, and

Monroe county, Illinois; St. Louis, Missouri: Telia. Iowa.

Cochliodcs obliqui >, St. J. and W.

PL VII. Elg-. IT.

Tooth resembling in coronal contour the form assigned to the

posterior position on the upper jaw. wry small, obliquely trapezoidal

in outline, moderately arched in the direction of inrollment. Antero-

lateral border nearly straight, obliquely produced forward from the

inner angle, making an angle of about l(> with a right line con-

necting the anterior and posterior angles of the inner margin, low

basal portion forming a shallow, channeled rim. defined above by

the narrow, rounded, inbev. 'led enamel fold :
postero-lah ral or oblique

border converging from the rounded posterior extremity to point of

Inrollment, at an angle of 20 . more or Less, with the opposite bor-

tier, basal portion relatively deep, moderately Lnbeveled and slightly

ohanneled, the coronal enamel forming a delicate fold defining the

upper edge-; inner margin broadly arched round ti of the

r* posterlcoronal Lobe, thence to the obtuse anterior angle nearly

i and closely conforming to a line connecting the inner ai)|

of ,i„. tooth. Coronal region presenting a strong
|

promi-

,„.,„.,.. ti„ i, ,oad outer dope rounding into the border, from which

,t i> denned by a alight depressed belt, anterior Blope more abrupt

;m ,l makii] [ht angulation where it joins the anterior d<

portion of wn\ the Latter
|

:"» sxet "f about the same

breadth m that occupied by the posterior Lobe, depressed, and

marked by two faint, revolving folds, with a third
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along anterolateral border to which its anterior slope is steeply

beveled. Enamel coating along inner margin showing faint lines of

growth, the worn crown surface exhibiting relatively coarse crowded

punctae. Length of antero-lateral border to point of inrollment 1.5

mm. ; breadth across inner margin, 2.5 mm.
The above form is represented by a single example, and notwith-

standing its minute size, the perfect state of preservation of the

tooth permits a detailed interpretation of its diagnostic charac-

teristics and comparison with allied forms. We are, however, in

some doubt as to its generic identity, although there is strong evi-

dence of its intimate relationship with Cochliodus, the Strebloifei &U* Z Q'y

maxillary posterior form of which it closely resembles in coronal

contour. This unique specimen, however, does not seem to be

referable to the associated species Coch. VanHornii, unless we are

to suppose a most extraordinary change takes place, by which young

and mature teeth are made to assume the most unlike semblance

to one another. The present tooth, however, compared with the

streblodoid maxillary form of Coch. Van Hornii, is distinguished by

the following pronounced contrasts : the general obliquity of outline

and relatively narrower breadth compared with the length in the

direction of inrollment (a feature which is necessarily persistent and

directly dependent on the law of development of the dental plates),

the extremely prominent posterior lobe, and the depressed median

portion of the neck defined by the comparatively prominent ridge

along the antero-lateral border. It is in the latter respects the form

here especially alluded to offers greatest contrast with the prevailing

coronal contour of Cochliodus, and suggests a possible relationship

with Deltoptychius.

Geological position and locality: St. Louis limestone; St. Louis,

Missouri.

Cochliodus Leidyi, St. J. and W.

PI. VII. Fig. 11-16.

Teeth of small size, the collections furnishing representatives of

the posterior and median teeth of the mandible, and the posterior

form and Helodus-like series of teeth of the upper jaw.

Mandibular posterior teeth distinguished by their compact build and

relatively narrow transverse diameter compared with the length in

the direction of the strong enrollment. Antero-lateral border slightly

curved between the inner angle and point of inrollment, presenting
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the usual channeled and downward and outward projecting basal

rim which is coarsely pitted, the border having a course slightly

oblique outward and forward to the transverse axis of the tooth;

postero-latcral border converging toward the outer margin at an angle

of about 60 , basal portion channeled and somewhat produced be-

yond the coronal limits towards the posterior extremity; inner mar-

gin broadly arched round the base of the principal coronal ri.l

with a short concavity in front and a broader one in passing the

posterior depression into the alate, subacute angle, worn Bpecimi

showing the usual inbeveled edge. Anterior belt of orown well-de-

fined, narrow, slightly convex transversely, the coronal enamel fold-

ing over the antero-lateral bonier in a narrow inbeveled belt dis-

tinctly denned from the basal portion; median ridge prominent,

relatively broad, occupying considerably more than half the trai

verse diameter of the crown, moderately and regularly arched trans-

versely and well-delined on either Bide by an obtuse angulation or

furrow separating it from the anterior belt and the posterior depi

sion; posterior alation relatively narrow, considerably upraised,

nearly plan.' transversely, the coronal enamel forming a delicate

inbeveled fold along the outer edge. Burface minutely punctate, the

medullary tubes somewhat widely spaced and about thirty OCCUR

within a Bquare millimetre, and disposed in aeroU-like curves over

the surface <>i' the tooth. Length of a medium-size tooth along the

antero-lateral border 8 mm : breadth between angles ..f inner margin

L9mm; breadth of median lobe at innei margin 8mm; do. of
i

terior alation 3 mm; do. anterior bell - nun.

Mandibular median form, of which the' collections offer a Bolitary

imperfect example Bhowing about half the- inner portioned a mature'

tooth, exhibits a moderately elevated, sub-angular median ridge, a

narrow concavity bordering the- postero-latera] edge over whioh the

enamel forms a narrow inbeveled fold distinctly denned from the-

channeled basal portion: slop,, in front slightly oonoavt I

on oearing the antero-lateral border, which latter, as also the w

oblique inner margin, is mutilated and not clearly denned. Suit:

punotatiorj similar to thai observed in the posterior terminal form.

fcfaxillarj post* 'l> rabspatulate in general out!

mrolh'd. antero-lateral bord< tly oblique with a gentle eon-

. -..• curvature outward and forward from the obtuu a

poetero-lafa ral bord< i div< ' an angle of •:;
.
mon or l<

with the opposite bordt r, presenting a broad gentl< ourvature between
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the point of inrollment and the sharply rounded posterior extremity,

the basal portion extending considerably beyond the limits of the

crown forming a thin marginal rim posteriorly ; inner margin broadly

arched in general course, suddenly constricted in front of the pos-

terior lobe, and thence more gently arched to the anterior angle.

Coronal region presents strong contour contrasts, posterior lobe

prominent, constituting somewhat more than half the lateral diam-

eter of the tooth, abruptly rising in front into the rounded crest

from which the slope in the opposite direction gently descends in

slight transverse convexity to the postero-lateral border, where the

coronal enamel forms a thick inbeveled fold distinctly defined from

the basal portion ; the anterior neck is separated from the posterior

prominence by a deep narrow depression, in well-preserved exam-

ples showing a distinct narrow secondary ridge with steep declirity

bordering" the median depression, a transversely more gently convex

wider belt intervening between the latter and the shallow furrow

defining the posterior limits of the narrow relatively prominent belt

along the antero-lateral border, where the coronal enamel forms a

well-marked fold inbeveled to the basal portion. Superficial punc-

tation the same as in the opposed mandibular teeth. A mature

tooth measures in greatest diameter of crown at the inner margin,

22.5 mm., the basal portion being considerably farther prolonged

into the posterior spur ; length of antero-lateral border to point of

inrollment, 8 mm. ; median furrow at inner margin, 13 mm. distant

from posterior extremity.

Associated with the above described forms, the collections contain

a few examples of Helodus-like teeth, mostly isolated individuals, but

occasionally in series, which we are inclined to identify with the

present species. One of these series, in the collection of Professor

Worthen, presents a series of four teeth firmly soldered at the im-

piugement of their bases, without visible suture, forming a deltoid

figure, belonging to the right ramus of the upper jaw. The three

outer teeth regularly and gradually diminish in size from behind

outward, except the innermost one, which presents the usual condi-

tion of immature coronal ridge apparently resting upon the inner

deep basal border of the immediately preceding tooth. The anterior

basal margin of the outer tooth is channeled, the coronal ridge of

all the individual teeth rises into a turgid sub-median apex nearest

the postero-lateral border of the series, slightly concave along the

sloping obtuse crest on either side and sharply deflected forward at

the extremities into a sort of short fold ; the inner margin is gently
-9
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arched backward, the whole tooth moderately arched vertically and

the crown-face vertically convex: the outer face Blightly concave

vertically, swollen in front of the summit, round which the 1

line arches from its slightly concave course near the lateral extremi-

ties, which latter are somewhat angularly rounded. The inner and

outer coronal margins are sharply inbeveled to the coarsely-pitted

basal plate, which behind forms a wide area nearly in the plai

the inner crown-face. The surface punctation is fine, rather widely

spaced, much after the same style described in the other fori

the species. The mature inner tooth of the Beries measun

lateral diameter, 8 mm.; greatest width from behind outward, 8

mm.; height of inner crown-face 2.6 mm. The outer or fourth

tooth of the same series is (i mm. in lateral extent, the other dimen-

sions proportionately diminished.

The above described forms embraced under one and the 88

specific designation, are well represented in the collections accessible

to us from the Chester formation. The species is Ultimately allied

to that described from the subjacent St. Louis limeston iodus

Van Hornii, of which it constitutes a fine example of a repn

tativc species. As distinguished from the St. Louis species, the

mandibular terminal tooth is relatively narrower in lateral diam

stronger and more compactly built, the alation proportionately nar-

rower and the median-lobe correspondingly wider; the narrow

dian tooth is apparently more elevated along the crest ; the maxillary

posterior teeth, on the other hand, are proportionately more elo

transversely, posterior lobe more prominent, and the median depres-

sion more deeply excavated and defined by steeper walls: in n

to the distinctions observable in the serial teeth, those supposed to

pertain to the present species are perceptibly less elongate laterally.

with less abrupt inner coronal fact . and generally more robus( pro-

portion-, as compared with the normally developed individuals of

C. Van Hornii, which, as has bees pointed out, vary to a verj

markable degree in tin ir coronal a

logical i>"siti<>>i and localitie$: (duster limestone; Chester and

Evansville, (Randolph county.' Prairie du Long, (Monroe co

IlllllOl-.
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Genus PCECILODUS, Agassiz.

Pcecilodus Vaksoviensis, St. J. and W.

PI. VIII, Fig. 13, 14.

Posterior teeth of the upper jaw of small size, subelliptical in

outline, strongly arched in the direction of inrollment. Antero-

lateral border slightly oblique to the inner margin forward and out-

ward
;
postero—lateral border gently arched and converging toward

inrolled outer margin at an angle of 30°, more or less, with the

antero-lateral border; inner margin moderately concave in the

median region, broadly arched round the posterior lobe to the

acutely rounded extremity, and similarly arched round the base of

the less prominent anterior lobe to the obtuse anterior angle. Cor-

onal region presenting a very oblique, moderately elevated, regularly

transversely arched posterior lobe, a slight sulcus extending along

the outer side parallel with the postero-lateral border, anteriorly

defined by the moderately excavated median depression; the muti-

lated condition of the neck does not permit the contour of the

anterior lobe to be satisfactorily made out, although it seems to

have been moderately arched transversely. The posterior lobe shows

a few relatively strong transverse corrugations, which are obsolete

in worn examples ; surface punctation fine and moderately spaced*

Transverse diameter of a mature tooth at the innej* margin 12.5 mm.

;

length of antero-lateral border 4 mm.

The above species is represented, in the collection of Mr. Van

Home by only two examples of the maxillary terminal form. The

specimens are mutilated in the anterior region, but the posterior

prominence exhibits the characteristic contour prevalent in certain

species of the genus, hence its present reference. The transverse

undulations of the posterior lobe recall the Chester species, P. Ces-

triensis, although they are less in number and not so deeply im-

pressed in the interspaces; while the antero-lateral border seems

to be longer and less obliquely curved outward and forward. Its

relations with P. St. Ludovicl are much less intimate, the presence

of the transverse corrugations of the posterior lobe offering a marked

distinguishing feature in contrast with that species. Should the

anterior lobe be found, from the examination of perfect individuals

to present a regularly convex elevation, instead of an angularly

arched ridge, such as is characteristic of the genus Poccilodus, the
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•ies represented by the present form would then have to he re-

legated to Chitonodtu.

logical position and locality: Warsaw lim near the mouth

of Piasa creek, ahove Alton, 111.

PcBCHiODUB St. Ludovioi, St. J. and W.

PL viii. Big. i, is.

ih of small size, representing the posterior forme of the upper

and lower jaws ; dental armament of the anterior portions of the

jaws unknown.

Mandibular posterior teeth strongly arched in the direction of in-

rollment, in outline presenting the usual subspatulate form. Antero-

lateral border relatively very short, forming nearly a righl

with a line connecting the angles of the inner margin, extremely

attenuated and contracted from the anterior coronal ridgi : 1

lateral border converging toward point of ihrollmenf at an angle of

50°, more or less, with the opposite border, basal portion de<

channeled and widely expanded beyond the coronal lim I

orly, terminating in the acutely rounded spur of the posterior

tremity ; inner margin making a deep tegular concavity in the

region of the posterior depression, broadly arched round the 1

of the median lobe, with a shallow concavity in the intermediate

depression in front, and angularly arched round the anterior rid

beyond which the course is suddenly and very obliquely deflected

forward to the obtuse anterior angle. The coronal region i^ Btroi

marked by the characteristic contour features. Anterior lol

row, prominent, culminating in a rounded crest moderately oblique

to the antero-lateral border, in front -*4- the abrupt slightly con

Blope/ descending to the coronal limits, where it is bordered bj a

narrow slightly depressed belt, beyond which the basal portion ;

jeote as a wide, rapidly narrowing apron to the anterior e:

of the tooth; posterior slope equally ahn.pt hut of

t. nt ; intermediate depression equalin Ith of |

lobe, in perfect teeth showing a nearly plan, area narrowing from

within outward, defined from the bordering elei y a si

angulation on either Bide, in worn and mature examples the depi

,ii pn -, ots a mon alar transvi

median or principal lobe rituafa a littl< ior of tin

line. I. madly and i. ulaily an lied tran>\. i>. ly. the abrupt and

1,,, d which
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versed by a slight angulation, whence the surface rises with slight

concavity .into the moderately upraised alation, along the border of

which the thickened enamel is rounded over in a relatively wide in-

beveled fold to the basal portion. The inner edge of the crown, in

some specimens, shows a widish belt of the dense enamel without

blemish, as it was when enveloped in the formative membrane

;

where the surface is exfoliated and abraded the coarse punctate

structure is revealed. The surface is ordinarily marked by fine

closely arranged punctse, sometimes showing a disposition toward

transverse arrangement, but otherwise smooth and destitute of cor-

rugations. Greatest transverse diameter of a mature tooth across

inner margin 16 mm. ; length along crest of the anterior lobe to the

outer inrolled margin 7 mm. ; or about as great again as the length

of the extreme antero-lateral border.

Maxillary posterior teeth subelliptical in outline, strongly inrolled

along the outer margin. Antero-lateral border with a slightly

oblique forward course, basal portion channeled and defined above

by a relatively strong, inbeveled coronal fold; postero-lateral border

converging toward point of inrollment at an angle of 30° to 40°

with the opposite side, making a gentle regular curve from the

produced, acutely-rounded posterior extremity to the inrolled outer

margin, basal portion rather deeply channeled and expanded beyond

the coronal border; inner margin broadly arched round the base of

the posterior prominence, with a broad concavity in the region of

the median depression, somewhat angularly arched round the ante-

rior lobe to the obtuse anterior angle. Contour of the coronal

regions strongly marked, posterior lobe occupying nearly half the

lateral diameter of the crown, presenting a broad gentle slope pos-

teriorly, slightly convex above and faintly depressed on nearing the

border, which is defined by a rather strong inbeveled enamel fold

;

the anterior declivity abruptly descends from the more or less

angularly rounded crest with slight concavity, merging into the

deep, wide median depression; anteiior lobe culminating in a

sharply rounded crest flanked by nearly equally steep slopes on

either side, that in front terminating in a narrow revolving groove

or angulation which is bordered by the narrow, rounded marginal

fold of the anterior border. Surface appearances the same as noted

in the mandibular teeth above described, with the same tendency

to transverse disposition of the punctse in lines more or less coinci-

dent with the outline of the inner margin of the tooth. A medium
size individual measures in greatest transverse diameter between
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the extreme angles of the inner margin 19 mm.; length along

antero-lateral border 3 mm.

The above described forms are about equally numerously repre-

sented in individuals in the collections, although the specimens are

in a more or less fragmentary state of preservation. The discovery

by Mr. Vim Home of the mandible bearing the posterior pair

teeth, and showing the proximal articular extremity the right

ramus and the somewhat produced, laterally narrowed extremity in

the region of the symphysis, is tin- most interesting in connection

with the genus. The semi-ossilied tissue of the mandible in ti

instance seems to have remarkably intimate connection with the

dental plates, and preserved in such a manner a- to have the

appearance of a cylindrical scroll, the inferior or inner margin

being brought round to the exterior side, as the specimen rests in

the limestone matrix. It forms a thin plate whose wails have been

brought iuto contact by pressure, but posteriorly it probably

shows its normal shape and dimensions, where it p

oentifonn excavation with the condyloid or inferior process m
produced posteriorly, the superior process relatively - an-

teriorly in the region of the symphysis, the mandible is li
-

tinctly outlined. It is moderately produced and apparently obtusely

rounded, the rami meeting at the symphysis but not anoh]

and bearing either side a slight protuberance elongated parallel with

the symphysicaJ line, but without a vestige of the dental plates to

which th.y afforded support. The 1 a 1 1 < r -H**re- evidently ol were
small si/r, ami if, as in Cochliodus, the distal extremity of the rami

w.re armed with a median and anterior convoluted plate, their ex-

treme diminutiveness may account for their absence in the col!.

tionS. The same OOndUBion 18 al80 permissible ill P to the

anterior dentary elements of the upper jaw.

logical position <in<l localities 3t. Louis limestone: St. I.

Mo. ; Alton. 111.
;

Telia. Iowa.
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Pcecilodus Cestriensis, St. J. and W.

PI. VIII, Fig. 15-17.

Teeth of medium or small size, mandibular posterior form having

the general trapezoidal outline of Cochliodus, or a great transverse

diameter compared with that in the direction of the strongly arched

inrollment. Antero-lateral border comparatively short, a distinct

furrow defining the narrow enamel fold from the shallow basal rim,

sharply inrolled spirally at the extremity ; inner margin very oblique

in front, joining the articular border at a very obtuse angle, sud-

denly rounded at anterior ridge and more broadly so in passing the

base of the principal ridge, moderately incurved in the intermediate

space, and again on extending into the somewhat produced posterior

angle; postero-lateral border moderately arched and rapidly con-

verging toward point of inrollment, coronal enamel forming a rela-

tively strong fold defined by a deep narrow sulcus from the inferior

basal rim, which projects posteriorly beyond the coronal limits, ter-

minating in a more or less produced spur. Anterior coronal ridge

nearly as prominent but narrower than that behind, culminating in

a sharply rounded crest with steep slopes descending to the antero-

lateral border on the one hand, and into the deep, narrow median

depression on the other
;

principal ridge situate about equidistant

between the angles of the inner margin, broadly arched transversely

over the inner third of its extent, but more sharply rounded in the

outer portion, the posterior slope abrupt, and as in the parallel

ridge somewhat deeply excavated; posterior depression broad and

deep, the transversely slightly concave surface steadily rising into

the wide posterior alation, which comprises about one-third the lat-

eral diameter of the crown. Surface along the inner margin envel-

oped in a glassy enamel layer beneath which the minute densely

crowded puncta3 are distinctly visible, and which are laid bare over

the greater area of the triturating surface in front ; faint transverse

undulations traverse the crown conforming to the curvature of the

inner margin, worn specimens exhibiting more distinct irregular

undulations along the crests of the coronal prominences. A speci-

men of ordinary size measures across the inner margin 16 mm..

;

length along principal ridge to inrolled outer margin, 10 mm.

;

length of anterior articular border, about 3.5 mm.

Maxillary posterior teeth subelliptical in outline, strongly inrolled

at the outer margin. Antero-lateral border produced obliquely forward
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from the obtuse inner angle; posterolateral border also obliquely

and rapidly converging from the subacute posterior extremity towards

inrolled margin, basal portion channeled and posteriorly expandi

ond the limits of the rounded, inbeveled coronal fold; inner mar-
gin strongly arched round the base of the posterior prominen

Bharply contracted in front, and broadly arched round tl :ior

lobe to the antero-lateral border. Coronal region divided into nearly

equal parts by the relatively narrow, deeply excaval an de-

rior promin. daily arched tri ato the

l/road rounded crest, which is interrupted by a few relatively Btron

e furrows and corresponding rid

outer half or more of its extent: anterior ridge also quite prominent

with regular transverse convexity, and similarly marked by trai

verse corrugations. Surface generally minutely punctate. A specimen

below medium size measures, in greatest diameter across the ini

margin, 13 mm.; length along antero-lateral border, 3 mm., more

or less.

Other associate forms of the species remain unknown: tin small

size of tl gnized terminal teeth indicate for the unknown for

a diminutive size and delicacy that, in a m< • \plains their

absence in the collections, which, indie. 1. contain comparal vely I*

individuals of either of the representative forms described above. The

prominent trac - ornamenting the coronal rid|

e to distinguish the sp s of th< nl

formations and subsequent di -. In the

latti ot, also, it presents qui Larked a

European species, originally distinguished under th< hu
Jonerii and Pacilodus obliqtu

tgical position and locality: >

1 M. St. .1.

PL vin.

'I'll. I

dibular terminal tooth of / • •-- which
markedly distincl from all others known t

obtained, probably, from the limi

which the i

:i aniqu< kind. ith

belongs t<» the left ramus, and.

I by the following chat
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General outline trigonal, lateral diameter proportionately short,

compared to the length, which it but little exceeds ;
general course of

inner margin nearly at right-angles with the antero-lateral border,

somewhat sinuous and broadly rounded, and somewhat sharply so

in passing the angle of the principal coronal prominence, thence

pursuing a slightly curved course into the produced posterior angle;

antero-lateral border nearly straight or very gently curved sigmoidally

in passing into the extremely-inrolled outer extremity; basal portion

nearly vertical, very deep, and defined above by the usual narrow

enamel fold, which forms an inbeveled coping projecting considerably

beyond the basal wall
;
postero-lateral border rapidly converging to-

ward the outer margin, making an angle of about 50° with the anterior

border; condition of coronal fold and basal edge not determinable.

Coronal region strongly arched in the direction of inrollment, and

principally occupied by the longitudinal prominences
;
principal ridge

nearly median, strongly arched transversely and defined by a more

or less distinct angulation from the broad, posterior depression,

which is bordered by the gentle acclivity rising into the postero-

lateral border of the alate expansion; anterior ridge almost equally

prominent and similar in contour to the principal ridge, from which

it is separated by a deep depression of nearly equal breadth, with

very steep, concave walls, slightly flattened along the rounded crest,

the slope in front descending, in a similar slight concavity, to the

antero-lateral border, which is margined by a very narrow fold of the

coronal enamel. Surface minutely and densely punctate, with faint

transverse lines along the less worn inner margin, otherwise des-

titute of the rugosities common to nearly all its congeners. Trans-

verse diameter at the inner margin about 35 mm. ; length of antero-

lateral border to point of inrollment, 25 mm. ; ditto along principal

coronal ridge, about 30 mm. ; depth of antero-lateral border, 5 mm.
The outer portion, as also the postero-lateral border, is mutilated,

exposing to view the remarkable inrollment which amounts to one

and a half revolutions, with a short convoluted apex. The form

described differs in so marked a degree from other species of the

genus as not to require detailed comparison ; it is chiefly distinguished

from allied species by the regularly arched coronal ridges, deep

narrow median depression, and abbreviated transverse diameter.

This largest American representative of the genus, and I believe

the largest species known, is dedicated to Professor Worthen, the

venerable director of the geological survey.

Geological position and locality: Chester limestone, Chester, 111.
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P(ECILODDS SPRIN'.I.I.I. St. J. and W.

PI. VIII, Fit. 1".

The pr< -nt -pecies is made known from pre-

ting the posterior or terminal form of the mandible. The- teeth

attain medium size, strongly arched in the direction of inrollment.

Antero-lateral border slightly oblique, outward and forward, to the

era! course of the inner margin, relatively short, basal bord

channeled; postero-lateral border converges toward- outer inrolled

margin at an angle of 50 more or less, with opposite border, basal

portion unknown ; inner margin Btrongly deflected backward from

tlic very obtuse anterior angle, making an angle at the base of the

anterior lobe, with a regular concavity in the region of the median

depression, as also in passing the posterior depression into the

acutely rounded posterior extremity, broadly arched round tl

of the posterior or principal lobe. The characteristic contour featui

strongly marked in the coronal region
; anterior lobe rising into a

narrow sharply rounded crest, anterior slope slightly concave and

defined by a narrow rounded fold inbeveled to the inferior or bat

birder; median depression deeply excavated and regularly conca

transversely, marked by a few, three more or !. 38, parallel longitu-

dinal folds; posterior ridge more broadly arched tram . prom-

inent, abruptly declining into the deep posterior depression, wind

bordered by the Btrongly apraised, broad alation. Suit ice, aside

from the already mentioned longitudinal folds occupying the bottom

the median depression, smooth, and minutely and densely anno-

tate, the puncta exhibitin trans\ ^position in

lines parallel with the inner margin. Breadth - of

inner margin 21 mm.; Length along antero-lateral border 6 mm.,

or a trifle less than half the longitudinal diameter aloi rioi

lobe.

The al i the r. - of which \\« n

by Frank spin • I. i.. in whose honor the Bpecifi<

given, offers resemblances almost equally intimate with the

and Cb< Bter form::

the Upper Mississippi region, so far at l< may l* bj

tbi m of tl form

TL.' extreme obliquity ox rather posl 1 inner

margin in front of the anterior lobe, i be form
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from Poscilodus St. Ludovici, and the presence of longitudinal folds

in the median depression offers a contrast with P. Cestricnsis.

Geological position and locality: Lower Carboniferous limestone

strata ; vicinity of Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Pcectlodus carbonaeius, St. J. and W.

PI. VIII, Pig. 20-21.

Teeth of medium or small size, known from the opposed terminal

forms of the upper and lower jaws.

Posterior teeth of the mandibles characterized by the relatively low

coronal ridges, the principal ridge situate considerably posterior of

a line traversing the middle of the tooth in the direction of inroll-

ment, broadly arched transversely along the inner margin but form -

ing a narrow angularly rounded ridge toward the outer margin;

anterior ridge narrow, sharply rounded along the crest, steeply

sloping to the articular border of the antero-lateral side, and nearly

equally abruptly inclined behind into the comparatively wide median

depression separating it from the principal ridge, and which is tra-

versed by a slight longitudinal fold
;
posterior depression defined on

the one side by the steep slope of the principal ridge, and on the

other moderately rising into the comparatively narrow alate expan-

sion of the postero-lateral border, which terminates in the moder-

ately produced posterior angle
;
postero-lateral border nearly vertical

or produced slightly outward interiorly, defined along the upper edge

by the narrow inbeveled enamel fold and slightly channeled ; antero-

lateral border not well shown in the accessible examples. Breadth

of tooth across the inner margin 17 mm. ; length of antero-latera/

articular edge 4.5 to 5 mm. ; longitudinal diameter along principal

riclge to inrolled outer margin about 13.5 mm.
Posterior teeth of the maxillaries in general outline elliptical, rather

strongly and spirally inrolled, broadly arched outward along the inner

margin with a slight concavity in the region of the median coronal

depression; postero-lateral border terminating in a sharply rounded

angle, thence gently and regularly curved in its rapid convergence

toward point of inrollment, the relatively strong enamel fold inbev-

eled to the basal rim from which it is defined by a deep narrow

groove ; antero-lateral border very oblique outward and forward to

the inner margin, and also . apparently defined along the upper edge

by a narrow inbeveled enamel fold. Coronal contour regularly and

rather strongly arched longitudinally, moderately so transversely;
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posterior or principal ridge occupying half the lateral diameter of

the tooth, rather strongly convex transversely, posterior slope mod-

e and uniform to the postero-lateral border, opposite sli

ling with slight concavity into the narrow median depi

which corresponds in the extreme obliquity to the course of the an-

terior articular border: anterior ridge culminating in a shar;

rounded crest, toward the outer margin flanked by th< rti-

oal, concave slope of the median depression, the !-• J>rocLc7e\
declivity more gently descending to the anter< era! b» i

which it is slightly depressed, and marked by faint longitudinal un-

dulations, or sometimes interrupted plica' which obliquely descend

from near the cresl toward the oblique anterior portion of the inner

margin. Length of a specimen of ordinary size along the antt

lateral border about (1 mm. ; transverse diameter at the inner margin

17 mm.

Triturating surface finely and closely punctate in both forms men-

tioned above, presenting the usual variations in accordance with the

degree of abrasion to which the surface has been subjected. In

crossing the narrow ridges the puncta often show marked lateral

igation and disposition in parallel row- corresponding in

to the formative margin, besides the oblique and longitudinal folds

already mentioned occurring in the anterior -lope of the maxillary

teeth; and in excessively worn surfaces the medaktf? layer is entirely v&ft.
removed, exposing to view the dense bom of

lentaJ structure.

Only a few specimens representing the above described forms ha-.

been obtained, associated in the same stratum

of probably specifically identical forms bav< m
other localities in Illinois and Kansas. Th<

lily distinguishing it from allied earlier appearing form-: the

linally ridged median depression and relatival] narrow a!

lansion of the mandibular terminal teeth, and the relatn

porl ual prominences and the peculiar ondulati

the ant ipe in the m:i\r titute U

tures contr ith /'.
I

III., and ii obtains d from i

: i • I

Mr. in tin i of shall a of

at Carlinville, I
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Genus DELTODUS, Agassiz.

Deltodus. Agassiz, MSS., 1859. Pcecilidus sublaevis; Messrs. J. Morris and G. E. Roberts
1862, Quarterly Jour. Geol. Soe. London, XVIII, p. 94; Messrs. Newbehby and Worthen'
18W), Illinois Geological Survey. II, p. 9C; Lord Enniskillex, 1869, Catalogue of Type
Specimens, Geol. Mag., London, VI, extract, p. 4; Dr. L. de Koninck, 1878, Fauwe du
Calcaire Carbomfire de la Belgique, II, p. 03; Dr. P. Bigsby. 1878, Thesaurus Devonico-
Oarbomferous, 1878.

t*£&/ Thsee- forms' have thus far been recognized as having probably

pertained to one and the same generic category, as follows

:

Mandibular posterior teeth sub-triangular or sub-spatulate in out-

line, arched and slightly spirally inrolled from within outward. An-

terolateral border with a slight concavity in its course from the inner

angle to the inrolled outer margin, basal portion channeled and ter-

minated below in a thin rim, bordered above by the inbeveled belt

which is enveloped in the coronal enamel, and partaking of its punc-

tate structure
;

postero-lateral border obliquely converging from the

sub-acute posterior angle toward the outer margin, gently arched,

nearly vertical, basal portion channeled and defined above by a nar-

rower, more or less abruptly-rounded belt of coronal enamel; inner-

margin sigmoidally curved, broadly arched from the obtuse anterior

angle round the base of the coronal prominence, with a concave

course thence to the sub-acute posterior angle. Coronal region pre-

senting a prominent anterior ridge culminating in a more or less

rounded crest near the median line, with gentle inclination to the

antero-lateral border, abruptly sloped into the posterior depression,

which is defined by the more or less upraised border forming the

posterior alate lobe.

Mandibular median teeth cuneate or elongate sub-trapezoidal in

outline, relatively narrow, transverse diameter, longitudinally arched

and inrolled at the outer margin. Postero-lateral border with a

slight sigmoidal curvature and somewhat oblique outward and for-

ward course, basal portion channeled and terminating in a narrow

edge, coronal belt relatively wide, abruptly beveled to the narrow

ridge limiting the basal furrow, the articular border nicely co-adapted

to that of the conterminous posterior tooth ; antero-lateral border rel-

atively short, less oblique in its outward and forward course, basal por-

tion relatively narrow, channeled, limited above by the rounded, inbev-

eled enamel fold ; the inner margin is peculiar for the obliquity of the

anterior half and sudden deflection nearly at right-angles in round-

ing the base of the coronal ridge, with a slight concavity in its

course thence to the sub-acute posterior angle ; coronal region tra-

versed by a strong median ridge, culminating in a rounded crest,

.-j-
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the slope terminating in a narrow depression, which is bordered by

the more or less well-defined marginal Mil along the anterior ar-

ticular border, that behind merging into the wider depression which

is bordered by the narrow, alate lobe of the posterior border. Other

dental forms of the mandibles unknown.

Maxillary posterior teeth trigonal in outline, relatively longer and

less strongly arched and inrolled than the opposed mandibular teeth.

Antero-lateral border gently curved sigmoidally outward and slightly

forward, proportionately low and inbeveled, defined by the narrow,

rounded, inbeveled enamel fold, which is separated from the Bhallow

basal rim by a narrow furrow; the postero-lateral border more ob-

liquely converges toward the outer inrolled margin with gentle cur-

vature, 'usually strongly inbeveli mal enamel contributing

a relatively wide belt inbeveled to the deep, more or Less distinctly-

channeled basal portion, which meets the inferior surface of the

tooth in an obtuse angulation: inner margin very obliquely produced

from the slight anterior angle to the base of the coronal prominence,

where it is abruptly deflected with a cavity in passing the

irior coronal depression to thi ate pos Ltremity.

The anterior portion of the crown is occupied by a prominent ri

the more or less rounded, Bometimes angular, crest/ culminating

nearest the antero-lateral border, to whioh it is steeply sloped, and

defined by the shallows-depressed bell bordering tl

posite side presenting a widi . de-

scending into the posterior depression, whicb is bounded by the more

or le-s strongly-upraised posterior alation. The character of the

anterior teeth associated with the above form bat en deter-

mined.

superficial oharact* iciated in common with the forms

above notici d are aubjecl to varia
i the

i sent. While the normal condition of I mo is

that of a smooth, finely and densely pun

bain Bpeoies add narrow, impn seed bran

which in oth( ime th< ide ol broad undulatioi

rown parallel to the inner mat

also, in oertain Bpeoies, mon developed longitudi-

nal plica' or furrow.-, which an m the lesfl

won toward th<

attention of naturalists, and hip con-

> the
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generic identity of the forms here referred to the posterior position

upon the upper and lower jaws respectively, to which he then gave

the name Deltodus, which was accepted by European authorities

and recognized in various publications. Prior to the above date,

Professor Frederick McCoy, in the British Palaeozoic Fossils, 1855,

recognized the probable identity of the narrow median teeth, here

referred to the mandibles, with the so-called "anterior teeth" of

Deltodus sublcevis, which he described under the name Poecilodus

parallelus. The latter form presents the same general figure and

coronal contour here ascribed to the median form, although at the

same time it presents marked specific characters. Heretofore

authors have not essayed the distinct definition of the dental ele-

ments pertaining to the upper and lower jaws of this genus, and in

the attempt in that direction here initiated we are profoundly

conscious of the meagre, imperfect data from which to draw evidence

which shall not be open to objection on account of its inconclusive

nature. However the facts are briefly stated, and if they do not

carry conviction as to the justness of the interpretations arrived at

they will at least show the difficulties in the way of the student

who shall attempt the restoration of extinct forms from few and

detached remains such as are represented by these teetb.

We are thoroughly satisfied with the conjecture of Professor

McCoy as to the relative position and specific identity of the narrow

median tooth, as above pointed out ; but, on the other hand, the

data do not sustain former inferences as to the position occupied

by the form with which the narrow teeth were associated upon the

jaw. The so-called "anterior" tooth possesses essentially the char-

acteristics of the form which, in Cochliodus, is known to hold a

posterior or terminal position upon the mandible. The latter form

thus transposed readily lends itself to interpreting the median posi-

tion of the succeeding narrow tooth, the articular walls exactly con-

forming in coadaptation, and thus placed they assume a symmetrical

disposition perfectly in consonance with that characterizing the man-

dibles of Cochliodus, Pcecilodus and Cestracion; on the other hand, it

is impossible to conceive of so intimate relations in the case of the

so-called "terminal" tooth with either of the forms just alluded to.

However, certain features are noticeable by which a certain striking

resemblance is manifest between the median form and that here

referred to the posterior or terminal position on the upper jaw (the

"terminal" tooth of authors). This consists in the remarkably close

similarity in coronal contour which obtains in either form alike,
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although in outline and general appearance they are bo markedly

different one from the other. A comparison of the forms reveals

the same depressed or sulcated anterior slope- of tin principal

coronal prominence, very oblique anterior portion of the inner mar-

gin and ita abrupt deflection in passing around the base of the

nal ridge into the posterior extremity; even the articular edge of the

anterior borders in the two forms is very like, but in the posl

lateral borders there is marked dissimilarity between them, nor have

we been able to identify amongst the material before nc • with

which the maxillary posterior teeth were associated. Whether the

upper jaw was terminated by a series of teeth, such as undoubtedly

occupied the anterior portion of the jaw in CochUodus, it is in

sible at the present time to more than conjecture.

The genus is represented 1 >y Bpecies thus far authentically rep

only in lower Carboniferous formations in Europe, where it was the

eot. mporary of CochUodus. In America, however, its representatives

range from near the base of the lower Carboniferous (Burlii

limestone), thence through the sue formations up into the

Coal Measures. The following is a list of the Bpecies at the pr

time known, the affinities of the forms being recognized in accord-

ance with the characteristics cited in tl icriptions and

observations

:

Deltodut eubleevis, Agass., mountain lin Britain.

(

—

Pcecilodus paratteliu, McCoy, and possibly Mc-

1>. 8andalinu8, de Koninck, I am,

I>. tpatulatus, N. and W.. 0. Burlington limestone.

/*. oecidentalia, (Leidy—sp.) Keokuk limestone. -D. tteUohu, V
and W.i

l>. undulotus, N. and W. Keokuk Limestone.

D. latior, St. .1. and W. Keokuk limestone.

D. Littoni, M. and W. Warsaw limesl

l>. cinetuUu, St. J. and W. Warsavi Lim

l>. trilobut, St. .1. and W. Warsaw I

/». pai .1. and W. St. Louis limi

I>. intermedial, St. J. and W. St. Louia limestone.

/). cingvdai od W
, Ch< rt< c lim

I >. m, ,-.
.

\, wb. I. urbonifei

h PowtUU, St. .1. and W. I

/». propinquus, St. .1. and \\
. Coal M
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Deltodus latior, St. J, and W.

PI. IX, Pig. 11-12.

Mandibular posterior teeth moderately arched longitudinally and
rather strongly inrolled, in general outline and dimensions resemb-

ling the same form of Deltodus occidentalis with which they are

associated. Antero-lateral border slightly incurved, in length exceeded

by the breadth across the inner margin, enamel fold defined from

the basal border by a shallow groove
;
general course of inner margin

slightly oblique to the anterior border, broadly arched round the

base of the coronal prominence with a slight concavity between the

median and the posterior angles
; postero-lateral border gradually

converging toward the outer margin- The upper edge defined by a

rather thick fold of the coronal enamel. Coronal ridge most prom-

inent in the middle portion of its extent, depressed near the inner

margin, culminating in an obtusely rounded crest a little anterior

of the median line, anterior slope flat or slightly depressed, pos-

teriorly steeply inclined into the depression on that side, which is

bordered by the rather wide moderately upraised alate expansion.

Surface punctation very like that observed in D. occidentalis. Length

of a medium size tooth along the antero-lateral border to inrolled

outer margin 15 mm. ; breadth across inner margin 19 mm.
The posterior form of the mandible alone is known, of which the

collections contain but few examples. These present, in the contour

of the crown and proportions of the coronal prominence and alate

lobe, characters which certainly offer striking contrast to those prev-

alent in Deltodus occidentalis, with whose remains they are asso-

ciated. The same observations are equally admissible when com-

pared with the same form of D. undulatus, N. and W., also of

the Keokuk, and D. spatulatus, N. and W., of the Upper Burlington

•limestone. In the depressed anterior slope and the consequent

greater or less prominence of the coronal ridge, these teeth bear

some resemblance to the homologous form of Cochliodus; however,

the condition of the coronal fold of the antero-lateral border as also

the coronal contour leave no room for doubt as to their congeneric

relations with Deltodus. The paucity of examples and the absence

of identifiable individuals of the opposite jaw have occasioned much

hesitation in recognizing the specific distinctness of the teeth here

alluded to; the materials illustrating D. spatulatus, D. occidentalis,
—10
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and I>. UTtdulatw, ample and variable mi their bounds as they are, w*/Ac,

do not make it clear that the present form is bat a varietal phasis

of one or other of the last mentioned species.

Geological position and localities: Keokuk limestone, near Warsaw

and Hamilton, 111. ; Keokuk, Iowa.

Deltodus cinctulis. St. J. and W.

PL IX, Fig. C. 7.

Teeth below medium size. Mandibular posterior tooth triangular

in outline, lateral diameter relatively broad compared to the length,

and somewhat strongly inrolled at the outer extremity. Antero-

lateral border nearly at right angles with a line connecting the

inner angles of the tooth. The upper half or more of its height

enveloped in the strong, inbeveled enamel fold, beneath which the

basal portion forms a narrow rim showing a coarse vascular struc-

ture ; inner margin with a slight sigmoidal curvature, broadly

arched round the base of the coronal ridge, with a moderate con-

cavity in passing the posterior depression into the posterior angle;

postero-lateral border gradually converging toward the outer margin,

occupied by a well-defined enamel fold extending nearly half the

depth, basal portion slightly channeled and terminating in a nar

row rim inferiorly. Coronal ridge relatively broad, strongly arched

laterally, culminating a little anterior of the median line, with a

gradual slope into the posterior depression from which rises the rel-

atively narrow, slightly upraised alate lobe which terminates in the

sub-acute posterior angle; in mature or somewhat worn Bpecim<

where the surface has been deprived of the original enamel LnvestllH lit.

the crown is undulated by BUD-equal transverse Colds and intervening

narrow Buloi conforming to tlie bands of elongate punota that mark

the order of increment of the tooth Bubstanoe. Breadth of an ordi-

nary-sized Bpeoimeu at the inner margin, L1.5mm; length of antero-

lateral border to point of inrollment, about '.' nun.

Posterior tooth of the upper jaw trigonal in outline, moderately

arched in the longitudinal direction. Inner margin making a sig-

moidal curvature from the posterior sub-aoute angle, broadly rounded

into tin anterolateral border with which it is more or leas oblique;

anterior artioular edge unknown; postero-lateral border gradually

converging toward the outer extremityA enamel fold well defined

and separated from the basal portion bj a narrow channel. Coronal
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prominence relatively narrow, culminating about midway of the an-

terior half of the coronal region, abruptly descending to the antero-

lateral border, gently sloping into the broad, shallow posterior

depression, which together with the slightly upraised wing occupies

a proportionately wide extent of the coronal area. Surface marked

by sub-equal and more or less parallel transverse folds, separated

by narrow furrows similar to the opposed mandibular teeth, and

conforming to the curvature of the inner margin. A medium size

tooth measures in greatest transverse diameter at the inner margin

about 11.5 mm; greatest length from posterior angle to outer in-

rolled margin, about 16 mm.
The species above noticed is closely allied to its congeners of the

Deltodus undulatus type. The mandibular posterior teeth are, how-

ever, distinguishable by their relative great breadth at the inner

margin, as compared to the length; the narrow wing expansion re-

calls more the condition prevalent in D. occidentalis, from whicb,

however, it may be recognized by its broader, shorter form and

undulated coronal surface. The opposed maxillary teeth bear a

striking resemblance to D. cingulatus, N. and W., of the Chester

limestone, differing, however, in the greater obliquity of the inner

margin and, perhaps, the more numerous transverse sulci, producing

the banded appearance of the crown surface, while the more widely

expanded wing, and the greater obliquity of the inner margin, also

serve to distinguish them from D. undulatus, N. and W. ; also, in

both forms of the present species the punctse are perceptibly more

crowded than is the case in D. cingulatus, and in which respect they

again resemble D. undulatus.

As yet the collections contain very few examples of the teeth above

referred to, but these, besides their small size, offer characters which

seem to authorize the recognition of their distinct specific standing,

although closely allied to the species with which they have been

compared.

Geological position and localities : Warsaw beds : Barrett's Station,

St. Louis Co., Mo. ; Madison county, Piasa creek above Alton, and

Scott county, 111.
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Deltodus tkilobus, St. J. and W«

PI. IX, Fig. 8.

Mandibular median tooth of medium size, wedge-shaped in outline,

moderately arched and rather strongly inrolled. Postero-lateral or

ohlique border, converging toward the outer extremity at an angle

of about 15° with the opposite border, slightly sigmoidally carved

from the sub-acute inner angle to point of inrollment, basal portion

of moderate depth, rather deeply and angularly channeled, tbe in-

ferior rim produced downward and slightly outward beyond tbe lim-

its of the enamel fold, which latter forms a wide belt abruptly

beveled above, with an inbeveled narrow strip below; anterolateral

border proportionately short, or hardly more than half the length of

the opposite articular border, the rounded anterior coronal lobe in-

beveled to the relatively Bhallow-channeled, inbeveled (?) basal rim;

inner margin very obliquely produced backward from tin very obtuse

anterior angle to the broadly rounded base of the principal coronal

ridge, thence to the posterior angle, making nearly a right angle to

its anterior course, with a slight concavity in tbe region of tbe
|

tciior depression. Tbe principal ridge occupies balf or more of tbe

transverse diameter of the coronal region, rising into a high, roun<

crest, the anterior slope steep and terminating in a narrow depi

sion outwardly defined by tbe rather prominent, rounded lobe trav-

ersing the anterolateral border; tbe opposite dope is very abrupt,

with slight transverse concavity, merging into tbe rather deep
|

terior depression, which is bordered by tbe prominent alate lobe of

tbe postero-lateral border. Coronal surface smooth, the inner mar

preserving the thin enamel coating, the worn surfaces exhibiting hue.

closely arranged punotea. Breadth of tooth at inner margin about

li» mm; length along the oblique border to point of inrollnunt 11

mm.

The above description is based anon a single marly perfect tooth,

the antero-lateral border being Blightly distorted by pressure. Com*

pared with allied Bpeoies, it is readily distinguished from the mandi-

bular median form of the Keokuk and Upper Burlington

/(,/,'..,/' Liedy, jp.) and D. tpatuiatui, N.andW., i • >

distinct lobed condition of the anterior boi.h . tin alate

more prominent than in D, sputuhitus, and h >> expanded than

in I >. .; cidt Ht,llis.
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So far as relates to the present unique example, little doubt can

arise as to its specifically distinct character; but as regards the forms

with which it was specifically associated, the meagerness of the ma-
terial hardly furnishes a clue as to their identity. Thus far, the

Warsaw limestone has afforded only a few fragmentary remains of

Deltodus, some of which certainly are very intimately related to the

Keokuk species D. occidentalis (maxillary and mandibular posterior

forms) ; but the imperfect state of preservation of these specimens

offers nothing definite bearing on their specific identity, as noticed

in another place. We are satisfied that the species of Deltodus are,

in some instances at least, extremely intimately related to one

another, although distinguishable by well-defined peculiarities, as

exhibited by ordinarily well-preserved examples. However, amongst

the mass of material—like that including D. occidentalis and D. un-

dulatus, of the Keokuk limestone—-it is impossible to recognize the

specific identity of the fragmentary individuals, and the same state

of things undoubtedly obtains in respect to allied representative

species.

Messrs. Newberry and Worthen have described (111. Geol. Surv. IV,

p. 367, PI. IV, f. 8) a maxillary terminal form under the name Del-

todus Littoni, reported from the Carboniferous limestone of Boone

county, Missouri. It is uncertain whether the latter, which is rep-

resented by an unique example, was derived from the Warsaw or

from the St. Louis formation, both of these formations, as also the

Keokuk, etc., occurring in the region indicated; however, the ap-

pearance of the limestone matrix does not suggest the latter horizon,

and it is supposed the specimen belongs to either the Warsaw or

the St. Louis. We owe to the courtesy of Dr. Litton, of St. Louis,

the privilege of examining the type specimen. It is a large, much-

worn tooth, neither border of which is sufficiently complete to per-

mit of detail comparison with allied species. The relative great

breadth and regular convexity of the coronal ridge and apparently

narrow posterior alation, offer marked contrast to the prevalent

Keokuk species D. occidentalis, bearing a greater resemblance to D.

undulatus, especially, compared with worn examples of the latter

species, in which the transverse undulations are more or less ob-

scured, or obsolete. It is possible the narrow median tooth de-

scribed above may be specifically identical with the latter form, in

which event, of course, the name by which it is here designated

will have to give way to the prior term bestowed by Messrs. New-

berry and Worthen.
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Geological position and locality: Warsaw limestone; Jersey county,

Illinois.

DELTOMS 0( ( ITiF.NTAI.lS? (Leidy, Bp.)

PI. IX. Fir. »-l«.

Compare DeUodui ulU, (Coohllodoc Lm.PWL

„:,,.<. Ni.v.r.,Ki^ a..<l Woi.nn.N. lsfifi, 1! f. PL IX. I

j/ The collectioifrom the Warsaw and St. Louis formations contain

rare examples of the teeth of both the mandibular posterior and

median forms and of the maxillary posterior form of a spi I

closely allisd to, if indeed it proves not to be identical with, Delto-

,/„, occidental™, (Leidy sp.) so numerously represented in t!

kuk limestone. The Warsaw specimens, of which Binglfl example

of the posterior tooth of the upper and lower jaws respectively

been obtained, though fragmentary, present so close a resemblance

to the Keokuk species that were their Btratigrapbical derivation

known they would without hesitation be relegated thereto. The

maxillary tooth (Warsaw) does not show quite as angular corona]

ridge, but in the outline and coronal contour in other respects it is

most intimate in its relations with that The mandibular

tooth (Jersey county) preserves only part of the middle or elevated

portion of the tooth, the borders and extremities being mutilated

showing the genera] characteristics save the Longitudinal rid

tributable to the Keokuk teeth. In Bize they are a little

than the prevailing dimensions attained by the teeth of that

The St. Louis Bpecimens are even more like the Keokuk teeth

far as ,t is possible to judge from the few examples thus far ob-

tained. The collection Of Mr. \ an Jhunc contains a fragment of

the mandibular posterior tooth, from Alton, and Prof. Wort!

obtained from the same horizon in Monro, county, an aln

though Bomewhai orushed and distorted, examplfl of the oppo

t ,„, tll | m1ii1 , the I- ft ramus of the upper jaw, in which the

,ron*] iv m. The ol

, ,„.,,„.,;, [S ;,ho very Bimilar to the Keokuk teeth, I

of
little under medium

compared with the Keokuk example
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Mr. Van Home has obtained from the Warsaw beds in the neigh-

borhood of the mouth of Piasa creek, above Alton, two specimens

of the maxillary terminal form, but, unfortunately, they are in too

imperfect a state of preservation for the satisfactory determination

of their specific identity. They are quite peculiar for the exceed-

ingly crowded punctation, and one of the specimens shows quite

distinct widely spaced transverse undulations traversing the coronal

surface, recalling Deltodus cingvlatus, N. and W., of the Chester

limestone.

The Warsaw beds at Warsaw have also yielded a large example

of the mandibular median form, which is difficult to distinguish

from the same form associated with Deltodus occidentalis, except that

the principal ridge is very perceptibly more broadly rounded or

depressed along the crest and the alate lobe relatively stronger and

a little more prominent ; the antero-lateral border is broken away

so that it is not clear how closely it resembles the typical examples

of the species with which it is here compared as well as its

resemblance to the form referred to under the head of D. trilobus,

from which it differs in its more robust build and less emphasized

coronal prominence.

The specific identity of the teeth above alluded to, if it proves to

be well founded, is of enhanced interest on account of the evidence

they furnish on the perpetuation of the species unchanged for so

long a period as that involved in the deposition of probably not

less than 300 feet of sediments included between tbe earlier and

the latest deposits in which its remains have been found, while

other species subsequently appear both in the Warsaw and St

Louis formations.

Geological position and localities : Warsaw limestone ; Warsaw,

Alton, and Jersey county, 111. : St. Louis limestone ; Alton, and

Monroe county, 111.

Deltodus parvus, St. J. and W.

PL IX, Fig. 1-5.

Teeth of small size. Mandibular posterior form sub-trapezoidal in

outline, rather strongly arched and inrolled, usually a little longer

than wide. Antero-lateral border with a slight incurved outline,

basal portion slightly channeled and limited above by the narrow

enamel fold; inner margin forming nearly a right angle with the
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anterior border, broadly rounded with a slight sigrnoidal curvature

on nearing the slightly produced posterior angle of the alation

;

postero-lateral border gradually converging toward the outer margin

and bordered by a rather strong fold of the coronal enamel. Crown

broadly arched over the principal ridge, which occupies two-thirds

or more of the entire area, posteriorly rapidly sloping into the de-

pression on that side, which is bordered by the relatively narrow,

slightly upraised alate expansion. The surface is interrupted by

transverse sulci, especially noticeable near the border in the ante-

rior slope and in the posterior depression, and minutely and uni-

formly punctate. A worn specimen of ordinary size measures in

length along the antero-lateral border about 7 mm. ; g] readth

across inner margin, 8 mm.

Maxillary posterior teeth trigonal in outline, strongly arched and

spirally inrolled. Antero-lateral border describing a gentle aigmoidal

curvature, basal portion channeled and well defined from the strongly

inbeveled coronal fold, which constitutes about one-third the height

of the border; postero-lateral border gently arched, approaching

point of inrollment at an angle of about 70" with the opposite side.

relatively deep, basal portion slightly inbeveled to the inferior edge

and faintly channeled, enamel fold relatively wide and sharply

rounded above, inbeveled below; inner margin making an angle of

about 80° with the anterior border, the anterior half very obliquely

produced backward from the very obtuse anterior angle, round, d

and sharply deneofod at the inner angle or base of the coronal

ridge nearly at right angles to the anterior course, with a Blightly

concave curvature in passing the posterior depression to the posterior

angle, worn specimens showing the usual inbeveled infer).

Coronal contour Btrongly marked, principal ridge culminating in the

rounded creel a little anterior of the longitudinal median 1.

anterior slope steep, Blightly depressed near the articular border,

where it flares out into a narrow border fold; p dope fl

hirly descending with moderate concavity, and m<

posterior depressed belt, which is bordered by the narrow and but

Blightly upraised expansion of the alate posterior border.

the irregularly elongated pores, the Burfaee Lb

Bulci and int. r\. oing wid. c ridges in the same manner noticed in the

mandibular teeth. \ mature, perfeol tooth mi the

inner margin 9 mm.; length along antero-lateral border to the in-

ii. 7 nun. ; length along coronal ;t\ ni.
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The present species is represented by several examples of the

mandibular and maxillary posterior forms, whose perfect state of

preservation permits of detail comparison with allied species. It

bears most intimate relations with Deltodus cinctulus of the Warsaw
beds, the mandibular teeth being chiefly distinguishable by the pro-

portionately greater breadth of the principal coronal ridge, narrower

posterior wing, and the more numerous transverse furrows and

ridges ; in the case of the maxillary posterior form, it contrasts

with that of the above species in the relatively more prominent

coronal ridge, narrower alation, abrupt deflection in the course of

the inner margin, and the less conspicuous, narrow transverse

undulations traversing the coronal region.

A single imperfect specimen of a minute tooth obtained by one

of the writers at St. Louis, is provisionally identified with the narrow

median form of the mandible of the present species. Partaking in

an intimate degree of the outline and coronal contour of the median

teeth characteristic of the genus, as it is now interpreted, its small

size suggests relationships with the specific forms above alluded to.

It shows the prominent, rounded coronal ridge, narrow alate postero-

lateral border, and the still narrower and shorter articular border

of the opposite side, but the mutilated condition of the specimen

does not disclose the distinctive specific characters that distinguish

it from congeneric forms.

Geological position and localities: St. Louis formation ; Pella, Iowa
;

Alton, Illinois ; St. Louis, Missouri.

Deltodus intermedius, St. J. and W.

PI. IX, Fig. 14, 15.

Teeth attain medium size. Maxillary posterior form sub-triangular

in outline, rather strongly arched and inrolled. Antero-lateral border

slightly curved sigmoidally, articular edge very narrow, inbeveled to

the slightly channeled, shallow basal rim
;

postero-lateral border

converging toward inrolled outer margin at an angle of 35° with the

opposite side, somewhat undulated, the relatively thick enamel fold

sharply inbeveled to the channeled, posteriorly expanded basal rim,

which is rather strongly produced at the subacute, rounded posterior

angle ; inner margin strongly produced inward and slightly backward

from the very obtuse angle at the junction of the anterior articular

border, suddenly deflected nearly at right angles and broadly arched
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round the base of the coronal ridge, with a Blight concavity in the

region of the posterior depression, inferiorly inheveled. Coronal ridge

relatively narrow, steeply rising from a faint depressed line near the

anterior edge, crest rounded, gradually descending into the posterior

wide depression, which is bordered by the moderately upr

alation. Surface nearly smooth, with ohscure transverse lines along

which the punotae exhibit elongated or otherwise enlarged openings,

rarely anything like undulations appearing. Length along Ctt

coronal ridge to inrolled outer margin ahout 31 mm.; length of

anterior articular border 18 mm.
;

greatest breadth across inner

margin 21 mm.
The collections from St. Louis horizons afford a solitary authentic

example only of the present form, the nearly perfect tooth above

described. This is quite distinct from the earlier-occurring bjm

and offers striking resemblance in coronal contour with the bo

individuals of Deltodtu cingidatus, N. and W., of the Chester forma-

tion. It is, perhaps, distinguishable from the latt. by the

somewhat less produced posterior angle, less elevated coronal ridge,

and shorter articular edge of the antero-lateral border. A Biogle

other imperfect example has been obtained by Mr. Van Borne from

the same formation at Alton, Illinois, which represents the mandi-

bular posterior form possibly of the same species. The fragment

indicates a tooth of a relatively long, narrow outline with a rather

oblique inner margin in front, a broad gentle elope descending from

the crest of the coronal ridge to the deep, inheveled coronal fold of

the articular border, the opposite Bank' abruptly descending into the

posterior depression; the alation, as also the outer margin of the

tooth, is broken away.

Geological position and localitiea: St. Louis formation; Pella, [owa,

Alton. Illinois.

FODU8 Powki.i.ii. St. .1. and \Y.

PI. X. lie 1.

Peetfa attain medium Bize. Mandibular terminal form subspatu-

late in outline, moderately arched longitudinally and rather

inrolled at the outer margin, antero-lateral border gently incurved,

enamel fold inheveled to the channeled basal rim;

.1 border gradually converges toward outer inrolled ma

making an angle of about -j:j with the anterior border, the rounded,

inheveled enamel fold well defined bj a narrow buIous from the
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shallow basal portion, which is somewhat expanded posteriorly;

inner margin broadly and regularly arched round the base of the

coronal prominence from the obtuse anterior angle, with a rather

deep concave course in the region of the posterior depression, join-

ing the posterior border in a subacute angle, inferiorly inbeveled.

Coronal ridge prominent, occupying the anterior two-thirds of the

area, and culminating in the broadly rounded crest a little anterior

of the median line; anterior slope regularly convex, the posterior

declivity more abruptly descending into the relatively narrow pos-

terior depression, which is defined by the narrow, moderately up-

raised, rounded alate lobe. Surface traversed by well-marked, widely

spaced transverse furrows, especially noticeable in the coronal prom-

inence, which are occupied by irregular transversely elongated pores,

"Z& *V/ -bolow intervening undulations showing minute, widely spaced punctas.

Length of anterior articular border at least 17 mm ; breadth across

the inner margin 20 mm.
The unique example above described was obtained by Maj. Powell's

expedition to the Grand canon of .Colorado, from the Carboniferous

limestone. With the exception or the outer extremity, the specimen

is quite entire, admitting of satisfactory comparison with allied forms.

Of the latter, it is, perhaps, most intimately related to Deltodus cingu-

latus, N. and W., of the Chester formation, being distinguished chiefly

by its proportionately greater breadth compared to the length of the

tooth, narrower and more widely spaced transverse sulci, and nar-

rower alate lobe. It also differs from D. Mercurii, Newb., in the

same respects relating to the diametral dimensions and in the dis-

tinct transverse undulations of the coronal region,—indeed, the only

feature which it shows in common with that species being the nar-

row posterior alation.

We have described in another place, under the specific designation

Deltodus propinquus, a fine large species from the Coal Measures of

Illinois, which, so far as relates to the homologous form, bears most

intimate resemblance with the present tooth. The only appreciable

distinctions by which the latter teeth may be distinguished consist

in the greater obliquity of the inner margin and the undulations

traversing the crown,—indeed, worn examples, in which the longitu-

dinal undulations are obsolete, are hardly recognizable from the tooth

above described.

The specific designation is given in honor of Major J. W. Powell,

U, S. Geologist, in charge of the geographical and geological explor-

ation of the Bocky Mountain region. The unique type is deposited
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in the National museum, ;it Washington, the loan of which, for ex-

amination, was kindly procured us by J'r. Chari.kk A. White.

Geological position and locality: Carboniferous limestone, probably

of the age of the Coal Measures; Grand canon of the Colorado, I tali

territory.

Deltodus pbopinquub, St. J. and W.

P). X. Fir. :i. 4.

Mandibular posterior teeth sub-trigonal or Bub-spatulate in outline,

rather strongly arched longitudinally, with Blight, spiral inrollmeut.

Anterodateral border sigmoidally curved, strongly inbeveled, an

copied by a wide enamel fold, which is sharply defined by ad
narrow furrow from the extremely narrow basal rim ; postero-lateral

border converging, at an angle of 35- more or less, to the op]

border, also gently curved, coronal enamel forming a prominent,

rounded fold, inbeveled to the sulcated, moderately deep basal rim,

which was apparently continued posteriorly into a spur-like angle:

inner margin sigmoidally curved, broadly arched around the bi

the coronal prominence, in breadth exceeding the length of the an-

terior articular border, inferiorly inbeveled. Coronal prominence

cupying three-fourths of the area, rather strongly com. x laterally,

broadly rounded along the crest, which lies a little anterior of the

median line, the wide anterior slope rounded into the anterior border.

posteriorly steeply inclined into the narrow depression on that Bide,

defined along the posterior border by the narrow, rounded, mod-

erately-upraised alate lobe. Coronal surface traversed by rather

strong, irregularly-spaced, transverse undulations and Longitudinally

marked by less distinct plications; the dense, polished enamel also

nts a delicate rugose appearance, the minute rUgS having ft

Longitudinal direction; worn surfaces over the outer portion of the

crown reveal the usual pitted structure, the punotSB becoming con-

ilueiit. or usually Longitudinally elongated in the hollows of the

transverse undulations. A '

itb shows a transverse dian

across the inner margin of 86 nun
; Length of anterior articular I

bom the obtuse inner angle to the point of LnroUment, about -J7 mm.
Mandibular median form known only from a couple of fra

too imperfed for figuring. I; La chars by th< promin

of the anterior Lobe, which presents a rounded ores! defined

side by exceedingly abrupt declivities, on the one hand descending

to the anterior border which is margined by an obscurely defined

iw fold strongly inbeveled to the deeply-ohanneled basal run.
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and on the other merging into the posterior depression, whose pos-

terolateral border is broken away, as also the inner and outer por-

tions of the tooth. The form was evidently sub-cuneate in outline.

The coronal surface exhibits the same punctate characters noticed

in connection with the terminal form ; however, the transverse undu-

lations are less conspicuous. The relative size agrees with the pre-

ceding form with which it was associated.

Posterior tooth of the upper jaw elongate triangular in outline,

rather strongly arched from within outward, and spirally inrolled.

Anterior articular border comprising, perhaps, two-thirds of the great-

est length of the tooth from the inrolled outer margin to the very

produced inner angle at the base of the principal coronal ridge,

gently curved sigmoidally, the narrow enamel fold strongly inbeveled

to the deeply-channeled, shallow basal rim; postero-lateral border

converging at an angle of 45°, more or less, with the anterior artic-

ular border* gently curved, the thick enamel fold rounded and

sharply inbeveled to the correspondingly deep, flaring basal border,

from which it is defined by a deep sulcus ; inner margin making a

slight angle with the articular border in front, suddenly deflected

nearly at right angles in rounding the base of the coronal ridge, and

thence passing to the posterior angle with a slight concavity in the

region of the posterior depression, worn specimens inbeveled interi-

orly. Principal coronal ridge culminating in a rather sharply rounded

crest about one-fourth the distance from the anterior border, pre-

senting' a steep convexity descending to the shallow depressed belt

bordering the articular fold, on the opposite side gently descending

into the wide posterior depression from which abruptly rises the

narrow, transversely arched alate expansion, and from which it is

defined by a distinct augulation. The coronal surface is more or

less regularly undulated transversely, producing a nodose appearance

along the crest of the principal ridge. The character of the deli-

cately rugose enamel enveloping the inner portion of the crown, and

the punctation of the outer worn surface, is precisely as observed in

the opposed teeth of the mandible. In both forms, also, the smooth

or faintly longitudinally striated inferior surface approximately con-

forms to the contour of the coronal region, showing the usual dense

thin basal layer. Length of a large tooth along the anterior articu-

lar border to inrolled outer margin, 32 mm. or more
;
greatest length

of tooth along the crest of the coronal ridge, 58 mm. ; breadth be-

tween inner angles of the tooth, about 51 mm. ; ditto, between base

of coronal ridge and the sub-acute posterior angle, 39 mm. S
/
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The above diagnoses are based upon examples of the mandibular,

posterior ami median forms, and the posterior form of the upper

jaw, derived from lower Coal Measure strata of Illinois. The

is intimately allied to that occurring in the Chester formation. /><f-

todus cingulaius, N. and \V. The mandibular terminal form, how-

ever, is distinguishable by its stouter proportions, wider coronal

ridge, and relatively shorter longitudinal diameter. The opposed

teeth of the upper jaw, again, differ from the corresponding Chester

form in the more prominently transversely arched alation, in which

particular it hears closer resemblance to 1>. undulatu*, N. and W.,

of the Keokuk limestone, from which, however, it widely differs in

the more angularly rounded contour and concave posterior slope of

the principal coronal prominence. The Coal Measure forms of the

Upper Mississippi region, therefore, constitute a well defined spec

as distinguished from the several specific groups occurring in the

various formations of the Lower Carboniferous groups in the same

region. Its intimate resemblance to the species described from the

(probably) Coal Measure limestone of the Far West, /'. PoweUii,

has already been remarked upon. It is possible that a larger b

of specimens of the latter species might prove its specific identity

with the present teeth; but this can only be demonstrated by the

comparison of all the forms.

Geological position and localities: The first example of the \n<

species that was brought to our notice, several yean ago, was dis-

covered by Mr. L. A. fuller in the shales overlying Coal N

Danville. Subsequently, Mr. Alexander Butters obtained from Un-

roof shales of Coal No. 5, at Carlinville, representatives of all thi

of the forms thus far identified as pertaining to this spei

(iiM s DELTODOPSIS,* Bt J. and w.

•li possessing coronal contour and general aspeci 1
< dus.

Mandibular posterior teeth distinguished by their oblique Bub-tri-

; 1 1
1

• 1 1 1
.•

i r outline and the remarkable obliquity of the anterior portion

of the inner margin, proportionately short extent of the am

articular border, the sometimes longitudinally de] oondition

of the anterior slope of the coronal prominence, and the tendency

mon or Less well defined median ridge al< mm-
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mit. The anterolateral and postero-lateral borders are marked as

in Deltodus. The coronal fold of the articular border, perhaps, more

rounded and relatively narrower than that of the postero-lateral

border.

Teeth, identified with the median form of the mandible, are char-

acterized by their thin, oblique, trapezoidal figure, great length of

the posterior, as compared with that of the anterior, articular bor-

der, and its strong outward and forward obliquity. The basal rim

and enamel fold corresponding in cc-adaptation with the opposed bor-

der of the posterior or terminal tooth, and essentially like the thin-

ner and very short antero-lateral border ; inner margin very oblique

from the subacute posterior angle forward to the obtuse anterior

angle ; coronal surface comparatively plain, or culminating in a low

ridge near the posterior side.

The maxillary posterior teeth are characterized by their elongate,

wedge-shaped outline, narrow inner margin, and the narrow posterior

alation. The postero-lateral or oblique border shows the basal por-

tion inbeveled, channeled, and defined above by a distinct, inbeveled

enamel fold; the opposite articular border is relatively short and •

mostly enveloped in the enamel fold, beneath which projects the

narrow basal rim ; the inner margin, as in the corresponding form

of Deltodus, is very oblique in its course from the very obtuse angle

of the articular border backward to the base of the coronal ridge,

where it is abruptly deflected at right angles, thence to the posterior

extremity. The crown presents a simple prominence or ridge along

the anterior side, with abrupt slope to the articular border, and

behind, descending into a shallow depression, from which rises the

narrow wing expansion.

The superficial punctation is very like that observed in Deltodus,

with similar specific modifications.

There exists so intimate relationship between the forms here

alluded to and typical Deltodus that we have hesitated in recog-

nizing for them more than a subgeneric distinctness. But taking

into consideration the community of characteristics by which they

are distinguished, and which equally serve to distinguish them from

Deltodus, this discrimination seems to be founded in tangible super-

ficial characters that fail not to impress the observer with their im-

portance^ The greater -the -familiarity with the various examples

embraced under this group, the differentiation, or tendency thereto, 4/^iU

of the median ridge of the anterior coronal prominence further

widely departs from typical Deltodus, while at the same time it

vitii Pu~ **%£&*.* iiLw^fil" £*o+6re<^-J Z-pt+Jf

Vit, o
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marks an unmistakable approach to the coronal condition of certain

forms mar Cochliodua, e.g. Chitonodut Springeri, etc. Of other dental

forms which were associated with the above-mentioned teeth <>f the

mandible and upper jaw, respectively, we are at the present time

at a loss to determine their character or identity.

Authentic examples of the forme here associated together have

been derived from the Warsaw, St. Louis and Chester formati< l

certain forms representing mandibular posterior teeth have a!

obtained from the Keokuk formation, but their relations with the

present genus are not a.s satisfactorily shown as in the cast of the

later introduced forms alluded to. Deltodus angustm, X. and \Y.. of

the Chester limestone, which was originally described from examples

of the elongate posterior teeth of the upper jaw. is regarded as a

typical representative of the present genus.

Through the courtesy of Lord Enniskillen we have had opportunity

to compare the American forms with sketches of a large "pah.

from the Carboniferous limestone of Oreton in Shropshire, England,

which 6eems to be congeneric with the teeth above grouped togetl

and the monarch of its kind. Possessing the same outline and gen-

eral contour of coronal region attributable to the maxillary posterior

teeth of DeUodqpsu, the Oreton example is distinguished by its truly

gigantic proportions, and, perhaps, also by its relatively narrow

teral diameter and the very steep declivity descending to the an-

terolateral border. The tooth from which the above mentioi

sketch was made represents the posterior angle of the wing round

as though from wear. The specimen measures in greatest length

nearly '.' centimetres, breadth across the inner margin about I cen-

timetres.

DbLTODOI si- \i riNis. St. .1. ami \\ .

I. 1 lg.L

The species b« re alluded to is represented by a solitary example

of the posterior tooth of the mandible. Comparison reveals i.

intimate relationship with the Bpecies occurring in the Bt. L<

formation, DeUodopti* St. Ludovici. It is oharaol . in

contradistinction to that Bpecies, by the relative] breadth of

the posterior depression and wing expansion, the narrower and dis-

tinctly transversely di anterior Blope of the coronal promi-

nence. The c.ronal siirfae, is worn, so that the pumta app

imewhal ooarser and more regular, while the transverse undula-

tions are very Like what occurs in the latter li from
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the inner angle of the coronal ridge to the inrolled outer extremity,

about 11.5 mm
;

greatest breadth across inner margin, 9 mm.
As yet other forms which were probably associated with the above

tooth have not been recognized. Indeed it is only within a recent

date that the Warsaw beds have afforded many fish remains, and

in most instances these represent forms peculiar to the formation.

Geological position and locality: Warsaw shaly limestone, Golden

Bluffs, near Warsaw, HI.

Deltodopsis St. Ludovici, St. J. and W.

PL XI, Fig. 2-6.

Mandibular posterior teeth depressed, triangular in general outline,

moderately arched longitudinally and inrolled. Antero -lateral border

comprising a little more than one-third the extent of the tooth

along the coronal ridge, gently curved from within outward, basal

rim slightly furrowed and bordered by the distinct, narrow, inbeveled

enamel fold ; inner margin in front diverging at a slight angle from

the anterior angle to the base of the coronal ridge, round which it

is sharply curved with a slightly concave course to the acute pos-

terior angle of the alate expansion, inferiorly inbeveled; postero-

lateral border gently arched, gradually converging toward the sud-

denly inrolled outer extremity, the narrow inbeveled enamel fold

distinctly defined from the nearly vertical channeled basal border.

Coronal prominence culminating in an obtusely rounded ridge near

the median line, anterior broad slope nearly plane or slightly con-

vex, more abruptly sloping into the depression on the opposite

side, which is bordered by the moderately upraised narrow alate

expansion of the postero-lateral border. Crown surface minutely

and somewhat irregularly punctate, unworn surfaces showing

numerous delicate transverse furrows parallel with the inner margin

and producing a slight undulated appearance; in some examples

the exfoliated enamel reveals a surface delicately striated by wavy

threads holding the same course as the undulations. A tooth of

medium ?size measures along the articular anterior border to

point of inrollment 8.5 mm; transverse diameter across inner mar-

gin 13.5 mm; length along crest of coronal ridge 19 mm.
Mandibular median tooth subtrapezoidal in outline, moderately

arched longitudinally, outer extremity strongly inrolled spirally for-

ward. Postero-lateral border gently curved conforming to the

n
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opposed articular border of the terminal tooth, basal border deep,

inbeveled, doable-furrowed, terminating Lnferiorly in a narrow rim,

and bordered above by the relatively strong, rounded, inbeveled,

enamel fold; anterolateral border relatively very sh> rt^ The

enamel fold inbeveled to the channeled basal border and constitut-

ing more than half the height of the border; inner margin mak-

ing a Blight Bigmoidal curvature from the acutely rounded posterior

angle to the obtuse anterior angle, inieriorly inbeveled in worn i

amples. Coronal surface nearly plane transversely, culminating in

a low, obscurely denned ridge close upon and parallel with the

postero-lateral border, the broad anterior slope merging into the

very shallow depressed belt traversing the anterior portion of the

coronal area ; surface marked by distinct transverse undulaL

and furrows parallel with the inner margin, inner edge envelo]

in a dense enamel coating, immediately forward of which the worn

surface exhibits irregular verruoese markings, and over the much

worn outer half the usual punctate structure appears, the punots

displaying marked tendency to irregular elongation in various dii

tions, in all which particulars the teeth bear most intimate resem-

blance to the associated forms of the species. A mature tooth

measures across the inner margin 7.8 mm; along the postero-lateral

border to point of inrollnicnt about 10.5 mm; antero-lateral border

about -1mm.

Maxillary posterior teeth narrow triangular or subcuneate in out-

line, gently arched longitudinally. The anterior portion of the inner

margin diverges at a very Blight angle with the anterolateral i

dor, or making nearly a right angle with the portion behind the

abruptly rounded base of the Coronal ridge, slightly concave in

passing the posterior depression into the slightly produced posterior

angle; postero-lateral border very gradually converging toward the

outer extremity, which is suddenly inroUed; both the an:

and the postero-lateral borders are marked by the narrow enamel

fold, inbeveled to the channeled basal border, which latter in the

anterior border L lingiy shallow compared with it

inbeveled depth in the posterior border. Corona] promii

abruptly from the anterolateral border, regularly arched tltUU

more gently descending into the posterior depression, wind.

traversed by a faint angulation denning the inner limits of the

narrow and somewhat sharply uprai-ed posterior wing. Sin

:

markii eing with whal has already been observed in relation

the opposi i mandibular teeth, even to the details of tl alar
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punctation and undulations and the delicate transverse tracery

observed in partially exfoliated surfaces, especially of the wing ex-

pansion. A specimen of the ordinary size measures in extreme

length along the coronal crest 23 mm; antero-lateral border about 16

mm; breadth across inner margin 8 mm.
The present species is of peculiar interest on account of the

facts it affords in relation to specific diferentiation and the inti-

mate resemblances that exist between the individuals of allied

species. Thus, compared with the Chester form there exists mark-

edly close resemblance between the mandibular posterior teeth, the

chief distinction in the present form being its, perhaps, less oblique

inner margin, the peculiar coronal ornamentation and less regular

punctate structure." But in relation to the maxillary posterior teeth

of the two forms, a marked difference is apparent, the present form

being relatively much more elongate longitudinally and proportion-

ately narrower, while the proportionately narrow, plane or slightly

convex anterior elope contracts with the wide, gently concave -^

declivity characteristic of the Chester teeth.

Geological position and localities: St. Louis formation; Pella,

Iowa, Alton and other localities in Madison and Monroe counties,

Black's Hill, Hardin Co., 111., St. Louis, Mo.

Deltodopsis angustus, (N. and W., sp.)

PL XI, Fig. 7-10.

Beltodus angustus, Newbeeey and Woethen, 1870, 111. Geol. Surv. IV, p. 368, PI. Hi, f. 7.

Maxillary posterior teeth subcuneate in outline, very moderately

arched longitudinally, except at the inrolled extremity. The antero-

lateral articular border comprising somewhat more than half the

extreme length of the tooth, defined by the thick, rounded enamel

fold, which is strongly inbeveled to the shallow, channeled basal

rim; inner margin very obliquely produced backward from the ob-

tuse anterior angle, where it unites with the antero-lateral border,

sharply arched round the base of the coronal ridge, with a slight

sigmoidal curvature thence to the posterior angle nearly at right-

angles to the anterior portion; postero-lateral border gently curved

from a right line, very gradually converging toward the inrolled ex-

tremity^ coronal enamel forming a very narrow, inbeveled fold, well

defined from the shallow-channeled deep basal border, which is

usually inbeveled,—probably in perfect specimens nearly vertical,
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or slightly produced beyond the coronal limits posteriorly. Anterior

ridge occupying more than half the transverse diameter of the cor-

onal surface, transversely arched, abruptly sloping in front to the

anterior articular border, more gently declining into the posterior de.

ion from which the Buddenly-upraised, narrow alate lobe is de-

fined by a distinct angulation. Surface minutely and closely punc-

tate, and further marked by more or less distinct trane indu-

ctions conforming to the inner margin, usually obso!. r the

greater extent of the coronal region. A specimen of ordinary size

shows, a length along the coronal ridge of about 23 mm; trans

diameter at the inner margin, 11 mm.
Posterior tooth of the mandible proportionately agreeing in size

with the opposed maxillary teeth, trapezoidal in general outline, of

great transverse diameter at the inner margin as compared t<> the

length along the antero-latcral border, strongly inrolled and arched

longitudinally. Antero-lateral border obliquely produced outward and

forward from the obtuse inner angle, enamel fold forming a narrow,

rounded belt inbeveled to the slightly-chainulcd basal rim. which it

equals in depth; inner margin very obliquely produced backward

from the anterior angle, broadly arched round the base of the cor-

onal prominence with a slight concavity in passing the posterior

coronal depression into the moderately produced, acutely rounded

posterior extremity, interiorly inbeveled; postero-lateral border very

rapidly converging toward the outer inrolled margin, gently ci

and ni arly parallel with the anterior half of the inner margin, the

narrow, rounded enamel fold inbeveled ami defined by a slight sulcus

from the basal portion, which forms a shallow rim projecting down-

ward and outward well beyond the coronal border, in worn ex-

amples inbeveled. Crown traversed lit arly centrally by a r

prominent regularly transversely arched ridge, the broad Blope de-

scending to the antero-lateral border, somewhat depressed, more

abruptly sloping into the posterior depression, beyond which

the moderately apraised alate expansion of the postero-lateral bor-

der. Surface closeh and regularly punctate, mature individuals.

oially those iii which the exterior layers bave been exfol

Bhowing more or less distinot Crowded TO :i parallel with the inner

ill ol the tooth. Ill both of the abo\e described foril

ency to compression or elongation of the pun. ibs< rvable, in

the transverse furrows presenting a very delicate tracer] in some

pi cimeii of ordinars the inner

ii 18 mm.; Length of antero-lateral border to the Lnrol

mai mm,
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The dozen or so examples of each of the above described forms

contained in the collections, offer facilities for acquiring a somewhat

comprehensive understanding of their characteristic features, which

are remarkable for their persistency, the individuals presenting com-

paratively slight variation among themselves. Although associated

in the same strata, in every instance thus far observed the teeth

occur as isolated specimens disconnected from their original position

in relation to one another. Therefore, in regard to the assumed

specific identity of the forms here alluded to, the presumptive evi-

dence is precisely the same as allowed in the association of forms

in other specific groups, the justification of which is derived from

what is known in relation to the diverse dentition of Cochliodus. In

the present species, however, we are as yet unable to determine the

character of the teeth holding anterior positions upon the jaws. In

the case of the mandibular terminal or posterior teeth, the relatively

short articular border necessitates a corresponding abbreviated longi-

tudinal diameter for the tooth immediately in advance ; and so, also,

as regards the maxillary teeth, which latter may have been associ-

ated with teeth whose form bears the remotest suggestion of their

relationship with the teeth described.

Geological position and locality : Chester limestone, Chester ; and

near Columbia, Monroe county, Illinois.

Deltodopsis? convoluttjs, St. J. and W.

PL XI, Fig. 11-12.

Teeth obliquely subtrigonal in outline, strongly arched from within

outward, with strong spiral inrollment. Antero-lateral border making

a gentle sigmoidal curvature in its slightly oblique forward and out-

ward course, basal portion very deep, broadly channeled, terminat-

ing below in a narrow rim, and bordered above by the rounded,

inbeveled enamel fold which constitutes about one-third the height

of the border; postero-lateral border converging at a variable angle

of 50° to 70°, mature individuals being relatively narrower* than

medium, and small-sized teeth, obliquity somewhat greater tban

that of the opposite side, basal portion deep and rather deeply chan-

neled, the lower edge expanding posteriorly beyond the rounded,

inbeveled enamel fold, which envelopes the upper third of the height

of the border ; inner margin making a slight sigmoidal curvature

from the obtuse anterior angle to the base of the coronal ridge
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where it is suddenly deflected nearly at right angles to its lon<

anterior course, gaining the posterior extremity in a slightly o

course and nearly at right angles to the postero-lateral border.

Coronal region traversed by a prominent, sharply rounded ridge cul-

minating a little more than one-third the distance from the pi

fcerior border, to which the moderately concave slope abruptly de-

scends, margined by the very narrow alation, the broad anterior

slope more gradually declining with gentle fcransi mcavity in

the vicinity of the anterolateral border. Surface more or less dis-

tinctly undulated transversely, the dense enamel layer toward the

inner margin as also the worn area marked by impressed, irregu-

larly-spaced lines of growth parallel with the inner margin
;
puncta-

tion line and close. A small perfect tooth measures across the

inner margin 11 mm.; length of antero-lateral border to inrolled

outer margin 7 mm.
The above description refers to a form of peculiarly masf

strongly involute teeth of which there are several well-preserved

examples in the collections before us. In regard to the specific rela-

tions of these teeth with other known forms, the facts offer little

beyond conjecture. So far as relates to the superficial coronal

features they offer no appreciable contrast with Deltodui tpatulatm,

N. and W.; but the value of these resemblances it is impossible at

the present time to determine. In the present instance we have no

evidence such as, in the case of Cochliodui, enables the grouping

together of divers dental forms with, to say the least, strong i

sumptive evidence in support of the interpretations relating to their

probable arrangement upon the jaws. On the contrary, with re-;

to the detached remains of Ddtodtu and Sandalodus, although

unquestionably partaking of true oochliodont characteristics, the

student must It guided by their genera] similitude supplemented by

oritical familiarity with the external structural features which two

more species possesses in common, the pen «f which may

l„. inferred from what is Known to occur in CochlitxUu and imme-

diately allied in order to detect even the possible

relations of the forms met with. Viewed in this Light the a

,„„, ( ,f tin present form with the supposed mandibular p

teeth of l>rlto,iiis tpatulatui Beams highly improbable. Th<

„..,! Inrollment and the Comparatively narrow, rounded enamel

fold of the artioular border, are not in oonsonanoe with tin

ponding features of the latter form: benoe it does not displ

relations of tl»' median form ascribed to that ip
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and which was originally described as the "third" in the series to

which the name Cochliodus costatus was given by Messrs. Newberry

and Worthen.

Viewed from a standpoint taking cognizance of such features as

they possess in common, the form here alluded to offers marked

resemblance, in the co-adaptation of the articular borders, to the

form described by Messrs. Newberry and Worthen as the "second"

tooth of Cochliodus costatus. Essentially the same contour and reversed

curvature of the articular borders obtain in the two forms which are

otherwise unusually like in coronal contour, so much so indeed as

rather to lead to the conclusion that they are distinct species of the

same representative form, so little do they differ one from the other

in outline and contour ; while in Cochliodus the mandibular median

tooth widely differs in both these respects from the posterior tooth

with which it was associated. Also, there is an appreciable differ-

ence in the punctation of the forms here referred to, that of

"Cochliodus costatus" being coarser and more irregular, and the

general surface contour more uneven and rugged.

We are at a loss to assign the form here particularly alluded to

to any of the recognized generic groups. The extreme involution of

the outer extremity and the obliquity of the postero-lateral border

do not suggest intimate relations with the median form of Cochli-

odus ; on the contrary, those features, together with the general out-

line and conformation of the coronal region, are more consistent

with the Deltodi, perhaps having closest generic relations with Del-

todopsis, with the mandibular posterior teeth of which it agrees in

the obliquity of inrollment, narrow alation, and character of the

lateral borders.

Geological position and localities: Upper Burlington limestone,

fish-bed strata ; Burlington, Pleasant Grove, Buffington Creek, Louisa

Co., Iowa; Quincy, 111.

Deltodopsis ? inflexus, St. J. and W.

PI. XI, Fig. 13.

Teeth obliquely trapezoidal in outline, strongly arched and spirally

inrolled. Lateral borders converging toward outer margin at an

angle of about 25° ; antero-lateral border somewhat obliquely produced

outward and forward from the obtuse inner angle, character of

articular edge not known
;

postero-lateral or oblique border gently

arched and more or less sinuous, basal portion greatly thickened
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compared with the relatively thin antero-lateral edge, presenting :i

deep, slightly channeled, inbeveled belt bordered above by the thick,

rounded enamel foldj inner margin making an angle of about 90 with

the anterior articular border to the base oi the coronal ridge, where it

is abruptly rounded and deflected nearly at right angle to its an!

rior course with a slight concavity in passing th< ior depn

sion to the subacute posterior angle. Coronal contour Btrongly

marked by the elevated ridgi which culminates in a rounded ci

overhanging the deep, narrow posterior depression, the wide anterior

slope presenting a slight transverse concavity; posterior alation

forms a rounded Lobe well defined from thi .like posterior

depression. Surface showing more or Less distinct longitudinal pi.

in the less worn enamel layer toward the inner margin, and travel-

by transverse lines and faint undulations; punetffl fine, crowd, d.

showing tendency to conform in their disposition to the trai

lines.

The collections afford only two examples of the above d<

form, neither of which are sufficiently perfect to permit aceux

measurement of their dimensions, although sufficiently so to allow

satisfactory comparison with allied species. In size and general

outline it agrees with its predecessor, Deltodoj nvolutus, of the

Upper Burlington limestone, from which it is distinguished

appreciably more robust build, and especially by the overhanging

crest of the coronal ridge or the Lnflexed slope descending into the

narrow post, rior depression, and the distinctly lobed condition of

the alation.

logical position and locality: Keokuk Limestone; Warsaw, Illi-

nois.

DbLTODOPSXS '.'

9, Si. J. and \Y.

II.

•h small, Bubtrigonal in outline. Btrongly arched Longitudin

and very strongly inrolled spirally. Lntero*-lateral border propor-

tionately Bhort, basal portion channeled and bordered by the thick-

i n, ,i. inbeveh d i name! fold
;
postero-lateraJ bordt r rapidly con

toward oiii.r inrolled margin; inner margin, from the obtuse a

angle, very obliquely deflected backward In a slightly concave oui

tore, abruptly rounded at the baw of the coronal ridge, witl

oavity theno >tl : • oronal ridge prom-

inent, the sharply rounded crest cuhuinatin it the
|
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lateral border, from which it is separated by a relatively narrow

intervening depression, which is bordered on the one hand by the low,

narrow alation, and on the other by the abrupt posterior slope of the

coronal ridge, the wide anterior slope descending with gentle con-

cavity to the narrow raised fold along the antero-lateral border.

Surface regularly marked by strong. transverse ridges or undulations

spaced by narrow grooves parallel with the inner margin, and

enveloped in a dense enamel layer, the worn areas showing coarse^

widely-spaced punctse. Transverse diameter across the inner margin

about 8 mm. ; length of antero-lateral border to ^oint of inrollment, "p/

about 4 mm.
The form above noticed is represented in the collection of Mr.

Yan Home by a single specimen, the postero-lateral border of which

is broken away, so that the entire outline of the tooth is not shown..

In general outline and coronal contour, it bears intimate resemblance

to a congeneric form of the Upper Burlington, Deltodopsis (?) convo-

lutus; it may, however, be distinguished from that form by the

greater obliquity of the anterior portion of the inner margin, the

probable greater width and more distinct definition of the posterior

alate lobe, and the strong transverse undulations of the crown to

which it owes its ornate character.

Geological position and locality: Warsaw limestone ; -eerite- of Piasamou?**'
creek, above Alton, Illinois.

Deltodopsis ? btalveatus, D. ? Keokuk, and D. ? convexus.

PI. XI, Fig. 15-18.

Teeth wedge-shaped viewed from above, moderately arched in the

direction of inrollment. Lateral borders deep, very gradually con-

verging from within outward with a slightly oblique course; basal

portion proportionately very deep, channeled above, with a wide

slightly inbeveled belt below, terminating in a more or less sharply

rounded rim defining the excavated and sometimes longitudinally

furrowed inferior surface, defined above by the relatively narrow,

rounded, inbeveled enamel fold ; inner margin obliquely and gently

rounded from the obtuse anterior ( ?) angle to the subacute angle of

the oblique border; coronal belt sharply inbeveled to the deep,

slightly produced basal portion. Coronal region usually a little

narrower than the base, which extends slightly beyond the limits of

the enamel fold in the lateral borders, the worn outer surface pre-

senting a pimple lateral convexity, but in the middle and toward

the inner margin showing more or less distinct, subangular sulci

M
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separated by a low median ridge. Surface marked by more or less

distinct lines of growth parallel with the inner margin, and coarse,

irregular and irregularly elongate or confluent panels. A medium-

size tooth measures across the inner margin 6 mm.
;
greatest length

along the obligue border to point of inrollment, 11 mm. ; vertical

depth at middle, 4-5 mm.
The foregoing diagnosis presents the normal condition of a pecu-

liar form of teeth which is represented by half a dozen, more or

less/ perfect examples in the collections from the Upper Burlington

fish-bed. In two of these examples the inner half of the crown

shows a simple shallow depressed area defined by the slightly

raised border folds, while a third specimen shows throughout a

simple transverse convexity of the coronal surface. The latter

variety also possesses a narrower basal support, and in both f its

peculiarities it agrees with a solitary example in Mr. Bpringer's col-

lection from the upper or beds of passage fish-bed of the same form-

ation. The latter horizon has also afforded Mr. Springer a second

specimen which is undistin^uishable from the variety described

above.

Only two or three examples of this form have thus far been de-

tected in the Keokuk limestone, above which it has not been i.

nized. The latter teeth are very like the typical specimens described

above, showing a similarly double-furrowed coronal surface, the only

marked distinction consisting in the greater size and more robust

figure of the Keokuk teeth.

In consequence of the meagre data relating to this form it is dif-

ficult to determine the character of the variations alluded to

—

wlntlicr tiny are of specific or merely varietal importance. In the

accompanying description of the figures illustrating the BeveraJ vari-

eties the following provisional terms are employed to distinguish

them: Deltodop8i$t bialveatut, ]>..' convexus, /'. Keokuk.

In the attempt to assign the present form to its proper

relations we are met at the outset by the difficulties incident to the

meagerness of the material for the purposes of comparative exam*

inat ion. The further characterization of the form disci -light

spiral inrollment, the direction of which indicates that the oblique

border is apparently homologous with the postero-lateral bord<

typical CoohliodontS, and with this character is also associated the

obliquity of the inner margin from the posterior angle to the obtuse

nut. rior ad the somewhat marked Baring of the in:

basal run on the Mile corresponding to the antero-lateral bolder;
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therefore, it is evident the form held a median, possibly an anterior,

position probably on the mandible. It remains to ascertain its

probable associate forms, and here again we are met by the insuf-

ficiency of .our understanding, which hardly more than suffices

vague suggestion. All the individuals alike of all the varieties ex-

hibit a peculiar broad undulate uneven course in the borders of the

teeth, which toward the outer inrolled margin usually takes the form

of a more or less distinct sudden constriction or narrowing of the

coronal region. A very similar character is noticeable in the form

previously described by Messrs. Newberry and Worthen under the

name Cochliodus costatus, "second tooth," in which the lateral bor-

ders are similarly widely undulate and narrowed towards the outer

margin, where the strongly inrolled extremity has lost its coronal

enamel presenting the appearance of having been embedded in the

integument of the jaw, precisely as observed in the form here par-

ticularly noticed. Further, there is a somewhat striking resemblance

between the latter forms in respect to the peculiar character of the

punctation and the rugged surface of the crown, and the relative

great depth of the lateral border, although in the present form,

apparently, the depth of the borders is even proportionately greater

than is the case in "C. costatus" ("second tooth). Beyond this we

have not the materials for a more satisfactory comparison, but it

seems to us not improbable the latter forms originally formed parts

of the dentition of one and the same species.

Geological position and localities : Upper Burlington limestone

;

Burlington, Augusta, Buffington creek, Louisa Co., Iowa; Keokuk

limestone ; Warsaw, 111.

Genus TOMODUS, Agassiz.

Psammodtjs, Agassiz, 1838, Poissons Fossils III. ; Tomodus, Agassiz,

Mss. ; 1859, etc.

The genus Tomodus, Agassiz, founded upon the species T. con-

vexus of the British Mountain limestone, is known to us by one or

two imperfect examples of the large strongly arched form contained

in the collections of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cam-

bridge, which, however, do not afford so satisfactory means of com-

parison as might be desired in the definition of their generic char-

acteristics. We are, however, indebted to the courtesy of Lord
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Enniskillen, for the opportunity to examine sketches of the two

forms of the type species, from tin- Mountain limestone of Bi

England, belonging to the Musi urn at Florence Court, whirl), bo far

Lates to general outline and coronal contour, convey a tolerably

distinct impression of the peculiarities distinguishing the

The latter sketches exhibit examples of two forms, the one and

apparently that occurring most abundantly, represents an elongate

tooth below medium size, trapezoidal in outline, with very gradually

converging lateral borders, and moderate convexity from within out-

ward. The straight or anterolateral border presents an abrupt face

with a sharp angulation above, and which seems to be envel

by an enamel belt; the oblique border appears to be denned by a

narrow rounded enamel fold inbeveled to the basal rim. which

expands somewhat beyond the limits of the coronal border, termi-

nating 'in the subacute posterior angle; the inner margin is appa-

rently very ^mtly^igmoi dalK^cjiived^ between the obtuse anterior

angle and the posterior extremity, or nearly at right angles with

the anterolateral border. The crown shows moderate trans

convexity of the principal prominence along the straight border, the

slope somewhat steeply descending into the posterior depression,

which is bordered bythe narrow upraised alation. . ondform
of teeth alluded to under the same specific designation, i- repre-

sented by medium-sized example-, trigonal in outline, and Btrongly

arched longitudinally. The antero-lateral or straight border is

abruptly truncated, apparently vertical, and bordered by a 1

coronal enamel, basal rim pot clearly definable: the oblique 1

is gently curved, rapidly converging toward the outer extremity,

character of enamel fold and basal rim not discernible; inner mar*

gin broadly and regularly arched between the inner angles, appa-

rently nearly at right angles with the straight border. Corona]

u occupied by the very prominent anterior ridge, which forms

a alight convexity extending from the sharp angulation along the

straighl border posteriorly over two-thirds and more of the b

ana of the CTOWn, where the slope abruptly descends to the

oblique posterolateral border, which shows a very narrow. .

denned alation. In both of the forms above DOticed the .clonal

surface is minutely punctate, the puncU not arraii: stinel

\ specimen of the narrow elongate form measures

in length along the straighl border about 17 mm.: breadt

oner margin n mm.: lateral l- inverge toward the <
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extremity at an angle of about 25°. A large example of the trigo-

nal form measures in length along the straight border 31 mm.

;

breadth across inner margin 27 mm., more or less ; lateral borders

converge at angles of 30° to 40°.

The above notices of the forms associated by Professor Agassiz

under the specific designation Tomoclus convexus, will, perhaps, also

serve to convey a tangible idea of the distinctively generic charac-

teristics ascribable to the genus Tomodus. Its relations are most

intimate 'with Xystroclus, from which it chiefly differs in the con-

spicuous convexity of the coronal ridge, the extremely abrupt artic-

ular border, and the absence of transverse disposition of the punctae

of the triturating surface. Our knowledge of the genus is so imper-

fect that we may have overlooked important generic characters,

which the specimens themselves might reveal at a glance. Viewed

in accordance with the facts elicited from the data within reach,

we are led to suspect some confusion exists in the interpretations

of the limits of the genus, and that in consequence forms have been

referred to it which have no intimate congeneric relationship with

Tomoclus convexus. Of the latter, the species described by Dr.

L. de Koninck in his great work on the Belgian Carboniferous

limestone fauna,* under the names Tomoclus Craigi, and T. lacini-

atus, certainly show a wide departure from the typical species

T. convexus, Ag., while their relations with Psephodus are strongly

suggested to judge from the admirable figures illustrating the Bel-

gian teeth. The specific identity of the two forms ascribed to

T. convexus may be also reasonably questioned, since both have the

general conformation of mandibular teeth, and it is difficult to con-

ceive how they could have been associated on the same jaw.

The American form mentioned in this connection, and which is

provisionally referred to Tomodus, is the sole representative of the

genus thus far brought to light in the Carboniferous formations of

this country. The genus is Carboniferous, restricted so far as is

known to the earlier group of the series.

Tomodus ? limitaris, St. J. and W.

PI. XIII, Fig. 12.

Teeth small, longitudinally elongate,-cuneiform in outline, rather

strongly arched in the direction of inrollment. Antero-lateral bor-

der gently curved sigmoidally from the obtuse inner angle to the

$
*Faune du calcaire carbonifdre de la Belgirfue, Premiere partie, 1878, p. 60.
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outer extremity, enamel fold relatively deep and strongly inbeveled

to the channeled basal rim, which is also beveled, in the worn ex-

ample to the obtuse inferior edge; poatero-lateral or oblique border

similarly gently arched, somewhat undulated, converging at an angle

of about 30° with the opposite border, enamel fold rounded and

inbeveled to the shallow-channeled basal border; inner margin

gently arched round the base of the coronal prominence, with slight

concavity in passing the coronal depression to the sub-acute post

rior angle, inbeveled below. Coronal ridge occupying nearly ball the

anterior coronal area, prominent, gently convex along the broad

crest, steeply sloped into the posterior depression, where it is

denned by a slight impressed angulation, posterior alation bc

elevated along the outer border. Surface punetatioo comparatively

coarse, irregular, the surface toward the inner margin being trai

versely undulated and enveloped in the dense enamel layer. Infe-

rior surface gently concave, smooth. Breadth margin,

5 mm ;
greatest length, 10 mm.

The unique example furnishing the foregoing description Bhoi

nearly entire, though somewhat worn, tooth, representing, perhs

the posterior form of the left ramus of the upper jaw. lt> relati

appear to be near XystrodtU, from which, however, it widely departs

in the rounded condition of the enamel fold along the straight bor-

der, and especially in the coarse, irregular puneta, which show no

sign of arrangement in parallel transverse row.-,. There ala

some likeness to the teeth mentioned under the head of Dtltod

eonvobthu, from the same formation, so far a- relates to the chai

ter of the puneta' and appearance of the Burface enamel: but the

tooth in question is not homologous with the supposed maxilJ

posterior form of typical a evidenced by the qi

different character of the anterior articular border. In outline, the

tooth equally resembles Tomodua, as rep 1 by authentic

ample* oi /• eonvextu, kg., and this resemblance

to the coronal contour; but we are not sufficiently familiar with the

character of the articular border m the latter genu

ine its exact relations with the form lure particularly i

to, r . therefore, with no certain convictions as to th<

eric relations that this example is provisionally placed in the al

logical p rition and locality: Upper Burlington lin Bah-

it Grove. hesMoincs county, [owa.
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Genus XYSTKODUS, Agassiz.

Xystrodus, Agassiz, Mss., 1859 (Cochliodus striatus, Ag. Poios.

Foss. Ill, p. 174; Xystrodus angustus, Ag. Mss., 1859.

The genus Xystrodus was recognized by Professor Agassiz in 1859,

to which he transferred the species previously described under the

name Cochliodus striatus, Ag., from the Carboniferous limestone of

Ireland. The later term was accepted by European palseichthyolo-

gists, and at a later date. 1869, was published in the list of type

specimens of the magnificent collection at Florence Court, belonging

to Lord Enniskillen, as also in the lists of the British Museum and

and other institutions, and incorporated in the great work by Dr.

Bigsby, the "Thesaurus Devonico-Carboniferous."

In accordance with the presumptive determinations and nomencla-

ture adopted in the present work, the original or type of the genus

Xystrodus striatus is referable to the maxillary posterior form, and not-

withstanding the opposed mandibular teeth have been obtained from

the same horizons and localities affording the former, we are not

aware of their having been specifically identified and described.

The latter teeth are recognizable by the extreme alation of the

postero-lateral border, giving to the general figure excessive breadth

compared to the length in the direction of inrollment.

The above-mentioned teeth agree in all essential features with the

forms occurring in the various American Lower Carboniferous forma-

tions. Especially is this notable in the case of the Chester teeth

Xystrodus verus, which indeed constitutes a typical representative Of

the genus. Therefore, from such materials as we possess, the fol-

lowing diagnoses of the opposed terminal teeth of the upper and

lower jaws are prepared; of the other dental forms with Avhich they

were associated during the life of the fish to which they belonged,

as yet we have failed to arrive at even a surmise as to their char-

acter.

Mandibular posterior teeth distinguished by their triangular out-

line and great transverse breadth of the inner margin as compared

with the longitudinal diameter. Coronal surface occupying the entire

superior area of the tooth, comparatively plain, more or less con-

cave, or with a longitudinal depression, the coronal prominence

crowded to the anterior side, nearly fiat or but gently convex trans-

versely, at the opposite border terminating in the expanded, upraised
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illation. Antero-lateral border Blightly carved Bigmoidally, present-

ing an alu-upt declivity from the angularly rounded apper edj

beneath which the coronal enamel forms a well defined belt, sharply

limited hy the basal portion, which latter projects downward, form-

ing a narrow rim along the inferior edge; postero-lateral border

rapidly diverging from the outer extremity, terminating in the mi

or less produced posterior angle, the apper edge enveloped in the

narrow enamel fold, which is distinctly defined from the inferior

basal border; inner margin making a moderate Bigmoidal curvature,

varying in obliquity to the antero-lateral border, with which it may

form a right-angle.

Maxillary posterior teeth characterized hy the relatively narrow

transverse diameter at the inner margin, and consequent wed

shaped outline. General contour of the coronal region resembling

that of the opposed mandibular teeth, the principal prominence

tending along the antero-lateral border, slightly convex or plane

transversely, more or less steeply sloping into the Longitudinal

median depression, which is bordered on the opposite side by the

upraised narrow wing expansion terminating in the posterior angle;

antero-lateral holder gently curved Bigmoidally, more or less abruptly,

sometimes vertically, sloping from the angular superior edge at the

junction with the crown, the enamel forming a belt well defined

from the basal border which terminates interiorly in a thin rim;

the opposite Bide gradually converges from the posterior angle toward

the outer extremity, the apper edge enveloped in a distinot, narrow

enamel fold, and defined by a Blight channel from the equally shal-

low basal border; inner margin oblique in one or other direction to

antero-lateral border, with which it also sometimes forms a right-

a iiL.de.

The triturating surface in the typical of both the above

d( -criiicd forma presents a line transversi striated appearance, pro-

duced by the arrangement of the pnnotn in more or lees parallel

rows, conforming in direction to the course of the inner margin.

However, the latter feature is no! observed as a persisted one over

the entire extent of the coronal region, even in the typical

while in others it is hut obscurely apparent, and in BOme

presumably otherwise -with the typical forms, the

,,,, e of the tran-. nation, on the contrary ex-

hibiting the usual den-,' panel common t" the

nli!\ ,,f the Coohliodonts.
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The genus as herein denned offers intimate relationship with the

genera Deltoptychius and Orthopleurodus, especially in the conforma-

tion and the distribution of the coronal enamel of the mandibular

posterior teeth ; but in other and essential characteristics it presents

unmistakable features removing its forms from any of the groups of

teeth of contemporaneous genera with which they are associated.

At the same time we are cognizant of the diversity of the dental

armature of the jaws of the Cochliodonts, and the "missing links"

which are required in most instances before the restoration of the

dentition of these genera can be consummated. But the teeth at

present uader consideration do not seem to fall into any such

recognized combination, as evidenced not only by their peculiar

contour, but also by the peculiar superficial structure observed in

the typical representatives of the genus, and which is not found in

connection with the teeth of other genera occurring in the same

geological horizons. Hence, notwithstanding only the more conspic-

uous elements of the dentition of this genus are, at present, known,

these are marked by peculiarities which seem to warrant the recog-

nition of their distinct generic standing.

While we have not the data necessary for carrying the compari-

sons to a final conclusion, we are much impressed by the inti-

mate resemblances which subsist between the present genus and

Tomodus, Agass. A series of careful sketches of authentic examples

of Tomodus convexus, Agass., from the Mountain limestone of Bristol,

England, and which were kindly submitted to us by Lord Enniskillen,

show this relationship in a striking manner. The genus Tomodus,

indeed, appears to be a Xystrodus in all save the arrangement of

the punctffl in parallel transverse, lines; and in the latter respect

we find a close, though not absolute agreement, in the initial species

occurring in the American Carboniferous species X. simplex.

Thus far ascertained, the genus Xystrodus is met with in both the

great divisions of the Carboniferous period. One of the writers, in

1877, described in Dr. Hayden's final report on the U. S. geological

survey of Nebraska (p. 244, PI. IV, f. 18), a tooth under the name
Xystrodus? occidentalis. The examination of subsequently acquired

and more complete suites of the fish- remains of our Coal-Measure

strata, from the upper division of which the latter specimen was

derived, has led us to relegate that particular specimen to the genus

Orthopleurodus. it probably being a very worn example, showing only

a part of the inner portion of a mandibular posterior tooth of the

species 0. carbonarius, (

—

Deltodus angularis, N. and W.)
—12
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Xwn.oius siMi'Li.x, St. J. and W.

1*1. VIII, Fig. 4, 5.

Teeth small, trigonal in outline, rather strongly arched from within

outward. Antero-lateral border fery slightly curved, presenting, an

abrupt fact' from the sharp angulation above, and enveloped in a

ratlur the]) fold of the coronal enamel which is more or less d

tinctly defined from the deep basal rim; inner margin forming

nearly a right angle with the anterior border, gently aigmoidal in

curvature with a shallow concavity in the region of the coronal

depression; postero-lateral border converging toward point of inroll-

ment at an angle of -r, to 80 with the opposite border, coronal

enamel forming a narrow roundel fold inbeveled to the shallow

basal rim. Coronal prominence slightly convex transversely, borcU n d

by the abrupt angulation along the antero-lateral Bide, rather steeply

sloped posteriorly where it is more or Less distinctly defined bj

slight angulation, or merges into the broad posterior depression,

which is bordered by the Bteeply upraised alation. Surface showing

ordinary punctate structure over the worn anas of the crown, hut

revealing no distinct arrangement in transverse parallel rows, in

which respecl these teeth depart most widely from the typical spec

of the genus. Greatest breadth aero— the inner margin. 7.5 nun.;

Length along antero-lateral border. 8.6 mm.

Mr. Springer's collection contains a single specimen of a long nar-

row tooti which is BuppoBed to represent the posterior form pertain-

ing to the upper jaw. In genera] coronal contour it is very like the

above described form of the mandible, showing the same abrupt

antero-lateral border, with, however, a relatively narrow enamel

fold, less steeply upraised alation and more gradually converging

postero-lateral border, whioh makes an angle of 20 with th<

ti border. The coronal puncta faint traces of transv<

disposition, in whioh particulars it approaches the typical species of

<im,iiis. Length of tooth along antero-lateral border about l

nun. ; bn adth at inner margin about 7 mm.

The forms above described, which were doubtli ted upon

the jaws of the same Bpecies, while thej hold most intimately to the

outline and coronal contour ascribable to A ted

both by the type X. rtria of the Mountain limestoni

[reland, and the equally typical forms from tl i OarbonifeD

,,f \ !; offer in contrast the ah-, nee of distinct

[ement of the superficial punota. Bat, as fa mention
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the maxillary posterior tooth shows obscure indications of parallel

transverse disposition of the punctse, though it is not nearly to the

same degree apparent as in the typical species of the genus.

The present species bears a somewhat striking resemblance to

Tomodus convexus, Agass., of the Mountain limestone of Great Britain.

As has been already intimated, there would seem to be very inti-

mate relationship between Xystrodus and Tomodus, the forms of both,

especially the mandibular posterior teeth, showing the same outline

and contour of the crown, and chiefly distinguished one from the

other by the presence or absence of transversely disposed punctae.

In the present species the very obscure indications of the disposi-

tion of the punctae in rows parallel with the inner margin of the

teeth might be regarded as a transitional feature connecting the

more widely differentiated species which are accepted as the typical

representatives of one or other of the above named genera.

Geological position and localities: Upper Burlington limestone, fish-

bed; Bufiington creek, Louisa county; Burlington and Augusta

(Iowa) ; Monmouth, Illinois.

Xystrodus inconditus, St. J. and W.

PI. VIII, Fig. 1.

Teeth very small, or below medium size, somewhat strongly

arched from within outwards. Antero-lateral border nearly straight,

or presenting the usual slight sigmoidal curvature, vertical, meeting

in a sharp angle above, over which the enamel folds in a rather

deep belt well defined from the basal portion, which inclines slightly

outward to the thin inferior edge ; inner margin broadly rounded,

with a slight concave curvature in passing the coronal depression,

the course slightly oblique from the anterior to the posterior angle

;

postero-lateral border apparently somewhat rapidly converging towards

the outer extremity, showing the usual narrow enamel fold along

the upper edge, but oftener mutilated from abrasion. Coronal sur-

face occupied by a rather wide, shallow depression, the moderately

upraised posterior wing presenting a relatively wide transverse

diameter, on the opposite side rising into the gently arched or lat-

erally convex prominence along the antero-lateral border. '"[ Triturat-

ing surface in almost every case exhibiting indications of excessive

wear, in which even the punctate structure is obscure ; along the

inner margin, however, the teeth often preserve the smooth, dense,

polished enamel coating, but in the middle portion of the crown,
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where the punctre are best seeti. they show only obscure indications

of transverse disposition in more or less irregular parallel roi

Length of a medium-size tooth at antero-lateral border about 9 mm

;

breadth across innei margin nearly 6 mm.

'The above description is based upon a few imperfect specie

which are supposed to represent the posterior teeth of the op]

jaw. In general outline and coronal contour they conform to the

characteristics of the genu-. as already remarked, the puncto of

the triturating surface show an indistinct disposition in tnu

rows, in which respect the teeth differ most from typical Bpeciea of

the genus, though to not much greater extent than does the St. Louis

species, Xystrodus imitates. It differs, however, from either the

St. Louis or Chester species, A", vents, in the relatively greater

breadth of the inner margin and consequent greater transvi

pansion of the posterior alation. From the Upper Burlington

X. simplex it is distinguished by the greater lateral breadth and

convexity of the anterior coronal prominence.

The collections have thus far afforded no recognizable examples

identifiable with the broad posterior teeth of the mandibli

Geological position and localities: Keokuk limestone. Hamilton and

Warsaw. 111., Keokuk and Bentonsport, Iowa.

Xystrodus imitahs, St. .1. and W.

PL VIII. l'k j.

Maxillary posterior teeth small, triangular or Bub-OUneate in out-

line, gently arched longitudinally. Antero-lateral border alightly

curved sigmoidally, forming above a sharp angle with the coronal

prominence, a narrow enamel belt folding over the upper

tinctly defined from the hasal portion, which is nearly vertical or

projecting slightly outward, terminating in the attenuated inferior

edge, which apparently extends nearly the entire length of this -

of the tooth; inner margin sharply rounded from the anterior an

with a slight concavity in its course to the slightly produce. 1 |

tenor angle, and forming nearly a right-angle With the antero-lateral

border; postero-lateral border gradually di\ from th<

tremity at an angle of aboul 80 with opposite border, \

Qtly OUTVed, the appet QVeloped in a narrow fold of •

ironal enamel, occupying aboul half the vertical heigh! of the

border. Coronal surface slightly convex in the inner unworn p

n of the principal prominenoe, with a moderately nto

the media/] depression, from which the surface moi
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into the border of the narrow alate expansion. Surface structure

minutely and densely punctate ; in the less abraded areas, especially

toward the inner margin, the punctse are arranged in more or less

regular parallel transverse lines, conforming in direction to the course

of the inner margin. This latter feature, however, is seldom ob-

served to extend over any considerable area of the coronal region,

which oftener shows the ordinary punctate structure with only faint

traces of the transverse striation alluded to. Length of a medium-

size tooth along the antero-lateral border, 10 mm. ; breadth at inner

margin, 4.5 mm.; elevation of antero-lateral border, 1.5 mm.
The collections afford but few examples of the present species,

amongst which occur no examples of the broad alate form attribut-

able to the terminal form of the mandible. Compared with the

Chester species, Xystrodus verus, it is distinguished by the propor-

tionately greater breadth, generally smaller size, and the less pre-

valent and distinct transverse disposition of the punctae of the coronal

surface. In proportions and general outline, the species bears strik-

ing resemblance to the corresponding form of X. striatus, Agass., of

the Mountain limestone, Armagh, but it differs in being smaller and

in the less marked transverse striation.

Geological position and localities: St. Louis formation; St. Louis

(Missouri) ; Alton, and Monroe county (Illinois), and Pella (Iowa).

Xystrodus verus, St. J. and W.

PI. VIII, Pig. 6, 7.

Maxillary posterior teeth cuneiform, moderately arched from with-

in outward. Antero-lateral border with slight sigmoidal curvature,

abruptly beveled from the coronal angulation, which is obtuse in

the region of the inner margin and more acute toward the outer

extremity, probably in consequence of the wearing down of the tri-

turating surface, articular border, comprising three-fourths the extent

of this side, the upper portion enveloped in the well-defined enamel

fold, basal border terminating interiorly in the thin compressed rim

;

inner margin broadly rounded at the base of the coronal prominence

and gently deflected backward to the posterior angle of the moderately

produced alation
;
postero-lateral border slightly curved, very gradu-

ally converging toward outer extremity, coronal enamel forming a

narrow fold, inbeveled and well defined from the abrupt downward

and slightly outward projecting basal portion. Coronal surface oc-

cupied by a broad anterior prominence, slightly arched transverse-
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ly—generally, however, so worn down over the outer half

present the appearance of a gradual dope, descending into the

shallow median depression, which is bordered on the opposite Bide

by the narrow wing-expansion. A mature tooth m<

along the anterior lateral border 18 mm.; breadth across inner

margin, 9 mm.; greatest depth of antero-lateral border, 2 mm.

Mandibular posterior teeth triangular in outline, rather strongly

arched and inrolled at the outer extremity; antero-lateral border

steeply beveled from the prominent angulation of the coronal border,

a very narrow belt of enamel enveloping the upper edge, beneath

which the deep basal belt is more or less distinctly tinted in the

direction of inrollment, and terminating inferiorly in the relatively

short, attenuated edge, which constitutes about halt the extent of

this side of the tooth; inner margin forming nearly a right angle

with the anterior border, which it joins in a rounded angle, slightly

curved sigmoidally in passing to the produced posterior angle of

the alate expansion, in breadth about equal to the length of the

anterior border of the tooth; postero-lateral border rapidly converg-

ing toward the outer extremity at an angle of 60 with the anterior

border of the crown, or about 60° with the inferior edge of th<

of that side, slightly anhed and bounded along the upper edge by

the narrow enamel fold, the nearly vertical, .slightly channeled basal

border posteriorly expanding beyond the coronal limits and produced

into a spur-like process forming the extreme angle of the pi

alation. The median portion of the crown presents a broad d<

smii, denned on the one hand by the abrupt declivity descending

from the elevated angular ridge of the anterior prominence, and on

the Other by the more gentle acclivity rising to the postero-lateral

border of the broadly expanded wing, presenting, as in the pre-

viously described form, extreme simplicity in coronal contour. 1

along the anterior border of the crown of B la tuple, 16mm.;

greatest depth of the antero-lateral slope, 5.6 mm.; breadth at the

inner margin, 18 mm.
The surface structure of both of the form- described abo-,

essentially identical. The punotffl exhibit in a marked degree the

transverse arrangement in more or less regularly parallel lim

inciding with the curvature of the inner margin. Ti

cially noticeable in the region of the coronal d< d and the

loss exposed inner portion of the crown, where, in specimens which

from trituration, the

surface
|

fl'"m ''

- J0T-
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wavy, coalescing and bifurcating sharp transverse rugae. The linear

parallel disposition of the punctse may be detected even in much
worn surfaces, though, as might be expected, it is here less apparent

;

and toward the outer extremity, in excessively worn teetb, the

surface structure does not differ from that usually met with in the

Cochliodonts.

The teeth above attributed to the posterior position on the max-

illary are comparable to Xystrodus striatus, Agass., from which they

are chiefly recognizable by the proportionately narrower outline and

perceptibly less expanded alation. The opposed teeth, as herein

interpreted, are also intimately allied to a form associated with X.

striatus, of which the collections of Lord Ennisldllen at Florence

Court contain numerous representatives. The latter form, with the

original X. striatus, presents exactly the same association of forms

which we have attempted to ascribe to the more prominent dental

elements of this genus, as represented in the present species. The

Chester tooth, however, differs from the extremely alate examples

from Armagh hi its great length as compared with the inner trans-

verse diameter, or in directly opposite character to the distinguishing

features noted in connection with the maxillary teeth.

Geological position and localities : Chester limestone ; Chester, and

Monroe county, 111.

Xystrodus bellulus, St. J. and W.

pi. viii, rig. 3.

The form here indicated is represented by a small tooth, some-

what imperfect at the apical extremity and along the oblique border

and the inner margin, pertaining to the left ramus of the maxillary.

Very gently arched longitudinally, narrow wedge-shaped in out-

line and very gradually tapering, crown broadly arched laterally, an

obscure angulation in the median depression defining the anterior

coronal prominence from the narrow, slightly upraised alate expan-

sion along the oblique border; along the straight or antero-lateral

border the crown is rounded and then sharply inbeveled from the

distinct angulation, the narrow enamel fold limited by a slight fur-

row, beneath which the basal rim is gently produced outward and

downward, terminating in a thin, rounded edge. The inferior sur-

face of the tooth is smooth, approximately conforming in contour

to that of the crown. The coronal surface is beautifully marked by
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minute punctaa, haying individually tin- appearance of a minute

central cone Burrounded by a Blightly raised rim, and collectively

arranged in very regular, Beldom bifurcating or implanted transvi

parated by angular carina) which appear to form one -

of the riins of the medullary tula-.-. Tin illustrate an

accurate idea of the Bize and relative proportions of tin- form indi-

cal

Apparently possessing unmistakable generic relations with Xyttro-

dm, tin- species above indicated differs from the Chester A'.

verus, in the details <>f contour of the articular area of the antero-

2--j?^« lateral, and the proportionally greater breadth of tie

"» The unique example described was discovered by Mr. Win. Gui

in the shales immediately overlying Coal No. 7, Lower Goal M
of the Illinois general section at Danville.

(;knt> SAXDALODUS, N.andW.

Sandalobus 0OMPLANATU8, (N. and \Y.

PL XII, Fig. 1-4.

1

. i.i:ki.y and WOSTHSH, 18BS, III. Geol. Surv.. Q. p. 98, PL IX, L 4.

onodus in. 1 1.1. v sad WoBtmat, 1806, lb. EL p. US. PL M. I

The tonus originally noticed under the above cited nanus consti-

a characteristic group or Bpeoies ol Sandolodut, as much so

indeed as dots the type of the genua 8, l« rissimiix, N. an.l W. The

illustrations of this Bpeoies which are now introduce. 1 Buffice to bUow

the generic relationship and the probable specific identity of the two

forms alluded to in the aho\e synonymy. Both of tin al

riptions apply to what we regard as probably the posterior form

of the mandible, that referred to under the term Deltodm complana-

ins representing a crushed and distorted depressed tooth, examples

of which aii of more frequent occurrence in the col than are

thosi corresponding with the extremely convex examples which afford

the type of Trigonodm mayor. While these Bomewhal pronou

varl m to 1" quite distinct, viewed in th<

n like that before as leads to Lb m of

their Bpeoifio identity.

\\. idee the teeth referred to the mandibular posterior form, the

collet contain a mplea exactly correepondii

the form which we have referred to the opposed position
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the upper jaw. The latter is distinguished by its elongate subspat-

ulate shape, narrow lateral diameter and narrow alation, less rapidly

converging lateral borders and more oblique direction of the poste-

rior portion of the inner margin, relatively greater extent of the

articular edge of the antero-lateral border, (both borders being much
as in the same form of the representative Keokuk species, S. Icevis-

simus,) and the more uniform coronal contour, which does not pre-

sent to the same extent the strongly developed ridges characteristic

of the opposed mandibular teeth. In all, as also in the teeth sup-

posed to represent the mandibular median form, the coronal punc-

tation is essentially the same, being relatively fine, closely set, and

showing a tendency to elongation in the longitudinal direction of the

tooth, although very variable in this respect according to the condi-

tion of preservation of the coronal surface.

Mandibular median teeth distinguished by their triangular outline,

rather strongly arched from within outward and strongly inrolled at

the outer extremity. Postero-lateral border nearly straight, defined

above by the rounded enamel fold, basal portion channeled and

beveled interiorly to an obtuse edge ; antero-lateral border very ob-

lique, rapidly converging from the subacute inner angle to point of

inrollment forming an angle of 40° to 50° with the opposite side,

basal portion beneath the enamel fold somewhat channeled and bev-

eled, merging into the thickened edge that defines this side of the

tooth; inner margin making nearly a right angle with the postero-

lateral border, gently arched and somewhat more sharply rounded near

the posterior angle, worn specimens inbevelecl interiorly. Crown

transversely nearly plane, slightly arched near the postero-lateral

l border into the low, obscurely defined coronal prominence ; enamel sur-

face near inner margin marked by more or less distinct lines of

growth parallel with the inner margin, also faint longitudinal plica?

;

worn surface exhibiting the usual minute, closely arranged puncta-

tion characteristic of the associated forms of the species. Inferior

surface moderately excavated, smooth, conforming in a general way
with the contour of the coronal region. A small individual measures in

jostero-lateral border across the inner margin 10.5 mm. ; length along
,

transverse diameter to point of inrollment 6.5 mm. A large-sized

tooth is respectively29 mm. and 21 mm. in breadth and length.

Compared with the corresponding form of S. Icevissimus, of the

Keokuk limestone, the mandibular median teeth of the present

species are distinguished by their less oblique antero-lateral border

and spirally inrolled outer extremity, and smoother coronal surface.
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Geological {">xiti"ii and localitiet: Upper Burlington fish-bed : Bur-

lington, Pleasant Grove, Augusta, Bnffington creek, Louisa county,

(Iowa); Eoney creek, Henderson county, dll.i The mandibular

median teeth especially alluded to above are amongst the beautiful

collections from the Buffington creek locality, belonging to Mr.

Sprii

Sandalodub i.i.vi-snirs. N. and W.

PL XII, Fig. 8, 9.

dalodus UeoUtimut Nbwbkbbi and Wobthdt, 1884 DLOeoL Sun., II, r. IM, PL i".

f. 6, -. 8.

Sandalod't * Qraudit, Nf.wherkt and WOBTHKH, U>.. II. p l n "'. IM. in. f. '.'.

idua orandis, Xewhekry ami WoiiTnEx, il>.. II, p. 101, IM. IX. f. ?. Ba.

• -. N'EwiicniiY and WOBT en. it... II. i'. PI. PL VIII. f. .

Paammodu* ? temi-cylindricu*, Newberry and WoMHSH, lb., II. p. W, PL XI. f. 4. 4a.

rmiodut '- rhomboideva, Nvwbkbbi and Wouthen, lb.. II. p. UO, PL XI, f.

Mandibular median (?i teeth attaining large Bize, triangular in

outline, strongly arched longitudinally with strong spiral inrollment

of outer extremity, lateral borders diverging at an angle of about

Postero-lateral border making an angle of about 80 with tin- inner

margin, very gently curved in its course, corona] enamel forming a

narrow fold Btrongly inbeveled to tin- channeled basal portion, which

is rounded below into the inferior surface of the tooth: ant

Lateral border considerably shorter and slightly concave in its

course, thick articular edge not shown; inner margin very gently

and regularly arched between the subacute anterior and post

angles, inbeveled below.

Coronal region presenting a uniform plane Burface transvei

with a Blight convexity near to and parallel with tin postero-lateral

border, Interrupted toward inner margin by irregularly dis]

transverse undulations, or lines of growth, and faint longitudinal

1 i 1 1. s, Rometimes appearing as narrow impressed sulci. Surface

punctation minute and crowded, along the inner margin com

ith the dense enamel layer. The punctate structure h< ars

men! with that observed in the large posterior fori:

Sandalodtu lavit$imu. A Lai tooth m the inner

margin •'<•» mm.: Length aloi tero-lateral holder to point of in-

rollment, 17 mm.; ditto, along the antero-lateral border, about

:;u mm.
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Only three examples of the aboved escribed form occur in the collec- cl

tions, and of these only one displays the entire outline and general

coronal contour. The latter example was discovered by Mr. L. A.

Cox, in the rock excavations for the government canal around the

Keokuk rapids on the Mississippi, and to whom we also owe the

opportunity to examine additional material illustrating the dentition

of this extraordinary species. We have little doubt as to the

specific relations of the above described form, and from its peculiar

outline and coronal contour, and the strong spirally inrolled ex-

tremity (which makes a complete revolution, then becomes involved

in the vaso-dentine, forming a solid mass except for the minutest

perforation intercommunicating with either border through its

center), we are led to identify it with the mandibular median form

of this genus. The specimen affording the above measurements

doubtless belonged to a mature fish; the middle portion of the

crown, indeed, is excessively worn, affording a striking illustration

of the severe usage to which the teeth were subjected during life.

It is our belief that the form originally described under the name
Deltodus grandis, N. and. W., is specifically identical with Sandalo-

dus Icevissimus, N. and W., which latter name was applied to the

long teeth .which we presume to have held the posterior place

upon the upper jaw, the fornler form occupying the opposed posi-

tion upon the mandible. The meagre data might not be deemed

as affording sufficient grounds for the limitation of the three above-

mentioned forms ; but the facts themselves, though few, seem to us

to offer something more than a mere suggestion of such a relation-

ship. The names Sandalodus grandis, N. and W., Cochliodus ? cras-

sus, N. and W., Psammodus semi-cylindricus, N. and W., and Psam-

modus ? rhomboideus, N. and W., were applied to abnormally worn

and otherwise imperfect examples of the maxillary posterior form

of this species.

Geological position and localities: Keokuk limestone; Keokuk and

Bentonsport, (Iowa,) Hamilton, and Warsaw, (111.,) Boonville, (Mo.).

Sandalodus, sp.?

PL XII, Pig. 5,6.

The Warsaw limestone has thus far afforded very meagre and

imperfectly preserved material referable to the genus Sandalodus.

The Warsaw horizon at the mouth of the Piasa, above Alton, has
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afforded Mr. Van Home three individuals, one <'f which is doubt-

ful, the others representing the forms identified with the |

teeth of the upper and lower jaws. There are also a couple of

similar specimens from the same horizon, one from Monroe county

ami the other was found by Master Willis Worthen at Golden

Bluffs, mar Warsaw, in this State. From Indiana localities, proba-

bly on equivalent strata, we have Been similar teeth, hut these are

not now accessihle to us for critical comparison.

With a single exception, all of the above mentioned specimens

are too imperfect to allow of satisfactory definition and oompa

with the species known from other formations, hence we hesitate to

undertake their discrimination from allied species which they cl

resemble, occurring in earlier and later formations. The small im-

mature individuals of Sandalodus lavisrinuu, of the Keokuk lime-

stone, offer in a general way many features in common with their

Warsaw representatives ; while the Upper-Burlington sp
, S.

planatw, especially the excessively arched examples of the mandi-

bular posterior form, strikingly resemble certain individuals occurring

in the Warsaw beds. On the other hand, the latter deposits afford

specimens of the same form which might readily he identified with

that belonging to S. spatidatiu of the succeeding St. Louis forma-

tion. We are well aware how deceptive are the characters ait"'

by imperfect materials in this £ioup of fossil teeth, especially when

they are not supplemented by a large number of examples from which

a more cornpreheiiMvc understanding of the specific characteristics

may be derived- And bo far as relates to the specimens lure par-

ticularly alluded to, we can only reiterate the facts relating to their

resemblanoes, leaving those that may he regarded as peculiar and

indicating Bpecific distinctness for future amplification and demon-

stration.

logical position and l<><;iHtii.< . Warsaw limestone . Warsaw; 1

creek above Alton, and Monro Co.. ill.

BaNDALODUB mvhi.au-. N. and W.

pl in. Fig t.

Mandibular median teeth small, trapesoidal in outline, moderately

arched in the direction of lurolliueiit. hre.idth apparently exceeding
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the length. Posterolateral border nearly straight, with a slight

oblique course outward and forward, enamel fold narrow, basal por-

tion relatively deep, slightly channeled; antero-lateral border con-

verging toward point of inrollment at a moderate angle with the

opposite border, the relatively deep basal rim projecting beyond the

coronal fold ; inner margin gently arched from the rounded posterior

angle, with a slight sigmoidal curvature in passing to the subacute

anterior angle ; as usual the edge is interiorly beveled. Crown sur-

face very gently and uniformly convex transversely, the enameled

inner portion showing transverse imbrications or lines of growth

parallel with the inner margin, with the usual delicate rugose

appearance, beneath which the tubular structure is discernible, and

which in worn surfaces assumes the minute, closely arranged punc-

tate character. Greatest transverse diameter across inner margin,

13 mm. ; length along postero-lateral border to point of inrollment,

about 8 mm.
The form above described is represented by a solitary specimen,

in the collection of Mr. Van Home. The tooth is in good preserva-

tion, save that the outer margin has been entirely worn away,

presenting a thick, blunt emarginate edge, the inrolled extremity

on the posterior side being much more worn than at the opposite

side. The inferior surface of the tooth, however, plainly shows the

direction of the oblique inrollment, as indicated by the course of the

longitudinal striation. The form agrees in all essential particulars

with the homologous teeth noticed in connection with Sandalodus

complanatus, and S. l<zvissimus ; at the same time it also agrees, in the

character of the surface punctation and the delicate rugose mark-

ings of the enamel layer, with the other forms of the species to

which we have referred it. However, in the supposed associate

forms we have failed to detect the presence of transverse lines of

growth, such as constitute a marked feature in the enamel layer of

the present form. The uniform transverse convexity of the coronal

region and its outline readily distinguish the present tooth from its

congeneric allies.

Eeferring to the synonymy it will be observed that the form orig-

inally described under the name Deltodus rhomboideus, N. and W.,

is transferred to the specific category embracing the form first

noticed under the term Sandalodus spatulatus, the two forms respec-

tively representing the supposed posterior teeth of the lower and

upper jaws of the same species. These forms most intimately agree

in the details of coronal structure, while they differ one from the
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other in outline and coronal contour exactly after the manner

noticed in the Keokuk and Burlington sp- Che tooth subse-

quently described, under the designation <S\/ ndalodua . X. and

W., from the same formation, is identical with the former described

form, the original account of 8. epatulattu being founded upon an imper-

fect, excessively worn tooth. The collection of Mr. Van Home contains

a splendid suite of the latter forms, in all stages of growth and con-

ditions of preservation, permitting of the most satisfactory study of

their normal peculiarities and variations, so far as this may be

made from detached and scattered teeth.

Geological position and localities: St. Louis limestone; Alton, and

Monroe county, 111., St. Louis, Mo.

Genus ORTHOPLEURODUS,1
st. J. and W.

Posterior teeth of the upper jaw subspatulate in general outline:

postero-lateral border straight or nearly so, and probably gently

curved downward and inward at the outer extremity and gently

arched in the same direction, terminating posteriorly in an acul

angle or spur, whence the inner margin, which is greatly thickened

or massive, is broadly rounded into and merging with the thin

anterolateral border towards the extremity. Coronal Buri on-

pied by a prominent principal fold or ridgi rising nearest the

straight border, and flanked on the anterior slope by an obscure

secondary ridge; the punctate enamel forms a distind narrow Cold

along the thickened straight border, where it is distinctly defii

from the basal portion by a alight

Teeth supposed to have ooonpied a similar position on the man-

dibles, distinguished by their trigonal outline, somewhat md

spiral inrolhneiit of tin extremity, toward whioh Che antero-and -J
postero-lateral bord darly converge, inner margin m
obliquely rounded and sigmoidally curved from front towai

p isterior angle. Coronal surface presenting a more or leas well-de-

fined plane anterior fold, abruptly broken down on tfa

the ooronal enamel forms a wide belt sharply denned from the d<

il rim, and limited behind by the mon deep longitudinal

d( preaaion from which rises the al b rior lobe, which i- limit

l> by a na now fold of < nam. 1 separating the crown from the

I portion of the tooth.

rnl i
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Mandibular median or second teeth characterized by their trian-

gular outline, rather strong inrollment of the outer extremity,

straight postero-lateral border which is similarly enameled to the

antero-lateral border of last above described posterior dental plates,

antero-lateral border rapidly and irregularly converging from the

subacute angle of the broad, slightly arched inner margin. Coronal

surface forming a broad, low arch, or nearly plane transversely.

Although in every case detached and separated from their natural

position upon the jaws, there is strong inferential evidence of the

dental elements described above having constituted parts of the den-

tition of one and the same fish, as will appear more at length

under the head of specific descriptions. The genus as here consti-

tuted does some violence to the interpretation of the affinities of

the teeth attributed by authors to other genera, but the facts are

believed to justify no other conclusion, while in the typical species,

at least, there can hardly exist a doubt as to the specific identity of

the widely dissimilarly shaped teeth alluded to in the foregoing

generic diagnosis.

The genus as now understood includes, besides the American

forms hereinafter described, possibly a form of teeth from the Car-

boniferous limestone of Bristol (England), vdiich has been referred

to Tomodus, Agass. All the specimens of maxillary teeth are muti-

lated by having their exceedingly thin anterior portion broken away

;

and this fact naturally suggests the possible occurrence of corres-

ponding^ dental plates in European collections—however, in so frag-

mentary a state as not to have attracted attention to their probable

relationship with the more robust mandibular teeth.

Compared with Sandalodus, N. and W., the following distinguishing

features are especially noticeable : The posterior form of the man-

dible is abruptly broken down in a prominent mural face along the

antero-lateral border, which is enveloped in a widish belt of the

coronal enamel, and the anterior position of the transversely, nearly

plane, well-defined coronal prominence, in all which there is striking

contrast with the very restricted antero-lateral articular border of

typical homologues of Sandalodus. In the posterior teeth of the

upper jaw, the coronal prominence, instead of being situated for-

ward of the median line, as in Sandalodus, rises close along the

postero-lateral border, the wide coronal declivity being transferred

to the opposite side of the tooth. The median teeth of the man-
dible, representatives of which belonging to either generic group

are exceedingly rare, present essentially the same characteristics
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bo far as the meagre materials at the preseni time in hands per-

mit of being determined.

The earliest representatives of the genus occurring in American

rocks were discovered by Mr. Springer in Lower Carboniferous

i, probably of Chester age, of New Mexico; the typical repre

sentative species, OrthopUurodus oa/rbonaritu, belongs to the Upper

Carboniferous, the upper division of which has afforded the majority

of specimens thus far, although apparently the same species i-

unfrequently met with in deposits near the base of the

Measures.

Ortiiopleurodus carbonarhs, (X. and W. sp.) pa

PL XIII. tig. I

. Newbbbbt und Wobthu, 1806, 111. QeoL Surv.. n. p. i»4, pL X
f. i. :..

Ins angularit, NbwBBBBT and Wokthen. 1889, III. QeoL Surv.. II. p. '.'7. I'!. IX. f. 1

A singularly interesting group of teeth discovered by Mr. L. A.

Fuller in the shales over Coal No. 5 of the Illinois General Section

of Coal Measure strata, at Floomington, leaves little room for doubt

respecting the specific identity of the above cited forms, and with

which is associated a third form probably holding a position imme-

diately in advance of the posterior tooth of the mandibles, that

originally described under the name ]>clt'>ilu.< angularit. This

"second" or median tooth of the mandible is distinguished by its

triangular outline, straight postero-lateril border corresponding in

ooadaptation with the articular border of the above mentioned pos-

terior tooth, and the uniform depressed coronal contour. A similar

tooth has been obtained from the Upper Coal-Measure strata near

'.a. Kansas, where individuals of the long posterior teeth of the

upper jaw (Sandalodua carbonarius) have also been found : and only

recently Professor Worthen has brought from the Upper Coal -

aSalle, representatives of all three forms. The generic dii

si-, founded on the typical Bpecifio form- beloi

Bpeoies, sufficiently describes the individual characteristics of the

various dental elements here ascribed to it.

Tlu group of teeth discovered by Mr. Puller, which bear i

appearnoe of having belonged to one and the same individual, pre-

the following proportionate measurements: Ma\r.

rved length along the der 18 mm.

;

breadth 7 mm.

.

b at broki i itj 6 mm.

i..nth ,,i mandible, I l« ngth from
i

i itren
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outer inrolled extremity 14 mm.
;
greatest breadth between angles of

inner margin 9.5 mm. ; breadth of coronal prominence at inner

margin 5 mm. ; length along antero-lateral border 11 mm. Man-

dibular median tooth, length along posterior articular border 8 mm.,

breadth along inner margin 6.5 mm.

trf^** r&tv The long posterior teeth of the -mandible , which in well-preserved

examples show the coronal ridge defined on either side by a slight

impressed angulation, owing to the extreme thinness of the outer

portion are invariably mutilated by having the outer extremity

broken away. This attenuation is probably due in part, at least,

to the excessive wear this part of the coronal surface has been sub-

jected to while in use, and the vicissitudes to which they have been

exposed subsequent to their disengagement from the maxillary sup-

ports has resulted in disfiguring this part of the teeth so that the

form of the extreme antero-lateral border and outer extremity can

only be conjectured. However, it probably partook of the general

characteristics of the corresponding tooth of Stenopterodus and Del-

toptychius in truncation and definition of coronal and basal regions.

The far more uniformly massive posterior teeth of the mandible,

however, are often found quite entire. The position and consequent

severe usage suffered by the median teeth of the mandible by which

they have been defaced, as also their extremely simple form, may
have led to their being overlooked in many instances.

Geological position and localities: The stratigraphical distribution

of the above species, as it is at present understood, is known to ex-

tend from the lower part of the Lower Coal Measures, well up into

the Upper division ; the vertical range in Kansas is known to include

above 1,500 feet of exclusively Upper Coal Measure strata ; LaSalle,

Springfield, Carlinville, Staunton, Belleville, Bloomington, Danville,

also, localities in Fulton and Vermilion counties, Illinois ; Posey

county, Indiana; several localities in the Upper Coal Measures of

Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri.

Orthopleurodus convexus, St. J. and W.

PI. XIII, Fig. 4, 5.

Posterior teeth of mandible agreeing closely in outline with the

corresponding form of Orthopleurodus carbonarius, moderately arched

from within outwards and revolute; antero-lateral border moderately

curved sigmoidally, and occupied by a rather deep enamel belt be-

neath the sharp, anterior coronal angulation; inner margin broadly
—13
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and obliquely rounded, with slight sigmoidal outline extending into

the posterior alation, which latter is usually broken away. An-

terior coronal lobe occupying half or more the breadth of the tooth,

gently arched transversely, conspicuously so toward the inner mar-

gin, merging into the postero- lateral depression, from which it is

defined by the rounded angulation of that side. Surface uniformly

and minutely punctate. Length of a medium size tooth along an-

terolateral border, 19 mm.; breadth across inner margin, about

14 mm.

Maxillary posterior tooth subspatulate in outline, broadly rounded

at inner margin, postero-lateral border slightly concave, gently arched

from within outward, extremity not known. Crown surface consult

ably arched transversely over the principal prominence in the vicinity

of the inner margin, where the tooth attains comparatively thick,

massive proportions, the ridge anteriorly rapidly diminishing in prom-

inence. Surface punctation minute and uniform. Length of a tooth

below medium size along straight border, probably at hast 15 mm.;

breadth, about 9 mm.

The above descriptions are founded upon a single example of each

form, respectively, discovered by Prof. -1. J. Btbphbnboh. Both speci-

mens are in imperfect condition, but such parts as remain present

certain peculiarities which seem to justify their reference to a dis-

tinct species. Compared with the species prevalent in the Coal M<

ores of the western States, Orihoplewrodu* carbonarius, the mandibular

posterior tooth differs in the marked transverse convexity of the prin-

cipal lobe along the straight Bide, instead of being tlat, as in that

form; the opposed teeth of the upper jaw are wry like, in both the

western and eastern forms,—the latter, perhaps, being distinguished

b> its mon massive proportions in the region of the inner margin.

A i ute of materia] from the Allegheny region may Bhow the

above distinctive features to be of subordinate importance, mail

nun individual variation, but in a direction not apparent in anyol

the western specimens.

Geological position and locality: Prom Btrata above Mahoning Band*

-tone. Coal Measures; near Morgantown, West Virginia.
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Orthopleurodus Novo Mexicanus, St. J. and W.

PI. XIII, Fig. 1-3.

Teeth below medium size, represented by forms occupying the

posterior position on the lower and upper jaws.

Mandibular posterior teeth trigonal in outline, moderately arched

in the direction of inrollment. Antero-lateral border slightly curved

sigmoidally, enamel belt abrupt and well defined from the down-

ward and slightly outward produced basal-rim
;
postero-lateral border

making an angle of about 55° with the opposite side ; inner margin

slightly obliquely produced backward from the anterior angle and

gently curved sigmoidally, worn specimen inbeveled interiorly. Cor-

onal prominence usually well defined, rather widely expanded toward

the inner margin, posterior slope merging into the regularly trans-

versely concave posterior depression, from which the alate expansion

steeply rises into the prominent postero-lateral border. Surface

punctation exceedingly minute and widely spaced. Breadth of a

large specimen between the angles of the inner margin 13.5 mm.

;

length along antero-lateral border to point of inrollment about

12 mm.
Posterior teeth of upper jaw subspatulate in outline ; antero-lateral

border unknown, that extremity of the teeth being extremely atten-

uated and in consequence mutilated; postero-lateral border exhibit-

ing the characteristic straight outline, basal border slightly chan-

neled, and probably continued into a spur-point at the posterior angle

;

inner margin broadly arched backward round the coronal promi-

nence and thence more gently curved toward the broken anterior

angle. Coronal ridge prominent, rounded along the crest which

culminates close upon the postero-lateral border to which the sur-

face steeply descends, the broad anterior slope slightly depressed

before reaching the margin of the tooth, the ridge more or less

rapidly declining immediately behind the greatest prominence.

Punctate structure the same as observed in the mandibular teeth.

An ordinary size specimen measures along the postero-lateral border

about 15 mm., greatest breadth of tooth at right angles to the

straight border 7 mm.
The present species is determined from a few specimens of the

maxillary posterior form and a single example of the mandibular

posterior tooth, which were discovered by Mr. Springer, in the fish-
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bed stratum near the base of the Carboniferous series nt Santa P6,

New Mexico. The state of preservation of the specimens, although

not perfect, is sufficient to afford the basis of comparison with the

allied species Orthopleu/rodnu carbonarius, occurring in the

Measures of the Mississippi Valley. While the present species is

smaller in size, the mandibular posterior teeth differ from the latter

in their proportionately greater breadth as compared with the h

along the antero-lateral border: the maxillary posterior teeth may

be distinguished by the apparently less oblique course of the

nal ridge, while the surface punctation is much the same in both

species, the puncta 1

,
perhaps, more widely spaced in the New Mex-

ican teeth. Its resemblances with the above species is more inti-

mate than with Orthopleurodus convexus, although there is a marked

similarity in the maxillary posterior forms, as indicated by the

imperfectly worn examples.

Geological position and locality: From the fish-bed layer near the

base of the Carboniferous series, associated with other Lower Car-

boniferous fish-remains; near Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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PSAMMODONTID^, L. cle Koninck.

Genus PSAMMODUS, Agassiz.

Psammodus, Agassiz, 1843, Poisspns Fossiles, tome III, p. 110.

Teeth quadrilateral or trapezoidal in general outline, variable, usu-

ally thick and massive. The coronal region presents a more or less

plane surface, according to the position the form occupied upon the

jaws, always arched, generally moderately, in the longitudinal direc-

tion or from behind forward, transversely concave (maxillary teeth),

or more or less convex (mandibular teeth), sometimes raised into a

low ridge along the exterior lateral border, also along the articular

inner border, or showing a more or less wide convexity in the latter

region, and sometimes presenting a more or less well defined trans-

verse prominence in mature maxillary form. The marginal limits

of the crown are well defined, rounded along the exterior of lateral

border and usually inbeveled, and almost always making an angu-

lation at the articular inner border and along the anterior and pos-

terior margins, the enamel extending well down and more or less

distinctly defined from the coarse vernacularly pitted basis, which

constitutes the greater part of the height of the tooth. In front and

behind, the basal wall is nearly exactly vertical to the plane of the

coronal surface and moderately channeled or concave ; the inner

articular face is also vertical and slightly excavated, presenting gen-

erally at one or the other extremity an obliquely truncated articular

facet for co-adaptation with the contiguous- tooth of the opposite

series, the extent and obliquity of the truncation varying greatly

according to the species ; the exterior lateral border, in typical forms,

shows an expansion of the basal portion beyond the coronal limits,

increasing in breadth and terminating in a more or less produced

spur at the postero-outer angle of the tooth. The coronal surface

exhibits under an ordinary lens a distinct vertical prismatic struc-

ture, each of the vertical columns enclosing a medullary tube the

appearance of which at the surface produces the exceedingly minute

punctation usually observed in these teeth ; the exceedingly elegant

vermiculose rugosity exhibited in the less worn surfaces of certain
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species is produced by the wrinkling of the enamel or external lay

and which apparently has no other relation to the medullary tul

than to rudely define them in irregular and transverse or longi-

tudinal rows, the punctse rarely confluent, and the i appear-

ance becoming obsolete or more or less obscured over the more

i parts of the triturating surface. The impression also pro-

rails that the tendency to rugosity of the coronal surface in

with age, since this appearance bo far as obsei ms to he most

prevalent and conspicuous in large individuals belonging to the

series which have received several accessions, the innermost indi-

viduals of which have suffered little from the abrading effects of

trituration while in use; but it is not an essential characi

some species evidently always remained quite smooth in their

onal areas. The inferior surface is plane, in a general way con-

forming to that of the crown, and even possessing distinctive

characteristics as applied to species; it shows in the perfect Btate

a rather dense thin layer, perhaps in degree rather than structually

differing from the more cellulose middle layer composing the hulk

of the hase, and usually marked by more or leas distinct Longitudi-

nal grooves, or smooth, and faintly keeled nearest the inner articular

border.

In drawing up the foregoing diagnostic account of Paammodua, the

authors have been actuated by the desire to place before the student

of palseichthyology such data as they themselves possessed relating

to the genus, and which they owe largely to the kind offices of their

oolaborators. It will have been observed that the genus embra

a variety of forms, which, while their generic identity is unqu

tioned, offer so diverse appearances as. in the absence of other than

detached and fragmentary remains, to greatly complicate the de-

termination of the relative position the forms occupied upon the

jaws. Their congeneric identity is proven by identity of outline ami

contour and superficial structure common alike to each and all of

the forms, and these latter reBolve themselves into certain well-

defined groups; so that specific distinctions may b, i in

unique I samples pertaining to on or the other form. But in the

attempt to associate these forms under definite. Bp mhiua-

tions, the observer is necessarily compelled to rely, to some extent

; ,i [east, on other than superficial resemblances, as. r pie,

the association of the individuals m the bonXOCfl whence th.

derived. The process is often further complicated by th<

of collecting, for it not unfrequently happens that a
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from a locality consists not of a single form merely, but of indi-

viduals pertaining to the same side in relation to their position upon

the jaws. However, fortunately, now and then appears a specimen

which seems to set at rest whatever doubts may have been enter-

tained as to the actual state of things, and in a few of the species

the collections are rich in data going to establish a more precise

and comprehensive understanding of the species themselves and the

family and ordinal relations of the genus.

So far as has come to the notice of the writers, the genus Psam-

moclus has been classed by authors with the Cestracionts ; Dr. L. de

Koninck, however, recognizing their distinct family character, for

which he proposed the term Psammodonticlas.* As early as 1843,

Captain Jones, in a communication in reference to his acquisitions

of fish remains from the mountain limestone localities in the vicinity

of Armagh, says : "There are good specimens of one more tooth,

somewhat allied to Psammodus, yet having a distinct character, which

will connect it with the Myliobates ;"t and to whom should be cred-

ited thus early the recognition of the affinities of the Psammodonts.

The examination of a considerable suite of the teeth of Psammo-

dus must convince one of their having originally occupied a serial

position upon the jaws, stretching across from side to side, in the

manner exemplified by the Myliobates of Tertiary and existing seas.

Indeed, Dr. de Koninck alludes, loc. c, to a series of three teeth of

the species P. porosus, found by Mr. Neilson in the mountain lime-

stone deposits near Glasgow (N. B.), which still retain their relative

position to one another, and with which the distinguished palaeon-

tologist reconstructs the dental armament of the jaw. But perhaps

the most complete and satisfactory information to be derived from

isolated detached teeth is that secured by Mr. Springer of the species

bearing his name, from the Upper Burlington limestone of our Lower

Carboniferous series. The latter are so well preserved as to furnish

many and highly desirable details without which still some uncer-

tainty might intervene to a satisfactory conclusion on the chief points

relating to the disposition of the teeth upon the jaws. These show

conclusively that the teeth were arranged in at least double rows,

not exactly opposite, but the tooth of one or other row in advance

of its mate, the articular border showing obliquely truncated facets

at one or other angle by which it is coadapted to the articular faces

*Faune du Calcaire Carbonifere de la Belgirjue, 11, p. 38, 1878.

tUeport on the Geology of Londonderry, etc. by J. E. Portlock, F. U.S., F. G. S., etc.,

1843, p. 462.
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of the two contiguous teeth of the opposite parallel row, thus pro-

ducing an asymmetrical alternating arrangement only less symmet-

rical than ohtains in the modern MyUobaies. That their real affini-

ties are with the Myliodonts there can be no doubt ; but whether

they should be regarded as entitled to a specific family rank distinct

from their living allies, we do not deem ourselves prepared at the

present moment to affirm. As far back as 18G2, Professor Agas

as is well known to his students who were at that date and subse-

quently matriculated at Cambridge, had recognized the ordinal rela-

tionship of the Psammodi, and besides the typical Ptammodvs he

also included the several allied genera of the Aetobates type antici-

pated thus early in the earth's history by the genera Copodus, I'lmro-

gomphus, Pinnacodus, Labodus, Dimyleus, etc., which were recogni.

from mountain limestone species occurring in the British Islands.

Notwithstanding the incompleteness of our materials in certain

important particulars, we deem it something more than mere con-

jecture the assignment of the forms to definite positions upon the

jaws. As is well known, the maxillary dentaries of Myliobatet present

a gently longitudinally arched condition so far as relates to the grind-

ing surface of the series of teeth with which the jaw was paved

across; and that the mandible presents in comparison a triturating

surface strongly rolled in the same direction. The same state of

things may readily be appreciated in a suite of examples of Psdin-

modiu: The nearly plane or longitudinally slightly arched and trans-

ursely more or less concave coronal contour of the teeth, may with

reason be regarded as having belonged to the upper jaw: and tl

teeth which exhibit a contour almost the reverse of that just noticed,

being perceptibly more strongly arched longitudinally, also trans-

versely convex, with a more rapid convergence of lines projected

vertically to the coronal Borface downward from either margin, indi-

cate for a series of teeth a more Btrongly rolled Borface area than

in the above mentioned form, and corresponding in this essential to

the teeth composing the series of the mandible in the Myliodoi

Bui the collections, both European and American, afford exam]

of a form which, possessing essentially the outline and contour of

the previously mentioned forms, differ from them in their obl<

shape, being relatively longer than wide, and the depressed median

region and rounded condition of the coronal folds along the lateral

borders. Ml of the examples of the latter form which have oom<

OUT notice are further distinguished by the relatr :it depth of

the basal portion, whioh, however, in other respeote intimately agn
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with the associated forms. They plainly held a lateral position, and
from the character of the articular border, especially as displayed

in mature individuals, they apparently alternated with a row of me-
dian symmetrical teeth, of whose remains, however, not a vestige

has been detected in the collections accessible to us. In the event

of the above inference proving well founded, the latter form would,

with its associates, present a dental formula entirely unique and dis-

tinct from what obtains in typical Psammodus. There is marked
diversity amongst the latter, as will be made apparent in the sub-

joined descriptions of species.

Attention is also directed to certain resemblances existing between

the Psammodi and Cochliodonts . As is well known, the teeth of

the latter were disposed on distinct rami of the jaws, instead of

spanning the jaws from side to side, as is the case with the

Psammoclonts. But in respect to the outer lateral borders of certain

forms of teeth representative of the two families, characteristics are

observed which hardly are to be relegated to the category of mere

resemblances, and the presence of which suggests interesting homolo-

gies between the respective forms belonging to either group. In

this way the projection of tbe basal rim beyond the coronal border

in the external border and its prolongation into an acute spur

terminating at the posterior extremity, are unquestionably the same

in the exterior and posterior terminal forms of either family,—the

posterior teeth of Cochliodonts homologically corresponding with the

form constituting the exterior rows of teeth in the Psammodonts,

even the direction of the obliquity of this side adding stress to the

likeness in which the forms of both families share. The succeeding

forms of the Cochliodonts find their representatives in the inner

rows (where such exist) of the Myliodonts, and in those genera of

the latter in which the jaws are arched by a single row of dental

plates- ^The condition is such as would be produced were the rami

of the Cochliodont jaws drawn out into a transverse position and

their dental armature consolidated into single plates stretching from

side to side across the symphysis. Indeed, in these early forms a

much more intimate relationship exists between the types of these

two great orders of Selachians than obtains between their represen-

tatives of later geological times.

The genus is strictly of Carboniferous origin and duration, indeed

beginning nearly at the dawn of the earlier period and ceasing at

its close. The Coal Measures thus far have not yielded a trace of

the remains of Psammodus.
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PBAMHQDUB S i i

;

i

n

< . i

:

i ; i . St. J. and W.

PL XX, Fie. 4-11.

Mandibular teeth rhomboidal in

outline, variable in tin- pro]

tionfl of lengtfa and breadth; an-

terior and posterior margins nearly

parallel ; very gently and in

larly curved forward, the coronal

belt occupying less than one-third

the vertical height of the tooth,

extending deepest in the an''

margin, and in well pn .-* rved ex-

amples crennlated with vertical

plica, producing an exceedingly

beautiful sculptured belt well de-

fined from the dicp basal portion

by a slight inbeveled band: the

basal portion is also marked by

rmandibular teeth oi irreffular vertical rue worn
Sprir,

°
lit:. ». Mandibular Berlet t- surfaces exposing the vo:

uniting bui , , , i

b. Transverse profile "f mandibular ous structure which extends to the
Borios

mgitudlnal profile of mandibular dense, thin inferior layer. The

inner border is usually nearly straight and vertical, the enamel bell

continuous with that of the margins, though Less distinctly sculptured :

one or other angle of the border is truncated at a alight ai

present ins en articular facet of variable extent, though not a

well denned from the greater articular face. Outer border presenting

a more or less rounded angle in front, gently curved and terminating

in a more or less produced angle or Bpur posteriorly; th<

enamel is w< 11 defined and margined posteriorly by a widish expan-

sion of the basal border, which is continued into t! iorspur.

Corona] surface very gently and regularly arched longitudinally, the

angles of the posterior and anterior margins and inner articular

holder sharply defined, that along the outer border rounded from the

, coronal fold of that side, which La defined by a nar-

row impressed In h usually n into the shallow median

in, from which rises the wider, very she) that

ocoupies the inner portion of the Burfaoe. In bohm «] - '1"'

corona] surface Bhows distinctly the prismatic structure, the minute

pUnCtS bell Hiihle.
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The teeth are so variable in relative dimensions that comparative

measurements are of little use for other purpose than to show the

maxima attained by the species, as indicated by the breadth; thus,

the largest perfect example shows a transverse diameter across the

posterior margin of 33 mm., the smallest perfect tooth measuring

about 16 mm. in breadth.

A form differing from that above

noticed chiefly in the proportion-

ately greater length of the teeth,

compared to their breadth, giving

them a more lozenge-shaped outline

are quite as numerously represented

in the collections, and which we sup-

pose to have constituted the arm-

ature of the opposite jaw of the

same species. Examples of much-

worn, mature teeth present an

almost regular arch, or curvature,

from the inner anterior to the outer

posterior spur angle without dis-

tinct intermediate angulation at the

junction of the exterior border with

the anterior margin, and the inner

coronal prominence, as also the

outer lesser ridge, is reduced to a

nearly plane surface transversely.

The inner articular border is quite

straight, extremely thickened and

wedging out towards the exterior

border; in every instance of the teeth here admitted, the truncated

facet is extremely small, sometimes occurring at one angle, again at

the opposite ; however, most of the specimens being truncated at the

posterior angle. The very gentle longitudinal convexity of the coronal

surface of the tooth indicate that the curvature of the series constituted

a smaller segment of a circle than was the case with the before-

mentioned form; hence the supposition of their maxillary position.

In dimensions, as also in surface structure, the form agrees with

that previously noticed.

Diagram of maxillary teeth of Paammo-
dus ISprinqeri.

Maxillary series, triturating surface.

Transverse profile of maxillary se-h.

ries,

c. Longitudinal profiles of maxillary
series.
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The above not iced forms are about equally represented in num-
bers in the collections from the Upper Burlington "fish-bed," where

they ore Dot uncommon fossils. Tin- truncated articular facets vary

somewhat in extent as they do also in position, occurring in one

individual at cue angle and in another at the opposite angle; and

judging from the character of the articular border, it seems most

probable that the teeth were ranged in double rows, the individuals

of one or the other range slightly in advance of the corresponding

teeth of the opposite range, the long articular face and short facet

of one tooth joining the same parts of the opposite contiguous tooth.

This presumed disposition of the teeth produces the alternating ap-

pearance shown in the outline diagrams given in connection with

the illustrations of the several sorts of teeth hen specifically

ciated. The individuals of the two forms show precisely the same

variability in the truncated angle of the inner articular border, though

the asymmetry is much less pronounced in the Bupposed maxillary form

than it is in the shorter form referred to the mandible of the same

species. Indeed, it is the absence of symmetry in these teeth that

offers one of the strongest contrasts with the living representatrt

the family. Yet it should be remembered thai the existing Ifyliodonts

ar< subject to abnormal variations, such as the interpolation of an

extra row of lateral dental plates, while the individuals of th<

eral ranges are placed in alternating order. The collections have

been ransacked, but without result in revealing the vestige ofs sym-

metrical median dental plate, such an one as would restore to the

rows of teeth a perfectly symmetrical arrangement, like that illus-

trated in the hypothetical diagram annexed, the lateral forms of which

will readily be recognized in the

illustrations of actual Bpeoimi

We can. tlh refore, only eonj< oture

the possible existence of median

h similar in shape to the BUp-

posed form shown in the diagram,
Hypothetical iltaarnm showing median „„ i ,i .1 ., ,1

,,iut,..,.r r,„„.. s, .j, , IH..I..I1 1 [.- .
and their al the

BCOre and a half of examples Of the lateral forms contain, d in the

collections, would seem to afford ^li^ht grounds for the supposition

of the existence of intermediate symmetrical teeth in the dental

formula of the genus to which the species beta
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Geological position and localities : Upper Burlington limestone, "fish-

bed;" Buffington creek, Louisa county, Pleasant Grove, Augusta,

and Burlington, Iowa ; Cedar creek, Henderson county, and Quincy,

Illinois.

Psammodus tumidus, St. J. and W.

PL XIY, Pig. 1-4.

The collections contain several examples representing two forms

corresponding with the supposed mandibular and maxillary teeth of

the foregoing species, Psammodus Springeri, of the same deposits, and

which, presenting apparently persistent characters by which they

may be distinguished, we are led to provisionally indicate under a

distinct specific appellation. Presenting the same general outline,

they are distinguished from P. Springeri principally by the greater

extent of the truncated angle of the inner articular border and the

distinct longitudinal rugosities that make a highly wrought orna-

mental belt usually extending a short distance forward from the

posterior margin, both of which characters are common to the two

forms. The short, broad mandibular teeth do not differ otherwise

to any marked extent from the same form of the above-mentioned

species, unless the crown shows a somewhat greater transverse con-

cavity and more strongly arched contour from within outward;

however, the prominence along the inner lateral border is somewhat

more distinctly defined by longitudinal furrows than is observed in

the corresponding teeth of P. Springeri. But in respect to the max-

illary form, the most striking contrast is noticeable in the latter

particular. The inner coronal prominence becomes strongly devel-

oped, presenting a distinctly defined lobe, laterally rounded with

steep declivity falling to the depressed median area, which in some

instances is quite strongly plicated longitudinally in addition to tbe

rugose belt ornamenting the crown surface immediately along the

posterior margin ; in worn examples the rugose sculpturing is obso-

lete. In the majority of instances the limit of the inner coronal

ridge is defined by a narrow impressed line. The lesser coronal

ridge along the exterior lateral border bears intimate resemblance to

P. Springeri, and the same observation may be applied to the super-

ficial structure of the teeth.

At the outset we were inclined to regard the teeth above referred

to as merely variations from the normal condition of Psammodus

Springeri. Indeed a more extensive suite of material may possibly
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prove them to be specifically identical. The individuals exhibit p

cisely the same variableness as regards tin- position of the hum
angle of the articular border, though, as has been already remark)

the facet is of greater extent; indeed, in some instai upying

Dearly half the length of the border.

Geological position and localities; Upper Burlington lime-
-

chiefly from the main "fish-bed," a single example from the upper

fish-bed horizon; Buffington Creek, Pleasant Grove, Augusta, Iowa,

and Quincy, Illinois.

Psammodus turgidi m, St. J. and W.

PL XV. Fig. 4.

A unique example of the maxillary tooth, derived from the fish-

bed of the Burlington-Keokuk "division beds," shows a still wider

divergence from Psammodus Springeri, and which we have provision-

ally recognized under the above specific designation. In outline the

tooth resembles the same form of /'. Springeri and P. tumidus,

relationship with the latter being most intimate. The inner border

is nearly equally divided into two long articular facets separated by

an angulation, the truncate facet being at the posterior angle, the

coronal belt very deep and well defined from the slightly channeled

basal portion. The inner coronal ridge is very prominent, occupy-

ing fully half the transverse diameter of the crown, broadly arched

in both directions and defined from the median depression by a

sharp impressed line; outer lateral border not known. The Burffl

shows a minute punctate structure through the dense enamel la]

enveloping the crown; along the posterior margin the surface pre-

sents a beautiful rugose appearance from the beaded Longitudinal

plica-, which extend some distance from the margin, and the artic-

ular holder as also the preserved portions of the anterior and
]

terior margins are similarly ornamented with vertical rugosil

The specimen measure-- between the angles of the inner border

16.6 mm. probably ADOUt the same as th> diam-

eter at the posterior margin.

A solitary and BOmewhal mutilated specimen, obtained hy Mr.

Bpringer from the main fish-bed of the upper Burlington Limestone,

,,]•, actly tin- same character of inner articular hor.hr that

tishes the above described tooth. But the coronal prominence

the latter example, although very broad, u comparatively low and

in. to the shallow median depression, which was apparently
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bordered exteriorly by a nearly straight, vertical face similarly

marked to the other vertical sides by vertical beaded rugosities.

This specimen, if it is correctly deciphered, has a nearly rectangu-

lar outline so far as relates to the external border and the anterior

and posterior margins, the angulation of the inner border giving the

tooth a pentangular figure. Taking into consideration the vertical

condition of the straight exterior border, which shows features con-

sonant with an articular face, this tooth certainly suggests a form

not hitherto recognized, and which is at the same time a true

Psammodus. It is possible that the specimen represents one side of

a median series of teeth comprising two ranges, the inner articular

borders alternating and the exterior borders joining the inner artic-

ular borders of teeth of the form of those described under P.

Spi'ingeri, &c. ? The specimen is strongly suggestive of such a com-

bination of dental elements, after the fashion sketched in the an-

nexed cut, Fig. a. The specific

identity of the " division bed

"

tooth and that last referred to

from the main fish-bed of the

Upper Burlington, is only conjec-

turally inferred. The partially

shaded pentagonal plate on the

right of the double median series

gives a reduced outline of the

s^rtheticaldiagramofPsrtmwod"s<"r" specimen here referred to.

Geological position and locality: Fish-bed of the Upper Burlington-

Keokuk division beds ; DesMoines Co., Iowa.

Psammodus Lovlanus, St. J. and W.

PL XIV, Fig. 7-9.

Teeth attain medium size. Maxillary form subrhomboidal in out-

line, rather strongly arched from within outward. The margins

gently arched forward and parallel, the anterior margin apparently

somewhat strongly inbeveled, though really vertical to the edge of

the crown surface, posterior margin showing a belt of enamel ex-

tending perhaps one-fourth its depth, and well defined from the

slightly excavated base. Inner border making nearly a right-angle

with the margins, the truncated posterior angle reaching about one-

fourth the distance of the border, and making a rather strongly

marked angulation with the anterior portion of the articular face.
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The enamel belt also distinctly defined and delicately Bculptured

in vertical rugosities, traces of which are also detected in the belt

of the anterior and posterior margins; outer border gently curv<

and very gradually diverging from the rounded anterior angle to

the posterior angle, which terminates in a somewhat prodnc

spur, the basal portion projecting prominently beyond the border of

the crown, which is limited by a narrow enamel fold. The coronal

region presents a remarkably uniform surface, in the main gently

depressed transversely without well-defined inner prominence, and

rather abruptly upraised along the outer border, which forms the

most prominent part of the coronal surface. The worn surface i

hibits minute punctation, and the less worn portions show a delk

reticulate structure, produced by the walls of the vertical prisms

enclosing the medullary tubes. Greatest diameter across the posl

rior margin, 53 millimeters; length along the inner margin, about

mm.; breadth across anterior margin, 8& mm. ; thickness of tooth,

about 1") millimetres.

Mandibular form subquadrangular in outline, moderately arched

in both directions. Inner border marked by a slight angulation de-

lining the anterior and posterior articular facets which are appar-

ently nearly equal in extent, coronal enamel well defined along the

deep, slightly inhevoled basal portion; exterior border gently arch

very gradually converging toward the obtuse or sharply rounded

ant. rim- angle, the basal portion projecting more or less beyond,

and well defined from the rounded coronal border; anterior and i

terior margins making the same slight rigmoidal curvature, with a

shallow concavity in front and a corresponding broad convexity

behind from the inner angles, the basal portion all around more or

less distinctly marked by vertical rugosities. The

the ooxonal region is occupied by the broad low convexity of the

inner prominence, Which is rounded to the inner border, and on the

other hand slopes into the narrow shallow depression holder, d by

th, narrow fold along the Outer border; in front, the coronal prom-

inence presents a Lunate, slightly depressed area, extending back

from the anterior margin a greater or lees distance, evidence of wear

while m ase. The surface presents, apparently, the same .ham

,,l punctation observed in the above noticed form. I trans-

ter across the posterior margin, :i"> mm.: length al<

inner border, 86 mm.: breadth at the ant. nor margin, 98 mm.

The |" pedes, l.pi. Mllt.d l-V tile t\SO aDOVC llldlt

forms, i- known from halt a do. (ii individuals in a uioic
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imperfect state of preservation. A nearly perfect mandibular tooth,

save for the mutilation of the outer posterior angle, from the Lower

Burlington limestone, may not be distinguishable from less perfect

specimens from the main fish-bed of the Upper Burlington in which

occur the maxillary teeth described. The almost quadrangular shape

of the form and its proportionately narrower transverse diameter are

the only apparent characters inconsistent with their association with

the typical example of the supposed maxillary form above noticed.

The same horizon in the Upper Burlington limestone at Quincy,

however, has afforded Professor Worthen a unique specimen of a

tooth referable to the same form, which is distinguished by its nar-

row lateral diameter and more quadrangular outline, which, together

with the course of the anterior and posterior margins, strikingly re-

semble the opposed form mentioned above ; its transversely depressed

coronal surface, however, clearly discloses its homological identity

with the supposed maxillary form. Greater or less variability in the

proportions of these teeth may be readily anticipated, and the latter

example may be merely an unusually elongate tooth of the same

species as that regarded as the type of the species, first described

above. However, should this supposition prove to be erroneous, the

last mentioned tooth would then be a unique representative of a

distinct species, while the narrow tooth would probably be identi-

fiable with the species to which the maxillary teeth described above

belong.

The forms described differ in so marked a manner from those of

the previously described species, Psammodus Springeri, P. tumidus,

P. turgidus, as not to require special review of their distinctive fea-

tures. The maxillary form offers a typical example of the genus,

and which strongly resemble^ individuals of P. porosus, Agass. The

specific name is given in honor of Mr. James Love, of Burlington,

to whom we are indebted for many favors.

Geological position and localities : Lower and Upper Burlington

limestone; Burlington, Iowa, and Quincy, Illinois.

Psammodus glyptus, St. J. and W.
PL XIV. Fig. 5,6.

There are two imperfect specimens of large-size teeth in the col-

lections representing opposed forms of the upper and lower jaws,

which are distinguished by the very slight longitudinal convexity and

by the following characteristics respectively: The form probably
—14
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the lower jaw is apparently Bubquadrangular in outtii

the coronal surface regularly transversely arched into the low prom-

inence which ocenpies the r part of its area, a shallow d

pression extending along the outer border; in the

anterior margin and inner border extends one-fourth or one-third

the depth, and is marked by delicate vertical rugosities, and dis-

tinctly defined from the basal portion,—the posterior and

unknown. The surface of the crown presents an elaboi ilp-

tured appearance from the delicate ru which are disposed in

longitudinal lines, a narrow worn Kit along the ant

ing the minute punctate structure, the surface here also showi

faint transverse undulation.-. The BUpposed maxillary form p

a broad shallow concavity in the transverse diameter, and v

gently arched longitudinally/.the enamel forming a well-defined belt,

deeper along the inner articular border than at theanterii mar-

gin, which is rather strongly inbeveled. The coronal surf;!

an exceedingly intricate rugose ornamentation, the ru pat-

ently not conforming to any definite direction. The examples

a breadth of 40 to 50 millimetres, hut they are too imperfect to show

details other than those noticed.

The first noticed form Lear- marked resemblance to thi

spondinj,' form of Psammodua Lovianus in outline and contour, so far

as these features are decipherable, and the peculiar rugose ornan

tationof the coronal surface may be that of a tooth which lias 1-

less exposed to wear than the examples noticed under the la'

Bpecific designation, still the present tooth differs from that form

i,, having a m ralar inner border, the crown in /'. /

being rounded to the enamel belt <>f the articular border. In n

tion to the companion tooth described above, its mutilated condil

hardly affords the necessary .lata for the n D of it- and

coronal contour, hut the beautiful ornamentation of thi W< 11

displayed. In the latter character the tooth

the specimen with which it is provisionallj

inclined to regard their Bpecific identity as improbable. In

culiar Bculpturing of the coronal Burf*

ii„. Keokul P. grandit, though thi of the

alar than obtains in the hit

station afford mi nt of a small

to the form indivi i whioh we ha

||„ ~|„ oific d. i
nation P$amn

t of th. outer bord< r, wl mewhal obli

em.
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direction, making an obtuse angle with the anterior margin and

which is strongly beveled from the acuminate culmination of the

outer coronal ridge ; the crown is rather deeply depressed trans -

versely, and very moderately arched longitudinally, presenting a

beautifully sculptured surface which bears a striking resemblance to

the style of ornamentation observed in the typical specimen above

described. The specific identity of the present example with that

form, however, is merely conjectural. The specimen is of especial

interest from the fact that it belongs to an opposite row,—all the

individuals of P. crassidus at present known being from the same <? :

side.

Geological position and localities: Upper Burlington limestone, main

fish-bed
;
Quincy and Cedar Creek, Henderson county, 111.

Psammodus grandis, St. J. and W.

PI. XV, Fig. 1-3.

Teeth attain large size. Maxillary form subrhomboiclal in out-

line, moderately arched longitudinally, gently depressed transversely.

Inner articular border nearly straight,—one specimen showing a

slightly truncated posterior angle for the lesser articular facet,

while a smaller individual shows a faint angulation a little in

advance of the middle, but so disfigured by abrasion as not to

/ clearly show its character,—^Coronal enamel forming a narrow fold

more or less well defined from the deep basal portion; outer border

not preserved ; anterior margin very gently curved or nearly straight

;

posterior margin gently arched, more or less irregularly undulated,

especially in mature teeth. Coronal surface in young examples

smooth and regularly convex and concave in the two diameters,

maturer individuals being traversed by more or less conspicuous

transverse undulations, and which are even faintly discernible in the

earlier-formed smaller teeth. The surface is elegantly sculptured,

the rugose lines showing a decided transverse arrangement, though

sometimes taking an oblique course over limited areas, and in the

more exposed parts presenting a reticulate appearance like Arabesque

designs, and in worn surfaces becoming obsolete where the ordinary

minute punctae appear. A small tooth presents the following rela-

tive proportions : Breadth across posterior margin, about 30 milli-

metres; breadth across anterior margin 24 mm; length along inner

articular border about £0 mm.
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Mandibular teeth subquadrangular in outline, rather -

arched from within outward. Lateral borders unknown. The ant

and posterior mar-ins marked by a narrov. .1 fold veil

defined from the basal portion, which latter in fr ttly

channeled with a corresponding convexity aloi r mar-

gin. The coronal region, besides the rather Btrong longitudinal

hingi |
a -.nth transverse convexity, which probably

occupies the greater extent of dhe coronal area. The anterior half

or more of the surface is occupied by a tr

behind Which the surface steeply slopes to 8 ffid< plan

dering the posterior margin, presenting a oontour

ding p. that of mature examples of the opposite jaw. I ho

rugose ornamentation and punetationof the coronal surf;;

a repetition of the characters noted in O0nn< ction with the maxilll

form. The imperfect sole representative of the form Bhows a loi

tudinal diameter of 90 millimetres, indicating the huge dimensions

attained by the fishes represented by the present teeth, and which

was, SO far as we are aware, the largest of its Kind.

The above species is known to us from a couple ol

referable to the upper jaw. and a narrow section of a

men belonging to the opposite jaw or mandible. Thi rof the

maxillary teeth shows scarcely a vestige of the n J orna-

mentation, the surface on the contrary being densely I

the exposed orifices of the vertical tubes, which exhibit varioufi

of wear from the simple punctaof excessively abrad

crater-like form surrounded by a rim of intensely hard sul

the punctw simple or confluent, with discernible b

prismatic structure. We are inclined to regard this

liflBimilar in its superficial ai

with its associates. It is an extremely ran .

and w

the lack of materials necessary for a comparison with I

the typical European species with which it - of

emblan

ion and locaUtie*: Keokuk limestone, I

ami

Bentonsport, [owa.
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Psammodus plenus, St. J. and W.

PI. XVI. Pig. 1-4. PI. XVII. Pig. 1-4.

Teeth attain large size. Form supposed to pertain to the upper

jaw subrhomboidal, or of a laterally elongate-trapezoidal outline,

gently arched antro-posteriorly. Margins nearly parallel, somewhat

irregularly undulated, making a shallow concavity and then very

slightly arched toward the antero-lateral angle, the reverse occurring

in the posterior margin where the concavity is in the approach to

the postero-lateral angle, both margins inbeveled or perpendicular

to the crown surface, the anterior having greatest apparent obliquity,

and defined above by the narrow coronal belt which constitutes less

than one-fourth the depth of the face ; the inner border is nearly

straight, showing a faint angulation a little posterior of the middle,

and a narrower truncated articular facet at the posterior angle, the

coronal folds of the margins forming a continuous belt well defined

from the moderately channeled basal portion, which terminates in-

feriorly in a narrow rim ; the outer border is very gently arched,

converging at an angle of about 15°, more or less, with the oppo-

site border, and generally sharply rounded at the anterior angle,

terminating in a more or less produced, acute angle posteriorly; in

small or earlier-formed teeth the outer border is sharply inbeveled

above and somewhat deeply channeled, limited by the narrow flange

or basal rim below; but in larger individuals the basal portion in-

creases in prominence, forming a massive border extending consid-

erably beyond the coronal limits and terminating in a more or less

produced spur at the posterior angle. Coronal surface smooth,

gently arched longitudinally and between the lateral borders, making a

broad, shallow concavity, forming an angle along the inner border

and sharply rounded in the narrow coronal fold along the outer

border, where it is well defined from the basal portion in small and

large examples alike. The crown surface is uniformly minutely

punctate, the pores being considerably spaced and confined within

the easily discerned vertical prisms. However, the surface structure

varies according to the state of preservation. In much worn exam-

ples the punctse are coarse and crowded, while in others under an

ordinary lens the radi of calcigerous tubes around the orifices of

the pores and the minute prismatic structure of the inter-spaces are

beautifully revealed. Again, the lines of growth generally describe

a segment of a broad circle with the convexity toward the posterior
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margin, showing that the formative nucleus wis situated

midway the anterior margin ; in excessively worn individuals, whether

from use or abrasion subsequent io dislodgement from the jaw, the

rterior margin presents a broad convexity between th.

lateral angles, markedly in contrast with the actual curvature- in

h. ^ small tooth measures in greatest diameter acr

the posterior margin 29 millimetres, length along inner border about

16 mm. The perfect state of preservation of many of the specim<

ttffordfa fine exhibition of the character of the inferior surface, i */

Which is applicable to all the of the genus to

degree. Conforming in a general way to the coronal contour, it

enveloped in a thin smooth layer of dense matter faintly striated

Longitudinally, forming a low ridge or angulation about one-third

the distance from the inner border from whirl, tfa mlarly

slopes to the lateral borders, the tooth showing its maximum depth

at the posterior margin.

Teeth supposed to have been opposed to the preceding form, or

pertaining to the mandible, are distinguished by their subquadran-

gular outline and relatively narrower transverse dian mpared

the length. The anterior margin is broadly arched forward with

a slight concavity near the inner angle, which is slightly aur.cu

and sharply roundel at the outer angle: the posterior margm pre-

sents essentially the same outline, both margins faintly channeled,

the posterior one most strongly inbeveled, the anterior nearly <

(deal The inner border is nearly straight, making a fa.nt angula-

tion ., uttle posterior of the middle in medium. th, a slight

articular fact occurring at the truncated posterior angle, tl,

alar face faintly channeled and somewhat y inbeveled;

border very gently arched and gradually converging anteriorly, basal

p0rti0n in small and medium-size teeth rather deeply channeled, m

larger specimens showing a thick rim extending considerably beyond

the 00^8] limits and terminating in a produced Bpur

The coronal Burface is very gently arched longitudinally for*

from the rather Bteep declivity bordering the poster* -d

rsely, a narrow channel l>

Which, tO -th the an.er.

defined by an abrupt angle, the coronal enamel formin,

f()M encircling the tooth; along the exterior border th, i

linarily abruptly rounded to the angular dema

and I,,-, hut in ll

nal limit till well defined ; a Bhghl la
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tudinal depression is discernible a little within and parallel with the

outer border. The surface is smooth and full, the superficial struc-

tural details exactly agreeing with those observed in the preceding

form. In the unworn rounded outer border of one or two specimens

the coronal enamel presents faint rugosities apparently conforming

to the lines of growth, and which must have produced an exceed-

ingly delicate sculptured appearance in the surface. A small indi-

vidual measures in transverse diameter across the posterior margin

13 millimetres ; length along the inner border 14 mm. A medium-

size specimen is 35 mm., and 26 mm. in the same dimensions; and

the largest individual as yet observed shows a lateral breadth of 53
mm.
The above described forms undoubtedly pertained to one and the

same species. They occur in the collections in about equal numbers,

and present precisely the same superficial features in all respects

save outline and contour. The supposed maxillary teeth apparently

vary but little in proportions. The larger teeth differing from the

small ones chiefly in the greater basal development in the region of

the outer border. A fragment of a very large tooth obtained by Mr.

Alexander Butters, representing an individual which was probably

not less than 90 millimeters in lateral diameter, presents the same

coronal contour in every particular, save the rounded posterior angle

of the inner border and the irregular, deeply scolloped posterior

margin, which may be likened to a line of overhanging cliffs. The

latter specimen is also of interest on account of showing the perma-

nence of depth maintained by the enamel belt, which is dispropor-

tionately shallow as compared with the relative dimensions of the

tooth, while the basal portion is excessively developed.

In regard to the supposed mandibular teeth, there is observable

a much greater latitude in variability, especially in the proportions,

with age. The earlier formed teeth are relatively longer, while the

larger individuals show a greater transverse breadth, with which

latter character is also associated that noted in large examples of

the opposed form, in which the basal portion is developed into a

prominent flange along the exterior border. The collections contain

two large teeth, which differ so greatly from the normal condition

of medium and small-sized examples, that they might be mistaken

for representatives of a distinct species. The latter teeth are very

broad compared to the length, and to further obscure their proba-

ble actual specific identity, the posterior margin is in both cases

broken away, its outline conforming to the backward-arched lines of
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growth, instead of presenting the forward curvature or moderate

coni iharacteristio of perfect teeth. The anterior margin, ah

shows an accurate outline, with auriculations at either angle, which

may he attributable in part to wear from the severe a which

the teeth were subjected during the life of their possessor. 1

backward curvature of the lines of growth, which appear to he in-

dicated by alternating belts Blightly varying in density and hardm

are the same as above remarked in the maxillary form.

It is a singular, not to say extraordinary, circumstance that none

hut left-side individuals of the supposed maxillary form and right'

Bide teeth of the mandible exist in the collection--, which contain a

score and a half of specimens in all conditions of preservation.

Supposing the teeth to have been ranged in doable rows upon the

jaws, the impingement of individuals of opposite rows at their

oblique articular inner borders gives to the transverse section a

m irked concavity, while the inbeveled apparent obliquity of the

anterior and posterior margins indicate a considerable fore and aft

arching in the coronal contour of the series of maxillary teeth. The

individuals of the opposed mandibular form, viewed in the same

relative position, present contour: diametrically opposite to those

noted in relation to the maxillary Beries, the tran>\ei>. of

the double row showing a convex inning to the concavity

the opposes . though the Longitudinal arching of tl of

the latter form was perceptibly less than that o\ the mandibular

series. The latter observations apply to the small and medium -

teeth, hut in the large mature teeth the Longitudinal convexity of

the crown Beems to lie more pronounced, which would give to the

ries of teeth upon the jaw a greater relative convexity from be-

hind Forwards. However, it will have heconie apparent, that tl

,. ;,.; ',. londence in the coronal contour and co-ada;

tion of triturating surface in the two forms her, associated under

the same specific tion. And. however lai materials in

,„,,- p ( . it is hardly more than -

tory of tl tea they repr< Bent.

An imperfeoi tooth from the same form .tion at Grand I:..

M, Kindly submitted to n lamination by Prof. E. \.

Strong, ap • be intimately allied to the present ap Phe

. oimen Ide tooth of the mandibular form. f.

which the . aamel lay. t I n exfoliated, tiful

punctal [uite in contrast to thai usual! dent in the

iri and Ulino litiea. The moduli
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tubes are raised into crater-like prominences encircled by delicate

radi, giving to tbe surface a beautiful stellate ornamentation very

like tbat so commonly met with in the teeth of Cochliodonts. The

general outline agrees with that of typical examples, the posterior

margin in the worn condition conforming to the bands of growth

;

but the coronal contour shows a greater fullness in the inner half,

in which particular it bears greater resemblance to the Chester

species Psammodus angularis, N. and W. However, similarly pre-

served, examples from Alton show a less regular concavity in the

transverse profile and corresponding fullness in the inner half, ap-

proximating the conditions observable in the Michigan example. It

is much to be desired that larger materials from the latter quarter

be obtained, in order to trace more definitely the characteristics of

its piscine fauna and its relations to that of the southern and. south-

western areas of the same deposits.

The maxillary tooth bears somewhat marked, resemblance to the

same form of teeth occurring in the Upper Burlington limestone,

Psammodus Lovianus, but the associate mandibular teeth are quite

different from those identified with the latter species, as will be

manifest on comparison of the illustrations given of the two species.

We regret the lack of material permitting detail comparison with

the European species P.porosxis, Agass., although little doubt is

entertained respecting the specific distinctness of the above described

forms.

Geological position and localities: Not uncommon in the St. Louis

limestone ; St. Louis, Mo., Alton, and Monroe Co., 111., Grand Eapids,

Michigan.

Psammodus oelatus, St. J. and W.

PI. XVIII, Fig. 1.

A fragment of a small tooth from the St. Louis formation at

Pella, offers so well-marked peculiarities that we have decided to

notice it under the above designation. It is homologous with the

form elsewhere referred to the upper jaw, and. is distinguished from

Psammodus plemis, of the same formation, by the concavity in the

curvature of the outer border, the strongly produced postero-outer

angle, more strongly inbeveled anterior basal wall, and the rugation

of the coronal surface, which presents a very moderate longitudinal

convexity and transversely depressed, contour. The length of the

tooth along the outer border between the acute posterior and the
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*ply rounded anterior an^le is about 11.6 mm., the basal rimBomewha, expanded laterally and produo, ,1 posteriorly, increasing the
length of foe border to abont 18 nun. The transverse diameter

rose the posterior margin exceeded Li millimetres ; in consequ<

the tooth is no shown. The posterior margin is somewhat deeply
concave m outiine, the anterior extremity was apparently gently
arched or nearly straight, but ii hears evidences of wear by which
its outhne is made to appear slightly concave, the coronal margins
;' *efined

'
n,m ""' base, making a aught angulation in front and

behind sharply defining the inbeveled inferior basal face
The above described tooth is peculiar in outline, hut the coronal

sculpturing resembles that of Psammodus ghptm, also P. retmdatu*
N. and W of the Chester limestone, although it cannot be con'
founded with either of those species. The rug* show irregular dis-
position, m which particular the tooth contrasts with the superficial
ornamentation observed in individuals of the form referred to /<
crasaidens, while it represents a different form from that upon which
the latter species was based.

'ogical pogitwn and locality: St. Louis formation. Pella, Iowa.

PSAMMODCS CRASSHH Ns. St. J. and W.

PI. XVIII. Ii k.. M,
«d WoBXBMr.i866.minol6GeoL8arv. ir ,. m P) v,

Co, Sa. Not P. ruaoaus, kgat '
'

Teeth attain large size, Bubrhomboidal in outline. Coronal am
moderately arched from behind forwards, somewhat steeply sloped
'» tbe region of the anterior margin, with a distinct longitudinal

Uan depression, bordered on either side by a moderately promi-
nent fold rounded to the lateral borders, where lb., coronal enamel

more or less distinctly defined from the basal portion of the
, "" t "- '""• outer border is gently arched, rather sharply rounded
into the anterior margin, terminating posteriorly in an acute angle-

..-Kin also broadly arched from the rounded outer an
( " inner angle, presenting in unworn individuals

B?eled With the basal portion:

lurvnture of the opposite extremity
by undulations, and terminating m sharp'

t,,<
'
" m,r :

general way to the oun
,,1,v " f tl " "!' ' .Ward the antr, .;

10
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tooth is laterally expanded, dividing the articular border by a more

or less conspicuous angulation into two distinct areas somewhat

variable in extent. The basal portion of the tooth is very deep, the

outer border considerably expanded beyond the coronal fold, more

or less produced at the posterior angle, and inbeveled below to the

relatively reduced inferior surface ; inner face broadly channeled and

interrupted by the before-mentioned angulation; anterior face also

excavated vertically and somewhat inbeveled from the plane of the

coronal surface
;
posterior margin presenting a shallow vertical con-

cavity,—the edges all round making an angle, except along the outer

side, with the inferior surface, which latter shows a faint median

ridge. The coronal surface presents a minute punctate structure,

the pores somewhat widely spaced, sometimes confluent, and enclosed

in the usual vertical prisms. Toward the posterior margin there

appear indications of transverse rugae. The basal walls are verti-

cally and irregularly plicated, and perforated by the irregular pores

£. and occasional aly/olar cavities ; the abraded inferior surface shows

delicate vermiculose markings, but in the perfect state it presents

the usual dense, smooth layer, which also envelopes the walls of

the base. A large-size perfect tooth measures across the posterior

margin 32 mm., and about 25 mm. across the anterior extremity

;

length along inner border 45 mm. ; depth of tooth at the posterior

margin 21 mm., and 20 mm. at the opposite extremity.

The collections afford four or five examples of a form of teeth,

which, in their coronal contour and general conformation, also in

the details of their superficial structure, show unmistakable relation-

ship with Psammoclus, although they present a type differing in cer-

tain well-defined characteristics from the previously herein described

species of the genus. The first authentic example of the form here

alluded to is that described by Professor McCoy1 under the name P.

canaliculatus, from the mountain limestone of Ireland. The examples

before us all belong to the same side, while that figured by Professor

McCoy represents a tooth from the opposite side. As in the pre-

viously described forms, the character of the articular walls clearly

indicate the paired arrangement of the teeth,—indeed in the instance

of the Upper Burlington species, P. Springeri, the examples from

opposite rows are about equally represented in the collections, and

the same may be said of the European species, P. porosus and P.

rugosus (sp. ?) of Agassiz. While this statement is true so far as it

goes, and the form in question doubtless occupied a lateral position

1 British Paleozoic Fossils, 1855, p. 613, PI. 3 a, f. 12.
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upon the jaws, we have y,
. to ascertain the relative disposition of

Ul
;:

v*™*** ^th thereupon. The peculiar character of the inner
articular border permits of coadaptation neither with oppositea of

""• , " 1"'- ^r with the other forms with the remains of which
resent one is associated, and we are left in doubt even as to

the generic identity of the latter. The crescent-shaped outline of the
inner articukr faces indicate a corresponding convexity for the outer
bolder o the teeth of th, contiguous row articulating with this
orm. rhe space intervening between opposite individuals of the
form is ungulate in shape, hut whether it was occupied by a sin
row of hngulato teeth, or that these were further subdivided can
only be conjectured. On the other hand, if the dental formula

r;''

1 ' 1 " 1 ;" :1 " ^Burlington P. Springeri, which seems
" '"' *e" ou*°ed, attributing to it a simple biserial arrangement,
be regarded a. typical of the genus, then we should have' in the
Resent Forma new element further complicating the dental formula
to an extent which, if nut with in existing Myliodonts, might con-
stitute a distinctive feature of generic significance. We are how-
ever, fully cognizant of the mea* of .he data at this th

possessed, and would dearly discrim-
inate between the facta themseh
and that which they BUggest with
greater or less degree of plausibility.

I'ln accompanying diagram repn -

ats the simples! dental combina-
tion of the form lure particularly

alluded to. The lingulate teeth
tlie median row certainly offer Btrong

emblanci to aom< oJ the g< neric
forms with which Copodtu cornutut,

ooiated
;

hut none such
have been recognized in tin pn

True, we bav< a Form occur-
' in the same horizon with the

tbe la up: hut it dearly has

no intim itionship with the

form in question.

The Few individuals mentioned
abov( as comprising th<
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sentatives of the present form occurring in the St. Louis limestone,

vary considerably one from the other. The large, normally entire

tooth in the collection of Mr. Van Home is supplemented from the

same locality by a proportionately shorter tooth, which has the

angulation of the inner articular border situated nearer the middle

of the tooth instead of one-fourth the distance from the anterior

extremity as in the specimen just mentioned, with which it exactly

agrees in other particulars. A third example from the same locality,

at Alton, offers still other differences, as in the obliquity of the

anterior margin, the angulation of the inner border being crowded

forward and merged with the inner lateral angle, the stronger develope-

ment of the outer basal rim, and the prominent transverse rugae

that envelope the posterior two-thirds of the coronal surface, the

anterior slope and the ridge parallel with the inner border being

worn smooth, revealing the ordinary punctate structure noted in the

above mentioned specimens. A smaller tooth derived from the same

formation, at Pella, differs from the above in the very slight

developement of the angulation in the articular border, which is

situated about one-third the distance from the anterior angle ; the

coronal fold also shows a sharp angulation along the vertical inner

border, but the opposite border is worn away, destroying every

vestige of the prominent basal rim usually occurring along that side

of the tooth, though the basal region is otherwise very like that

described from normally preserved specimens. The coronal surface,

however, is worn quite smooth, showing the ordinary punctse. We
are inclined to regard all of the above mentioned specimens as

probably pertaining to one and the same species, the variable con-

dition of the coronal surface being due to the effects of trituration,

and the other peculiarities, as the position of the angulation in the

inner border, such as may be attributed to individual variation.

This inference, however, may appear inconsistent at first sight, but

we have already observed marked variations in the same parts, as

noted in individuals described under Psammodus plenus, of whose

specific identity scarcely a doubt can arise.

The specimen figured in PI. XI, f. 3, 3a, of Vol. II., 111. Geol.

Survey, where the form is referred by Messrs. Newberry and Wor-

then to Psammodus rugosus, Agass., also represents a short tooth,

in an almost perfect state of preservation, save the" wearing away
of a patch of the crown at the outer anterior angle. It presents a

rhomboidal outline, the anterior margin gently curved forward, the

deep basal portion inbeveled, the posterior margin correspondingly
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curved; the outer border broadly arched, the basal portion pr

in» in a prominent, thick rim beyond the coronal limits, slightly

prod; teriorly, andinbeveled to the inferior surfa inner

border presents precisely the conformation observed in typical (

eept that the angulation is placed forwards a little less than

one-fifth the distance from the anterior angle, distinctly defining

the anterior articular facet from the loii^r posterior articular surface.

coronal surface is longitudinally moderately arched, and trans-

Ly depressed, limits of the crown well defined at the sides, the

inner ridge presenting the abrupt fact I in the above men-

tioned example from I'ella ; the outer ridge also ris< B low

acoumination nearest the anterior angle. The worn Borfaci

the usual minute punctate structure, hut in the more llepn

portions which have escaped abrasion, the transven are dis-

cernible, the same as noted in one of the Alton specimens of a very

elongate tooth.

The present species differs equally from that noticed from the

Qpper Burlington lime-tone, and Psammodus canaUculatus, M
of the Irish Mountain limestone: Relatively Bhorter than the i

from the former it may be distinguished by tin less prominenl

rounded contour of the coronal ridge along the outer holder.

Geological position mid localities: St. Louis formation ; Alton. 111.

:

I'ella. Iowa.

Psammodus .is. N. and \V.

PL .
!.'-'.

PL XI'

r.a, j«. ti'.

il>.. i'. 107, PL XI. f.
'

above designated speci sribed from a nearly perfect

iple beloi the form pi ally n f.
i the mandible.

In order to facilitate comparison with the I
in pre*

oedin • ventm pplement the brief desoripti

im< what «1< tailed n< apon the

original example and tie wqut nth

covered in the same horizon winner the type was deri

The supposed mandibular teeth attain medium

lutline. The corona ilarly

arched from behind forwai with,

however, a fullness in the :!t or more of the area, which
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amounts to a slight convexity in the long diameter of the tooth, the

outer border being well defined by a narrow ridge, separated from

the convex inner area by a shallow, longitudinal depression. The

anterior margin is gently arched, with a slight concavity near the

inner angle and rounded into the outer border at the opposite angle,

the inbeveled basal portion meeting in a sharp angle with the coronal

surface
;

posterior margin describing approximately the same curv-

ature, the crown defined by a sharp angle, the slightly-inbeveled

basal portion channeled, the upper portion enveloped in a glassy,

enamel layer; outer border gently arched, terminating posteriorly

in a more or less produced spur, the narrow coronal ridge rounded

to and well defined from the basal rim, which latter is not suf-

ficiently well-preserved to show its actual outline and magnitude.

The inner border is nearly straight, with a slightly-oblique course

forward and outward, and faint angulation near the anterior angle,

the crown making a sharp angle with the channeled basal wall, and

margined by a slight-impressed line, forming a narrow border en-

circling the contiguous sides of the crown. The inferior surface, in

the perfect state, shows irregular striato-punctation in the slightly-

concave, longitudinal direction, with a slight elevation about one-

third the distance from the inner border, where the tooth attains its

maximum depth. The coronal surface is uniformly minutely punc-

tate, plainly exhibiting the superficial structural features common to

the congeneric forms. Transverse diameter across the posterior mar-

gin, 29 mm. ; length along inner articular border, 17 mm.
;
greatest

depth of tooth, 6.5 mm.
Worn examples of the above described form show a greater trans-

verse convexity of the coronal surface, while the edges are rounded,

obliterating the narrow, impressed border mentioned above ; it is not

improbable also the outer ridge may become nearly obsolete in sim-

ilarly preserved specimens. The homologous form of the St. Louis

species Psammodus piemis presents a striking contrast to the pres-

ent teeth, being proportionately longer, with less inbeveled posterior

and anterior walls, and greater lateral convexity of the coronal sur-

face. Indeed, the nearest allied species at present known is that

from the Upper Burlington, P. Springeri, the corresponding form of

which differs in the directly opposite direction of the obliquity of

the inner articular border, greater length, and more produced pos-

terior angle of the outer border.

In accordance with the presumed homological relations of the va-

rious forms of teeth ascribed to the genus, the form pertaining to
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the upper jaw of the- above speeiee agnized in the teeth which
Messrs. Newberry and Worthen identified with Psamirwdm por,
of A <' »« evidently most intii related, so
far as may be judged from th rity in I [La of their -

ficial coronal structure, which is. indeed, identical in both of I

forms. We aiv. therefore, convinced that they .

|
one and the same Bp< si. a, presenting the same combination of .!

tal apparatus observed in the several species described in the fore-
es.

The latter form is distinguished by its transversely elongate tra-
pezoidal outline, the course of the lateral , and g
tour of the coronal region intimately repeal
in Pgammodus plenus, of the St. Louis formation. The inner

I

which is similarly marked by a slight angulation a little in a

the middle, shows a distinct truncation of the posterior ai
with a narrow articular facet. In the character of tl „,]

posterior margins, also, intimafe

above Bpeeies. lint the examples of the
; form an jia-

bly of greater depth and more solid or massive p and the
punctffi of the coronal surf

. fi'mer
numerous even than remarked in th< iponding teeth o( p.

A maturt tooth c
. lliall;i

across the inner margin 39 mm.
; length along inn.

greatest depth of tooth 10 mm.
fber with the

i form, both i ;,, the
" horizon, the species is readily ushed

which it has already been eompan d. and of which it is an i:

(
' x;l, "l' lr " f a n

'i
,li

rds their relatit

with the Europ< an t< eth originally d< Bcribed by Prol d< r

the name of Psammodus p, it hardly probable that
that B] bo variabli

logical position and locality: I
: |

PSAMMOm - \. and \Y.

I'l M\ |

i and Woi pi XI

the type Bpeoimen, the from il ..

mtain other h

to the a]

jaws, which are believed to .ally id< with th<
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originally noticed by Messrs. Newberry and Worthen. The original

specimen is probably that of an immature tooth which had not

been brought into use prior to the destruction of its possessor, and

it is owing to this fact that it presents merely the coronal crest or

shell entirely detached from the base, which was of a coarse porous

structure and less solidified than the layer more strictly pertaining

to the coronal region ; also to the same state of things is doubtless

attributable the very perfect state of preservation of the rugose

ornamentation, which in this instance occupies the entire coronal

surface. Fragments of teeth identical in contour and ornamentation

are readily identified with the above specimen; but otbers bearing-

unmistakable evidence of excessive abrasion while in use, present a

nearly plane coronal surface with only traces of the rugae remaining

in the more depressed portions of the surface. The latter, from the

general outline, apparent original contour, and the posteriorly gently

convex course of the transverse depressions which also correspond

with the lines of growth, strongly indicate their identity with the

original specimen, and it is with the aid of these maturer examples

that the outline of the form may be more definitely sketched, the

type specimen being imperfect at either lateral border.

The type example is probably a representative of the form pro-

visionally identified with the upper jaw. The teeth attain medium
size, quadrilateral in outline. In more or less worn specimens, the

usual condition of the examples that have been found, the coronal

region presents a moderate longitudinal convexity, and a slight

transverse concavity, in which direction the surface shows a more

or less distinct undulation, the plane posterior slope preserving

traces of the original rugose ornamentation. The coronal surface

of unworn teeth, like the type specimen of the form, shows a rather

strongly arched contour from behind forward, produced by a con-

spicuous transverse ridge, from which the surface gently slopes

with slight concavity to the anterior margin, more steeply sloped

behind to a slight impressed angle, whence the surface presents a

nearly plane area of variable width, terminating in the posterior

margin, and irregularly undulated longitudinally; the crest of the

transverse ridge is gently sagged throughout the greater part of its

extent, and on nearing the outer ( ?) border it is somewhat steeply

sloped into what appears to have formed a shallow, narrow depres-

sion just within the outer coronal fold; even in worn examples the

latter conformation of the coronal surface is more or less discern-

ible, but the inner border is angularly rounded to the nearly ver-
—15
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fcioal articular wall, which latter shows a Blight concavity betwei

the angles, the anterior angle distinctly truncated for the narrow

oblique articular facet. Anterior and posterior margins parallel,

nly straight, or gently arched forward with a slight concavity

toward the inner angle in front, and a corresponding convexity in

the posterior margin, inbeveled to the basal portion, which was of

proportionate vertical depth. The basal support of the borders is

not preserved. The surface of unworn teeth exhibits an exceedingly

intricate reticulated ornamentation, produced by the rags occupying

the interspaces between the punetffi, the prevalent continuity having

a transverse direction; on the other hand, worn sin-

rather coarse, crowded puncta), confluent in the depressed trai

belts. Lateral diameter of a medium-size smooth tooth across the

posterior margin, 37 mm.; length along inner border, 22 mm.;
depth of tooth, at least B mm.

Professor Worthed has obtained from the same deposits, ami

associated with the foregoing teeth, a single imperfect example of a

tooth which may prove to be identical with the opposed mandibular

form of the present species. It shows a medium size tooth, quadri-

lateral in outline, the worn anterior margin alightly arcuate, though

originally probably gently arched, corresponding approximately with

the moderate concavity of the posterior margin, inner border making

nearly a right-angle with the margins, posterior angle truncated,

with a rather prominent angulation about one-third the distance

forward; outer border unknown. The crown i> well defined all

round from the deep, slightly excavated hasal walls, which arc in-

beveled— strongly so along the anterior margin. The latter

accords with the rather marked convexity of the coronal region from

behind forward, giving to the series of teeth a strongly rolled longi-

tudinal section, the surface showing a faint transverse furrow in the

anterior half, where, as also in the slop, bordering the posterior

margin, the Burface presents the -aim ornamentation de-

scribed in connection with the previously mentioned form, the n.

exposed part- showing a smooth, densely punet

corona] area is nearly plane, or faintly d< transversely, with

:i slight depression parallel with the outer border, and Bhowinj

full in. what contrasting with the opposed maxillary form.

Transverse diameter at the posterior margin, at Last 10 mm.;
of iiui.r border, 22 mm.: vertical depth of tooth, at least 10 mm.

While the previously noticed maxillarj form hardly requires <1> •

comparison with the homologous form ol I
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occurring in the same deposits, it possesses characters of a much
more intimate nature in common with the same form of P. grandis

of the Keokuk limestone. But besides its much smaller size, the

mandibular form departs widely from that of the Keokuk species, as

will be apparent on comparing the coronal contour of the two spe-

cies, as shown in the illustrations. The mandibular tooth bears

some resemblance to the maxillary form of P. angidaris, but besides

its rugose ornamentation, the punctae exposed in the worn surfaces

are perceptibly coarser and more crowded than observed in that

species, which shows a uniformly minutely punctate surface, the

punctae being rather widely spaced.

Geological position and locality : Chester limestone, Chester, Illinois.

Genus COPODUS, Agassiz.

Copodus, Agassiz, MSS., 1859. (Psammodus cornutus, Agass., 1838, Poissons Fossiles.

tome III, p. 174; Catalogue of Type Specimens of Fossil Fishes in the Museum of the

Earl of Enniskillen at Florence Court. Ireland, Geol. Mag. VI, 1809; Dr. John J-

Bigsby, 1878; Thesaurus Devonico—Carboniferus; etc.

Teeth bilaterally symmetrical, spanning the jaw

without mesial suture, arranged in a single longi-

tudinal series from behind forwards. Lateral bor-

ders gradually converging anteriorly, where they

make an obtuse angle with the convex anterior

margin, posteriorly produced into an acute angle

meeting the lateral extremities of the concave pos-

terior margin. Coronal region slightly arched longi-

tudinally and laterally, distinctly defined from the

base. The lateral borders of the base form a more

or less prominent rim projecting beyond the coronal

limits, beveled or rounded interiorly and more or

less produced at the postero-lateral angles. The

anterior and posterior walls vertical to the plane of

the crown surface and channeled. Inferior surface

regularly arched transversely, and gently concave

longitudinally in conformity with the arched coronal contour, the

tooth attaining maximum depth along the mesial line at the poste-

rior margin. The crown may present a lunate depression extending

a greater or less distance backward from the anterior margin and

GENUS COPODUS.
Maxillary form.
Fig. a. Triturating

surface.
Fig. 6. Transverse

profile from inner
margin.
Fig. c. Longitudi-

nal profile.
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of variable depth, which is due to abrasion while in use. The

corona] surface is enveloped in a thin layer of enamel, beneath

which as also in the worn areas the punctate structure is clearly

discernible, the puncts inclosed in vertical prisms, as also observed

in relation to the superficial structural features of Ptamnuxhu.

The foregoing diagnosis applies to a form which, from the moder-

ate anWo-posterior convexity of the crown, and which was com-

municated to the series of teeth, evidently pertains to the maxillary.

Usociated with the above form. Mr. VanHome has die la

fragment of a tooth, exhibiting precisely the same structural feat-

ures above noticed, which we are led to regard as the representa-

tive of the opposed form belonging to the lower jaw.

The latter or mandibular form, in a general

way agreeing in outline with the maxillary teeth,

is distinguished by its relatively greater trai

verse diameter as compared to the length. Btrongly

arched longitudinally, with a narrow depressed

belt parallel with the lateral borders of the

crown which form a Blightly upraised fold. 1

yond which the basal border extends in a prom-

inent rim. The anterior and posterior walls of

the base, as also the inferior surface enveloped

in the dense layer protect ing the coarser cellular

structure composing the greater portion of its

thickness, are precisely as observed in the ah

described form of the upper jaw.

The last noticed form is comparable to the
"/
oopobob. teeth to which ProfesSOZ Agassi/, gave the name

PiE'ffitSratSgsur- Labodut, of which two Bp< flies are indicated,

Transvereftpro- /,. protatjfpus, Agass.. and /.. j>l<u<iis.

W^TontfOTn.! from the mountain limestone of Ireland. But in

profile. , i

. ,,i instance all the foots Beem to point to generic identitj

with the first described form, which is unmistakably congeneric with

the teeth designated by Professor \ the above generic

appellation, as to the homologioal relations of tin two forms al-

laded ,,, above, to briefly recapitulate: The slight longitudinal

oonvexitj of the first described form, indicating for the aeri

teeth associated in the Bame ro* a vers moderatelj arohed

tudinal contour; and in the oaa of the latter for,,, th<

the crown from behind forwards, indicatini a corresponding

utronglj roUed outline for th< "f two e individuals, in

both
onsonant With what actually
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obtains in forms of teeth of opposite jaws of Tertiary and existing

Myliodonts.

The affinities of the Copodi are certainly with the Myliodonts, the

single row of teeth, spanning the jaws like paving flags, finding a

somewhat intimate repetition in the still existing genus Aetobatis.

There are, however, other characters that offer marked contrasts in

contradistinction of the ancient and the latter modern representa-

tive, and which probably should be interpreted as possessing an

importance even of greater consequence than generic. The charac-

teristics possessed in common with the genus Psammodus, Agass.,

show unmistakable family relationship with the latter, while structur-

ally and in the character of the basal portion of the teeth there is

even striking contrast to the features noted in typical Myliodonts.

We are, therefore, of the opinion that the family distinctions of the

Palaeozoic teeth here alluded to are paramount and should be so

recognized ; hence the family designation Psammoclontid<e, which was

bestowed by Dr. de Koninck on this group of ancient selachian re-

mains, is here adopted.

The genus appears to be restricted to the earlier groups of Car-

boniferous formations both in Europe and America.

Copodus Van Hornii, St. J. and W.

PI. XX. Pig. 2, 3.

Teeth representing the forms pertaining respectively to the upper

and the lower jaws, and which attain medium size.

Maxillary teeth Ungulate in outline, very gently arched from

within outward. Lateral borders nearly straight, gradually con-

verging and angularly rounded into the anterior margin, posteriorly

terminating in a produced spur, the basal portion projecting in a

widish rim beyond the coronal limits, inferiorly inbeveled and

rounded to the inferior surface ; anterior margin regularly and mod-

erately arched, the coronal band forming a coping constituting one-

fourth or one-third of the depth, and well defined from the exca-

vated basal portion ; the posterior margin approximately conforms

to the curvature of the opposite margin, and is similarly marked,

the channeled basal portion in both instances irregularly vertically

pitted. The coronal region is moderately arched transversely, flat-

tened along the median line, with a lunate depressed triturating

area reaching back from the anterior margin a greater or less dis-
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tance; near the borders the surface is depressed and defined from

the projecting basal rim by a delicate fold, the enamel terminating

in an acute angle at the postero-lateral extremities. The Burma

usually worn, exposing the minute, irregular punets, the lateral

s and inner margin retaining greater or

in the superficial enamel layer, which Bhows exceedingly delic

ruga radiating towards the lateral and posterior sides. Inferior

Burface corresponding in longitudinal concavity to th< convexity of

the crown, trai ntly arched with a slight median angula-

lation, the dense external layer smooth or faintly flul ntudin-

ally. A large tooth measures in greatest transversa diameter between

the posterior cornua -it) millimetres; the enameled coronal area

shows a breadth of 13.5 mm.; length of tooth along the median

line 15 mm.; depth at the posterior margin -I mm.

fch, referable to the mandible of the same species that bore the

preceding form, which they resemble in outline and coronal as].

are specially distinguished by their relatively breadth com-

pared with the length, and rather Btrongly rolled contour of the

crown from behind forwards. The anterior margin is somewhal

Btrongly arched forward from the slight auriculate antero-lateral

angl' -. meeting in a rounded angulation at the median line, the in-

beveled coronal portion forming a well-defined narrow belt, beneath

which extends tin deep border of the Blightly channeled basal por-

tion, in which particulars also then is unmistakable identity with

the preceding form; the lateral borders gradually converge, making

obtuse angles in front and posteriorly produced, the l>a>al rim form-

ing a conspicuous border, Blightly upraised along the outer side.

rounded below and merged into the inferior surface; posterior mar-

gin unknown probably approximating tin curvature of the opp<

kremity. Coronal surface strongly arched longitudinally, th<

verse convexity mod. rate and regular, with a shallow, narrow

presBion parallel withthi lateral borders, along which anexoeedii

lid defines the crown from tin hasal rim: in front the

Burface is worn into a lunate depression of greater or tenl

and depth, the punctaa and th. delicate

m

aamentation of the

with the Burface app< ; in the

opposed form. the posterior margin the Burfaci Bhows I

tinct i th, making a broad arch backward, and .1

,,n era! borders, bul which does not 1 ly in. li-

ne outline of the posterior margin, which doubtless in the

to the convex out-
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line of the anterior margin. Inferior surface moderately concave

longitudinally, and quite strongly arched transversely, meeting at

the median line in an obtuse angle, the dense surface layer longi-

tudinally striated. Transverse diameter across posterior margin at

least 22 mm. ; length along the median line probably 12 mm.

;

greatest depth of tooth 6 mm.
The form first mentioned above, and which is regarded as hav-

ing belonged to the upper jaw, presents as typical an example of

the genus, as does Copodus cornutus of Agassiz. It is distinguished

from that form by the more regularly arched outline of the anterior

margin and the transverse convexity of the crown- surface, in the

latter respect bearing greater resemblance to C. spatulatus, Agass.,

from which, however, it is distinguishable by the more constant pos-

terior expansion of the borders of the crown proper.

The form pertaining to the mandible bears a striking resemblance

to the teeth designated under the generic term Labodus, Agass., and

which may well be supposed to be homologous with the present

form. It differs markedly from the typical species indicated by

Professor Agassiz, L. prototypus, from the Irish Mountain limestone,

in the relatively great transverse convexity of the coronal surface.

The discovery of the above species adds another name to the

long list of genera common to the Lower Carboniferous formations

of the Old and New Worlds. The specific designation is given in

honor of W. C. Van Home, Esq.

Geological position and localities : St. Louis limestone ; St. Louis,

Mo., and Alton, 111.

Copodus pusillus, St. J. and W.

PI. XX, Fig. 1.

Teeth very small.' Form pertaining to the upper jaw subrhom-

boidal in outline, lateral borders very gradually converging and

somewhat sharply rounded into the slightly arched anterior margin,

the worn tooth showing the posterior margin also broadly arched

backward. The coronal region is gently and about equally arched

in both directions, with a faint narrow depression near the lateral

borders, which latter are bordered by ,a narrow fold beveled to and

distinctly defined from the basal rim; in front the coronal belt

forms a narrow lenticular strip inbeveled to the channeled basal

wall, and above the usual lunate triturating area. The coronal

surface was enveloped in a dense enamel layer marked by faint
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tudinal rags, and showing beneath the vertical prismatic struc-

ture and punctn, the latter minutely and closely pitting tin worn
t; the crown also shows the broadly arched lin<

growth to which the posterior margin in worn individuals moil

less conforms. 'J he basal portion of the tooth is nol known.

Transverse diameter of tooth across the posterior margin

9 mm ; length along median line 7.5 mm.
The ah sribed Bpeoies is represented by a oniqne example

I by l>r. Qeorge Hambach, showing nearly the entire coro-

nal area, but the basaj portion is destroyed, and the i

n worn even with the broadly arched curvature of the liw

growth. stero-lateral cornna are also absenl from the same
: otherwise the specimen clearly displays it- distinctive

peculiarities. Compared with the preceding species from the St.

Louis limestone, Copodua Von II<>riiii, the present form is

tinguished by its mote angnlar outline, the lateral borders much
less rapidly converging anteriorly, and perhaps the more uniform

oonv< \ity of the coronal surface. The specimen somewhat n -

bles certain forms from the Irish Lower Carboniferous deposits

referred by Professor Agassis to the intimately allied gums Pinnae-

minx : but if we correctly interpret the distinctive peculiarities of the

latter genus, the present tooth differs in not possessing tin emar-

ginated anterior margin which characterizes that genus, as

represented bj tin typical form 1'. gonoplax,

logical position and locality: Chester limestone; Chester, 111.
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ICHTHYODORULITES.

Genus CTESTACANTHUS, Agassiz.

Ctenacanthus Coxianus, St. J. and W.

PL XXI, Fig. 1.

Dorsal spines attain large size, somewhat rapidly tapering, later-

ally compressed, presenting a wedge-shaped transverse section, mod-

erately arched, and apparently but moderately inclined backward

judging from the slight obliquity of the line of insertion as shown

in the example before us. Anterior edge sharply rounded and occu-

pied by a single carina interrupted by strong transverse ridges;

lateral surfaces slightly convex, occupied by prominent costae, flat-

tened along their crests, and separated by deep, narrow sulci, in-

creasing by occasional bifurcation, and ornamented by irregular

transverse ridges, which present an abrupt declivity above and a

more gentle convexity below, apparently smooth. Posterior face

unknown. Pulp cavity apparently occupying less than half the

antero-posterior diameter, and situated entirely within the posterior

half of the spine. The specimen described attained a length of at

least 150 millimetres ; antero-posterior diameter at line of insertion

probably 45 mm. ; lateral diameter at same point 14 mm.
The above described species is recognized from a fragment of a

large spine, which shows a length of 90 millimetres, including part

of the base showing the line of insertion from which the compara-

tively erect position in the fish's back is inferred. Its relations are

most intimate with Ctenacanthus Mayi, N. and W., of the Upper

Burlington limestone, and the fish to which it belonged was a repre-

sentative species of that to which C. Mayi pertained. These two

spines are almost exactly of the same proportions and form. The

Keokuk specimen is, however, somewhat more robust, and is further

distinguishable by the greater width and depth of the intercostal

sulci and relatively narrower costae; the transverse carinas or nodes

along the anterior ridge are also narrower and less tumid, the cost®
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more frequently bifurc renting less broad, flat surfaces toward

the base, and the pulp cavity apparently has greater extent tow;

th< !ty than is the case in C. Mayi. The posterior wall of

the spini is destroyed, revealing the deep furrow of the pulp cavity

the entire length of the fragment and which was probably closed to

the line of insertion. In <". Mayi the posterior face was simply

channeled and bordered by the lateral flanges, which -how traces of

the posterior denticle-, also that the lateral surfaces bore longitud-

inal costa quite to the posterior sd

The unique example described was discovered by Mr. L. A. I

of Keokuk, in whose honor the species is dedicated,

Geological position and locality: Keokuk limestone; excaval

for the Government canal round the Keokuk rapids, near Montr.

Iowa.

Ctenacantiics Dbflxxub, St. J. and \Y.

plxxii, ns. i.

Fin spine of medium Bize, laterally compressed, moderately arc

along the anterior edge, the posterior face relatively -

cave, the spine uniformly expanding presenting a greal breadth

the dorsal line, and indicating a very recumbent position. i

lateral surfaces very gradually converge, with slight convexity, from

the postero-lateral angles forward,. where they arc regularly rounded

into the anterior edge; the posterior face, in the somewhat abraded
specimen, is abruptly truncated, with indication- of a low lot

tudinaJ keel, the angular lateral edges bearing a row of minute,

vertically compressed denticles which are Bpaoed by about their own
diameter. Th< eostation of th. lateral surfaces i- quite regular, the

rid darly diminishing in size posteriorly, and simply c

separated by :i narrow impressed line, increasing by bifurcation

which much more frequent!} ately along th. dorsal

line, beyond winch the attenuated basal walls projeot in a narrow

border f» i point ju>t above the inferior angle of tl,

face. The anieiio] - occupied by a comparatively wide ridi

Which at intei . i- off lateral r;d
I

-. The . ntn ir-

crowded with the costal tubercles, which form im
ular Buboonical prominences with vertically plicated or ,d

producing Hate appearance, and which

I than represented in the full-size illustration, along I

worn ;> . win r< any remain- of the
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they have a pectinated appearance at their edges, in token of the

tubercles originally ornamenting their crests. They are so crowded

upon the costae as to compel an alternate disposition ; in the an-

terior portion they are crowded vertically, but over the greater por-

tion of the surface they are spaced by about their own diameter.

The pulp cavity is relatively large at the inferior angle of the pos-

terior face, beneath wbich it first opens out, exposing the deep

trough-like excavation extending thence to the proximal extremity,

but rapidly diminishing above where it is filled by the peculiar dep-

osition of dense matter analogous to the inferior homogeneous layer

met with in the associated teeth of Cochliodonts, the 50 or 60 mili-

metres of the distal extremity being solid.

Mr. Butters has obtained from the St. Louis formation a single

representative of the above described species, representing a spine

20 to 25 centimetres in length, of which the posterior face consti-

tuted half, little more or less. Unfortunately, the specimen was

much mutilated in freeing it from the limestone matrix, both

extremities being broken, and preserving a length of about 15 cen-

timetres of the middle portion of the spine. It is a fine representa-

tive of a peculiar form of ichthyodorulite, of which several examples

are known, and which is distinguished by the great fore and aft

extent of the dorsal line and corresponding breadth of the inserted

basal portion. In the foregoing description, allusion was made, in

connection with the latter character, to the probable recumbent

position the spine occupied in the creature's back; but this, after

all, may not necessarily indicate unusual recumbency in view of the

fact that, in certain living sharks, the integuments are built up

about the bases of the spines, forming low, laterally compressed

prominences from which their tips protrude, as is the case in Cestra-

cion. We hesitate, however, in recognizing this feature as possessing

generic importance in contradistinction to the narrow, more regu-

larly and gradually tapering spines with which the latter have been

genericaUy associated.

The specific relations of the present specimen with previously

described spines are perhaps most intimate with the Kinderhook

species, Ctenacanthus speciosus. St. J. and W., and C. spectabilis,

St. J. and W. Its distinguishing features, however, are so pro-

nounced as not to require detailed comparison.

Geological position and locality: St. Louis limestone ; Alton, 111.
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Ctenacanthcs Harrison i, St. J. and \V.

PL Will, Hft 1.

collection from the St. Louis formation contain an example •>*.

of a large spine winch is apparently intimately allied to the 1

—
. Ctenaeanthtu defiexiu, l>ut which presents certain

well-marked peculiarities at variance with the distinctive features of

thai These differences do not appear to be such as might

be attributable to age, and on the whole we are inclined to regard

them as being of Bpecific importance.

The specimen under consideration shows the greater part of a

-pine which probably attained a length of bet* - I and 25 centi-

metres, and it apparently belonged to the broad-hased type of which

the preceding species constitutes a typical representative. Present-

ing about the same degree of curvature along the dorsal edge, it

more gradually tapers, and the transverse section is less com].

laterally, approaching nearer a triangular outline than is th

in the former species, which, however, it resembles in the solid tip

and comparatively limited extent of the closed pulp cavity. The

timen is much worn, but not sufficient to obliterate the limits of

the dorsal line, the position of which is indicated hy a symmetrical

undulation m the abraded surface extending a( a sharp angle hack-

ward and upward from the inferior dorsal angle : the posterior edges

of the lateral walls are also evidently rounded by abrasion, so that

it is difficult to make a satisfactory restoration of the outline of

these edges that will accord with the known form of the correspond-

portion of the Bpecies with which the present spine is Uy

compared, along the dorsal edge, which is broadly rounded into

the moderately convex sides, several rows of densely tnberculated

ire still retained in a wry perfect state of preservation,

showing the transvi ad tubercles with abrupt declivity

\e and steep slope helow. delicately sculptured hy Vertical OT

radiating oarinae, the tubercles spaced by about their own diamei

vertically and those of one row separated from the contiguous i

by :i mere line; over the remainder of the surface tin

is quite convex, with i low. rounded

and. in the Specimen, sharply rounded into the

lateral Burfaoes; there remain- n along the

or wall of the pulp ca\ity i

been broken away, -it originally extended a disi I 7
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or 8 centimetres from the tip before it opened out in the deep,

trough-like excavation that extends thence to the proximal ex-

tremity.

As has already been remarked, the specimen described may prove

to be specifically identical with that noticed under the head of

Ctenacanthus deflexm. Bat this relationship can be satisfactorily

determined only from the examination of additional materials, both

forms being at the present time known from unique and imperfect

examples. The specimen here referred to was obtained by Mr.

George B. Harrison, of Bloomington, to whom we are also indebted

for other interesting contributions.

Geological position and locality: St. Louis limestone ; Alton, Illi-

nois.

Ctenacanthus Pellensis, St. J. and W.

PI. XXI, Pig. 2

The collection of Mr. Van Home contains a fragment of a medium-

sized spine of a species not hitherto noticed. The specimen pre-

serves a length of about 15 millimetres apparently from near the

dorsal line, and from the high opening of the pulp cavity and other

characters to be noticed further on, it would seem to belong to the

section of Ctenacanthi characterized by the great extent of the dorsal

line. The fragment indicates a thick, gradually tapering form, obtuse

wedge-shaped in cross section, the posterior side deeply excavated

by the open trough of the pulp cavity, which is defined by the bev-

eled edges of the postero-lateral angles. Lateral surfaces gently

convex, somewhat sharply arched into the rounded or subangular

anterior edge. The surface ornamentation is very intricate and ele-

gant, consisting of numerous delicate longitudinal costse more or

less regularly diminishing in size from the anterior edge, more fre-

quently bifurcated and deflected on nearing the postero-lateral angles

where they cease at the exterior beveled edge ; in front the costse

present plain, rounded enameled crests spaced by narrower inter-

vening sulci, their lateral edges studded with delicate downward

curved transverse carinse or tubercles ; the third rib from the dorsal

edge shows more or less distinct undulations, and the fifth rib is

surmounted by small stellate tubercles more or less variable in the

details of surface sculpture and disposition, their apices directed

upward, and which apparently extend over the entire posterior flank

of the lateral surfaces.
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The Bpine under consideration ia, perhaps, less intimately allied

to CUnacanthus gemmai St. J. and W.. than with C. deft

bed, both from the same formation, [noertain features

of Burfaci ornamentation it resembles the former, but in

form it is apparently allied to the latter; while in the

ornamentation it possesses features readily distinguishing it

- of the genus. Thi fragment lure alluded to

rare acquisition at the locality where it was found, which lias

thus far afforded very few specimens of ichthyodorulib

logical pontion and locality: St. Lotus formation, calcareous

Bhal< - : Pella, towa.

\. and \N

.

PL W IV. lit:. 1.

.„.! Woi.iiiFN. ISM. Hi. (...]. Bum >. II.

I- .
.in '

n..n.p. iis.pl mi

WOBTHn WR. iK. M I'. *3S.

above species is, perhaps, the mosl frequently Diet with of

al! the ichthyodorulites occurring in the St. Louis formation. The

fine example now illustrated, and which was kindly loaned us for

,,n by Dr. George Bambach, i to the Bhumard

a in Washington University al St. ! and is unquestionably

the tin. isi specimen of the Bpi •
'••

It i- interesting to note the wide distribution of this iohthyodorulite.

We have been favored with the loan of a Bpecimen from equivalent

deposits al Grand Bapids, M ,
bj Prof. E. \. Btrong, which

undoubtedly is identical with the present -

The fin-spine originally described onder the name / **•?

,. \. and W., and Bubsequentlj referred by the authors

t() t |

:.\ but convi

oifioally distinct from the above spe< atter spines an

doubtless the worn upper portion of thai in which the

dorsal keel and the first hm la

od tlu i the

dentiolea are ondiatinguishable from that obtained in the

rticularlj n f< rred to.

ormation 3t I

Irand Rapids, Miehij
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Ctenacanthus .cannalieatus, St. J. and W.

PI. XXI, Pig. 3.

Fin-spine long and slender, very gradually tapering, moderately

arched along the dorsal edge, much compressed laterally, posteriorly

truncated, wedge-shaped in transverse section, pulp cavity small,

elongate oval in outline and confined within the posterior half of

the diameter of the spine. Posterior face slightly depressed and

traversed hy a faint median keel, postero-lateral angles sharp,

the slightly raised inner border showing indications of moderately

spaced, minute, laterally compressed denticles. Lateral surfaces

gently convex transversely and regularly converging toward the

sharply rounded anterior edge, and occupied by more or less regu-

larly rounded costse, intercostal furrows deep, about half the breadth

of the ridges. The posterior cost* are enveloped in a smooth

enamel coating ; toward the front they show delicate flexuous sharp-

crested longitudinal lines, and the second or third rib from the

dorsal ridge becomes distinctly interrupted by transverse carinas, at

the same time retaining the thread-like lines ; the remaining ridges

are more and more strongly marked by the transverse carinae, the

anterior one strongest of all. The carinas cross the ribs obliquely,

culminating above in delicate sharp crests, most prominent along

the anterior margin where they are ornamented by a few sharp

radiating lines producing a pectinated or notched appearance in

that side ; the anterior ridge is prominent, somewhat compressed

laterally, and marked by similar slightly asymmetrical transverse

ridges, which, however, are equally developed in either margin, pro-

ducing a faint undulation along the rounded crest.

The collection of Dr. Hambach affords a small section of one of

the long, slender spines of Ctenacanthus different from any form

heretofore derived from the Chester formation. The spine is inti-

mately related to Ct. gracillimus, N. and W., of the St. Louis lime-

stone, for which indeed it might be mistaken on casual observation.

However, searching comparisons with the latter species discloses

certain details in ornamentation which may indicate for the Chester

form a specifically distinct, though closely allied, character. While

the form and general appearance of the latter is strikingly like the

St. Louis spine, there is a marked dissimilarity in the character of
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the cost* ridges or tubercles, which arc wry appreciably more regu-

lar ana delioate than is thi in the St. Eonn. The

magnii of the latter spine belonging to tin- Shumard

illectioo of Washington University, affords unusually aatiafactory

d< tails relating to the ornamentation of the exposed pari the

changes in the superficial characters toward the distal extremity

ributable to wear, the careful examination of which has led to

the belief that the spine under consideration belonged to a distinct

cal position and locality: I -ter. Illinois.

OtENAGAHTHUS BUTTBBSI, St. .T. and W.

pi. xxii. Fit. a.

Fin-spine of medium size, stout, slightly arched along the anterior

gradually tapering, Bubtriangular in cross section ; the imbedded

mal extremity much more rapidly fa gently depn

below the anterior shoulder, relatively m inded and triangular

in section, the dorsal line making a broad curve, t
j immitant

plain spaoe reaching high up toward the distal extremity

yond the point of incloaure of the pulp cavity. The pulp cavity is

inclosed posteriorly for only a comparatively sh' ace from the

apex, where it opens out. forming thence a deep angular trench in

posterior face reaching to the proximal extremity; its section ap-

proximates that of the external walls, its dimensions and poe

shown in the section diagrams introduced with the illustrations

of the type specimen. Tin posterior face appears to be slightly

convex transversely and sharply rounded at the Lateral angles, the

specimens nol Bhowing denticles, if indeed such exist The lal

Burfacea aw gently convex and more or less obtusely rounded along

the anterior edge which bean a single longitudinal rib;th<

surface is regularly and somewhat strongly ribbed, the

moderate prominence and convexity, with narrow intercostal fur

mm 1 eh,, :iy bifurcating n • ir thi

-hurt implanted occur somewhat suddenly deflected to the

narrow, plain bell bordering either post *hieh

abruptly lb.- anterior
|

ronn.

tubercles, winch havt a obliqui

i and upward, the ores! oulminatin

p. . and delicately sculptured bj radial
i

kne
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tubercles of the posterior ribs are similarly beautifully ornamented

and distinguishable by their more oval transverse outline, relatively

smaller size and acuminate crest which rises abruptly over the

superior margins. The plain surfaces are striato-punctate longitudi-

nally. The type specimen attains a length of 11.5 centimetres, the

proportions as also the form being well represented in the illustra-

tions.

The species above noticed is one of the handsomest of the genus.

The specimen figured is the most perfect, but other fragments have

been obtained indicating larger-sized spines equally strongly marked

by the distinctive features of the species, and which readily dis-

tinguish it from any allied form known to us. In the deflected

costse along the posterior margins it bears some resemblance to

Ctenacanthus deflexus of the St. Louis limestone, but is otherwise

markedly distinct from that species, as will be apparent on compar-

ing the illustrations given of each respectively. This is one of the

many interesting discoveries of the remains of fishes in our Coal

Measure strata made by Mr. Alexander Butters, in whose honor the

specific name is given.

Geological position and locality: Lower Coal Measures (roof shales

over coal No. 5, Illinois general section) ; Carlinville, Illinois.

Genus ACOISTDYLACANTHUS, St. J. and W.

ACONDYLACANTHUS RECTUS, St. J. and W.

PL. XXVI. Fig. 2.

Dorsal ray of small size, slightly arched along the sharply-rounded

anterior edge, moderately compressed laterally, and very gradually

tapering throughout its length. Posterior face deeply grooved and

traversed by a faint median keel, striato-punctate, and bordered by

the relatively thick walls of the postero-lateral angles, which latter

are rounded and bear close along their inner edge a row of compara-

tively strong, closely approximate, laterally compressed, downward-

hooked denticles, which extend apparently from the apex (where

they are worn obsolete) to the dorsal line, below which the pulp

cavity issues. Lateral surfaces moderately convex transversely,

rounded into the postero-lateral angle, and occupied by eight or more

close, rounded costae separated by narrow intercostal furrow, those *fi
—16 A /
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in front bearing two rows of minute punctures and a faint median

tiiiforru line, the costae enveloped in a smooth coating of enamel

without transverse or tubercular elevation. Near the middle of the ^
exposed right side of the type specimen, one of the cost;i attai

double the breadth of those in front, and immediately along the

beveled posterior edges occurs a plain space apparently destitute of

longitudinal ridges. Pulp cavity compressed ovate in outline, con-

fined within the posterior half, and inoloaed between thick wall

A specimen preserving a length of 65 millimetres has a breadth at

base of 6.5 mm., and a thickness of 8 mm.
\V. have met with only a single example of the above described

iolithyodorolite, which presents the greater portion of a 6mall spine

ading from the acute distal extremity to a point near the dorsal

line, above which it is broken off. The specimen is embedded in a

limestone matrix in such manner as to allow of the exposure of the

right side and the posterior face; it is slightly distorted and fn

tured across at several places, revealing the small pulp-cavity, and

somewhat worn especially along the posterior half of the lateral

surfaces. The anterior costse, however, are uninjured, and their

condition is as noted above. The striking oharaofc of the

spine are its slight curvature, rigid outline, and the deeply channeled

posterior face and closely set large denticles. Thi men basno

Dear ally in the Coal Measure strata, and so far as it is possible to

determine to the contrary, it presents all the charaol ib-

able to Acondylacanthiu.

logical position and locality: Upper Coal M .
above coal

No, 9, 111. Gen'l Sec; the upper limestone at f. a Salle. Qlim

AcoM'viAt'w i n: ji Si. .1. and VY.

PL WVI, 1 u:

Dorsal Bpine of medium sue, rather Btrongrj the

anterior edge and somewhal rapidly tapering, laterally compressed,

transvi ion ouneate; posterior face narrow, deeply channeled

;

palp cavity relatively small, BoblentieoJar or compressed ovoid in

trai oatline. Lateral surfaces n lyoonvexti ely;

sharpl] rounded into the anterior keel, also gentlj rounded and

compressed posteriorly to the postero-latera] angles, winch bear •

n of lateralis oompi downward-booked dent

oiroled al the a oinotnre, more or less regularl] by

than their ow ler diameter, and extending two-thirds or

h of tli. d portion of tl
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lateral surfaces are occupied by more or less regular, prominent,

rounded, smooth enamel-coated costse separated by narrow intercos-

tal furrows, the cost® comprised within the narrow compressed belt

along the posterolateral margins being more slender, and toward

the base those occupying the body of the spine bifurcate, the ante-

rior ridge especially sending off frequent slender branches to the

dorsal line. The lower part of the spine shows distinct lines of

growth exactly corresponding in curvature to the dorsal line and

forming faint oblique annular ridges crossing the costse at irreg-

ular intervals ; otherwise the costae are destitute of ornamentation,

the occurrence of the oblique ridges mentioned not producing an

effect comparable with that of the tuberculated Ctenacanthi. The

dorsal line makes an angle of 40°, and less, with the anterior edge,

somewhat sigmoidal in curvature, rising well up the postero-lateral

angles ; inserted base deep, surface irregularly striato-punctate.

Length of spine 12 centimetres
;
greatest transverse breadth 13 mili-

metres.

The above described species is represented by a unique and nearly

perfect specimen, which was discovered by Mr. A. S. Tiffany, to

whom we are indebted for the opportunity to examine many inter-

esting fish-remains from our Carboniferous and Devonian formations.

In accordance with our understanding of the values to be ascribed

to external characters in determining the limits of genera as repre-

sented by the fin-defenses of these early Selachians, the present

spine does not reveal any feature markedly at variance with those

ascribed to Acondylacanthus, with which we have identified it.

Specifically, however, it offers tangible and most pronounced pecu-

liarities, such indeed as may not readily escape notice even in

fragmentary material, when sufficient remains to show its peculiar

superficial features and the outline of its transverse section. Were

it possible to decide the association of teeth and fin spines, we

might in many instances find much less dissimilarity in the fin de-

fenses of different genera than that indicated by their respective

dentition. But lacking these facts relating to generic identity, we

must seek to discover such characteristics as seem to have a com-

mon significance and by which these varied remains may be brought

into such natural groups as appear most consistent with the fea-

tures they possess in common.

Geological position and locality: Upper Coal Measures; upper

limestone at Peru, Illinois.
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ACONDYLACANTHCS ? MuDGIANl ~. St. J. 1111(1 W.

PL XXIV. Fig. 8.

A fragment from the Upper Coal Measures of Kansas represent.

ing a medium-size ichthyodorulite is provisionally referred to the

above genus. The Bpeeimen prea rvea a length of about 7 centi-

metres, apparently of the middle or lower portion of the spine, of

which the entire anterior border is hrokcn away, revealing the deeply

avated posterior face or the pulp cavity, bordered by a strip of

the thick lateral walls mar the pustero-lati ral angles. The trans-

V< rse section of the spine is subtriangular, moderately arched along

the anterior edge, lateral surfaces evidently gently convex trai

v. rselv, and, so far as revealed by the remaining walls, ornamented

by simple, angularly rounded longitudinal costa, separated by do

narrow intercostal grooves; the costa enveloped in the smooth

enamel layer throughout. Beyond this the superficial features are

not disclosed, and so little remains thai the moderately rapid taper-

ing of the spine is hardly more than an infer.

While the generic relations of the specimm above referred to are

by no means satisfactorily authenticated bj the meagre oharaefc

that remain, its specific distinctness from any form OOOUrring in

the Coal Measures as yet diaoovered is unmistakable. Th< ipeeiifl

designation is given in honor of the late Profi min l

Hodge, the distinguished educationist and director of the firai State

ilogical survey of Kansas.

logical position and locality: Upper Coal Measures; Rook Gn

Pottawattamie county, Kansas.

A. ONOYLH wiin B? \iiui\s. St. .1. and \V.

pi w\i ris. i.

1 1,, „,. ample here red rred to pn rtion

of a large dorsal Bpine, probably between 20 and 28 oentimetres in

length, of which perhaps 6 oentimetres of tl transit}

broken ahorl off, while ti ted portion shows evidences of cur-

iin.nt in the rounded anterior margin. , th< rarfaoi

,l i( ,| portion of the spin.- i- evidently much worn, the 001

for t| ;

. part .1. stitufa Of I nanirl. (US

a,mi. in .oimiion with that of the bflfe

. that it is impossible to

of the superficial ornamentation, upon wh
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even depends the determination of the generic relation of the spine.

Specifically, however, the specimen is clearly distinct from any form

heretofore obtained from the same formation, and, judging from

such of the superficial characters as are actually discernible, the

spine might be provisionally identified with Acondylacanthus.

The spine gradually tapers, and is moderately arched along the

anterior edge, the inclination making an angle of about 45° with

line of insertion, lateral surfaces gently convex transversely, and

very gradually converging toward the obtusely-rounded anterior edge,

slightly compressed to the postero-lateral angles, the posterior wall

broken away, exposing the oval-shaped pulp cavity lying within the

posterior half of the spine. The exposed lateral surfaces of the

spine are quite uniformly fluted longitudinally, the costae present-

ing comparatively narrow rounded ridges, rarely bifurcating or

implanted, and spaced by about their own width by the shallow

intercostal grooves, the anterior edge apparently occupied by a

wider ridge, vestiges of the usual enamel layer are discernible but

not accompanied by visible nodose ornamentation. The base was

deeply embedded in the integument, and cbanneled behind by the

continuation of the pulp cavity. The spine preserves a length of

14 centimetres ; the antero-posterior diameter, just above the dorsal

line, 2.5 centim., which, however, does not represent the actual

diameter on account of the imperfect condition of the posterior

face ; lateral diameter at same point, 9 millimetres.

The typical forms of Acondylacanthus are more slender, and pro-

portionately narrower, than the above described form, and should

the latter prove to possess nodose costae, it should be transferred

to the genus Ctenacanthus. But as has been already remarked, in

the absence of any such ornamentation and the apparent smooth

plain costae, its affinities are clearly with the above genus.

Geological position and locality: Keokuk limestone
;

government

canal excavations at Keokuk rapids, near Keokuk, Iowa.
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(i. a. a EUNEMACANTHUS,1
Bt, J. and W.

Pin-spines arched backward, hit*.- rally compressed. Dorsal border

rounded and oeoapied by a single plain, smooth ridge enameled

throughout, and perhaps inbeveled along the lateral edges, which

may be delicately sculptured. Lateral Burfaoes bearing Longitudinal

costa- interrupted by transverse ridges. Inter-costal furrows plain.

or occupied by irregularly dispersed tubercles. Posterior face trun-

cated, the lateral angles bearing a row of denticles whose apices

are directed upward. Pulp cavity apparently inclosed throughout

the greater length of the exposed portion of the spine.

The typical and sob- representative of the genus here recogni

is the dorsal spine, originally described by Messrs. Newberry aid

Worthen, under the name Ctenacantkuti eottaUu, from the Saint

Louis limestone. Allied to Ctenacantkus, the genus is especially

characterized by the presence of the plain dorsal ridge, the tul

ciliated inter-costal sulci, and the upward direction of the denticles

arming the angles of the posterior face. The interrupted oh

of the costie of the lateral surfaces is precisely of the Bame nature

so prevalent amongst though not restricted to the species of ('.-.

acanthus; the tuberoulose inter-costal grooves and the direction of

tin- apices of the posterior denticles recall a relationship with

leroptychtuM, agues., from which, however, it is distinguished by

the transversely ridged and perhaps tuberoulose character of

the OOStffi.

El mm \, \\ i in - ( 08TA1 '!! W. •
.

pl xxni. Ha
'/nix? ronlatur. N umii.i.y ;.'

fl. XII. f. :..

spim .»f medium Bize, moderately arohed along the dorsal •

and Bomewhal rapidly tap. in rally oompressed, presenting

«i dge -hap. .1 trai on, I i • ant< rior or dorsal

bed transversely in about i quarter of i circle, lal

ml., eli i and mark.. I with delicate, -harp raised lines directed

obliquelj downward, the superior surface enveloped in s polisl

snamel layer, occupying s Bpaoe about equal to two of I

The laf [ularly diminish) <1 in -
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posteriorly, and are quite uniformly marked by slightly oblique

transverse ridges slightly raised and culminating above in a low

crest, the unworn slopes and depressions being beautifully sculp-

tured logitudinally by delicate thread-like lines crossed by extremely

fine transverse or oblique rugae, the lateral edges similarly orna-

mented as noticed in the dorsal ridge ; the nodose character of the

transverse ridges increases toward the postero-lateral angles, how-

ever, retaining the details described, and in worn specimens the

lateral costae show more or less smooth crests, the extremities of

the tubercles producing the pectinated or crenulated lateral borders

observed in abraded specimens, like the original or type exam-

ple of the species ; the costae increase by bifurcation and implan-

tation below at frequent intervals. The intercostal sulci are perhaps

one-half the diameter of the ribs, presenting a furrow of moderate

depth, striato-punctate, that on either side of the dorsal ridge and

others showing occasional irregularly dispersed tubercles orna-

mented precisely after the style observed in the costal tubercula-

tions. Postero-lateral angles sharply defined, skirted by a narrow,

faintly depressed outer belt of the posterior face, which rises into a

low angular ridge defining the regularly transversely concave, mod-

erately deep median furrow occupying more than half the lateral

area, and which is coarsely pitted or striato-punctate ; immediately

along the outer side of the lateral crests occur a row of depressed,

obovate, closely arranged tubercles, spaced by less than half their

longer or longitudinal diameter, constricted basally and culmin-

ating in a low crest overhanging the upper border, similarly marked

by delicate thread-like lines already remarked. The pulp cavity is

of' moderate capacity, compressed-oval in transverse section, and in

an example of at least 150 millimetres in length it extends to

within 20 mm. of the distal extremity, apparently opening out in

the posterior face little if any above the dorsal line, which latter

has a rather oblique upward course from the anterior dorsal angle,

inserted base longitudinally striato-punaiate, proportionately of con-

siderable depth, perhaps equal to a fourth of the entire length of

the spine.

The above description is founded upon two specimens : one, the

original examined by Messrs. Newberry and Worthen, representing

a small-size spine about 60 millimetres in length, showing one side

with patches of the worn costae and dorsal ridge which apparently

terminate at the oblique dorsal line; the posterior face is broken

away. The other specimen preserves nearly 111 millimetres of a
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spine, which probably attained a length of at least 160 nun., and
though somewhat distorted by pressure, it presents in \

!>• manner the details of the surface ornamentation of

handsonu fin-defense, of which illustrations are given in the

plate cited. Toward the tip in the older portions of the spine the

lateral oosteB are worn nearly smooth along their srests, though re-

taining vestiges of the transverse tuberculations in the pectinated
lateral borders. Toward the base the costa- show uniformly less effects

from wear, where the transverse ridges are beautifully
j

But throughout its entire length the dorsal ridge presents the same
uniform plain, smooth surface, an effect which it would seern in-

consistent to attribute to abrasion. The specimen also dearly shows
the form of the posterior denticles, as described, and which offer

altogether an anomalous feature compared with the downward-
hooked denticles occurring in the borders of the posterior face of

typical Ctenacantkus.

Geological position and Uicalitii: St. Louis limestone : Alton. Illi-

nois.

Gems ASTKKOI'TYCIIirs.

A8TER01TVC1III - THHBLLUB, St. .1. and W.
PL \\i. I be *.

Pin spine small, gradually tapering and moderately arched along

the anterior edge, much oompressed laterally, giving the trans'

section a thin wedge-shaped outline, posterior face unknown,
eral surfaces gently OOnvei tram occupied by regular, delicate

rounded OOSte, intercostal furrows, increasing in width toward the

anterior edge, the posterior furrows oocupied by a singb

punctate line, the mid. lie and anterior ones showing two or more
such lines separated by thread lik. .anna, the wide d. pro-iei

side the anterior Keel bearing Several of these intercostal stria and
filiform i the anterior keel, like the lateral oosts), is snv<

in a smooth enamel layer. The pulp oavity occupies about half the

diameter "f the spine, presenting an angular-ovate mtion, from
which may he inf. in d the keeled condition of the posterior f:,

The abov< represented by a fragment apparentl]

to the middle portion of a unall delicate ipine, whioh shows
interior keel and the lateral surface n. arly to th. p. iters!

'"it the , f wall- are br.-k. n away, i
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the pulp cavity, the carinate matrix of which would indicate, per-

haps, a rather prominent median angularity in the contour of the

posterior face of the spine. Although we have no evidence of the

denticles arming the postero-lateral angles, and even the wide fur-

row immediately adjacent the anterior keel is destitute of the char-

acteristic tubercles, nevertheless the character of the striato-punctate

intercostal furrows, as also the general facies of the specimen, leave

little room to doubt its generic identity with Asteroptychins. It is at

the same time readily distinguished specifically by its extremely

compressed, slender form, in which respects it presents marked con-

trast with the congeneric form Asteroptychius bellulus, St. J. and W.,

from the Lower Coal Measures.

Geological position and locality.—Upper Coal Measures ; calcareous

shales overlying the coal at Topeka, Kansas.

Genus GLYMMATACANTHUS, St. J. and W.

Glvmmatacanthus rudis, St. J. and W.

PL XXV. Fig. 1.

Dorsal spine large, slightly curved and somewhat rapidly tapering.

Transverse section wedge-shaped, lateral surfaces slightly convex,

meeting in the sharply rounded anterior edge, posterior face not

shown. The lateral surfaces diverge at an angle of 30° to 35°, oc-

cupied by widish, rounded costae, bifurcating below, separated by

sharp impressed lines, and bearing along their crests irregularly-

shaped, compressed, conical, closely arranged tubercles, which pro-

duce an exceedingly rough, rudely sculptured effect. The anterior

angle of the spine is flanked by a pair of costal, which support

approximately opposite tubercles. The tuberculation more or less

distinctly ranged in slightly oblique rows, ascending from the pos-

tero-lateral angle to the anterior border, and rudely sculptured by

radiating carinas. Pulp cavity large, apparently confined within the

posterior half of the spine, lateral walls thick.

The unique example described above represents a fragment from

the middle of a large spine, both extremities and the posterior face

being broken away. The superficial costation and tuberculation, as

also the general form of the spine, accord well with the distinctive

characteristics of Glymmatacanthus. The specimen further shows the
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important oharaoter, not so dearly discernible in the fragment of

Bpine upon which the existence of the genua was baaed, of the back-

ward curvature, which removes it from the Drepanacanthi. with which

an some resemblance in the character and disposition of the

Longitudinal ribs and tubercles occupying the expoaed parts. Unfor-

tunately the entire section of the spine is not preaerved, so thai we

are still oninformed in regard to the contour of the posterior face.

Specifically allied to the Kinderhook Glymmatacantkui Iri$hU, Bi
.1. and \\\, it is readily distinguished by the more rapidly tapering,

smaller, transversely elongate, and much more prominent or conical

tubercles, which are also more closely ranged along thi -
. and

more widely spaced laterally than observed in the unique example
of the earlier Bpecies just mentioned.

Geological position and locality: Keokuk limestone; Government
canal excavations around the Keokuk rapids on tin Mississippi,

above Keokuk, Iowa.

(il.VMMATACANTUUS PETRODOIDKH. St. J. and \Y.

PL XXV. Fit. J.

A mere fragment of an iohthyodorulite, hardly a centin

Bquare, in the collection of Dr. Bambaoh, is probably referable to

the above genu-. The superficial ornamentation ia ao well preserved
enable very satisfactory comparisons with other spi cies of the

90 to show its distinctive features BO fir a- tiny depend
on the oharaoter of the surface ornamentation. The fragment rep-

a bit from the lateral wall.- inolosing the pulp cavity, an.!

probably pertained to a Bpine of medium m longitudinal

costal show only moderafc convexity with the usual alongafc

In- punots; closely arranged along their creel itrong

oonioa] tuberolea which crowd the Burface, and which ai

graven with sharp, Btrong carina . radiating from the apex and <

-tried d at the base. The latter character, which, on account of the

resemblance to the vertical plication of the oonee of /

nation, also offers a marked and tangible

contrast with the tub. rcular ornamentation observe.) m C01

with thi isl] deaeribi •!
i

;

logical j>nsiti<»i „n,l localitg I [meatoi

Illiii.
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Genus GYRACAOTHUS, Agassiz.

Gyracanthus? cordatus, St. J. and W.

PI. XXVI, Fie. 4.

Spine of small size, very slightly arched along the anterior angle

and gradually tapering, transversely triangular or cordate in section,

Lateral surfaces broadly convex transversely, meeting in a narrow

ridge forming an acute angle at the anterior edge
;

postero-lateral

angles rounded and merging into the broad, moderately excavated

posterior face. Exposed portion of the lateral surfaces ornamented

with stellate tubercles closely set longitudinally, but showing a

more or less distinct arrangement in oblique rows, with a forward

and upward course. Pulp cavity relatively large, nearly circular in

section, with a thin wall in the axis of the posterior face and thick-

ened at the lateral angles, opening below in a deep furrow extending

to the proximal extremity.

The description is based upon a single specimen, which shows

about 5.5 centimetres of the length of a small spine. Both extrem-

ities have been broken away, and the specimen is otherwise disfig-

ured by abrasion, so much so, indeed, as to render the surface

features indistinct over the greater part of the lateral surfaces,

which appears to be closely covered with minute tubercles ; how-

ever, these latter on one Bide reveal the oblique disposition charac-

teristic, or at least prevalent, in Gyracanthus, and which, together

with the contour of the posterior face, seem to warrant its reference

to that genus. In the more abraded surface areas, where

the tubercules are worn away and preserving only their bases, the

obliquity is even more readily traced in exactly opposite direction

to that characteristic of Gyracanthus ; again, they have the appear-

ance of irregular disposition, which, in connection with the rather

marked keeled condition of the anterior edge, suggested resemblance

to Geisacanthus. But the posterior face is quite unlike that of the

latter genus, being simply excavated or channeled longitudinally and

without the median angle or ridge characteristic of both Gyracan-

thus and Geisacanthus. In the distal half of the best preserved

side, near the postero-lateral angle, the tubercles are laterally com-

pressed and closely impacted at their sides, while considerably

spaced^longitudinally, with a nearly transverse disposition ; but p.lse-
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where, ae already noted, th< y appear to have the oblique arrange*

in. nt oommon to the genus to which the erpeeies represented l»y

the above specimen is provisionally referred, and "f which it is, at

the present time, the Hole representative from the Carboniferous

formations of the Qpper Mississippi region. Principal Dawson has

notice I representatives of the grains from the Carboniferous <>f

Scotia, and Dr. Newberry has described Borne interesting sp<

from the Lower Carboniferous of Ohio.

logical 'position and locality: Keokuk limestone; Keokuk, [owa.

GrENUS PIIYSOXKMLS. Agassiz.

Phybohxhus falcati>. St. .1. and W.

pi. xxiv. nit. ...

Dorsal spine of small size, comparatively narrow, gradually taper-

ing, and very strongly arched along the posterior face, the tip reach-

ing a point nearly vertical to the inferior extremity. Transwr-t

section wedge-shaped, anterior edge making an acutely rounded

angle, expanding below into the inferior shoulder, which is aharply

constricted at the dorsal line to the plain hase. Lateral surfaces

slightly convex, the hony surface showing an impressed line parallel

with the posterior ( .Ige as usually observed under similar conditions

of BUrfaoe exfoliation.

The description refers to a unique example belonging to the ooJ-

hction of Washington University. It represents nearly the entire

outline, hut as so frequently occurs with the small specimens of the

g( mis, the posterior faoe is worn away, the pulp cavity making a

groove throughout its exposed extent. Tli< exposed portion of the

Bpine, also, is denuded Of the original longitudinal costa and tulxr-

culation. of which not a \c-tigc remains from which to infer the

oharacter of the Buperfioia] ornamentation. The strong ourvata

the spine recalls the forms to which the nanus Phgt parvuhu,

and Ph. Cestriensi$, derived respectively from the Keokuk and t

ter formations. ha\. bl • D IVCn. It 18, houev. r. a much more shndt r

form, not attaining near the breadth of the above named spines. It

i-. indeed, possible that it prove to be :i young individual of the

I'h. Alton* it. J. and YY.. of the -aim formation, though

the latter identity seems highly improbable.

logical position 'in<l locality, St. Louis lit mis,

M ouri.
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Genus DKEPA^ACANTHUS, N. and W.

Dbepanacanthus beversus, St. J. and W.

PI. XXIV, Fig. 5.

Drepanacantlius reversus, St. John and Worthen, 1875. 111. Geol. Surv., VI, p. 45(i, PI.

XIX., f. 5, 6.

A nearly perfect specimen of the above named species has lately-

been obtained at Alton. The specimen shows nearly the complete

outline, but it is, unfortunately, too abraded to distinctly display

the ornamentation, which was very clearly made out from the frag-

ments upon which the original description was based. The speci-

men here referred to is reproduced in the illustrations. "With the

exception of the tip and the extreme end of the base, it is perfect,

and is readily distinguished from the Keokuk species previously

described by its stronger curvature, while the tuberculation is quite

different, as has been already pointed out.

Geological position and localities: St. Louis limestone ; Alton, Illi-

nois, and St. Louis, Missouri.

Genus BATACANTHUS, St. John and Worthen.

Batacanthus ? neois, St. J. and W.

PI. XXV, Fig. 4.

The collection of Mr. Cox from the Keokuk limestone affords an

example showing a length of some 7 centimetres from the distal

extremity of a medium-size spine, the uncertain relations of which

suggested the above specific designation. In size and general form,

as displayed bedded in the limestone matrix, the spirie is not unlike

Drepanacantlius gemmatus, N. and W., of the same formation. It

gradually tapers and is moderately curved to a point within a short

distance of the extremity, where it is more rapidly narrowed and

suddenly bent forward. But here the resemblance to Drepanacan-

tlius ceases; instead of the wedge-shaped transverse section and de-

fined posterior face, the present spine is elliptic or lenticular in

section, anterior and posterior angles sharply rounded, the pulp

cavity occupying the entire posterior half of the antero-posterior di-

ameter of the spine, as indicated by the crushed-in thin lateral
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walls, and in which respects intimate relationship with Botacomihu

is disclosed. The lateral surfaces display numerous narrow longitu-

dinal ridges, spaed by intervening shallow sulci, in width a little

more than the diamefa r of the ridges, and irregularly, coarsely pitted.

The costs apparently occupy tin entire surface, saw a belt extend-

ing along either side of the posterioz angle, where they are obeolete,

or at least less marked. Perhaps the most interesting feature is

that observed in connection with the tuberculatum: The carina along

the a 1 1
1

• rior edge sends of! at irregular, alternate intervals a strong

low tubercle, which tills the adjacent sulcus, even crowding

upon or enveloping the next parallel ridge; similar, somewhat

smaller tumid tubercles are dispersed with greater or less irregular-

ity over the body of the spine, where, in the worn condition of the

specimen, they often have the appearance of occupying tin sulci,

and toward tin ap< \ becoming continent and stretching aoross two

or more costae. The tubercles in the belt along the posterior edge

are relatively large, irregularly subconical, and ranged in ti

three irregular rows; they are mostly worn quite smooth, hut there

are vestiges of radiate ornamentation still visible.

spared with previously described spines, the present form, per-

haps, finds its nearest ally in the Bataeanthut tUttatnu, of t lie Keo-

kuk limestone. It is distinguished, however, from that Bpeeies by its

moro compressed lenticular transverse section and the distinct an-

gulation of the anterior and posterior edges; also, the distinct char-

and disposition of the tuberculatum ; th< anterior edge,

does not preserve the large, claw-like /entioles that appear in the

above Bpeeies, bat these may have beet a off, and even their

bases obliterated by abrasion. The distinct angulation of the ant'

and especially the posterioz sdgi nts an anomalous ohara

m contrast with the rounded borders of H,it<ir,iull,u.<, as r.
|

by the specM B. itettatut (N. and \\\. Bp.,) and B. taemij

and W.j but the unique example before u is not sufficiently entire

to permit comparisons Deeessary in order to determine

generic relationship, while such oharaei are discernible

marked resemblance to those attributed to Batooemthu.

logical position and locality: Keokuk linn stone. upp. r in ds :
K. o-

kuk, Iowa.
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Genus OEACANTHUS, Agassiz.

Oeacanthus vetustus, Leidy.

PL XXIV, Fig. a.

Oracanthus vetustus, Leidy, 1856. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sei., Phlla., 2d series, iii. p. 161, PL 16,

f. 1, 2, 3.

Oracanthus consimilis, St.';J. and W., 1875. 111. Geol, Surv. VI, p. 476, PL XXII, 1. 15.

The cabinet of Washington University, of St. Louis, contains a

fine large spine, which, we have no doubt, is specifically identical with

the form originally described by Dr. Leidy under the above desig-

nation, and which was subsequently noticed by the authors under the

name Oracanthus consimilis. This specimen, however, affords a much
more satisfactory idea of the superficial characteristics of the spine

than it was possible to gain from the fragmentary material acces-

sible to us at the time the latter notice was prepared, and we are

thankful for the opportunity of correcting and extending the notice

of the species, which we owe to Dr. Hambach, of that institution,

and to Dr. Leidy, who kindly secured the loan of the type specimen

from the museum of the Academy of Natural Science.

The above mentioned specimen preserves a length of 15 centimetres,

and a width of above 6 c. m., the basal margin and a portion of the

left side being broken away, exposing the large pulp cavity. The

outline is that of a moderately backward-curved, rapidly-tapering,

laterally-compressed cone, terminating in a sharp point ; the anterior

edge broadly and regularly rounded into the gently-convex lateral

surfaces ; the concave posterior border somewhat flattened and more

sharply rounded, but without defined postero-lateral angles. The

walls of the pulp cavity are moderately thick, presenting the great-

est thickness along the convex anterior border, the lateral walls more

or less crushed in by pressure. The exposed surfaces of the spine

show obscure, irregular longitudinal costae, and are thickly studded

with tubercles, which assume a variety of shapes, according to their

position, and ranged in distinct, though interrupted obliquely trans-

verse rows, which, in the right side, rise from the anterior edge up-

ward and backward to a point near the middle, where they meet

similar rows rising obliquely from the concave border in the opposite

direction ; but toward the base, where the tubercles are more crowded

and larger, this oblique course is less conspicuous, while their longi-

tudinal disposition is more or less distinctly marked throughout. Over
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the lateral surface of this side the tubercles consist of simple, invg-

alarly-conical, radiately-soalptared prominenoes, their apices din

apward, sometimes coalescing in the ohlique rows, forming irregular,

sharp crests spanning two or more of the obscure costs). Similarly

confluent, larger tubercles are met with in either border, where tiny

form uymmetrically-oblique rows, with indications of a curving up-

ward oil gaining the left side, but presenting individual variation in

the latter respect—no two Bpeeimena actually agreeing.

In regard to the correspondence of the characters of opp

Hanks of these spines, the fine example described by Dr. Leidy offers

most conclusive evidence bearing on their dissimilarity, and which

might readily confuse identifications based on unique specimens,

showing opposite Bides of the spine. The latter shows an individual

of about the same dimensions as the example abov< alluded to, free

from the matrix of "iron-gray limestone," revealing both sides of

the spine, the anterior border of which, unfortunately, fa

worn smooth obliterating the tuberoolation. Compared with tbj

Louis specimen, the right-side tuberculatum shows approximately

the same disposition in oblique rows ascending from either border

and meeting in the middle where their continuity is intern;:

In the left side "the tubercles are arranged more regularly in lon-

gitudinal rows, and they evince a tendency to become continent in

short transverse rows, which pursue an irregular waving course

acros> thi ray."' with a general alight obliquity ascending from near

the anterior border where the large confluent tubercles are rather

suddenly deflected apward and cross th< bliquely, diminishing

as they approach the right flank, precisely as shown in the fragment

originally described by the authors 1. VI, PL \\1I.

f. Ufa). The posterior border is occupied by three or more

tudinal rows of tubercles, laterally oomproaoed, the margin in the

left side being occupied by a row of oonflnent tubercles obliquely

curved upward exactly in the opposite direction to the similar row

in the same side at the anterior border. The SXampll 1 bj

Dr. Leidy is reported as having been derived from the Carboniferous

Limestone of Missouri Territory; the exaol formation and locality.

however, are unknown.

It may Well be questioned whether these spines a
rather than a lateral DOSitiOD on th. body Of the ti-h. Their thinks.

id of pressnting that absolnte symmetry oharaoteristie of <l

to Qm taberoulose ornamentation.

ihow in Miiiin t r i

.

• : 1 1 features which may be mor. m a.
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with the latter interpretation of their relative position, or in pairs

at the lateral line. We are, however, not sufficiently familiar with

the species of the genus to be able to decide to what extent this

asymmetrical character may be relied upon or whether it is per-

sistent alike in all representatives of the genus. Oracanthus has

already been compared with the dermal scutes of the Rays, and a

rather heterogeneous variety of forms have been generically identi-

fied. In some particulars, as the oblique course of the tubercula-

tum, they recall a resemblance to the Gyracanthi, but no vestige

exists of the strong implanted base accompanying Gyracanthus, while

their general proportions and outline are widely different. Neither

are we prepared to affirm relationship with forms of teeth occurring

in the same deposits, although their supposed affinities naturally

suggest possible relations with Psammodus.

Geological position and localities : St. Louis limestone ; St. Louis,

Mo., Alton, 111., Pella, Iowa, &c.

Oracanthus rectus, St. J. and W.

PI. XXV, Fig. 3.

Dr. Hamback has obtained from the Chester formation a mere

fragment of a spine, showing a narrow section of what appears to

have formed part of the dorsal or anterior edge, which certainly

possesses congeneric relations with the fossils from the Keokuk lime-

stone, to which we gave the name Oracanthus ? obliquus (111. Geol.

Surv., VI, p. 477, PI. 12, f. 16), although they are respectively dis-

tinguished by well-marked specific characters.

The Chester specimen shows a spine with a very obtusely angular,

nearly straight anterior ( '?) edge, the lateral surfaces diverging at a

moderate angle therefrom, and studded with rudely sculptured,

irregular-shaped conical tubercles, ranged in closely approximated

vertical lines and more or less regular oblique rows, on the left side

rising from left to right; along the anterior ridge the tubercles be-

come transversely elongated, showing the same strong radiating

plicae and wide vertical spacing; the right side preserves a few

small, scattered tubercles, belonging to two or three rows, and which

appear to form oblique rows ascending in the opposite direction to

that observed in the left side. The tubercles present a more abrupt

slope above, and at one part of the fragment they appear to be-

come confluent along one of the lateral costae, forming an irregular,

—17
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jagged srest; their worn apices sh< fcinet punctate structure,

intimately resembling the eroded coronal surfaces of Orwhu and

oth< t teeth oeonrring in these deposits, the intertuberoular spi

showing the ordinary Btriato-pnnetate markings of ichthyodorolil

The fragment does not reveal the thickness of the trails nor any

part of the pulp cavity; it evidently belonged to a medium--

spine.

Compared with Oraeanthus obliqutu of the Keokuk limestone, the

present form is distinguished by its more rigid outline and ti

regular distribution of the tubercles. In both forms the oblique

transversely elongate tubercles are asymmetrical; in other wordsi

the crest culminates in a suhmedian apex along the angularly rounded

border, from which the Longer lateral crest declines obliquely up-

ward and backward in the K- ol.uk spine on the right >i<lt <.f the

anterior angle, and in the present form on the left side "f the

angularly rounded anterior border. We are, h< inclined to

regard the unique example of the Keokuk speci

the anterior edge of the spine, and the Chester form here alluded

to as possibly belonging to the opposite or posterior edge. I

amined in the relative positions thus indicated, the direction of the

obliquity of the transverse rows of tubercles in tin- unique n

tativea of the species mentioned, merely indicate the opposed
1

of the respective fragments, in both of which the obliqu< .rse

disposition of the tubercles is essentially tin If the n la-

position of the fragment of the present spine is correctly inferred,

it differs from the form occurring in the St. Louis li;

vetxuttu, Leidy, in the much less marked obliquity of the trai

elongate tubercles near the anterior border, in which latter res]

however, the latter species show- variations approaching the con-

dition observed in the )c pine. But the relations of these

spun - i an only he determined from the examination of more com-

plete and better preserved individuals in the

species ami that fiom the Keokuk formation.

'ogical position and l<>c<iHti/. Chester Umestoi
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Genus PNIGEACANTHUS, St. J. and W.

Pnigeacanthus trigonalis, St. J. and W.

PI. XXIV, Fig. 4.

Dormal defense as seen from the side trigonal in outline, laterally

much compressed, walls thin, terminating in an obtuse apex pro-

jecting backward about 10° past a point vertical to the postero-

inferior angle, exceedingly attenuated inferiorly with signs of a plain

marginal border that was buried in the integument. Anterior edge

gently arched, slightly curved toward the inferior angle, rounded

into the gently convex lateral surfaces
;
posterior border apparently

a little more compressed, gently concave vertically, and studded

with relatively strong, irregular, rudely sculptured tubercles. The

anterior border is armed "with large irregular vertically elongate

depressed tubercles, which seem to lie immediately on the left flank

of the border, forming a nearly continuous undulating ridge. The

tubercles, so far as may be determined by the specimen, are mark-

edly asymmetrical, the slope facing the anterior edge being abrupt

and obscurely vertically sculptured, the opposite side presenting a

wider gentle declivity. The lateral surfaces show more or less dis-

tinct longitudinal costas, irregularly striato-punctate, and studded

with irregular stellate tubercles whose apices are directed upward

;

the tubercles, as seen in the left side, vary in size and present a

rude sort of transverse disposition, especially toward the anterior

border where occasional large tubercles occur, but irregularly dis-

persed as relates to the longitudinal costae. The inner surface of

the lateral walls is smooth with a fine wavy striato-punctate struc-

ture. The spine may not show the perfect outline of the inferior

margin, but the preserved portion in the flattened condition of the

specimen measures about 25 millimetres from the antero-to the

postero-inferior angle ; height of posterior border, 20 mm. ; ditto of

anterior border at least 33 mm.
The collection of Mr. Alexander Butters contains the unique and

nearly entire example upon which the above description is based.

The specimen is embedded in a limestone matrix in such manner

as to reveal only the one side, and part of this is broken away

exposing a corresponding area of the inner side of the opposite wall,

the thin inferior portions of the walls being brought into close con-

tact by pressure. The specimen is unquestionably closely allied to
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the Keokuk form, Pnigeaeanthtu pnigeiu ' (N. and W.. sp.'. fr«.m

which it is distinguished by its somewhat Btonter proportions, less

ly concave posterior bonier, and the peculiar tubereulation of

the borders. The general oharaoter of the tubereulation of the

il surfaces is much the same in both forms, but in th«

one the tubercles are relatively smaller and less erowded.

logical position and locality: St. Louis lii . Illinois.

i. We are under obligations to S. A. Miller, V.r-i . f..r remlndloa U of our remissness
! I • — i >- adding to the already burdei

tied in abandoning t ti
.

- original
we transferred it to a distinct genus, ol which
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

For the use of several of the crinoids described and figured in

this volume, I am indebted to the liberality of Mr. L. A. Cox, of

Keokuk, Iowa, who, by his zeal and indefatigable industry as a col-

lector, has brought together one of the finest collections of these

beautiful fossils ever obtained from the Keokuk limestone, and a

part of them were found in a higher position in the Keokuk group

than that from which this class of fossils has usually been obtained.

These came from a sandy stratum only a few inches in thickness,

situated near the dividing line between the geodiferous shales of

the Keokuk group and the overlying Warsaw beds, which form the

upper part of the river bluff about a mile below the steamboat land-

ing, where the fossils were obtained.

Another very interesting and productive locality was found by Mr.

N. K. Burket, of Keokuk, in the Keokuk limestone at Hamilton,

Illinois, and from this a part of the following species were obtained.

These came from a cherty layer some three or four inches in thick-

ness, intercalated near the top of the quarry rock at Hamilton, some

five or six feet below the base of the geodiferous shales. These two

very limited horizons have furnished all the Keokuk species, with

one or two exceptions, that are described and illustrated in the fol-

lowing pages.

The species from the St. Louis and Chester groups were all col-

lected by the author, and form a part of the Illinois State

Collection. A. H. W.





PALEOCRINOIDEA.

Genus POTERIOCRINUS, Miller.

Poteriocrinus coxanus, Worthen.

PI. XXVII, Fig. 1.

Poteriocrinus Coxanus, Woethen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. i.

Body above the medium size, obconie, gradually swelling from a

truncated base to the summit of the radial plates, where it is about

one-fourth wider than high. Basal plates as wide, or a little wider,

than high, forming by themselves a low pentagonal cup, about twice

as wide as high. One subradial on the anterior side is longer than

wide, the others about as wide as long, all pentagonal, there being

but two distinct angles on their lower margins.

Badials nearly once and a half as wide as high on the anterior

rays, curving in on their lateral borders so as to give a pentalobate

character to the upper part of the body.

Brachials two, the first quadrangular, and the second pentangular,

and both more than twice as wide as long, the second supporting

on their sloping sides the first divisions of the rays. Only two of

the rays and a part of the third are to be seen, the others being

concealed in the rock. In one of these, probably the anterior ray,

a second bifurcation takes place on the fifth plate in each division,

and the outer branch is seen to divide once more about the tenth

plate, and the inner division on the twenty-fourth to the twenty-

sixth plate, beyond which the arms of this ray are not preserved.

On the right antero-lateral ray the second bifurcation takes place

on the fourth plate in each division, the outer branch dividing twice

more on the eighth and twenty-second plate, and the inner one twice

on the twenty-fourth to the twenty-sixth plate, beyond which they

are not preserved. This gives twelve visible arms to this ray, and

it is quite possible there were other divisions beyond, as the arms

extended about two inches beyond the last divisions that are pre-
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1. The arms are Btont, and composed of rounded, short, m arly

j.mallei plates, that give off delicate pinnules from their inner mar-

gins. The npppei part of the ventral tuhe is exposed by the parti*]

removal <>f the arms, showing that this organ was trumpet-shi

and crowned with hea\y hexagona] plate.-, prodoeed at V

into rather sharp nodes, while below the plafa thinner, and

crossed by about three Bharp ridges, that are most prominent in the

center of the plate. Similar ridges are also visible on the margins

of some of the summit plates. Anal plate- unknown. Column

round and rather stout, composed of thin, even plates. Length of

body and arras 5| inches, breadth at the summit of the ventral

tube '2; inches, Length of column 7: inc

This magnificent specimen of Poteriocrimu, the fin< obtained

from the Keokuk Limestone; I take pleasure in dedicating to Mr.

I.. V. Cox, of Keokuk, Iowa, to whom it belong-, in recognition of

hi- zeal ami untiling industry in collecting the orinoids and :

of that vicinity.

itionand locality: Upper part of the Keokuk Limestone, Ham-

ilton, 111.

Mr. L. A. Cox's collection.

Pol BBS :. Wort hen.

PI. XXVIII. Fin. 8.

i.iry. 1»C.

Natural] .5.

Body small, cup-shaped below the summit of the first radial

plates. Basalfl Miiall and conceal- d by the first joints of the column.

Bubradial plates slightly protuberant from the depression of their

upper angles, curving below into the basal concavity.

Radials pentagonal, about once and a half as wide as Lot

dual- two to each ray. the fust quadrangular, and ti 1 the

same form as the radial-, and supporting 0O their Upper, sloping

the first division of the anna. The arms after the first I

ion on tl ad brachial plate, divide again on the Birth to the

ninth plate, beyond which they continue simple to their extrem

making four arm- to each ray. vims composed of slightly «

formi d |
the last bifurcation, but

prop r and mOtf ; IB their an

givin rales alternately from their longest sides.

one apparent!] between tw sub-
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radials, and this is succeeded by a double series of minute plates

that form the lower extremity of the ventral tube. This organ is

composed of minute plates, is balloon shaped, and shows a small

opening about two-thirds the distance from the base to the summit.
Column at the top composed of round, nearly uniform plates, but a

short distance below thicker joints are intercalated at irregular inter-

vals. It decreases in diameter nearly one-half in a distance of two
inches from the top, and has delicate cyrrhi attached on either side

at irregular intervals.

The depressions at the angles of the body plates, give to the ex-

terior of the cup-shaped body a somewhat rough appearance.

This species is named in honor of Mr. N. K. Burket, of Keokuk,
Iowa, who discovered the interesting locality at Hamilton where
this and several other new forms have been obtained.

Position and locality: Top of the Keokuk limestone, Hamilton,

Illinois.

Nos. 260 and 402 of Mr. L. A. Cox's collection.

POTERIOORINUS TENUIDACTYLUS, Worthen.

PL XXVIII, Pig. 13.

Poieriocrinus tenuidactylus, Woethen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 6.

Body obconical, length and breadth to the top of the radial plates

about equal. Basals well developed, expanding upward from the

column, forming a pentagonal cup rather wider than long. Subra-

dials about as wide as high, the one on the posterior side supporting

in part two quadrangular anal plates, that are succeeded by a

double series of smaller plates of the same form, forming the base

of the ventral tube.

Badials pentagonal, wider than high. Brachials four to each of

the posterior rays, three of them quadrangular and the fourth pent-

angular, supporting on its upper sloping sides the first divisions of

the rays. The arms in the left posterior ray, after dividing on the

last brachial, give off a branch from each division, about the twelfth

to the twentieth plate, beyond which they are simple as far as can

be seen, giving four arms to this ray.

The arms are long and slender, composed of rather long, rounded

joints, slightly zigzag in their arrangement, and give off rounded

pinnules from their projecting sides.
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Tin- ventral tube, <>f which some traces can be seen an inch above

the base, appears to have been cylindrical, starting with the two

long quadrangular anal plates that reel on the posterior Bubradial

plate, the succeeding platee decreasing apward in sue.

Column at its appi mity ratlin- large, and oompoeed of ex-

tremely short joints, closely ancyhlosed togethi

Position and locality: Upper pah of the bed, one mile 1-

Keokuk.

No. 202 of Mr. L. A. Cox's collection.

PorxBiooBDnjs [owhhsis, Worthen.

i ;.,.,.,,.,., % 1 -. W ra i

: ••:.
Bulletin No. I, of Hi" Illinois Btata Mu--um of Ratni*! History, P. «•

Body short, about once and a half as wide as high. Basal plates

small and hidden by the first columnar joints. Bubradials small.

slightly protuberant at the center and depi al the angles.

Badials twice as wide as Long, pentagonal, depressed on their lower

lateral borders, with a tolerably well denned suture between them

and the brachials.

Brachials two, the firs! quadrangular, twist a- wide as long, the

second pentagonal, giving support on their sloping angles to I

firs! divisions of the rays, and slightly protuberani at their op]

angles.

Arm- after the first division ou the second brachial in two of the

rays, the left posterior and righl anterolateral ray- divide again

,,n the fifth to the seventh plate, beyond which they are simple as

fur as they have been preserved. On another ray. which may

the anterior one. the first bifurcation take- place apparently on the

fifth brachial, and the second one on the thud plate above, asm

oan be determined from the crushed condition of tins ray. Anal

plates unknown.

Column round. OOmpoaed of rather thick joints near the !

ming alt. rnafa ly thinner below

This species is related to I '
" f White, but dif-

fers from it m the number and mode <-f bifurcation of thi

and also in the form and proportion of the plan- composing the

body.

turn and fa [Jppar bales of the goods bt

l..u Keokuk, towa.

v, m,-. I . \. Cox's collection.

; „ !in oi this specimen was not figun d
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POTERIOCRINUS HAMILTONENSIS, Worthen.

PI. XXVII, Fig. 9.

Poteriocrinus Hamiltonensis, Woethbn, Feb. 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 7.

Body short, forming a low, shallow cup about twice as wide as

high. Base concave, the basal plates being hidden by the first col-

umnar joints. Subradials of nearly uniform size, four hexagonal and

one beptagonal, all curving below into tbe basal concavity. Eadials,

four of them nearly twice as wide as long, pentagonal, the one on

the anterior side smaller, and all indented at their lower angles to

correspond with the similar indentations of the upper angles of the

subradials. A somewhat gaping suture exists between the radial and

brachial series. Brachials, one to each ray, longer than the radials,

and four of them sharply angular above for the support of the arms.

On the anterior ray the brachial is constricted above to about one-

half its width below, and on its upper truncated margin supports

the plates of a single arm, making nine arms altogether for this

species. Four or five anal plates can be seen arranged as usual in

this genus. Arms composed of short quadrangular plates, that give

off strong pinnules, the joints of which are twice or more as long

as wide. Column, unknown.

This species is nearly related to the little form to which we have

given the name P. penicilliformis, but differs from that in its more

broadly cup-shaped body, shorter brachials and arm-plates, and also

in the pit-like depressions at the angles of the body-plates. The

body alone could not be easily distinguished from Pot. (Scaph.) unicvs

of Hall, while it is entirely unlike that in the number and arrange-

ment of the arms.

Geological position and locality: Upper part of the Keokuk lime-

stone, Hamilton, Illinois.

No. 176, Mr. L. A. Cox's collection. .

Poteriocrinus Orestes, Worthen.

PI. XXVII, Fig. 3.

Poteriocrinus Orestes, Worthen. Feb. 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 7.

Body depressed, cup-shaped, about twice as wide as high. Base

concave, basals small and concealed under the first columnar joints.

Subradials as wide or a little wider than high, three hexagonal and

two on the posterior side heptagonal, all curving into the cavity

-18
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below, Etadials about twic- as large as the smaller subradials, four

of them pentagonal and one on the right posterior side he]

counting thr. low.

Braobials, five to the ant. rim- ray. the first one of which

as the first radial, hut constricted above to correspond

with the narrow, eding plates, which art- quadrangular

narrowly rounded on their external Burfaces. The fifth brachial is

angular above, a little wider than thot •. and pport

on its upper sloping sides to the first divisions of tin ray, which

thence continue simple to their extremities.

The four other radials have each a >iii'_'le brachial, which is as

wid< as the radial on which it rests, with a gaping Butun

all pentangular, and supporting on their sloping upper angh

first divisions of the rays.

The left anterolateral ray, after its first bifurcation on the bra-

chial plate, divides again on the sixth plate above, and the outer

division twice more on the seventh or eighth plate, while in the

right antero-lateral both division- bifurcate on the sixth plate, and

the outer division again on the seventh or eighth plate, making live

divisions to this ray, which is probably the normal number in all

the rayfi < icepi the anterior one, or twenty-two in the coniplei

ganism. The arms are oomposed of rounded, wedge-formed i

giving off Btrong pinnules alternately from their Long* -t aides; pin-

nules oomposed of rounded joints about twice as long as wide.

Anal plates, five visible. The first one is p* i 1. and

between the upper angles of the two Buhradials and partly under the

lower angle of the right posterior radial. T id anal is larger

than tin first, hexagonal, and rests upon one of the Buhradials, and

ads above the top of the left p radial. The third

is hexagonal, about a>
I the first, on which it nd it

da nearly half ita length above the top of the i" radial

on the right. The fourth and fifth ana mailer, the

n top of the second anal an. I tin other on the tfa umn
unknown.

logical potition <ui<l locality Pop of tl

the Keokuk group, one mile belo* Keokuk, Iowa.

-I an. I •_' I : of Mr. 1.. \ ' m.

in d« .1 ttiful a] rthy

fn. nd John.
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PoTERIOCRXNUS LATIDACTYLUS, Worthen.

PI. XXVIII, Fig. 6.

JPoteriocrim+s latidactylus, Wobthen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 8.

This interesting species is only represented by a single imperfect

specimen, showing the posterior side of the body, and a part of three

of the rays.

Body mamillaeform, once and a half as wide as high to the top

of the first radials, and composed of smooth, closely joined plates.

Basals unknown. Subradials nearly as large as the radials, length

and breadth about equal, four of them hexagonal counting three

angles below, the left posterior one larger than those on the anterior

side and heptagonal. Badials pentagonal, once and a half as wide

as high, and truncated straight across their upper margins for the

reception of the brachials. These are of the same form and a little

larger than the radials, and support on their upper sloping sides the

first divisions of the rays. The arms are composed of broad, short,

quadrangular plates, resembling closely the arms of Woodocrinus

and Bursacrinus. In two of the rays which are partly preserved in

the specimen before me, a second bifurcation takes place on the

fourth plate above the brachials, beyond which the arm structure is

unknown. The first arm-plates in the two posterior rays are about

twice as long as the succeeding ones.

Three anal plates are visible ; the first one is larger than the

others, and rests between the upper angles of the two posterior sub-

radials. The second rests on top of the left posterior subradial, and

the third, which is smaller than either of the others, rests upon the

first, and above this the lower margins of two or more succeeding

plates can be seen.

Column stout, covering the entire width of the base, and com-

posed at first of nearly equal joints that decrease in diameter below,

and pass into a series of alternately thick and thinner joints as the

distance from the base increases.

Position and locality: Upper part of the Keokuk limestone, Hamil-

ton, Illinois.

No. 401 of Mr. L. A. Cox's collection.
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. i.iuim'um s i'i:Nhii.i.iri)i.Mi> t Worthen.

1-1. XXYI1I. rig. 9.

.ry. 1*82.

No. i. '. ;-8.

Body small, forming In-low the summit of tin- radial plates a low

cup, about twice as wide as high. Baaala, and the lower angle of

the Bubradials, oonoealed ondei the lir-t columnar joints.

Subradiala about as long as wide, exoepl the one on the posterior

aide, which is a little longer than the others, Badials aboat twice

as la: tin- baaala, wider than long, and truncated squi

across their opper margina for tin- reception of the bracl

Brachials twice as long as wide, four of them pentagonal, co

in the middle, and supporting two arms which continue simple to

their extremities. The anterior ray has a long quadrangular brachial

plate supporting a single arm, making nine arms altogether for this

species.

Arms composed of rounded joints that arc generally longer than

wide, hut slightly wedge-shaped, giving off >tron^ pinnules from

their tongesl >ides.

Column slightly larger at it> junction with the body than below,

composed of alternately thiokex and thinner job

Firai anal plate longer than wide, pentagonal, and rests partly

between two of the aubradiala and under the right t radial.

Above lliis a double series of small anal plates can . the

Brat of which rests on top of the 1. ft ibradial, and the

s. oond on tlie first anal.

This little orinoid is related to that described by Meek and Wor-

theii iu the second volume of the Gcol. Survey of 111

pi, 17, fig. 6, under the name of Scaphu crintu deeadaetyUu, hut differs

from it in the prop. of the body plates, and I] in its

brachials and arm plat*

/ ition and locality: Upper part of tin Keokuk 1 Hamil-

ton. Qlinois.

I ..f Mr. I.. \. ( Mection.
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PoTERIOCRINUS TENTACULATUS, Worthen.

PI. XXVIII, Fig. 11.

Peteriocrinus tentacvlatus, Wokthen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 10.

Body of medium size, depressed cup-shaped, more than twice as

wide as high. Base depressed, basal plates small and concealed in

the basal cavity. Subradials as long or longer than wide, three

hexagonal and two on the anal side heptagonal.

Kadials about twice as wide as long ; heptagonal, and truncated

squarely across their upper margins for the reception of the brachial

series.

Brachials two, the first quadrangular, and the second pentangular,

both as wide or a little wider than the radials ; the second support-

ing on its upper angles the first divisions of the arms. The arms

are composed of wide, short, quadrangular joints, and bifurcate the

second time on the fourth and sixth plates above the brachials, be-

yond which they are all simple to their extremities, making four

arms to each ray. Above the second bifurcation the plates of the

arms gradually diminish in width, and become slightly wedge-formed,

giving off strong pinnules from their longest sides.

Anal area proportionately large, with nine small anal plates visi-

ble. The first is pentagonal, and rests between two of the subra-

dials and partly under one side of the right posterior radial. The

two succeeding anals are larger, placed side by side, their lower mar-

gins resting, the left one on the truncated margin of one of the

subradials, and the other between the upper angle of the first anal

and the left margin of the first radial to the right. The next series

of anals consists of three smaller plates placed side by side, and

these are succeeded by three more that are not fully exposed.

Column unknown.

Position and locality: Upper shales of the geode bed, one mile

below Keokuk, Iowa.

No. 403 of Mr. L. A. Cox's collection.
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l'ol 1 i;l«>< i.lNi - OOOTOBHTALIS, Wortlien.

l'l. XWII. I .

|.a«e 10.

Body cap-shaped, about twioe as wide as high.
!

the basals small and hidden under the first columnar joints. Bub-

radialfl hexagonal and heptagons!, the lower angle curving ond<

form a part of the basal ooncavity.

Radials pentangular, nearly tw wide as Long, with a gaping

suture between them and the brachials.

chials "ii four of the ray- pentangular, widest below, slightly

constricted in the middle, and angular above, supporting on their

doping Bides the firs! division of the rays, another bifurcation

takes place on the tenth plate above the brachials in these four

beyond which they are Bimple to their extremities. The anterior

brachial is quadrangular, constricted above, and sup] ogle

arm, making 17 anus altogether for this species.

anal ride of the specimen is distorted so that the number and

form of the anal plates cannot be clearly determined ; but thro

be seen : the second one much larger than the others, and apparently

arranged as usual in this gens

Column moderately Btout, round and composed at the -ummit of

evenly-sized plates, thai alt. mat. with thinner low.

Thi- Bpecies i- marly related to / tph.)u*icus, of Hall, but

ssentially from that in the number and bifurcation of the

aim-.

/ tition and locality : Dpper beds of the Keokuk limestone, Ham-

ilton. Dlino

\ ,. I7'i "( Mr. 1,. \. < lleetion.

l',,i i an • Worthi n.

[y ,,f mediui basin-shaped, base slightly de] the

.1 by the columnar j. 3 ibradials

U, and breadth about equal, the lowi
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a part of the basal concavity, and the upper angles depressed to

correspond with similar depressions in the lower margins of the

radial plates.

Kadials short, about as wide as long, pentagonal, depressed at

their lower angles, with a gaping suture between them and the suc-

ceeding brachials.

Brachials two, the first quadrangular, the second sharply angu-

lar above, and but little narrower than the radial series. A slight

angular prominence extends lengthwise across the brachial plates,

and the same may be seen on tbe lower portion of the arms under

a good glass.

Arms on the anterior ray, after the first division on the second

brachial, divide again on the fourth and sixth plate, and both the

outer divisions again on the eighth plate, while the inner one ap-

pears to be simple after the second division, thus giving six arms

to this ray. The antero-lateral rays appear to divide once more,

giving eight arms to those rays.

Arm pieces rounded, moderately wedge-shaped, and diminish

rather rapidly in width toward their extremities. Delicate pinnules

are given off from their longest sides. Anal plates and column un-

known.

The depressions at the angles of the body plates, give a rugged

appearance to the body of this species, and will serve to distin-

guish it from the other forms with which it is associated.

Position and locality: Upper part of the geodiferous shales of the

Keokuk group, one mile below Keokuk.

No. 191, Mr. L. A. Cox's collection.

Poteriocrinus BEiiBRius, Worthen.

PI. XXVII, Pig. 4.

Poteriocrinus bricerius, Worthen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 12.

Body of medium size, cup-shaped, base depressed; the basal

plates small, not extending beyond the columnar facet. Subradials

prominent in the center and depressed at the angles, three hexa-

gonal and two on the posterior side rather larger than the others,

and heptagonal.
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Radial* pentagonal, nearly twice as wide at* long, d< 1 on
their low. r margina to correspond with the depressions in the sub-

radial plates. They are constricts! across the middle, and pi

ing on their upper margins, with a distinct sutun

and the brachial plates.

First brachial quadrangular, tin second pentangnlar, sharply an-

gular above, giving support on its npper sloping angles to the first

division of the rays.

The arms on the three anterior rays, after their first division on

the second radials, divide at least four times, and one of them, the

left antero-lateral ray live times, the division in t iking

place on the outer branch, as in Zeocrinu$, while the inner bran

continue Bingle to their t xtrcmities. The divisions generally occur

on the sixth, eighth, twelfth or sixteenth plate, making ten anna to

two of these rays, which is probably the normal number, ai

to the other. On the posterior rays, the.-r divisions take pla

the fourth, sixth and eighth plates. Tl. an arm forme

fifty arms, as the normal number for this species.

First anal plate hexagonal, about as large as the smallest sub-

radials, second and third rather Bmaller than the first, and all

arranged as usual in this genus. Tiny are all depressed at the

angles, though not quite so much as the other plates of the i

Column unknown.

Poritionund locality: Upper part of the geodiferous shales of the

nk group, one mile below Keokuk.

Nos. LOO and 186 of Mr. L. A. Cox's collection.

PoTKBIOOBUn - LSP] i.mi B, Wortheii.

PL XWiii. l .

ujwralto,

Bulletin Ro i. ••;
•

Body depressed, forming low saucer-Like cup below the summit

of the radial plates. Baa depressed, and basal plat I by

the upper columnar joint-. Suhradials small, their lower ai

conceal- <\ in the ha-al concau"

Radials about twice as wide as loi si, without any .

defined suture between them and the first brachial plates.

Brachials two, about the tami :v.\\>. the first qc

Jar, and the second pi otangul i the

us of thl
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Arms composed of rounded, nearly quadrangular joints, and after

the first division on the second brachial they divide twice more in

the posterior rays, first on the seventh, and each division again on

the tenth plate, making eight arms to each of these rays. The

other rays are partially embedded in the matrix, minute projec-

tions are visible with a good glass on the outer side of the arm

plates, that give a roughened aspect to the whole specimen, and has

suggested the specific name, and will also serve to distinguish it

from nearly related species.

Anal plates so closely anchylosed that their forms cannot be

clearly determined, but the first one rests between two of the sub-

radials, and is succeeded by a double series of smaller plates that

apparently go to form the base of the ventral tube. Traces of

coarse striae, or rows of granules, extending across the brachial

plates, as well as the radials, can be seen with a good glass.

Column round, composed of rather even joints, with numerous

delicate cirrhi attached to it at short intervals.

Position and locality: Upper part of the geodiferous shales of

the Keokuk group ; one mile below Keokuk.

No. 234 of Mr. L. A. Cox's collection.

PoTERIOCRINUS ARACHNiEFORMIS, Worthen.

PI. XXVIII. Fig. 12.

Poteriocrinus arachnasforniis, Woethen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 13.

Body small, obconical, length and breadth about equal, gradually

swelling from the base to the summit of the radial series. Basals

projecting more than half their length beyond the column, and

forming by themselves a low, pentagonal cup. Subradials compar-

atively large, three hexagonal, and two heptagonal. Eadials smaller

than the subradials, the articulating scar semi-circular, and occu-

pying only about half the width of the plate, with a projecting

rim around its outer margin.

Only one anal plate is preserved in the specimen under descrip-

tion, which is about half as large as the largest of the subradials

between which it rests, and it extends up to the summit of the

right posterior radial. The left posterior subradial is truncated

at the summit for the support of the second anal, which is not

preserved.
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<>nly one of the rays i> partially preserved. In this then

five brachials, the last one of which is an axillary plate, and sup-

port- the first divisions of the ray. one of which divides again on

the third plate, beyond which the arm- are not pn The
anus are composed of long, Blender, ronnded joints, generally twice

as long as wide.

Column unknown.

rition and locality : Keokuk limestone, Warsaw, 111.

No. 2,464, Illinois Stale collection.

PoTKBXOcanrcrB Nauvooensis, Worthen.

PL XXVIII. Fig. 10.

Pob IVl.piary. 1882.

Bulk-tin N... 1. of thi ry . ,,. ):i .

Body Bmall, cup-shaped; the plates being displaced Bomewhat by
crashing, prevents a complete diagnosis.

Basale small, and hidden hy the first columnar joints. Sul. ra-

dial- as high or higher than wide, and aharply angular al

Radials pentagonal, wider than long. First brachial quadrangular,
id brachial pentagonal, and both as wide or a little wider than

(he radials In low.

The arms of only one of the rays, the h ft antero-lateral,

I BO that it- -tincture can be made out. Th
the second brachial, and the 1. ft branch twice more on the Birth

and eighth plate above, while the right branch divides at least four

times on the sixth and eighth plates, making at lit arms
to this ray. Anal -. 1 ic- cannot DC Been clearly eUOUgfa to DC fully

determined; they are apparently arranged as canal in this genus.
Column round, and composed of thin, unequal joint-.

This species is evidently nearly related to Hair- ; -

aqualis, bul differs from that in the relative bibs of its Bubradial
plates, and m the number and mode of bifurcation of the arm-.

ition '111,1 locality: Keokuk hm. in.

No. 2, 166, Illinois State coll< etion.
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Poteriocrinus Otterensis, Worthen.

PI. XXVIII, Fig. 4.

Poteriocrinus Otterensis, Wobthen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 14.

Body above the medium size, basin-shaped, about once and a

half as wide as high, base depressed and the basal plates hidden

by the column, which is quite stout and pentalobate where it joins

the body.

Subradials about one-fourth wider than long, the lower angle

curving inward to form a part of the basal concavity. The center

of these plates is smooth and a little protuberant, with four deep

indentations on their borders, two of which are lateral, to meet

those of the adjacent subradials, and two directed obliquely upward

to meet similar depressions in the radial plates.

Badials wider than long, constricted across the middle, and pro-

jecting on their upper margins, with two slightly oblique depres-

sions below, that meet two of those in the subradial plates. They

are pentagonal in form and support on their upper truncated mar-

gins the brachial series.

Brachials one to each of the postero-lateral rays, smaller than

the radials, slightly constricted, and sharply angular above, giving

support to the first divisions of the rays. Arm structure unknown.

Three anal plates are visible, the first nearly as large as the sub-

radials, the others a little smaller, and all having from four to six

depressions around their borders that correspond to similar depres-

sions on adjacent plates. The anal plates have been shoved out of

their true position by the crushing of the specimen, so that their

relation to the adjacent plates cannot be clearly determined.

Position and locality: This unique form was obtained from the

Keokuk limestone, on Otter Creek, Jersey county, 111.

No. 2,466, Illinois State collection.
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PoTKl;luci;lM s BUBRAMUL0BU8, Worthen.

PL NXVII, Hg. 6.

1882.

Ho. I, of the Illinois State Huseuin •

p. u.

Body turbinate or obeonical. higher than wide to the top ,.f the

radial Beries, and composed of very thin, smooth plat'

trnneate below, about as high as wide, and forming by themse]

a small patagona] cup a little more than half as high as wid

Babradiala about twice as large as the hasals, four i>f them hexag-

onal, and two on the poeterior side larger than the ethers and hi

(agonal. Only two of the rays are preserved in the specimen bei

me, and in one of these, the right posterior one. the radial p]

appears to be quadrangular, and rests directly upon the upper mar-
gin of the large posterior suhradial below. In the left anterodateral

ray the radial i- pentangular, its lower angle fitting in between two

of the Bubradials, as is usually the ease in tin- genus.

Brachials two, the first quadrangular, and the second pentangular,

both wider than long, and the last supporting on its slopirj

the first divisions of the rays. The arms in the right posterior ray

divide again two or three times, first on the seventh plate, and I

out.r branch twice more on the eighth and twentieth plate, and I

inner division at least once more about the twentieth plate, mak
as many as ten arms to this ray. The left anterodateral ray. a!

firs! division on the la^t brachial plate, gives off branches in

eaoh division on the eighth plate, the outer division dividing tw

more mi the eighth ami twenty-second plate, and the im

"iice more on the twenty-second plate, which is a- far as the arms
can he traced. There air at leasl dn arms each to these tv.

and possibly more. Th< anterior ray i> hut partially exposed, ai

•ii- to have an axillary plate about the twelfi &OOV< I

brachial. The first anal
j

nearly as Is

Bubradial, and Intwecn tw.- of them, and a smaller second

anal rests upon the first, above which a doubli • of small

plat i that probably form the bast >>f

Column rather stout, the first plai the whole (i of

1 to / mum, of sleek and

Worthen, GeoL Burv. of ill.. Vol. :>. pa . r. »«
> .

pi. n. ii^. 3, but
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differs from that in its more elongate body, the very thin plates of

which it is composed, as well as in the number and mode of bifur-

cation of the arms.

Position and locality : Keokuk limestone, Keokuk, Iowa.

Collection of the author.

Poterioceinus Richfieldensis, Worthen.

PL XXX, Fig. 5.

Poteriocrinus Biohfieldensis, Woethen, Feb., 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 15.

Body small, turbinate, length and breadth about equal. Basals

moderately large in proportion to the entire body, projecting above

the columnar facet so as to form a shallow pentagonal cup.

Subradials larger than the basals, the two on the posterior side

the longest, and hexagonal.

Radials wider than long, pentagonal, with a well denned and

rather gaping suture between them and the succeeding brachials.

In the right posterior ray the brachial is twice as long as wide,

pentagonal, supporting on its upper sloping sides the first divisions

of the ray. In the left posterior ray the brachial is divided, mak-

ing two brachials in this ray, the first quadrangular, and the second

short and pentangular, but I am inclined to regard this as acci-

dental, and to believe that one brachial to each ray is the normal

number.

The first anal plate is a little longer than wide, hexagonal, and

rests between the sloping sides of the two posterior subradials, and

partly under the left side of the right posterior radial. The second

anal is a little larger than the first, and rests on the upper margin

of the left posterior subradial. The third annal is smaller than the

others, and rests upon the first.

Arms composed of rounded joints, not wedge-shaped, and divide

the second time on the eighth plate above the brachials, beyond

which they are simple in the posterior rays, the only ones visible

in our specimen.

Column round, composed of short joints, and rather thicker at

the base of the calyx than below.

Position and locality: Shaly sandstones of the Kinderhook group,

near Richfield, Ohio.

No. 2,474, Illinois State collection.
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I'..ti:i;1(ki;ims ForNTAiNKN>i-. Wbrthen.

PL XXX. Fit;. II.

:i;n. February

Bull'Illi N". 1. of II \-

Body andei medium size, rapidly spreading from the base to the

top of the radial series, where it is about twice as wide as high.

Basalfl small and concealed by the first columnar joints. Subra

'.uial and heptagonal, length and breadth about equal. Badials

once an.
I

a half as wide as long, pentagonal, with a well d«

suture between them and the brachial plates. Brachials about twice

as long as wide, pentagonal, and narrower in the middle than at the

ends and supporting two arms on their apper slop,
. the

brachial on the anterior ray being longer and more sons than

the <>thei>. arms apparently hut two to the ray. and

long zigzag joints, constricted in the middle and giving »'tf "»> "Itcr-

ides from their apper angles strong pinnules, thai are about
half a- large in diameti r as the arm-.

Tin- first anal plate i- nearly quadrangular in form, and l

tween two of the Bubradiala and under the left aide of the right

terior radial. The Beoond and third are a little -mailer than

and above these there i> a doable series of small plate- thai

op to the base of the ventral tube.

Tli is species is rather closely related to /'
S Hut.

of Hall, low
. part -J. hut differs from that in tin form and

proportions of the plat.- of the body, and in the

of th<

ti>>„ tmd locality: St. Louis lin fountain creek, Monroe
county, Dlinois.

No. 2, I
".">. Illinois State collection.

I

iiik! v\.n> nil frOI
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Poteriocrinus Talboti, Worthen.

PI. XXX, Pig. 7.

Poteriocrinus Talboti, "Worthen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 17.

Body very short, basin-shaped, base depressed, and the basals

hidden in the basal concavity.

Subradials short, curving inward below to form by their lower

angles part of the basal depression.

Radials pantagonal, twice as wide as high, widest at their upper

margins, and truncated squarely across fur the reception of the

brachial plates.

On the anterior ray, there are six or seven brachials, all becoming

narrower upward so that the last is only about half as wide as the

first. The last one is an axillary plate, and supports two arms that

continue simple to their extremities. The other rays have but a

single brachial, which is as large or larger than the radials on which

they rest, pentagonal in form, and give support on their upper slop-

ing sides to the first division of the rays. On the left antero-lateral

ray the arms divide on the sixth plate, beyond which they appear

to be simple, which would give four arms to this ray. If the pos-

terior rays, which are concealed in the rock in our specimen, cor-

respond with the antero-lateral ray, it would give eighteen arms to

the entire animal. Anal area and column unknown.

I take pleasure in dedicating this species to my esteemed friend,

Henry Talbot, Esq., of Waterloo, to whom I am indebted for many

acts of personal kindness, and for some interesting fossils.

Position and locality; St. Louis limestone, Monroe county, 111.

No. 2,470, Illinois State collection.

Poteriocrinus validus, "Worthen.

PI. XXVIII, Pig. 16.

Poteriocrinus validus, Worthen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 18.

Body more than twice as wide as high, forming a low, shallow

cup. Basals small and concealed by the first columnar joints.

Subradials hexagonal on the anterior side, strongly protuberant in

the middle and depressed at the angles, giving a very rugged ap-
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anoe to the outer surface of the body. Radials pentag

about twice as wide as long, depn ased at their lower angles t.> oor-

respond with the depressions of the Bubradial plat

Braohials two. tin- first quadrangular, and the aeoond pentangular,

supporting on their upper sloping sides the first divisions of the

ray-. All the plates to the top of the second brachials possess the

rugged character mentioned above. Anal sent- unknown. Arms
not preserved on the anterior ray. hut from the partial preservation

of those on tin posterior ride then- seems to be not more than two

to each ray. Column round and rather delicate, COmpOf
the hody, of joints of unequal -

Geological ]>nsiti<»i <ui>l locality: Warsaw heds of the St. Louis

group, Warsaw, 111.

No. 2,468, Illinois State collection.

P< ir.i;io.i;iM B GliAl B, Wort:

PL XX \

February, 1882.

• t n No. 1. "f tli" Hi
I ;irul History, p. IS

Body "f medium Bize, basin-shaned, about once and a half as

wide as Ihl'Ii to the top of the radial Berii

Basals small and entirely concealed in the basal concavity by the

first columnar joints. Subradiala nearly or quite as long as «

their lower angles curving into the hasal concavity.

lialfl once and a half ;is wide as long, i" 1. and trun-

i squarely across the opper margins for th< d of the

brachial

Braohials on three of the rays about the Ban md form as

the radials, and give support on their upper slo] • the

OS of the r;i

The an at and number of the i moot be detenu

from tlie sp in hand, hut in the right ant. to lateral ray a

bifurcation takes place on the sixth plate above the brachial,

yond which the division-, :uv unknown. Ti. .1 of

it quadrangular plat.
. and would be

I when fold.
i

:,n:, 1 plates are

i iii the Bpecimen and r examination, the first one pet

onal, kweea two of the inbradials, and party under the
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sliping side of the right posterior radial, the second and third are

smaller, one resting on the top of the left posterior subradial, and

the other on the first anal.

Column rather stout, the upper joints filling nearly the whole

concavity of the base, and composed of thick and thinner joints

alternately arranged.

Position and locality: Warsaw beds of the St. Louis group, near

Clayton, Adams county, 111.

No. 2,460, Illinois State collection.

Poteriocrinus Illinoiensis, Worthen.

PI. XXVIII, Pig. 17.

Poteriocrinus Illinoiensis, Woethen, Feb. 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 19.

Body of medium size, obconical, gradually tapering from the sum-

mit of the radials to the base.

Basal plates of moderate size, projecting more than half their

length beyond the column, and forming by themselves a low, pen-

tagonal cup.

Subradials as large or larger than the radials, two on the pos-

terior side heptagonal, the others hexagonal.

Radials rather wider than long, pentagonal, and truncated squarely

across their upper margins for the reception of the brachial series.

Brachials rather smaller than the radials, pentagonal, a little con-

stricted above, the upper angle obtuse, and giving support to the

first divisions of the rays. The arms are not preserved, in the only

specimen yet .found of this species, but from the very narrow plates

that are to be seen in one of the rays, they probably continue sim-

ple above the first division on the brachial series.

Eirst anal plate longer than wide, pentagonal, and resting be-

tween two of the subradials, and partly under the right posterior

radial. Second anal larger than the first, hexagonal, and resting

on the summit of the left posterior subradial. Third anal smaller

than the first, on which it rests, and above this a double series of

small plates are partly visible, that probably formed the base of the

ventral tube.

Column round, and near the base composed of joints nearly equal

in thickness.

Geological position and locality: Warsaw beds of the St. Louis

group, Warsaw, Illinois.

No. 2,457, Illinois State collection.
—19
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PoTBiuooBiinjs Vabsovqhsib, Worthen.

PI. XXVIII 1

Pott

Bulletin N<>. 1. "f the Dili >'• P- 1
'
1

Body below the medium siae, baain-ahaped, a Little more than

twice as wide as high to the top of the radial series.

Baae depressed, the basal plates and the lower angles of the rab-

radials forming the basal depression.

Bubradials on the anterior side hexagonal, sharply angular above

and extending op about half the length of the radial plat

Badials pentagonal, wider than high, the artieulating sear

pying the entire width of the plate, with a well-defined BUttUN

tween the radial and brachial serii

Braohials, two to the ray on the anterior side, the firot quadran-

gular and the second pentagonal, sharply angular above, and sup-

poiidngoii their sloping sides the drat divisions of the rays, (hi two

of the ray- the arms bifurcate again on the sixth plate above the

brachial series, beyond which they are unknown. All the plat,

the body are finely rugose. Anal series unknown.

Column slightly pentagonal where it joins the body, and comp

of alternate thin and thicker joints, hut helow more maaaive joints

are intercalated at short intervals.

Geological poritkm and locality: Warsaw beds of th< 8t. Louis

group, Warsaw, Illinois.

No. 2,468, Qlinoifl State collection.

PoTBBIOOBaroa BPINQBBACHIATU8, Worth, n.

PL \M\. Pfe I.

/•,. ry. IWa

Bulletin Ho i, of the Ul l
•*•

Body of medium siae, baain-shaped, about twioe a- wide as I

to the top of the radial Baae Slightly depressed, the under

ils small and concealed by the Oral columnar joint

Bubradials about as wide a the lower ai irved in*

forming a part <>f the baaal concavity.

about one-fourth wider than long, i»

\.di them and the

!ual plat
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Brachials pentagonal, about as long as the radials, compressed

laterally, so as to form a rather prominent ridge across the middle

of the plate, ending at the upper angle in a rather obtuse point.

All the body plates, including the second radials, are marked with

rugose striations directed from above downward to the base, giving

a rugose appearance to the surface of the body. The brachials are

sharply angular above, and support the first arm plates, which are

triangular, and one on each brachial is produced in front into a

little node that covers the projection at the summit of the brachial

plates. The succeeding arm plates are short, wedge-shaped, except

the axillary plates, whicb are longer than wide, and produced out-

wardly into an obtuse point. AH the other plates of the arms,

where well preserved, show short spiniferous nodes on their outer

margins.

The arms, after their first division on the brachials, divide again

on the eighth or tenth plate, and the outer division once or twice

more on the sixteenth to the twentieth plate, while the inner

branches continue single to their extremities.

Column round, and near the top composed of short plates, the

alternate ones projecting beyond the others.

Anal plates unknown.

This species is evidently related to the crinoid figured by Yandell

and Shumard in their ''Contributions to the Geology of Kentucky,"

without a description, but if their figure is correct, our speecis

differs from their
"
Gyathocrinus florealis," in the form and relative

proportion of the body plates, as well as in the bifurcations of the

arms.

Position and locality: Chester limestone ; Monroe county, 111.

No. 2,436, Illinois State collection.

Poteriocrinus Salteei, Worthen.

PI. XXIX, Fig. 18.

Poteriocrinus Salteri, Worthen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 21.

Body small, basin-shaped, rather more than twice as wide as high.

Base depressed, and basal plates concealed in its concavity.

Subradials about as long as wide, those on the anterior side

hexagonal, the lower angles curving into the basal depression,

protuberant and slightly depressed at their upper angles.
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lials pentangular, about once and a half as wide as long,

slightly depressed at their sides and lower angles, and showing a

distinct suture above, where they join the brachial plat

Brachials two to the anterior ray. the first one of which is quad-

rangular, and wider than high. The second is pentagonal, loi

than wide, its upper angle produced into an obtuse nodi, and

porting ou its upper sloping sides the first divisions of the arms.

The two anterodateral rays have a single brachial, about the

size and form of the Becond brachial on the anterior ray, and sup-

port on their upper sides the first divisions of the rS

The arms are composed of rounded, quadrangular joints, and all

divide again on the sixth plate above the brachials, which U

like the brachials, and beyond this they appear to be single to their

extremities, giving four arms to each ray. Pinnules rather strong,

and are given off on alternate sides from the upper margins of the

arm plates. Anal plates unknown.

Column round, composed near the body of thick and thinner

joints alternately arranged.

Position and locality: Chester limestone, ( 111.

No. 2,449, Illinois State collection.

I take pleasure in dedicating this prett] Mrs. .1. ('.

Salter, of Chester, in recognition of her enthusiastic labors in

Lecting the fossils of that very interesting locality.

POTKBIOOBTJ 8, Wortlieii.

PL \\l

l'.nll. tin N<>. I. "I lb.' Hi

Body of medium size, basin-shaped, about tw ::i^h

t.. the top of the radial

Base depressed, and the baaala nearly concealed by tl

.

joints of a large pentalobate column, composed of thin plates with

Granulated margins. The outer angles of the basala are barely

ble in the pentalobate depressions of th< column. The columi

thai rapidly below it- junction with the bodj

Bubradiala a little wider than high, the two ior plafe

than the others, and all by two or I oded

.it oulminate in the oentei of the plate in a sharp node.
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Radials pentagonal, nearly twice as wide as high, with a sharp

node in the center corresponding with those on the subradials, with

distinct ridges extending obliquely from the nodes to meet those on
the subradial plates.

Brachials two, the first quadrangular, half as long as wide, the

second pentagonal, about as long as wide, and sharply angular

above, supporting on its upper sloping sides the first arm plates,

which are only preserved to the seventh plate above the last brachial

in our specimen. The brachials and the arm plates as far as they

are preserved are spine-bearing.

Two anals are preserved, the first is about half as large as the

large subradials between which it rests, the second is smaller and

rests on the truncated upper margin of the left posterior subradial,

and both ornamented like the subradials.

This species is apparently related to Z. Slimpsoni of S. S. Lyon,

but differs conspicuously from that, in the number of its brachials,

as well as in minor details.

Position and locality: Chester limestone, Monroe county, 111.

No. 2,445, Illinois State collection.

Poteriocrinus Columbiensis, Worthen.

PL XXIX, Pig. 6.

Poteriocrinus Columbiensis, Wokthen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 22.

Body small, turbinate, rapidly spreading from the base to the

summit of the radial plates.

Basal plates small, projecting about half their length beyond the

column. Subradials about as high as wide, three hexagonal, and

two on the posterior side a little larger and heptagonal.

Badials pentagonal, a little wider than long, except the one on

the right posterior ray, which is narrower and nearly quadrangular.

Brachials about twice as wide as long, rounded and constricted in

the middle, pentagonal, supporting on their upper sloping sides two

arms that continue single to their extremities.

Arms composed at their base of long, rounded joints, twice as

long as wide, but decreasing in length above, the joints projecting

laterally for the support of strong pinnules which are given off from

each plate on alternate sides. Arm plates slightly cuneate in form,

and the lateral projections give a zigzag appearance to the arms.

Pinnules composed of round joints that are twice as long as wide

where they join the arms.
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The first anal is rather smaller than the Beoond, and i

i two of the Bubradials and against t he right idial,

and i summit of that plate. The Beoond radial

on tin tipper margin of the left posterior Bubradial, and the third,

which is smaller than the first, rests upon it. and extends up to

the middle <>f the braehial on the right.

Column round, but only a few joints an attached t-> the Bpecii

Tli - i- closely allied to /'"'. 5 of Hall.

but differs from that in the form of its radial-, hut in. dally

in its long zigzag arms.

ition and locality: I limestone, near Columbia, Monroe

county. 111.

No. 2. 188, Illinois Btate collection.

1'oiKi.io. kivi a olttcb, Worthen.

PI. XXX. lit;. 1".

/>,, •-. \v. ry, i«B.

Bulletin N<>. i. "f the in-

ly small, oboonical, length and breadth at the top of the radial

plates about equal. i, the basal plates formin

themselves a low pentagonal cup. Bubradials about

high. Radials
i

th and width apparently about equal,

and support on their upper mai

arm plates, making hut li\. arm- to the entin animal.

The first arm plat, sun the two rays thai wn in tl

men before me, are three or four times as

or twelve short, r plat 1- all

rounded externally and dry longer than wide. 1

tiallj it. - rved, hut th,- form of

clearlj si i a. l\

and ondi r tl

cylindrical ventral tube ifl preserved. Remaii liort del

pinii m. attach .1 t.» the inner bord< i I
th.'

arm plat

Columi it. thicker at it- juncl than

h. low, and ,
Wtb till

i.,
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. This species differs in its arm formula from all other Poterio-

crinidm known at this time, and its depaiture from the normal
structure may prove of generic importance.

Position and locality: St. Louis limestone, Monroe county, 111.

No. 2,456, Illinois State collection.

POTEKIOCIUNUS SIMILIS, Wortlieil.

PI. XXX, Fig. 12.

Poteriocrinus similis, Woethen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 23.

Body small, basin-shaped, twice as wide as high to the top of

the radial series. The plates of the body are all slightly protu-

berant in the center, and depressed at the angles.

Base slightly depressed and basals concealed by the first columnar

joints.

Subradials about as wide as high, hexagonal and heptagonal.

Eadials wider than high, with a well-defined suture between them

and the brachials. Brachials on the two posterior rays nearly

three times as long as wide, constricted in the middle and angular

above, supporting on their sloping sides the two divisions of the

rays. In the right antero-lateral ray the brachial is only about

twice as wide as high, its upper angle projecting so as to form a

short node.

Arms two to each ray on the three rays visible, composed of

rounded joints that, at first, are nearly twice as long as wide, but

they gradually become shorter above. They all project laterally,

and support strong pinnules, that are given off alternately from the

longest side of the arm joints. The lateral projections of the joints

give a zigzag arrangement to the arms.

Only one anal plate is visible in the specimen, and this is placed,

as is usual in this genus, between two of the subradials, and under

the left side of the right posterior radial.

Column round, and at its upper extremity composed of joints of

nearly equal thickness.

This little crinoid is related to Pot. Columbiensis, from the same

locality, but differs from that in its more depressed base, and in

the slightly protuberant character of its body plates.

Position and locality .- Chester limestone, Monroe county, 111.

No. 2,446, Illinois State collection.
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PoTEBIOGBnfUS PoPBHSIS, Worthen.

pl nix. ric.u

Bui: of the Illinois- E

Boby small, obconic, gradually enrolling from the base to the sum-

init of the radial plates, where it La abort once and a half

long, composed of smootb, slightly protuberant plat.

project about one-half their length beyond the oolumn, and form a

low pentagonal cap.

Bubradials on the anterior side hexagonal, about as wide as I

Radials pentagonal, once and a half as wide as long, and truncated

Bquarely across their upper margins for tb. kion of the brachial

plates.

Brachials pentagonal, length and breadth about equal, rounded

ternary, and sharply angular above, supporting on their sloping

Bides the first divisions of the rays. All the arms on the anterior

Bide divid. again on the seventh, eighth or ninth plate the

brachials, and one of them gives off a I branch on the eighth

plate, while the others are not preserved beyond the Beoond division

above the brachials. The arms are composed of Bhorl wide plat

the two first above the brachial-, being about t*

Buoceeding ones, and all a little wedge-shaped. Th< arms are only

about half as wide above the second bifurcation :is below. Anal

plates unknown.

Column round, composed near the base of thick and tbinni r pl

alt. mat. ly arranged.

This Bpeoies lb related to Pot. [Scapk.) Randolph* 1. Burv.

() f HI., V..1. .". '1. but differs in its wider and D arly

,11,1 ftnl] ,,i. in thi bifurcation of ti

-„,„ <,iul locality: Chest t bin. -ton.
.

I .
111.

No. -'. L64, Illinois Stat, collection.

p., Worthen.

IVullrlll,
'

In ,,f in.diue than h

mooth, slightly
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Base truncated, the basal plates extending above and beyond the

columnar facet, so as to form a low pentagonal cup. Subradials

about as long as wide, three of them hexagonal, and two on the pos-

terior side larger than the others and heptagonal.

Badials nearly or quite twice as wide as long, pentagonal, and

truncated squarely across the entire length of their upper margins

for the reception of the brachial plates.

Brachials one to the ray on the two rays visible, about the same

size as the radials, supporting on their upper sloping sides the first

divisions of the rays.

The arms are composed throughout of short, wide, quadrangular

plates, and after the first division on the radials, divide again in the

left posterior ray on the ninth or tenth plates and on the right

antero-lateral, on the seventh and eleventh plate, beyond which

they are simple as far as can be seen, making four arms to each

of these rays.

The anal side of the specimen is distorted, but six small anal plates

are partially exposed, arranged in two rows.

This species is related to Pot. (Scaph.) Randolphensis from the

same horizon, but differs essentially from that, in the mode of bifur-

cation, and the wide, short plates of the arms.

Position and locality.- Chester limestone, bluffs of the Okaw river

above Chester, Bandolph county, 111.

No. 2,441, Illinois State collection.

Poteriocbinus venustus, Worthen.

PI. XXIX, Fig. 13.

Poteriocrinus venustus, Wokthen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 24.

Body small, obconical, gradually swelling from the base to the top

of the radial plates, where it is about once and a half as wide as

long.

Basals extending about half their length above the first columnar

joints, forming a low pentagonal cup.

Subradials nearly equal in size, three hexagonal, and two on the

posterior side heptagonal.

Badials four, a little wider than long, the right posterior one

rather narrower than the others, and all pentagonal.
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Brachials one to each ray, marly as wide below as the rad

constricted above, about once and u half as long as their great-

width, Bharply angular above, and Bupporting cm their sloping

the first divisions of the arm-.

Anns composed of rounded joints, the first nearly twice as Ion

wide, scarcely wedge-shaped below the second bifurcation, and divid-

ing the second time on the ninth plate above the brachials, beyond

which they continue simple, making four arms to the ray. Bath

stout pinnules are given oil from the Longest side of the arm joints

on alternate sides.

The first anal plate is rather more than half the size of the BUO-

radials, pentagonal, and rests between two of the posterior subra-

dials. and under the lower side of the right posterior radial plat

The Becond and third are smaller than the first, the second

partly on the summit of the left suhradial, and the third on the

BUmmit Of the first anal. Column unknown.

Position and locality: Chester Limestone, Monroe county. Illinois.

No. 3460, Dlinoifl State collection.

ro'iT.kioc'KiNis rr.i Ti.nias, Worthcn.

PL XXIX. Fik'. 1".

/,. . W. Lin ry. l^J.

,.-
;ll n . i !

• MiiKt'iim Of Natural I

Body below the medium size, oboonic; the basals being bn

away from the specim. n, it- relative proportions cannot tly

determined. Fragments of two of the basals that still remain

taohed show thai they extended above and beyond the columnar

far

Bubradialfl about a- high as wide, three of them hexagonal, and

two beptagonal.

lials pentagonal, somewhat irregular In the 1« ft
i

;m ,l (he Lefl ant. ITO lateral OU B little lar-er than the Oth<

;in ,l all about one and a half as wide as loi

Bracbiala One to the ray. that OH the ant.nor ray rather the

Longest, ti about as 1
middle,

and sharply angular above, supporting on ti

the firs! arm plat'

first division on th.

unequal distances from the sixth to the tenth plat the

brachials on tour of the i ble in tl dm d an ain-
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ation, beyond which they continue simple to their extremities,

making four arms to each ray. The arm joints are all slightly

wedge-formed, and quite short above the second division, and sup-

port strong pinnules, which are given off from the longest sides of

the joints.

The anal side presents an anomalous feature that I have not ob-

served in any other species of Poteriocrinus. In addition to the

ordinary anals placed as is usual in this genus, there is a pentagonal

plate about as long as the radials, intercalcated between the right

posterior radial and the subradial below, elevating the lower angle

of this radial to a level with the summit of the other radial plates.

This may be Only an abnormal development, and I was at first in-

clined to regard this as only a variety of P. venustus, but its shorter

brachials and arm-plates, and different mode of bifurcation of the

arms, seems to afford good grounds for considering it as a distinct

species.

Position and locality : Chester limestone, Monroe county, 111.

No. 2,448, Illinois State collection.

Poteeiocrinus propinquus, Worthen.

PL XXIX, Fig. 9.

Poteriocri'tus propinquus, Woethen, Feb., 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History. P. 26.

Body below medium size, obconic or bell-shaped, spreading rather

rapidly from its truncated base, to the submit of the radial plates,

where it is nearly twice as wide as high.

Basal s about half as long as wide above their junction with the

column, forming a shallow, pentagonal cup.

Subradials on the anterior side hexagonal, length and breadth

about equal, their upper angles extending up about half the length

of the radial plates. Kadials one-fourth to one-third wider than

high, pentagonal, with their upper margins squarely truncated for the

reception of the brachial plates.

Brachials widest at their lower margins, not quite as long as wide,

constricted in the middle, and sharply angular above, where they

support the first divisions of the rays. Arms four to eight to the

ray, so far as can be seen from the specimen under examination.

The left posterior ray divides the second time on the eighth or

ninth plate above the brachial, beyond which the arms appear to

be simple to their extremities. The right antero-lateral arm bifur-
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oates th. Beeond time on the eight or ninth plate, the right branch
tiding off two additional arms on the seventh, and again on the

fourteenth plate, while the left branch gives off another arm on the

hth or ninth plate, beyond which it u not pn
probably eight arms to this ray. The other raj

beyond the Beeond bifurcation. The arms are composed of rather

short, wedge-formi .1 joints, that give off Btrong pinnules from their

longest

Anal ana unknown. Column round, composed at first of rather

even joints, with a thicker one intercalated at .-hoit intervals below.

The calyx of this species could not be readily distinguished from

ral others that are found in the Chester limestone, hut its long,

slender arms, and their mode of bifurcation, are its distinc

characters.

Position and locality: Chester limestone, Monroe county. 111.

No. -2. i:>7. Qlinois State collection.

POTBRIOOBIHUS KaSI -. Wortlun.

PL WIX. Ha. r.

PoUrloorinu* KaMlcaskUniU, Wobthkh, Feb . i-

BaUetln No. l. of the Illinois -

Body small, bell-shaped, nearly twice as wid< as long to the sum-
mit of the radials, composed of rather thin, smooth plates, ^o

anohylosed together that their relative size and form cannot h. dei

mined. The radials air nearly as long as wide, pentagonal, tlnck-

ened on their upper margins with a lip-like suture between them
and the first brachial plates.

Brachials two, the firs! quadrangular, the second pentagonal;

length and breadth about equal, both rounded externally, and oon-

Btrioted, the second Bharply angular above, and supporting on

Bloping Bides the first divisions of the n

Ann- OOmpoaed <>f rather long. \\,
i p. «1 joints, that pr

iitly on their outer margins, giving them i somewhat
appearance, and after their first division on the second brachials U
all divide again on the eighth to the tenth plate above the brachial

giving four arms to each ray as the normal number. In ur

I a branoh d< ar

making ti\«

Pinnules rather strong and atta.-h,,! to the loi arm
plat • unknown. Vent] li

I idricnl. an.l about
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Column round, composed of short, even joints, with numerous

cirrhi attached at short intervals on opposite sides, which are com-

posed of rounded joints about half the diameter of those composing

the column.

This species may be readily distinguished from P. venustus and

P. clytis, by the bell-shaped form of its body and zigzag arrange-

ment of the arms.

Position and locality : Chester limestone, bluffs of the Kaskaskia

river, four miles above Chester, 111.

No. 2,452, Illinois State collection.

POTERIOCRINUS CULTIDACTYLUS, Hall.

PI. XXX, Fig. 1.

Poteriocrlnus cultidaclylus. Hall, 1859.

Supplementary report on the Palaeontology of Iowa, p. 62.

"Body elongato-turbinate and slightly expanding at the base of

the arms, which are regularly bifurcating and but slightly spread-

ing. Basal and subradial plates unknown. Eadial series consisting

of three plates in each ray, the upper one of which is a bifurcating

plate. First radial plates pentagonal, besides the truncated angles.

Second radials about as long as wide, quadrangular with truncated

angles. Third radials pentagonal, obtusely wedge-formed above, and

supporting on each side a series of eight arm-plates, the upper one

of which is a bifurcating plate ; above this, on tbe outer side, there

is a bifurcation on the twelfth to the sixteenth plate, while the divis-

ion on the other side remains simple so far as can be traced in the

specimen. This character applies to all except the anterior ray,

where the bifurcation takes place on the twentieth plate above tbe

first division.

The anal series consists of a number of small usually hexagonal

plates.

The plates of the arms are round upon the exterior face, a little

wider on one side than the other in alternating order. The surface

is finely granulose, without peculiar markings."

The above description was not drawn from the specimen figured,

but from one found many years ago, and now in the writer's collec-

tion, but was not accessible when the figures for this volume were

drawn.
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ition ami /<-.-,)/;///: The specimen originally descrn

obtained from the Burlington limestone, near Hamburg, in Calhoun
county, and the one figured from tin Bame horizon at Ifontesuma,
in Pike COUnty, Illinois.

The latter is number 1. 171 of the mini - Lotion.

Genus ZBACRINU8, Ti

V.\ . \( i;;m s Coxani a, Worthen.

pl xxyiii. ri«L

/ i.i mr, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. I, ol the Ulli

Body of medium size, basin-shaped, more than twice as wia\

high to the top of the radial Bast depressed, and the ba

which are Bmall, are concealed by the tirst columnar joints. Bub-

radials hexagonal, once and a half as wide as their height above the

basal concavity, which is in part formed by the upward curvature of

their lower angles, their upper ang ding up nearly one-hall

the length of the radial Beries.

Badiala nearly twice as wide as long, pentagonal, and trun<

Bquarely across their n j
>i

»« r marginB for the Bupport of the brachial

I he anterior ray has two brachials, the lir.-t one quadran-

gular, once and a half as wide as long, and tL- i Bhort, pent*

angular, and supporting the first divisions of the ray. Each dn
of this ray bifurcates again on fourteenth or th plate, the

outer division dividing again about the same distance above, making
Bil arms to thifl ray.

The other rays, so far as can he seen from the only D We

d, bav( only a Bingle brachial plate, which is a litl

than the radial hi low. pentagonal, and Bupporta on its upper angles

two stout arms, which divide iir>t on the sixth or seventh plate, the

inner division continuing simple I while •

Mr. nioi-, on the tenth to the twelfth plate, making
arms to each of tin -> rays, or thirty-eight to the entire indi-

\hh

\ rni- oomposod of short quadrangular joints, rounded exl

kher delicate pinnules from their inner mar

unknown. Column rather Blender, composed of round pli
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arranged in alternate series of thick and thinner joints. This beau-

tiful species, the first discovered in the Keokuk limestone in Illinois,

I take pleasure in dedicating to its discoverer, Mr. L. A. Cox, of Keo-

kuk, to whom I am indebted for the use of the typical specimen.

Position and locality: Upper beds of the Keokuk limestone, Ham-
ilton, Illinois.

No. 400 of Mr. Cox's collection.

Zeacbinus Keokuk, Worfchen.

PL XXVIII. Fig. 3.

Zeacrinus Keokuk, Wobthen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, P- 28.

Body of medium size, shallow, basin- shaped, about twice as wide

as high. Base depressed and basal plates concealed by the first

columnar joints.

Subradials on the anterior side hexagonal, curving below into the

basal concavity, their upper angles extending up about half the

length of the radial plates.

Kadials pentagonal, nearly once and a half as wide as long.

Brachials single on four of the rays, pentagonal, a little larger

than the radial below, and supporting the first divisions of the

rays. The anterior ray has four brachials, the first as long as both

the succeeding ones, quadrangular and as wide below as the radial

on which it rests. The two succeeding brachial plates are short and

quadrangular, a little narrower than the first. The fourth is also

short, subtriangular, and supports the first divisions of this ray.

Both branches of the anterior ray divide again on the tenth plate,

and the outer division the second time on the tenth plate above,

making six arms to this ray. One of the antero-lateral rays, after

its first division on the brachial plate, sends off an arm from each

division on the sixth plate, the outer branches dividing again on the

eighth to the tenth plate, making eight arms to this ray. The arm

plates are but slightly rounded exteriorly, and nearly quadrangular

in form. Anal plates unknown.

Column round, and composed near the body of rather thick, alter-

nating with very thin plates.

Position and locality.- Upper part of the geodiferous shales of the

Keokuk group, one mile below Keokuk.

No. 217 of Mr. L. A. Cox's collection.
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Zxaobzkds I ' i k i n > i - , Vrorthen.

PL xw

Bulletin "f the Qllnola E tun "f Natural History, i I

ly of medium aize, short, Forming below the summit of :
;

9 a -hallow cup about three times as wide as high. -mall

and entirely concealed in the basal concavity. Suhradials rather

longer than wide, and curving below BO a> to form a part of the

concavity of the base.

Radials pentagonal once and a half, and the anterior one prob-

ably twice as wide as long, ami truncated squarely aoross their upper

margins for the reception <>f the brachial series.

The anterior ray has three brachials, the first one of which is as

large as the radial below, the second one rery Bhort, and

quadrangular; the third is also short, hut pentangular, supporting

on it- sloping sidrb the first divisions of the ray. One of these di-

visions bifurcates again on the eighth plate, and the other on the

tenth, beyond which they appear to lie simple to their extremities,

making hut four arms to this ray. The righl anterolateral ray and
the left posterior ray have each a single brachial, which is nearly

as long as wide, supporting on its sloping angles the first divia

of the rays. The two divisions of the right anterolateral ray divide

again on the Birth plate, ami at least one of these divisions, and
probably both the outer oik-, divide again on the tenth plate, making
six arms to this ray. If the other r.i -pond with this, it would

give twenty-eight arms as the full series for ti.

unknown. Column slender, and composed of round joints of unequal

thickness.

logical j»>siti,»i ,i,i,i localityi Lower part of the Burlington lime-

ae, Montezuma. Pike county. Qlino

No. 2, 162, Dlinois state coil, otion.
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Genus RHODOCRINUS, Miller.

Ehodocrinus Coxanus, Worthen.

PI. XXVIII, Fig. 7.

Bhodocrinus Coxanus, Woethen, Feb. 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 30.

Body of medium size, subglobose, base slightly depressed, the basal

plates concealed by the first columnar joints. Subradials a little

wider than long, their lower angles curved, in to form a part of the

basal concavity.

The first raclials much larger than the succeeding ones, heptagonal

in form ; second radials nearly quadrangular, and the third hexag-

onal, supporting above the secondary radial plates, of which there

is but one to each division of the ray.

Brachials, four to five, short, widening above, the upper one with

a slightly-projecting angle in the middle, separating the first divisions

of the arms. From two to five single, wedge-formed pieces succeed

the brachials, above which the arms are composed of a double series

of short, interlocking pieces, each one of which gives off a moder-

ately-strong pinnule. In one of the specimens under examination

the arms on the two rays visible continue single after the first bi-

furcation, making four arms to each ray; but in another specimen,

apparently of the same species, a third branch is given off from the

third plate above the first division, making six arms to these two

rays.

From four to six inter-radials can be seen, the first of which is

larger than the others, but owing to the crushed condition of the

specimens, the exact form and number of these plates cannot be

determined.

Column round, rather stout, and composed of alternately thin and

thicker joints.

The specimen showing six arms to the ray also shows a marked

prominence in the central portion of the body-plates, which is not

seen in the other, and this we take as the type of R. Coxanus, and

if these differences should be regarded as of specific importance,,

the name R. polydactylus might be used to designate the other va-

riety.

Geological position and locality: Upper part of the geode bed, one

mile below Keokuk.

Nos. 197 and 223 of Mr. L. A. Cox's collection.
—20
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GteHDfl PLATYCKIM'S. Miller.

PiATYORnroa Mohboxbsis, Worthen.

n. xxx. fit.

Plain

Bulletin No. lot the nilnob * Hatarel History. P. «.

Body small, cup-shaped, about once and a half as wide

Basal plates extending about one-half their length beyond tl

oolamnar joints, the lower margin projectim.

row rim to the base. Radiale wider than high, the articulating

scar occupying only about one-third to one-half id their

width.

Brachials single, narrow, Bubtriangolar, sharply cuneat*

and supporting on their upper Bides the first arm plat-

two rays visible in the BpeciraeD under examination, the arms,

after their first division on the brachials, divide again, both divisi<

onee on the second plate above the brachials, and one of them the

second time on the second arm plate above, giving nve

each ray.

arms composed at first of long, rounded joints, that ar

what zigzag and projecting on their me when tl off

strong pinnules, but towards their extremities th I of

rt. triangular pieces that also sustain pinnules on tl

margins. Pinnules quite stout, their diameter bt

one-third of the width oi the plates to which they are attached.

Hon and localitie$: St. Louis tin unty lb..

Blounl county. Trim.

No. 2,461, Illinois State collection.

(.1 m a BRETMOCEIETUS, L, and I

\ >nsovn mm, Wortl

Will. 1 .• 14.

Bal
' -no.

Miull and turbi] 101 'be

si,. ntlv projecting on th. ii lower I
wll

i run around th<
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Primary radials three, the first comparatively large, hexagonal or

heptagonal, the succeeding ones small, one quadrangular and the

other subtriangular, supporting on its upper angles the secondary

radial series.

Secondary radials two, the first quadrangular and the second

pentangular, supporting above the two divisions of the arms, giving

four arms to each ray.

The two first arm plates are nearly quadrangular, and longer than

those above. The third and fourth are nearly triangular, and are

succeeded by a double series of slightly interlocking plates that

spread out towards their extremities in the manner peculiar to this

genus.

Interradials three, the first about twice as large as the succeeding

ones. Anal series unknown.

Column at its junction with the body composed of thick, round

joints that, a short distance below, are separated by thinner ones

arranged alternately.

Surface of the body plates finely granulose, with a slightly elevated

ridge crossing the plates, and extending to the top of the secondary

series.

This species, minus the arms, closely resembles Batocrlnus caroli

(Hall's sp.) from the same beds, but differs in the number and

structure of the arms, that having but sixteen while this has

twenty.

Position and locality: Warsaw beds of the St. Louis group, War-

saw, ill.

No. 2,459, Illinois State collection.

Genus ONYCHOCRI^TUS, l. and C.

Onychoceinus distensus, Worthen.

PI. XXIX, Fig. 5.

Onychocrinus distensus, Woethen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 31.

Body of medium size, composed of smooth, massive plates.

Basals concealed by the column.

Subradials on the anterior side sharply angular beyond the col-

umnar facet, forming a low, pentagonal cup.

Radials five, the first pentagonal, about one-fourth wider than
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long; the second, third and fourth, quadrangular, and marly as

wide as tin' first, their width being equal to about once and a half

their length. The fifth radial is pentagonal, and supports upon its

upper eloping Bides the divisions of the rays. Tin arm-, beyond
tin- first division, throw off armlets at intervals of five or six plates

to their extremities on the only rays that are preserved in I

mens obtained.

None id the specimens show more than two or three inter-radial

plates. The first of these is hexagonal, ahout as wide as long, and

this was apparently succeeded by a series of three smaller plates

that are but partially preserved. Anal plates unknown.

Column round, largest at its junction with the body, an 1 c

posed of very thin, even joints.

/ rition mid locality: Chester limestone, Monroe county. 111.

No. 2,442, Illinois State collection.

G] roe TAXOCRINUS, Phillips.

T\-:o( KiNt s Fletohbbi, Worthen.

ri. nxx. l

Tasiicrinu* Fletcfteri, WonTnex. Fet>runry. 1882.

JluHi-tin .if the Illinois State MusHuin of Nnturu p.SL

Body, with arms complete, ovate in outline, lobate, oom]

thick, massive plates. Basals small, and oonoealed by the column.

Bubradials extending nearly half their length beyond the columnar

Facet, forming by themselves a low, pentagona] oup. Primary radi-

als three in each ray, gradually widening from the Brai to the third,

which is an axillary plate, giving support to the fin! plates of the

indarj radials three, more than half as wide as

the first, the lust supporting the firsl plates in the Tertiar]

Ahove the secondary w me of the arms, if not all, divide

d on the tifth plate, above whioh the; become quite standi

no the anal side of the specimen two series of plates are .

I. I'll- first oni i:il in form. :uid rests between the

uppt i of two of the Bubradials. In the next

h ahout half us large ;is the first, the middli

I reotly apon it. and the otl d the upper

flu first anals and the adiac.nl first radials. Above this
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second row of anal plates another series is only partly visible. Inter-

radials, one or more to each space, but their form and number can
not be clearly determined from the specimen in hand.

Column round, larger at its junction with the body than below,

and composed at first of thin, even joints, but below thicker plates

are intercalcated at irregular intervals.

Position and locality: Kinderhook group of the Lower Carbon-

iferous series, Marsballtown, Iowa.

Dedicated to Mr. Thos. Fletcher, of Keokuk, Iowa, to whom I am
indebted for this and other interesting fossils.

The author's collection.

Genus CYATHOCEINUS, Miller.

Cyathockintjs pabvibbachiatus, Hall.

Pt. XXVIII, Fig. 5.

Cyathocrinus parvibrachialus, Hall, 1861. Desc. New Crinoidea.

Cyathocrinus Hamiltonensis, Woethen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 32.

Body of medium size, basin-shaped, base deeply impressed, width

of body about twice as great as the height to the top of the first

radial series. Basals small and concealed in the basal concavity by

the upper joints of the column.

Subradials hexagonal, counting three angles on the under side,

and curve into the basal concavity ; width and length nearly equal

;

slightly convex, the greatest convexity being a little below the center

of the plate.

Eadials about twice as wide as long, those on the anterior side

pentagonal, the articulating facet for the reception of the brachials

occupying about one-half the width of the plate. In the anterior

ray the first bifurcation takes place on the fourth brachial, and in

one of the antero-lateral rays on the third, and a second bifurcation

on each division of this ray takes place on the third plate above the

first. The arms diminish rapidly in size beyond the first bifurca-

tion. Anal side unknown.
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Column rather Blender, and composed of short, round, even joints.

Mon and locality; Qpper beds of Keokuk lis . Hamil-

ton, 111.

No. 171 of Mr. L. A. Cox's collection.

B. -After publishing . tlon of this torn
published In : Journal of Natural I

typOBrapiuool error, and therefore restore the nami i HallinUEL

Cyatuocrim s Maksiiai.i.kn-i>. Worthen.

PL XXX. Fiji. i.

i <j<i IfarsAaUsfuis, Worxhkv, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. l. of the Illinois State Museum of Nuturui , . 3S.

Diagnosis: Body mamillate. length ami breadth about equal, ami

truncated at the babe where it joins the column. Basal plates small,

longest on the anterior side, angular above, and forming by them-

selves a shallow pentagonal cup. Bnbradials about as high as wide,

four of them of equal size and hexagonal, the fifth on tin anterior

Bide nearly twice as large as the others and heptagonaL I

on four of the rays are about the same size as the smallest sul c

dials, pentagonal in form, their lower angles fitting into depressions

between the subradials, OOnstrioted from the lower lateral angli

upward, so that the apper margins, which support the brachia

only about half as wide as the greatest width below.

Brachials three on these four rays, narrower than the rad

of them quadrangular, and the third angular above, supporting tl

Ural divisions of the arms. The lateral spa* <n th. brach-

ials, and extending below to the middle of the 1

has. linn idled by a calcareous integument, or with minute plat

that are too small to present definite forms under an ordinary Ldass.

on the anterior Bide of the specimen, the large anterior Bubradial

is quadrangular radial Lireotly upon its trun-

cated upper margin, and this is suoceeded by two or more quad-

rangular brachials, beydnd which its structure cannot ;t.

tin first bifurcation <»n the third brachial, dr.

hi on die sixth Mill plate, and some of the brat

or twice mon . higher up. They are oompoaed of rather long, rounds

quadrangular joint og gradually in size to then- extras

Anal plates unknown.
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Column round, very strong at the base of the calyx, decreasing

about one-half in diameter a half inch below, and composed of rather

thin, even joints.

Position and locality: Kinderhook group, Marshalltown, Iowa.

The author's collection.

GENUS EUPACHYCRINUS, Meek andWorthen.

Eupachycrinus asperatus, Worthen.

PI. XXIX. Fig. 4.

Eupachycrinus asperatus, Wokthen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 34.

Body of medium size, basin-shaped, composed of very massive

angular plates. Base deeply concave and basals concealed by the

column.

Subradials very massive, projecting outward and downward,

slightly excavated below from their outer sides to the point where

they join the basals, and forming five prominent angular nodes on

which the body would rest when divested of its column.

Badials nearly twice as wide as long, four of them pentagonal,

the right posterior one quadrangular, and all produced into obtuse

nodes or ridges that on three of them extend nearly across the plate,

nearer to the lower than the upper margin, leaving a broad, sloping

surface between the ridges and the upper margin of the radial

plates.

Brachials on each of the anterior and tbe antero-lateral rays,

shorter and about the same width as the radials, and like them

produced into a distinct ridge on their upper margins.

The right posterior brachial supports two shorter brachials, and

these support above two arms each, making four arms to this ray.

The left posterior brachial supports an additional brachial on one

side, that gives support to two arms, while a single arm is supported

on the other side, making three arms to this ray. The other

brachials give support to two arms each, making thirteen altogether

for this species. The first three or four plates of each arm are quad-

rangular, but they soon pass into a series of wedge-formed interlock-

ing pieces, gradually becoming narrower toward their extremities.
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Three anal plates are visible, the first is pentagonal, larger than

both the others, nodose like the Bubradials between which it i

while its upper angle extends a little above the radial on the right.

The Beoond anal rests upon the upper truncated margin of the left

rior suhradial, and the third between the first and Beoond anals.

Column round and rather small for the size of th. I

This species is related to Lyons' E quator-deeimbrachialU, hut dif-

in its less massive form, and in the camber of its amis.

PotvAon and locality: Chester limestone. Monroe county. 111.

No. 2,448, Illinois State collection.

EUPAOHTOBINTTS ftfOHBOBKBIB, Worthcii.

PL XXIX. Fit:. IS.

February. 1882.

Bulletin No. i. "f t ii<- Dllnola Btate ICoseom "f Natural History, i

Body of medium size, low, basin-shaped, composed of mac

plates.

Basals small, triangular ahove and below, the inner angles bent

downward under the column, and the outer ones bent slightly upward

in tween the Bubradials.

Bubradials protuberant, Bub-hemispherio externally, generally

angular, the one on the anal Bide a little larger than th

and truncated on its upper margin for the support of the anal plate.

l;> Hals pentagonal, about twiee as wide as long, and trun<

entinly across their upper margins for the reception of the r

Anals one, quadrangular, length and width about equal, extending

above to a level with the summit of the adjaoenl radials, and

below on the truncated upper margin of the right posterior

radial.

Arm- and column unknown.

Thi related to Eupaek. Jbrnumu Bury. 111.. VoL "..

549, hut differs from that in the proportions of u> radial
i

..,,1,1 the BUbglobose character of its suhradials.

/ Utty\ I
HI.

No. 2,4 17. Him Iciion.
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Genus DICHOCKLNUS, Munster.

Dichocrinus Hamiltonensis, Worthen.

PI. XXVII., Fig. 10.

Dichocrinus Hamiltonensis, Worthen. February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 35.

Body small, length and breadth apparently about equal, though

from the crushed condition of the body plates the exact proportions

of the body can not be accurately determined. Basals about half

as long as the radials, forming by themselves a low, shallow cup.

Eadials quadrangular, nearly once and a half as long as wide,

with a narrow, articulating scar at the summit for the reception of

the brachial series.

Brachials three, the last one longer than those below, and sup-

porting on its upper sloping sides the first arm plates.

Arms two to each ray, as far as can be seen in the specimen

before me, composed of short, wedge-shaped pieces, rounded ex-

teriorly, and giving off from their longest sides rather strong

pinnules.

Column unknown.

This species is nearly related to D. ficus, of Lyon and Casseday,

but differs from that in the shorter form of the body and in the

number of its brachial pieces, which in their species is only two to

each ray.

Position and locality: Upper part of the Keokuk limestone, Ham-
ilton, 111.

No. 257 of Mr. L. A Cox's collection.

Dichocrinus Coxanus, Worthen.

PL XXVII, Fig. 7.

Dichocrinus Coxanus, Woethen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1 of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 35.

Body small, ovate in outline, pointed at the base and contracted

at the summit of the radial series, so that its greatest diameter is

near the base of the radial plates.

Basal plates nearly three-fourths as long as the radials, forming

by themselves a rather deep cup.
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Radials longer than wide, lateral borders nearly Btraight, slightly

contracted ft! nrnmits, the articulating Boar for the reeeption

of the brachial series occupying about one third of the width of

their upper mari

Brachial platea small, apparently two in number, the Becond

being the Longest, and supporting on its upper slop;: - the first

arm plat

Anus two to each ray, composed of short, rounded joints, which

give oil Btrong pinnules from their inner borders. Anal side and

column unknown. The surfaces of the body plates are marked by

ire longitudinal ridges that will serve to distinguish t:

from any utlur heretofore described from this horizon.

Position <i»J locality: Upper part of the Keokuk limestone, Hamil-

ton, 111.

No. 14 of Mr. L. A. Cox's collection.

Genus TALABOCKENTJS, Waebs. A Bpr.

Talakoikims ovatub, Worthen.

pl x\i\. n» u.

;
•!... 1882.

Bulletin No i. "f the Dlinola - "T. p- *•

Body above the medium aize, ovate in general outline, locate as

viewed from above or below.

alfl about half as high as wide, impressed below, and pen

onal above, with a alight depression at their lateral bord<

adials aboul one-third longer than wide, the ant. -

pentangular, the others Quadrangular, and all protuberant. Hie

Anew radials not visible.

The firsl anal Is a- largo or n little larger than the firs! red

heptagons!, having four diatinot angles above and three below. It

, by three -mall anals, the oentral one of which is

:::l l, and D the truncated Bumroit of tin- Bret anal, while

lie form of which can not I

upon

ipper lateral angles. Abm there is on.' <- r two

nail plates surrounding the anal opeoii

The \auit i^ oomposed of very until, smooth pl the

which is larger, and produced into a pointed spun

mi as u between the arm
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openings and the central spine on two of the rays. Arm openings

two to each ray. Arms and column unknown.

This species is related to T. sexlobatus, (Shumard's sp.) but differs

from that in its more symmetrical form, its less protuberant radial

and anal plates, and less nodose summit.

Position and locality : Chester, limestone, Monroe county, Illinois-

No. 2,453, Illinois State collection.

Genus AGASSIZOCKLNTJS, Troost.

Agassizocrinus papillatus, Worthen.

PL XXIX, Pig. 17.

Agassizocrinus papillatus, Wokthen, Feb., 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 36.

Body rather below the medium size, subovate, width at the sum-

mit of the radials a little more than the length, composed of mas-

sive, slightly rounded plates that are separated by well-defined and

deep sutures.

Basals pentangular, about as wide as long, and rounded below,

where their inner margins form the walls of a very small pentapet-

alous opening for the attachment of a very delicate round column,

two or three joints of which remain attached to one of our speci-

mens.

Subradials, three hexagonal, counting three angles below, and two

on the posterior side heptagonal, length and breadth about equal.

Kadials pentangular, nearly twice as wide as long, except the two

posterior ones, which are rather narrower than the others.

Brachials about the same size and form as the radials, and sup-

port on their upper sloping sides the first arm plates. Arms two to

each ray, composed of quadrangular joints that gradually diminish

in width to their extremities.

Anals, three visible ; the first is nearly as large as the radial

plates, pentagonal and situated as in Poteriocrinus, between two of

the subradials, and partly under the left side of the right posterior

radial. The second is about half as large as the first, and rests on

the upper truncated margin of the left posterior subradial. The

third is very small, and rests upon the upper angle of the first

anal.

Position and locality : Chester limestone, Monroe county, Illinois.

No. 2,444, Illinois State collection.
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A.OA88IZ00BIHUB HEMIsnir.IUcrs. Worthcii.

PL XXIX. lie 7.

AaattiMOcriitUM hemitpl

Hull. -tin No. l. "f the Illinois State Museum of Natural Blstorr. i

Body small, bowl-shaped, or hemispherical in outline, about once

and a half a- wide as high to the summit of the radial - unded

at the base, and composed of massive, protuberant pi:

Basals small, projecting hut slightly below the Bubradials, forming

a little pentagonal star. No columnar facet is visible.

Bubradials a little longer than wide, strongly protuberant, three

of them pentagonal, and two on the posterior side hexagonal.

Badials pentagonal, three of them rather more than one< and a

half as wide as long, the two on the posterior side rather narrower

than the others, and all truncated squarely across their summits for

the reception of the hrachials. Sutures between all the plates of the

body distinct.

Brachials as wide below as the radials, hut Btrongly constricted

and Sharply angular above, where they give support to the two di-

visions of the rays. The arm-plates attach, d are three in numb

the first nearly twice as Long as the succeeding ones, and all quad-

rangular in form. .

Pour anal plates are visible, the first is protuberant, pentangular,

aboul half as large as the largest radiaK and n an ly upon

the truncated apper margin of the right posterior Bubradial and m

tii. left side of the right posterior radial. Tl 1 anal is al

half as large as the first, longer than wide, and D the up]

margin "f the left Bubradial. The other anals are smaller; the third

teste between the first and BeOOnd, and the fourth on the summit of

the -.<oiid. Column unknown.

logical position and lotaUt*: Chester lim. landolph county.

Qlirj

No. 2,461, Illinois state ooUeotion.
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Genus LECYTHIOCBINUS, White.

Lecythiocrinus Adamsi, Worthen.

PL XXXI, Pig. 8.

Lecythiocrinus Adamsi, Worthen, Feb. 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 37.

Body of medium size, irregularly subovoid, slightly pentalobate,

as seen from above or below, from the protuberance of the radial

plates, and composed of smooth and rather thin plates. The base

is convex, and occupies about one-fourth the entire length of the

body.

Subradials a little longer than wide, with an angular prominence

just above the middle of each plate, extending from the center to

the upper margins.

Eadials about half as large as the subradials, length and width

about equal, triangular below, the angles fitting into the depressions

between the subradials. They are all surmounted by a small semi-

circular arm-facet, from which a shallow groove extends to a central

opening in the summit.

Just above the summit of one of the subradials, and in the lat-

eral angles of two of the radial plates, there appears to have been

a circular opening, rather larger than the arm-facets, which is now
filled with stony matter,—and whether this is an anal opening, or

an accidental break in the test of the body, is a question to be de-

termined from additional material. Columnar facet scarcely larger

than that for the reception of the arms. Arms and column un-

known.

We take pleasure in dedicating this unique fossil to Mr. W. H.

Adams, of Elmore, Peoria county, who found it on section 13, town-

ship 11 north, range 6 east, Peoria county.

It is from about the horizon of Coal No. 8 of the Lower Coal

Measures.

No. 2,468 of Illinois State collection.
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MOLLUSCA

BR ACH IOPODA.

(.iM a CAMBROPHORIA, King.

(amerophoria Gotordi, Worthen.

la. View of dorsal viilvi'; b, ventral vh!

'."iiTHES, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois G -y. p. 39.

sin 11 above the medium si: Uy ovate orsub-

ciroular in general outline. Dorsal valve nearly cir-

cular, a ly oonvez, th<

being aboul one-third the distance from the I

to the front pari ol the >h.]l. umbo <lr]>res8ed.

Ventral valve much mon . and the beak

produced b< yond that of the dorsal vi

strongly recurved.

The only specimen we hai -hell

is an interna] oast, with a I I ad-

hering to the beaks. Traces of ten or twelve i

shallow plications can be Been on the front portion

<> of the shell, two or three of which probably extended to

r*\ 'I" beak on the ventral valve, while the ol

S^A ohsolctc hcfoiv reaching the cardinal honlor. I

2y fine longitudinal Btriatdoi ble with i good

V i from the beak to thi fr<»nt 98, breadth

\^ -2-1. heighth 1 1 mill

licated to the memory of Mr. Win. Oifford, of Pe<

III., from whom the

. mi, l l Middle Coal V ar Alia. L
county, 111.

Hi. n.
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LAM ELL I BRANCH I AT A

Genus CHJENOMYA, Meek.

CELENOMYA MAEIA, Worthen.

a Side view. 6 Dorsal view, nat. size.

Choenomya Maria, Worthen, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1. of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 39.

Shell elongate, sub-cylin-

drical, anterior side much
compressed and aperture en-

tirely closed; posterior side

truncated and widely gaping.

Base slightly convex in out-

line, rounding up gradually

in front and abruptly be-

hind, dorsal side a little

concave from the beaks
01

to the posterior extremity.

Beaks depressed, incurved,

and located about one-

fifth the entire length of the shell from the anterior side.

Two conspicuous furrows commence at the beak, the anterior one

crossing the valve obliquely to the base of the shell at a point about

two-fifths of its entire length from the anterior side; the posterior

one crossing the shell much more obliquely, and terminating at the

base of the shell, near its posterior extremity.
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In addition to these furrows each valve is marked hy ahout

thirty-two longitudinal ridges that are a little wider than tfa

between them. Th( Be commence at the dorsal margin near the

. and when they cross the posterior furrow already di

they are deflected abruptly forward to a right angle with their

former oourse, about two out of every three ending at the anti

furrow, while the others are continuous that to the anterior

border of the shell.

A small fragment of the shell, attached to the cast, shows that

the surface was finely striated obliquely from the l»*ak to the front,

and with a good lens the stria- are seen to consi.-t of rows of minute

granules.

Dedicated to Mrs. Orestes St. John, by whom this fine specimen

was discovered, and to whom I am indebted for the ose of it.

Position ami locality : Upper Coal M- a-nn s. Slmwi.u county. Kan.
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Genus AYICULOPECTEN, McCoy.

AVICULOPECTEN VaRSOVIENSIS, Sp. UOV.

^

y

View of left valve, Natural size.

Shell large, suborbicular, hinge-line rather shorter than the great-

est breadth of the valves below. Left valve nearly flat, posterior

ear short, and forming a rather acute triangle, which is clearly de-

fined from the posterior margin below.

Anterior ear nearly twice as long as the posterior, not so dis-

tinctly angular in outline, the outer margin curving into a deep in-

dentation where it joins the lateral border of the shell. Both ears

show traces of raised lines or costae, corresponding to those on the

body of the shell, and on the anterior ear, faint transverse lines of

growth are visible.

-21
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Surface of the valves marked by numerous raised lines or a
that increase towards the base by implantation, and arc about as

wide as the spaces between thein. From BO to 90 of tl

may be counted on the borders of the shell.

Greatest width of the valves 1 inches. Length from beak to I

inches. Length of hinge-line Bj inches.

lUty and position .- l"pi)er beds of the Keokuk lim.

Warsaw, 111. The author's collect ion.

This is a very rare species, only one valve, and part of another.

haying been found in 26 years collections from this horizon.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME NEW SPECIES OF FOSSIL SHELLS

FKOM THE

LOWER CARBONIFEROUS LIMESTONES

COAL MEASURES OF ILLINOIS.-

By A. H. Woethkn.

Orthoceras Illinoiensis, Sp. nov.

Shell of medium size, gradually enlarging from the apex; section

slightly ovate, siphuncle rather large, and placed near the margin

of the shell.

Septa moderately convex and oblique to the axis, being arched

strongly upward about twice their width on the siphuncular side,

and equaling in width about one-fifth of the shortest diameter of the

shell. Surface markings unknown.

Length of the largest specimen seen, about 6 inches
;
greatest

diameter of the outer chamber, 2£ inches
;

greatest width at the

apex, f inch.

This rare shell is only known from three imperfect specimens ob-

tained from the upper limestone at Chester.

No. 2,484, of the Illinois State collection.

'Note. These brief descriptions are published with the hope that the species may be
properly illustrated in a subsequent volume of these reports. The originals, all of which
belong to the State Museum of Natural History, will be found properly catalogued in the
cases of the Museum, where they will be accessible to those who may desire to conipap)
them with similar forms from other localities.
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Orthocebas Okawi DOV.

Bhell elongate, slender, very gradually tapering to the ape:

oonoave, about l of them usually in the diameti

Biphunele subcentral, Bnrface markings unknown.

This Bhell has a general resemblance to 0. 1 I th< 0]

Coal Measures, but differs from that in the position of the aiphun-

ole, which in our Bpeeies is deoidedly Bubcentral.

tion and locality: Chester limestone, vicinity of th<

bluffs, near Bed Bud, Randolph county, Olinois.

No. -J. I
s -". of the Illinois State collection.

Obthxh 5p. nov.

Bhell small, gradually tapering. Surface ornamented with tr

verse ridges or elevations; situated at irregular dil ioh

other, and with delicate thread-like Btria which cover thetrai

ridges as well as the Bpaoes between them. The ridges an

wil] to distinguish this species from any hitherto found in the

1 Measures, its ornamentation resembling that of the (>. u>

latum of the Niagara limestone more closely than any other known

American The fragment belong t.. the

non-septate portion of the sh. 11.

Mm and locality: Roof of the middle coal, LaSalle, HI.

2,486, "f the Illinois State collection.

Plbubotomabia Mi Bp. m

This line shell is only Known from an imperfect east of the lasl

whorl, which may l» d< Boribed as folli

Bhell attaining a broadrj J in outline; *

three or more, rapidly rtiminighin

whorl obliquely flattened, Bhowu about I

,„ breadth, which is traversed by abont eight rather sfa

„,. baUon depn i
:'»""' t

i
" f "»

inoh wide near the aperture. Th( of this whorl

i

,, v nun about half as far a

,1, d thi ap] •
hut their nun.,

,,, ... band,

the whorl ind of : ' »*hei leep

ll.llblll.
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Greatest width of the specimen in hand, 4f inches; height of

the outer whorl, 1£ inches.

Position and locality : The only specimen seen was obtained at

Montezuma, Pike county, Illinois, from near the base of the Bur-

lington limestone.

No. 2,487, of the Illinois State collection.

Dentalium Illinoiensis, Sp. nov.

Shell above the medium size, long, straight cylindrical, slightly

tapering, and scarcely inflated at the aperture. Surface originally

smooth, but slightly roughened from weathering in the specimen

under examination.

Length, 5| inches; width near the aperture, 7-16 in.

This species differs from D. Missouriense of Swallow, in its larger

size, smooth surface and straight form.

Position and locality : Lowest beds of the Chester limestone, Ches-

ter, Illinois.

No, 2,488, of the Illinois State collection.

Conulaeia Chesterensis, Sp. nov.

Shell attaining a medium size, long and rather slender, gradually

tapering, nearly equally four sided, the four angles being distinctly

and rather deeply furrowed, while a slight furrow marks the median

line on each side. The sides are crossed by numerous raised costae,

which arch slightly forward from the angles to the median line,

making an angle with that line of about 14°. They do not cross

the angular furrows, but are alternately arranged so that those on

one side terminate at the intervening space between those on the

opposite side. These spaces are about twice as wide as the cost*,

and are widest at the median line.

The aperture is not well preserved in any of our specimens, but

the shell was notched at the angles and probably contracted at the

aperture.

Length of a rather large individual, o inches ; breadth between

the angles near the aperture, 1 inch ; number of cost* in the space

of an inch near the aperture, 20; near the apes, 80.

Position and locality : Chester limestone, Chester, Illinois.

No. 2,489, of the Illinois State collection.
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I'inna -
\i< i. Bp. nov.

Shell comparatively short, Lanceolate; length about twice as much
ae the greatest width. Section ovate-elliptical, valves tra\.

Longitudinally by about twelve to fifteen rather Btrong ribs that are

most prominent on the middle portion of the shell, and become
obsolete towards the vental and dorsal margins. Bpaces bet

the ribs narrow, beak unknown. Angle forim d by the dorsal and

rental margins abont i" .

This rare Bpeoies is only known from a single Bpeeimen p

in chert, with both extremities wanting. It may be readily distin-

tingoished from /'. Missourienris of the Chester group, and from

any other species known in our Carboniferous rocks, by its shorter

form and greater proportional width.

Porition and locality: St. Louis limestone. Monroe county. 111.

No. "i,:
1

.!!) Illinois State collection.

CtpbioiBDU? riAxnoi.rin.Nsi-, Bp. nov.

This shell is only known from some casts in limestone, which may
be briefly described as follows:

Sbell oblong, height from the beak to the ventral margin about

half the Length, valves moderately oonvei on the anterior portion

of the shell, and depressed towards the posterior end, where the

valves were apparently closely joined. Beaks rather large, depressed

and incurved beyond the dorsal margin, and situated about two-

tifths the distance from the anterior to the posterior extrem

A broad and slightly flattened depression appears on I the

casts, extending from the beak to the ventral margin of the shell.

:il margin Dearly straight, ventral margin parallel with the

il for abont two-thirds of its Length, curving abruptly up-

ward on the anterior, and m tlyon the posterior end. Lonule
•-

; surface markings unknown.

I.. Q| th of an a\-

1

thickness, 15- L6 inch.

•inn tmd locality l V r Limestone) Randolph county. 111.

2,491 Illinois Mat. collection.
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Descriptions of now Carboniferous Echinoderms, by A. H, Worthen and S. A. Miller.

CLASS ECHINODERMATA.

ORDER ASTEROIDEA.

Family PAL^EASTEEIDJE.

Compsastee, n. gen.

(Ety. Kompsos, elegant; aster, a star.)

Body stellate ; central area or disc comparatively small ; rays large,

long, more or less fusiform; grooves deep and bordered by numer-

ous thin, subcircular, adambulacral plates. The ventral side of the

typical species shows about six rows of plates upon each side of

the ambulacral furrows, which have a regular, transverse, as well

as longitudinal arrangement.

This genus is distinguished from all others in the family by the

number and form of the adambulacral plates, by the great number

of disc plates upon each side of the ambulacral furrows, and by the

general form of the body and rays.

CoMPSASTER FORMOSUS, Sp. nOV.

PI. XXXI: Fig. 2 a, ventral side, natural size; flg. 2 b, section of a ray enlarged two di-

ameters.

Body deeply stellate ; central disc comparatively small ; rays rigid,

large, fusiform, more than twice as long as the diameter of the cen-

tral disc, and terminating abruptly in an obtuse point. The typical

specimen furnishes the following measurements : Diameter of the

body, Ty - inch; length of ray from central part of disc, I.jVo inches;

diameter of the ray at its junction with the body, -fife inch.

Ambulacral grooves deep ; ossicles rather small ; adambulacral

plates very numerous, and consisting of a series of thin plates upon

1

1
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the ambulacra! foi . hi -)i a „ the
rior, prolonged below, and each bear a Bhort, sharp d the

upper part of the inner Bide, d urd the apei of the ray.

Tli. n are abont eighty adambulacrals d

and they diminish very slowly in ward th<

the fu.-ifi nin enlargement <>f the ray.

abut upon the adambulacrala in

they are Bubquadrangular, or polygonal, and each l»

Btrong centra] spine. Bii longitudinal rov.

side (in each side of the ambnlaoral farrows; th< what

uniform in bum, arranged in tram ell as longitudinal order,

unci are about two-thirds ae numerous in a longitudinal r..w as the

platea in an ambulacra]

oral plateB, madreporiform tub aknown,
cepl bo far ae we may judge <>f the spinous chi

from those visible on the ventral Bide.

This large and beautiful species is bo distinct from any hit!

[bed, thai no comparison is necessary for the purpose <>f

tification.

Porition and locality: Okaw bluffs, between C ad Ka-
kia. Randolph county, Illinois; from the Beoond division of the

(In Bter limestone.

Dlinois State collection of 1880, bj A. H. Worthei

Body truncate. 1 pentagonal, central ana circular, deep and I

in proportion to the rays; rays distant. Bmall, and abruptly

truncated.

Dorsal Bide possessing a rather large centro-doraal plate, which is

Burrounded by five plates occapying the position of i while

the other part is covered with num. aall disc pit

Tin- '. mis being founded on i

only, further particulars will be found in th< n "f th<

This fossil is bo widelj nt from th.

that we think it h.
| n,-t family, winch might,

appropriate!] >t. .1 th. it until oth<

found sh..w

to let the family remain Ulldefil
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Cholaster peculiaris, Sp. nov.

PI. XXXI. Fig. 4. a. Dorsal view, natural size; 6. Section of a ray enlarged, showing
the arrangement of the plates.

The general form of the body is that of a truncated pentagonal

star, with a large circular disc. A centro-dorsal plate is surrounded

by five others, all of which are much larger than other plates of

the body, and occupy a centro-dorsal depression. The position of

these five plates is that of radials, resting upon a basal, and there-

fore, all other plates of the body might be regarded as radials and

interradials, the latter being very numerous, because of the wide

separation of the rays at their junction with the body. The inter-

radials are polygonal, convex, or subspinous plates, without much
variation in size whether filling the larger or smaller interradial

spaces. The plates following the larger radial plates, as above de-

fined, in the direction of the rays, are not, however, by their form

or arrangement to be distinguished from the interradials, though

differing from those forming the rays. The plates covering the

dorsal side are thus divided into three kinds, viz. : First, the larger

plates filling the centro-dorsal depression ; second, the disc plates

which cover all other parts of the body except the rays, and, third,

the plates which cover the rays proper, which in this species are

easily distinguished from the central disc plates.

The rays are short, abruptly truncated, and slightly expanded at

the apices by reason of an enlargement of the terminal plates.

They are widely separated from each other, though not at uniform

distances, and present the appearance of having been stuck on

the central disc, instead of having grown from :t, an appearance

more marked, by reason of the change in the form of the plates,

from the disc to the rays.

One of the interradial spaces is much greater than the others, so

that a line may be drawn across the disc, leaving three entire rays

upon the smaller half. The back of each ray is covered by a series

of transversely elongated plates separated from the side series by a

longitudinally impressed line. A single series of plates covers either

side of a ray, ' interlocking with the transverse dorsal series and di-

rected backward toward the disc.

The oral plates are unknown, and no madreporiform tubercle has

been detected.

Position and locality: Same as the last.

No. 2,480 Illinois State collection of 1880.
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Okdki: OPHIUROIDE \

Teematastbb, n. gen.

i. mi opening; tutt r,

Body stellate, central part discoid, rays long, flexaooa and gradu-

ally tapering. Kays consisting ol a double series of amhulacral

plates, forming, together, a Bubcuneiform series with the tapering

ends directed toward the apices of the rays and uniting with tin-

larger ends of the succeeding double plates, upon each side of which

there is a series of curved adambulaoral plates, which form the

margins of the rays. The pores are large and situated I he

contracting sides of the amhulacral plates and the concave sides of

the curving adaxnbulaorals. Four plates border upon each pore

though nearly surrounded by two of them. Plates ten. I ur-

face unknown.

This genus is distinguished by the parallel arrangement of the

ambulaorals and adambulaorals, instead of the alternate order, and

by the Large poi

Tkkmatastki: DITFIOU i-. Bp. nov.

PL XXXI, 0s. a *> Tenti nlflad two dlametan

the arrangement "f t)i" i«in«<-?- magnified tour dial

Body Btellate, diets small, rays long, Bexuous and gradually tapering.

Ambulacra] plates subtrigonal, tted, and united upon their

Btraighl faces in parallel order, so as to form a iub-

ouneifbrm sections at the bottom of the ambnlaoi ith tin

tapering end of each directed toward the apex of the ray, and unit

with tlie larger end of the next m able plal

Adambulaoral i>lates paraUel with the ambulaorals, and each forms

a 0UTT6 from the ihl of an amhulacral toward I of

the ray. to unite with the ne\t BUCOeeding adamhulacral as i:

away from its attachment to the amhulacral. By th:

ruotion the adambulaorals are fixed, at one end, to the ambula-

dt, while the other end moves upon the curved BUI an

adambulaoral allow the same lateral Aexibilit] of ti

oared in othi j
th.- alternate arrs * of the plal

Th. ad situated i
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the ambulacral plates, the concave sides of the adambulacrals, and
the attaching ends of the succeeding plates, so that they are bounded

by four plates while nearly surrounded by two.

The oral plates form, in pairs, elongated triangles, with the acute

angle directed toward the center of the visceral cavity. The apices

are joined by a suture with the basal portions, which are partly

separated by a dividing furrow. A single genital pore perforates

each basal section of the oral plates. Dorsal side unknown.

Locality and position; Prairie du Long cteek, Monroe county,

Chester limestone.

No. 2479, Illinois State collection of 1878.

ORDER PERISCHCECHINID^E.

Family LEPIDECHIOTD^E.

Hybochinus, n. gen.

(Ety hubos, hump-backed; echinus, the sea urchin.)

Test flexible subspheroidal, and consisting of five (?) ambulacral,

and the same number of interambulacral areas. Ambulacral areas

composed of numerous ranges of interlocking and overlapping plates,

each of which is perforated in the central part, by a single pair of

pores. The plates imbricate from below upward. Interambulacral

areas narrower, and consisting in the equatorial region of five or

more ranges of overlapping plates some of which disappear before

reaching the poles. The plates imbricate from above downward and

from the central range outward. Surface covered with small gran-

ules—not large tubercles—for the articulation of minute spines.

Jaws consisting of large, subtriangular, truncated conical pieces,

deeply furrowed towards the ends, and perforated in the central part.

This genus is related in many respects to Lepidesthes, but' differs

in the important particular of having the imbrication of the plates

in the opposite direction, as in the Echinothuridce or more modern

family of flexible Echinoids. The humps and protuberances of the

upper end of the type specimen, which suggested the generic name,

are supposed to indicate the great flexibility of the test, and an ab-

normal development of the number of ambulacral plates. An ab-
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normal <1< velopment of the plat.

produce Bueh protuberancea at the apical end, w the imbri-

eation of the plates is downward anil would not permit it. Had we

other Bpeoimene Bhowing an irregular development of theambul

in the number of plates towards the a]

end, we would couple this feature with tin- remarkably devel<

i refer the genus to a new and distinct family under the

name of Hybochinida. At pn leave it in a family wh<

Beeme to have at Least Borne affinity. It i- quite unni

pare it with any otlur genus, or for the purposes of identification

to continue the comparison with other characters |
i by

LepidesU

lIvlioCllINlS SI'KCl W'.II.IS. Sp. Q

PI. XXXI, lit:. •'> ii.; view <>f a dopn a i\* it m ;

of four ambulacra!, and throe interambuli

end, mac i

of the scattering spines from ti-

f the ambulacra! or other plat<

ilk'- •'•. <L, magnified view of some <>f the smbnla
Bnmmll men Bhowing tl . »y belong

a kindred

General form Bubspheroidal, modified, hi by th<

flexibility i>f the test, and as it appears, in thi type, al I

end, by peculiar protuberances, one of which project* like a horn.

Ten ranges <>f plates may be oounted in an ambulacra! area in the

type specimen, but this number may be, and probably

in the equatorial region, for ten ranges may ho distinguished in the

born-like projection from one of them, where all tl-

certainly not exposed. The ambulacra! plates imbricate from I

upward, tnewhat regularly b<

ated, in tin- central part of which then

,\> tin plates imbricate upward the lower pari of each i-

B0 that, in fact, the pores i tipy an upper central position in

plate, p at the lower inner

one. The plates are -<» bevi to form smooth exterior fa

body. The infa rambulaoral little more than

half as wide as the ambulacra] areas, and

imen, at a point above th<

of plati . I be ward th«

the plat tlj dimmish n

I
and from the c. ntral range outward, so that tin -the
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ambulacral plates upon either side. The exposed surface of each
plate is quadrangular, and usually square, or nearly so. The sur-

face is covered with small granules for the articulation of minute
needle-like spines, the articular ends of which are marked by a
slight swelling. The jaws are remarkably large, and seem to have
formed an ovate body of ten or twelve pieces, each of which is

deeply furrowed at the ends, and perforated in the central region.

Other openings and characters of this species cannot be correctly

defined from our specimens. Those represented by figures 5 and 6

show only the crushed apical regions and the parts described, and
were collected from the Chester limestone on Prairie du Long creek,

in Monroe county, by A. H. Worthen. The one represented by fig.

7 was obtained from the same horizon in Pope county, and may or

may not belong to this species. The jaws seem to be smaller than
they are in the other two specimens, but this may result from their

being more fragmentary. One genital plate, however, appears upon
this specimen having four pores, and if it belongs to this species it

will of course add that additional character.

No. 2,481. Illinois State collection.

G-enss PERISHODOMUS, McCoy.

&^
Pebischodomus Illinoibnsis, Sp. nov.

PI. XXXI. fig. 8, yiew of the apical end of a distorted specimen, natural size.

General form apparently subspheroidal, and as there are five am-

bulacral and five interambulacral areas, and the former are so nar-

row, it probably has a subpentagonal outline as noticed by McCoy
in diagnosing the genus.

Ambulacral areas narrow, depressed, over-lapped on either side by

interambulacral plates, and consisting of a double series of inter-

locking transversely elongated plates, each one of which is pierced

by a single pair of pores. These plates are not uniform in size nor

shape, though most of them seem to have imperfectly defined sub-

pentagonal outlines. They slightly overlap from above downward.

Interambulacral areas covering nearly the entire surface, but as

the equatorial region is not preserved, it is impossible to state the

number of ranges of plates in each area. There may be five and

there may be seven only five can be distinctly determined from the

apical view of our specimen. The plates are very irregular in size,
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imbricate upward, and the two rows adjoining the ambulacra] a

imbricate outward, but whether the imbrication is from the central

range outward, as is usual in Buch annot be determined, for

tbe central w ms to be depressed, which may have resulted

from the orushing the fossil lias received.

The plates bore two kinds of spines; those bearing the larger kind

Based a Bingle centra] spine, but those bearing the smaller kind

i two <t more submargina] ones. Tbe central supporting

tuberole is a moderately large smooth hemispherical nipple with a

central perforation. Only one plate of this kind is shown upon tbe

typical specimen, and it is in the second range from the ambul
at about the sixth plate from the genitals. Tbe secondary

spines were borne by both rows of plates on each side of the am-

bulacrals, as indicated by small, more or less conical (leva*

some of which show a minute perforation, and indeed may).

borne by tbe plates in the other ranges. Other characters of the

species unknown.

The plates, in the interainbulacral areas of this sp<

in number, order of arrangement, and spinous character so much

more nearly with Peri$ckodomu» than with Lcpidechinm, the most

nearly approximating genus in other known respects, that we have

little doubt of the correctness of tl rio reference, though it

would be unnecessary to point out how it differs from the Eur.

forms for the purpose of specific distinction.

Collected by A. 11. Wort hen from the Chester limestone at

City, Pope county. Illinois.

No. -1. is:i Illinois State' collection.
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ORDER AGELACRINOIDEA.

FAMILY AGELACRIN1D./E.

Echinodiscus, n. gen.

(Ety, echinus, eea urchin: diskos, a round plate.)

Body discoid, depressed convex, the smaller plates being found in

the border and ambulacra adjacent thereto, and the larger plates

occupying the central part of the interradial spaces, none of them
imbricating. The border consists of narrow plates elongated in the

direction of the circumference, and passing around upon the under

side, forming a cylindrical nonsessile rim. Ambulacra five, con-

nected near the central area, but not arising from a common point.,

consisting of narrow, curving angular arches, sharply defined on

either side, and composed of numerous interlocking or dove-tailing

plates. Mouth or ovarian pyramid central or subcentral.

This genus is distinguished from Agelacrinus, with which it seems

to be most nearly related, by many important characters. First,

it is not composed of imbricating plates. Second, the manner of

attachment to other objects was different, as in this genus the mar-

gin was free. Third, the ambulacra do not arise from a pyramidal

elevation or common point, but, one may be said to arise on one

side of the mouth, and to connect, by an ambulacral series of plates,

with the points, at which two arise, on either side of it, or that two

series bifurcate, if it is considered that three series originate on one

side of the mouth, in the first instance. Fourth, the mouth or ovarian

pyramid is subcentral, while in Agelacrinus it is submarginal. This

elevation would seem to be homologous with the mouth in the echi-

noids, for below it, within the visceral cavity, there occur several

pieces, which were evidently connected with the digestive functions,

and therefore homologous with the jaws in the latter order.
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ESOHINODIBGUB OPTATU8, Sp. HOV.

PL XXM. Pig. 9, view of part of the

marfrln.

ly discoid, rather large, being more than an inch in diam

and having large plates in the interambnlaeral Killer

outs on other parte of the test. The margin is compi small

plates elongated in the direction of the oircumfi and forming

mi-cylindrical or ronnded rim. but not attaching to other ob

showing that if the Bpeeies was sessile it did not unite l>y the whole

underside, as in Agelacrinus.

Interambulacral areas depressed, concave, covered with p

plates, those in the central part large, while those in the ma

are smaller, and appear as if trimmed to a - r the

reception of the ambulacra.

The ambulacra are lopg, Blender, curving, angular ar<

within the faoe of the disc, and joined with the interambu!.

plates by straight lines, without interlocking or imbric

They are composed on each Bide of alternately longer and b!

a which interlock at the angular arch, with each other and

with smaller intercalated plates, so as to giv<

the dovetailing union of the plates on the Burfaoi h ambu-

lacrum. The ambulacra do not a riniu, fr>

central pyramid, but the divisions take place near the central p

the disc, separated by numerous ambulacra! plates, and on diff<

of the mouth. The manner of bifurcation n

in this way: a division takes place on one side of the mouth, from

win nee two ambula 1 an

ambulacra] ted past the mouth ; at tli.

tanoe of one-tenth of an inch it throws off, in the dii

the mouth, a curving ambulacrum and continuing

mouth, at tl of another tenth of an inch it divides into

two ambulacra. This leaves the mouth in the wider interambu-

The month would seem, from the condition of

Bntral, but it may I itly Bubcentral. It con n the

of an elongated < levation

maili r ported on I

i number of pli of whi<

of which are nol d(
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Collected by A. H. Worthen from the Chester limestone in Monroe
and Pope counties.

No. 2,478, Illinois State collection.

Abch^ocidaris Edgarensis, Sp. nov.

PL XXX, Fig. 15. a. b. c.

Primary spines long, gradually tapering, cylindrical; articulating

end perforated with a round aperture, and enlarged in a space of

about a quarter of an inch into a strongly striated ring, from which

it rapidly decreases above to its normal diameter at the articu-

lating extremity. The upper portion of the primary spines for about

three-fourths of their entire length are rather thickly set with short

lateral spinules, that project upwards towards the extremity of the

spine, where the latter terminates in a mucronate point.

Interambulacral plates hexagonal, length and breadth nearly

equal, with a single row of granules on the rim of the smaller

plates, while on the larger ones two or more rows of small granules

may be seen.

This species bears some resemblance to A. mucronatus, Meek and

Worthen, described and figured in Volume 2 of these reports, page

295, PI. 23, fig. 3, a. b. c. That species was obtained from the

Chester limestone, and the A. Eclgarensc may be readily distin-

guished from that by its shorter and more numerous spinules, its

strongly striated ring, and the less robust character of its primary

spines.

Position and locality : Upper Coal Measures, one mile east of Bald-

winsville, Edgar county, 111.

No. 2,447, Illinois State collection.

Arceleocidaris spino-clavatus, Sp. nov.

PI. XXX, fig. 14. a, b, c, d, e, and Vol. 5, PI. XXIV. fig. 13, a, b, c, d, e

Primary spines rather long, moderately stout, cylindrical at the

base and gradually increasing in diameter toward the upper ex-

tremity to twice or three times the diameter below, and then rapidly

diminishing to an obtuse termination.

The enlarged upper portions of the spines are sometimes subtri-

angular in section and thickly covered with nodose spinules, which

are longest on the angles, and directed upward toward the apex of

—22
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the spine. These nodose spinule- continue down over the middle

portion of the Bpine, but they are Bmaller and less numerous than

on the elavate portion ahovt-. The Lower part <>f the long spines

are nearly or quite destitute of spinules, hut on the short, r ones

they continue marly to the hasal ring. This ring is marly twice

the diameter of the articulating extremity, and smooth.

Interamhulacral platefl In xagonal, with a nodose rim around their

margins, and there are indications of low granules scattered spar-

ingly over the outer surface of some of them, hut they are highly

silicified, and their external markings thereby obscured.

Central tuhercle strongly elevated, papilliform, with a rather deep

space between it and the annnlation, the latter forming a distinct

and Blightly projeoting rim for its support.

This species may le readily distinguished from other Coal I

species by the Bpino-clavate character of its spines.

Position niul localities: Middle and Lower Coal Measui - Clair

and Marshall counties, Illinois.

No. "J, -101 Illinois State collection.

Allt'ILKOCIDAkls [lLINOIBNSIS, S|). nov.

PI. XXXI. FiK . 1. a.b.

Primary spines rather stout, cylindrical, tap. rin. radually

above the articulating ring to their extremities. Articulating ring

subangular, and from thi> the spines oontrael rapidly to the articu-

lating extremity. .Iu>t above the articulating ring the Bpines arc

slightly curved, and above the curvature they are studded with short

sharp Bpinules that an directed outward and >liL'litlv upward
towards the extremity of the Bpine. The articulating end is perfo-

rated by a round aperture, which extends about to the articulating

The onlj specimens of this species yet obtained oonsist of pri-

mar] .
and Borne fragments of the inter-ambulacra] pi

the latter tod imperfect for an aocui tion.

/ ition ,vul locality: Prom the black beds of the Bt. Louis lime-

stone, neai the Illinois Furnace, Bardin county, Dlini

No. -i. it:, of :i,, lih, o si •. coUecti<
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PALEOCRINOIDEA.

GENUS ALLAGECRINUS, Carp, and Ether.

Allagecrinus Carpenteri, Wacbsmuth.

PL XXIX, Fig. 14.

Allagecrinus Carpenteri, Wachsmuth, February. 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 40.

The unique specimen upon which this species is founded is from

the collection of Prof. Worthen, who kindly permitted me to describe

it. It is partly imbedded in the rock, but only a small portion is

covered by the matrix. It consists of a two-inch column, the calyx

and arms. The calyx is somewhat pressed out of shape, but with

this exception is excellently preserved. The specimen is small, its

length measuring from the basal disk to the tips of the arms 80.100

parts of an inch, to the arm bases 16.100 parts, of which the basal

disk occupies only 4.100 parts.

Specific Diagnosis: The calyx is of small size, the form is cylin-

dro-conical ; it is composed of two rings of plates, the upper sup-

porting the arms. There are no interradials, and no azygous side.

Plates strong, without ornamentation.

Basal disk undivided, at least without visible suture lines ; it is

short, three times wider than high, saucer-shaped—the upper side

but little wider than the bottom part, with very obtuse upper angles.

Kadials 1x5, differing somewhat in width,—wider at the top,

—

quadrangular in outline, but actually pentangular; axillary, with

very obtuse upper angles, the sloping sides slightly excavated and

supporting the free arms.

Arms two from each ray, simple throughout, unequal in size,

—

some of them one-half thicker than others—not tapering; nearly as

thick at the distal end as at the base. The arms are constructed
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of from eight to ten simple joints, the lir-t join! one-half higher

than wide, and differing from the others by being flattened at the

dorsal side, all succeeding ones rounded at the outer side, with

slightly expanded ends; apper and lower sides almost parallel. The
•li of the joints is somewhat irregular, varying from tin-

four times their width, hut in proportion to the width of the arm :

ventral groove wide and deep. No pinnules have been observed, and
the construction of the vault is unknown.

Column circular very Btrong at the basal disk, hut tap. ring so

dly in its course downward that at ahout one-fourth of an inch

it is reduced to less than one-third its greatest width. whenC4

mains stationary as far as it is preserved in the specimen. Tin-

segments of the upper or conical part are short, aharply edged, and
of the same height, but as soon ae the column attains its ordinary

size, the joints beconu abruptly higher, more cylindrical, and tl.

and thinner joints alternate in the usual way. Central perforation

small.

The specific name is given in honor of 1'. Illicit (':

Assistant Masfr r at Eaton College, England, one of the founders of

the genus AUagecrinus.*

logical position, etc: From the Chester or Kaskaskia lii

.Monroe county. Illinois.

Illinois State collection.

genua wee proposed bj P, .in., lor a

small si i'~ fr<.m the Oarbonlforoo - and. Lunate and H

April 1881, p. J- 1.
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Genus ACKOCKESTUS, Yandell.

Acrocrinus Wortheni, Wachsmuth.

PI. XXX, Pig. 13.

Acrocrinus Wortheni, Wachsmuth, February, 1882.

Bulletin No. 1, of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, p. 40.

- Rocpb

Anal plates.
Diagram illustrating the structure of the genus Acrocrinus.

This species is described from a single specimen, of which only

the calyx is preserved ; the vault, the arms and the columns are so

far unknown. The calyx, however, is in excellent preservation, and,

notwithstanding its small size, exposes plainly every plate. The

form is calyculate, broadly truncate at the bottom, abruptly bending

upward toward the base of the first radials, whence it gradually

decreases in width to the arms. Its length is 40.100 of an inch,

its greates width 42.100, the width at the arm bases 34.100. The

plates are plain, without ornamentation, but sufficiently convex to

point out the sutures.
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The genius Acrocrinu* departs from most Paheoerinoidea in two

important points. The plates of the calyx, which in all

with a large number of plates d< from tl • - to

the top of the calyx, in Acrocrimu decidedly increase in the same
direction. Another striking departure is that the radials are not

-connected with the basals, and partly not even among each otl

but are separated by several rings of plates, which in their i

are partly radial, partly interradial, and which have apparently

representation in other genera of the PaUBoerinoidi

The specimen under consideration is composed of 96 plates, some

of them extremely minute. There air two comparatively li

equal in size, the suture passing from the anterior to the p

side, which together form a concavity within the truncate pari <<f

the calyx. The basal disk is surrounded by a ring of tweh

small triangular pieces, and these in turn are nd

series of seven plates each, arranged like the former, occupying I

azygous Bide, and are separated, in place by radial-, by row <.f

four hexagonal Bpecial anal plates, which, with the o that

the upper side of the upper plate is not excavated, ! itly the

form and size of the four radial plates at the anterior ray. I

ray has exceptionally four radials. hexagonal like the anals, which,

with their truncate Bide, are connected among each other, and with

the beptagonal piece of the second ring heretofore described. I

four lateral rays doI only consist of hut three plates, hut these

radials have also a very different form, and are partly die

The first is hexagonal, with upper and low< angular, I

second pentangular, angular below. Only in a BJDgli ray of '

oimen do the angles of the two plates toi

four others they are separated by plates from different interradial

areas, which join lure, then suture forming line 1"

angles Of the two radial-. The first and second 1 ire all

connected by u truncate Bide. The third radial- are on< -half wid

than high, hexagonal, contrary to the first an l. which an
little highi r.

.
- •

trill 111

'
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The interradials of the four lateral rays, toward the anterior side,

consist of seven plates in four series, 2, 2, 2, 1 ; at the anterior side

of only six pieces, 2, 1, 2, 1. The plates of the first series rest

with their lower sloping sides against two of the intercalated pieces

—

those composing the second ring around the basals ; they are placed

with their lateral side against the sides of their fellows of the ad-

joining interradial area, except toward the anterior and posterior

side, where they abut, at the former against the first radial, at the

latter against one of the special anal plates. The plates of the

succeeding series rest with their outer sides within the angle be-

tween two radials, with the other side against the adjoining inter-

radials. The plates of the interradial areas are either hexagonal or

pentagonal, and their increase in size in an upward direction is

even greater in that same direction among the radials, the upper

one being fully three times larger than the two interradials of the

first series. The same is true with regard to the azygous side. i

The anal side is very wide, and is composed of a median row of

four hexagonal pieces, longitudinally arranged, and of a series of

seven plates at each side of it. The latter are arranged like the

seven plates of the two interradial areas adjoining the anterior ray,

and as the radials of that side, as already stated, are arranged and

constructed like the special anal plates, the anterior side, with its

two interradial series, is almost a perfect counterpart of the anal

area. The uppermost anal plate is hexagonal or, perhaps, octagonal,

its upper side truncate ; its size is equal to, if not larger than, that

of the first radials.

Acrocrinus Wortheni differs from the two previously described species

of this genus most conspicuously in the form of the basal plates.

The construction of the other plates is so imperfectly known that a

comparison of other parts is impossible. There is also a great dif-

ference in the form of the body.

The specific name is given in honor of Prof. A. H. Worthen, the

able director of the Illinois geological survey.

Geological position and locality: From the Coal Measures of Peoria

county, 111.

The type is in the Illinois State collection.
I
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ON A NEW GENUS AND SPECIES
OF

BLASTOIDS,
WITH OH8EBVATION8

THE STRUCTURE OF THE BA8AL PLATES IN CODA8TEB
AND PENTREMITE8.

BY OH A.RLE3 WACHSMTJTH.

Among sum, interesting new Blastoids, lately Bent to me for in-

vestigation by Rev. W. II. Barris, of Davenport, Iowa, collected by
him in Northern Michigan, I found one type, which » to me
of unusual inte] representing a form intermediate

Codaster. McCoy, and the new genua PfumtAckuma, Ether, and c';irp.

A; my request, Mr. Harris not only kindly permitted me to describe
the a bu( he very liberally furnished me a number of B]

mens, which he allowed to be oul for sections. I iving the

ription of t ho form, I wish t.> make a few remarks upon the
tenninology employed in this and thi ling paper by Mr. k

Binoe the appearance of Prof. F. Roemer'i ical work upon
tin- Blastoidea, his terms, with Blighl variations, were osed, both in
this country and in Europe, by all the leading palsontolo
Roemer's trim- are no doubt appropriate, but they hi

of giving new nan* srtain part- which in allied

groups had previously n propel •
• n. \n parts thai

are founded upon identity of plan, or which are analogous in their
fund ouid always be called by the same nam..

. unnecessarily introduced, lead to the impression that the
differ r than I mid
they form a -.nous ,„ nis;i ] () f t |„. ,

,

( | lf .
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Messrs. Etheridge and Carpenter have lately published through

the Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., April, 1882, an interesting paper,

"On certain points in the Morphology of the Blastoidea, with descrip-

tions of some new Genera and Species," in which they explain the

terms which they propose to use in their writings. Their terms are

in conformity with those now in use for the Crinoids and other

Echinoderms, and it would be of great advantage to science if they

were universally adopted by future writers upon Blastoids. In order

to give this terminology a wider circulation, and for the better com-

prehension of the succeeding descriptions, I give here an abstract

of their principal terms.

The "calyx,'" according to Etheridge and Carpenter, is composed

of the "basals" the "radials" or forked pieces, and the "orals" or

deltoid pieces. The suture between basals and radials is the "basi-

radial suture ;" the more or less strongly marked ridge at the median

line of each oral is the "oral ridge." In the forked-shaped radials,

the handle of the fork is the "body" of the radial, the two prongs

are the "limbs;" between the limbs is the "radial sinus," which is

occupied by the "ambulacrum." Of the ambulacral structures, which

together fill up the radial sinus to a greater or less extent, the most

important is the "lancet-piece," which is excavated lengthwise by the

"food-groove or ambulacrum proper." Upon or against it rest the

"side-plates," pore-pieces of Eoemer; they are marked by minute

pits, the "pinnule pits or sockets," which must not be confounded

with the marginal pores or "hydrospire-pores." The supplementary

pore-pieces of Roemer are the "outer side plates." Beneath the am-

bulacral fields are the "interradial systems of lamellar tubes or hydro-

spires." The openings of these tubes, if directly on the ventral

surface of the calyx as in Codaster, are called the "hydrospire-slits ;"

if they are concentrated beneath the ambulacra as in Orophocrinus *

the gap between the edge of the lancet-plate and the sides of the

radial sinus is the "hydrospire cleft." This leads downward into the

"hydrospire canal." The canals open externally by the "spiracles,"

formerly called ovarian openings. The spiracle or spiracles of the

anal interradius may be confluent with the anal opening to form

the "anal spiracle." The plates covering the mouth and peristome, and

which are sometimes continued down the ambulacra covering the food

grooves," are the "summit plates or the vault."

*MEEKand Worthen in defining, in 1809, (Geol. Rep. 111., Vol. V, p. 404) tho genus Oodon
ites, were evidently not aware that Von Beebach had proposed, in 1801, (Nachr. K.
Geselloeh. zu U-oettingen, p. HOj for Pentremit s stelliformis Owen and Shum. the genus
Orophocrinus. The latter has since been adopted by Ludwig, Zittel and by Etheridge and
Carpenter.
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y further use the term for the upper iron

regions of the body, and they inch, in the ambulacra.

It 1 1 by Mi-. I. otucky II. p. Vol. III.

p. 168), that in the and /'• the plates, gen-

erally known us basals, consisted of two si.

ami upon this ground he proposed a new formula for the two gei

Only to the "low be applied the term basals, the

"upper series" he called first radials. II. .
- v

j
] : t i

i

from five to three in the number of the latter plates, and the in

larity which he found in their form and p compared with

other radials. that the two equal hexagonal

plates, and the third smaller pentagonal one. imperfect rding

to his theory, there were no first radials in two of the rays, and the

commenced with a second radial. This curious interpretation

of the plates, as might he expected, found no followers, bul

that in some of the Blastoids the plates formerly called bae

composed of two series of tin- . ach, was aft

by Billings (Amer. Journ. Bci. and Arts, July, 1869), and

;
and Worthen (Geol. Rep. III.. Vol. V. p. \&i . r;

"lower pit a basals. the "uppt

radials: while Meek and Worthen in redescribing ' ritnu

(CodonUee) eteUiformi 3hum., distinguished th<

isals and supplementary basals, the Latter to be applied to the

••low. ." They ol i thi nam. Bubradials from tin

that the plates do not alternate with each other. In tl

their remarks they mad.' the peculiar aent, that the I

- or supplementary basals "wen in <i<l«lt >;

ateUiformie ae solid <»»• we find them in Pentremitee, young individuate,

er, show clearly that then <irc actually eotnp

the upper joints of the column, enlarged <m<l anchylo*

Meek and Worthen undertook to pn by a modi imall

specimen, in which *

aii joints of the column wi rved,

and in ti m divided Longitudinally into tl

It should be Btated thai the specimen, whioh . my
collection now in the Museum of Compai .'oology nt (

bridge is not muoh below medium Bue, and. tl

any meat lied a verj men. The column.

rkably

joints with shai| and the joil

the longitudinal buI !y. bul p

ably do < ds1 in tie n.
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If it were true, as Meek and Worthen asserted, that in "Codon-

ites" the five or six upper joints became anchylosed in more adult

specimens, and were transformed into solid plates, it is very singu-

lar that no transition forms have ever been found in this or any

other allied species. I think a metamorphosis like this would have

undoubtedly left traces of the columnar joints in the growing

animal, especially since the modification, as we may safely suggest,

must have taken place gradually, and joint by joint; but although

I have examined more than fifty specimens of this species, I could

not find the remotest traces of former stem joints, or of a suture;

all that I have been able to discover is a slight angular depression

around the lower end of the cup. This depression, which has some-

what the appearance of a suture, is caused simply by the more rapid

spreading of the upper portions of the basals. Such at least is the

ease in some species of Codonites, Codaster and Troostocrinus, in

which the base appears as if it might be bicyclic, but actually is

monocyclic, and in which the lower part is almost cylindrical, and

resembles an elongate columnar joint, while the upper part is

conical.

It seems to me that this upward spreading of the basals can be

naturally explained by the growth of the animal. The form gener-

ally throughout the Blastoids is in a young specimen more elongate

than in the adult, and after attaining a certain growth, the calyx

increases in height comparatively little, while the ambulacra still

grow considerably longer. This disproportion in the growth of the

different parts is equalized by the increase of the body in width, by

which the ambulacra attain a greater curvature, pushing the basals

and partly the radials, from a fairly sloping position to a more

horizontal one, as shown in the following species, of wbich I have

examined a large number of specimens in all stages of growth.

In the young Orophocrinus stelliformis, the ambulacra occupy only

the upper truncate side of the body, the lower portions are turbinate

with nearly straight sides ; in very old specimens, however, the am-

bulacra curves so strongly, and reach down so deeply, that the radial

lips were brought into a horizontal position, almost to the level of

the basals, and the sides of the body became concave, thereby push-

ing the upper portions of the radials in a more outward direction.

Schizoblastus (Granatocrinus) melo 0. & Shum. is, in its younger

stages, elongate-ovate, in medium sized specimens subglobose to glo-

bose, and in large specimens depressed globose. The same modifi-
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cations, I. ut perhaps not quite so marker place in Qranatt
"" -/( 0. & Sham., and in Schizoblast

Slmm.
/• vtremitea Oodoni De Frame, in its earlier -

and resembles 1'. pyriforn Inter on it is globose. Tip

portions, from the basals to the radial lips, ladly turbinate

and decidedly longer than the summit portions. Aiterwai

become almost horizontal, and occupy, in

than three-fourths tbe height of the i a time when the am-
bulacra, which at tirst wen scarcely loi _' r than wide, attain a length

of more than three times their • width.

The modifications which hi - and ra
I

are mainly produced by the increase in the length of the ambulacra.
These plates, and particularly the basals, had acquired already

••in earl a comparatively <
: later on tin body of the

radials increased much less in length than in width, as shown by

the lines of growth, which are Bometimee expos* 1. The 1 iw«

i i\ which hi tied almost their full height, and now had to

accommodate them I • the ii ; width of the radials, bend

outward, prodaoing thereby the angularity at the outer Bide of I

radial cup, by leaving the lower thickened portions, which were leas

pliable, in their former position. Tins explains fully th. .\.

find it in Codonites, Coda .. in Pentremket, however, under
similar conditions additional modifications ha\. taken pis

Restricting the Pentrm with lai

ambulacra, most of them have at the lower end. at the junction with

the column, a little projection in form of a cone, which is almost as
prominent in small Bpecimi ;u the larger ones. Tin- in-

stitutes the lower part of what appears to he a tri-partib in

form of a clover leaf, occupying thi
I u of the basal

disc, into which it •

. folio*

ture. I [uently somewhal < levated aboi

of the basals, and oan I with tl

naK. .1 . ye. The Butures whicl a by thi

the lower lea\

appearant i y much inclined

part of the basals I in hid. pendenl

i interi

which I tal f i;n-

tremUet Oodoni, I find within the

tors, but ol ith. and bl joints of the column.
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divided longitudinally in the same direction as the basals. The inner

leaf is at its border as distinctly marked as the outer one ; it extends

not far beyond the column, but is considerably wider, and very much
higher than the stem joints, which are so extremely short that there

are eight joints to a length of half a line. The structure is such

that there can be but little doubt that the inner leaf, although dif-

fering considerably in its dimensions from the succeeding stem-

joints, is actually nothing else but the proximal joint, which had
become enlarged and gradually anchylosed with the basals. It is

quite evident that the outer clover-leaf had a similar origin. At
the outer leaf the sides of the anchylosed joint were more extended,

and became almost entirely absorbed into the basal plates, leaving

only external marks, while at the inner ones the column structure

can yet be recognized, although the joint has here actually become
a part of the basal plates. This is the only specimen in which I

have observed a second series of plate-like marks, and I do not know
whether this instance represents an abnormal case or is owing to

the extreme size of the specimen; at any rate it gives an explana-

tion how similar marks were produced.

In corroboration of these views I will further direct attention to

Pentremites abbreviatus, Hambach, a very depressed species, in

which the basals, even in young specimens, have an almost

horizontal position, and in which as might be expected, there is

no conical projection at the end of the basals. In this speci-

men, the leaf-like marks are very large and conspicuous, they

form a somewhat triangular, clover-leaf shaped disc, with rounded

extremities directed to the basal sutures. The sutures are always

slightly depressed, and the parts covering these depressions,

stand out so prominent, that it appears almost as if in this

case, exceptionally, the anchylosis had not been completed, and

in fact I found two specimens in which the upper structure appa-

rently had partly fallen out, leaving in its place, at the surface

of the basal plates, a clover-leaf-like impression. The place to

which the column was attached is generally well marked, and in

one specimen I found remains of the proximal segment which is

exceedingly thin and delicate, and like the anchylosed joint trian-

gular in form, but the points of the angles directed toward the

sides of the upper one.

I think this fully sufficient to prove that the so-called supple-

mentary basals in Pentremites consist of a columnar joint, anchyl-

osed with the basals and more or less completely absorbed into the
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. and that the basals in the Blastoids generally wan mono-

cyclic and not tricyclic. This seems to be also the opinion ..f Bth-

eridge and Carpenter, although tiny state distinctly that they wish

to leave the question for farther consideration.

HETr.KoM-iusMA. Wachsmuth, Nov. gen.

The form under consideration is closely allied to C . and

approaches Phanoschuma, Ether, aud Carp. The he lordingto

Ktheridge and Carpenter, differs from r in the following

points: "In the partial exposure of the hydrospire slits, and in

their presence in the anal interradius, as well as in the four o(

PhanoBchima in consequence possesses ten gronpe of h\

whilst Codaster has only eight. Further the former genua

tively smaller oral- thin the latter, and it may .possess outer -

plates to the ambulacra." (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hi-t.. April,

127.)

Hetero8chitma stands intermediate between the two form-, it ag

in the above characters with Pharuuekuma except that it has hut

eight groups of hydrospires in place of ten.

Admitting that the ditference in the number of hydrospiral gi

alone is sufficient for a separation from Coda$ter, the intermediate

form must be placed either together with that genus, or be arrai

under B now mime. I follow the latter OOUrse, as I the

structural differences in the oral plates as important as the numer-

ical difference in the bydrospires, the more as they involve other

important structural complications. In the typical form of I

including the more flat-topped with small

plate- cover almost the who!.' of the truncate Upper face of the

body, ' with their lateral si; inst the inflected upper

part of the liml.s. The oral of mon

mark • or elevated ridges, which occupy nearly the full width

of the holy. To both are placed tl i

-pin-, all located within the limits of I -mall

portions of them b( ing continued along the sides of the limbs, In

tl,,. more olavate form with small orals, for whiofa I propose the

name Hi "''•> only i (posed to new
; the

found the mouth; tic con-

I portions, which underneath i
t<> the two inner

rlapp d by the • ode of t* is limbs.
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There is in Heteroschisma in the proper sense of the word, exteriorly

no oral ridge ; the part representing it, is concealed from view by

the overlapping limbs. The limbs are formed inteiradially into

high pyramids with steep sides, of which two of the lateral-walls

form the sides of the radial sinus. The pyramids enclose all but

the two inner hydrospires, and are, with the exception of these,

exposed along the sides of the sinus, but neither their slits nor

their folds connect externally with the oral plates. The pyramids

produce also important modifications in the form and position of

the hydrospires ; in Codaster these organs enter the body nearly at

right-angles, and the walls are placed almost parallel to each other

;

in Heteroschisma the hydrospires stand obliquely to the sides of the

sinus, and are much wider at the outer side than at the inner.

Contrary to the adjoining folds which connect with the slits, these

increase in width at the inner end. The hydrospires of Hetero-

schisma are arranged closely around the mouth, while those of

Codaster are placed away from the mouth. The differences between

these two genera and the allied Phcenoschisma are well seen in the

accompanying table

:

» Hydeospikes. Ambulacba. Oeals. Oeal-RIDGE.
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Heteroschisma includes the following species : Heteroschisma gracile,

the type of the genus ; Heteroschisma alternatum, and H. alternatum,

var. elongatum, Wachsmuth, 1 all from the lower part of the Ham-

ilton group, Devonian.

i Dr. Knapp, of Louisville, Ky., had the kindness to send me for examination and
study, his large collection of Louisville Codasters, consisting of nearly 40 specimens in all

stages of growth, and embracing at least two well-marked species. Lyon, in describing
his Codaster allernatus (Owen's Geol. Rep. Vol. III., p. 493). evidently took all Louisville
Blastoids containing hydrospire slits to belong to only one species, and this makes it

difficult to ascertain now to which of the two forms the name should be applied. His
generic figure, on PI. V., Fig. 3, represents undoubtedly the form which afterwards was
described by Shumard as Codaster pyramidatus (Acad. Sei., St. Louis. Vol. I., No. 2),

Lyon's figure 3 b gives a small specimen of the same species; his figure 3 a, however, is

not only an entirely different species, but a Heteroschisma. It might appear that tho
form represented by the first figure should receive Lyon's name, but this would do injus-

tice to Shumard, the more as Lyon's descriptions are fitted for neither (he one form nor
the other. It must be further considered that the latter form, which like Meteroschisma
gracile, has small orals overlapped by the limbs, and large pyramids between the auiliu-

—23
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lli.TKi.usniisMA i.uac ilk, Wachsmnth, Nov. Sp.

//, !, roaohUtna graoi • .
Wa< iismith.

Fin. 1. *ulo viewof aspocimon. Fiff.SLhorl itton Of the li> The

iirst Qgare enlarged three diameters, the other M\ <•.

Body subolavate or irregularly pyriform, pointed at the i

deeply excavated in the direction of the rays. From the foot of the

basals to the radial sinus the form Is eloDgate-obeonical, the -

at the outer surface being straight or nearly so. The radials are

arched, with an angularity along the median line, which culminates

in the lips, hut almost disappears on approaching the hasi-radial

suture. Intermediate between the ambulacra there are five pyra-

mids, formed by the junction of the adjacent limbs of two contigu-

ous radials, without the assistance of oral plates. Four of I

are sharply pointed, projecting conspicuously above the level of the

summit ; the fifth, the one containing the anal orifice, is a little

lower and truncate. Ambulacra, placed at the bottom of a deep

sinus; curving gently in an upward direction. The gi widtfa
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of the body is across the lips, where the section is strictly pentagonal,

while across the basals it is obscurely triangular. Average length

and width, as taken from eleven specimens, as eight to five, actual

length from three to six-tenths of an inch. The surface of the test

is perfectly smooth, without ornamentation.

Basals long, in form of an elongate cup ; column-like, extended at

the lower end; upper face somewhat excavated for the reception of

the radials, with an obtuse angle beneath their juncture.

Eadials moderately increasing in width to the sinus. The length

of the radial body equal to or surpassing its greatest length,

and equal to the length of the basals. The limbs occcupy

less than one-third the entire length of the plate, they are

slightly bent inward, those of two contiguous radials forming a tri-

angle, of which the horizontal side (between the lips of the adjoining

radials), is but little longer than the two lateral sides. At the anal

interadius. the upper angle is truncated by the anal aperture, and

the outer side of the pyramid is more sloping. Sinus short, and

remarkably deep.

The oral plates are small, and are only partly exposed to view,

one half or more of each one being hidden beneath the radials. The

exposed part, which consists of barely more than what might be

called the lips of the mouth, is slightly projecting along the margin

;

it is in form rhomboidal, but the angle toward the radials is cov-

ered by the tips of the overlapping limbs. The concealed portions

are at the four lateral interradii placed beneath the large pyramids

which have been described ; they are longer than wide, and their

distal end is somewhat extended outward and downward. The me-

dian portion of the plate is provided longitudinally with a canal,

which from its position may have connected the hydropires with

the outer vascular ring. The description of the oral plates is made

principally from a specimen, in which the greatest part of the ra-

dial limbs had weathered away, thereby exposing the parts below.

As seen in this specimen, the lateral sides of the concealed oral

plates give off the two inner hydrospires for each group, the first of

which, at several places, is preserved to its full length ; the second,

however, is recognized only by a stump, and there is a notch for

the intermediate slit. The oral plate of the anal interradius is con-

structed near the mouth somewhat different from the orals of the

four regular sides ; the parts which there are covered by the limbs, and

form the oral ridges, take here a more inward direction, and com-

pose the sides and inner floor of a little cavity, which forms the
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entrance to the anal aperture. The opening into this cavity is 1

Bomewhat broadly Bubtriangular, and there is a passage in a down-

ward coarse, which i atere the inner body at the end of the oral

plat

The ambulacra are almost linear, rounded at the distal end ; they

red deeply between the steep sides, the side-pl eting the

sides of the sinus hut air rarely toaohing them. The ambulacra

connect with the hody through the lower side of the Um<

close to its middle line. The surface of the ambulacra is divided

by the food groove only, there being no other indented lines toward

the sides, such 8 in the Louisville species. The Lai

is entirely covered by the side pieces, it is lanceolate, and rests

with its proximal end, which is angular, between and partly upon

—adjoining oral plates. The number of side
)

tries from 16

to each side in the smallest specimens to -1-1 or 28 in the lai

ones, each one with a socket, probably for the reception of a pin-

nule. There are also outer-side pieces but no hydros]'!!

The oral aperture is pentagonal and comparatively lai

The hydrospires are arranged in eight groups, of from 8 to '.' to

each set, and there are as many slits along the Bloping rides of the

radial sinus. The two inner slits which are longer than any of the

leM, are concealed from view by the overhanging Bides of the lan-

cet-piece. The succeeding ones are visible externally and dec

in length with the decreasing width of the .sides of the sinus.

all, however, decrease in that proportion, this is only the case with

the four or live outer ones, of which the outermost i- but little

r than wide; the preceding three, from the fourth inward, are

nearly of equal length. It should also he remarked that the slits

have an irregular outline even in the best preserv< nd it

appears as if there had been pons in place of the slii-

slit opens into a sac. This, however, is so narrow, that the walk

almost touch each other. e\ the lower end. whi Mains

almost tin width of the alternating folds of the by rhere

ii difference in the depth of ti the two inner

. ttend into the body for a comparatively short d

lepth in the same proportion as they

grow shorter upon the surface of the body.

hitma graeilt is in its form at al habit

moat identical with / ' Eth. and Carp, bat it

of bydj and not ten. It diffi
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Heteroschisma alternatum and H. elongatum, but the summit of the

pyramids extends considerably above the crests of the oral plates,

while in the two others the summit scarcely reaches the level of

the peristome ; it also has narrower, almost linear ambulacra,

against slightly petaloid ones in the others, and these are divided

by the food groove only, while the Louisville species have three in-

dented lines along their surface. It further differs from H. alter-

natum in having straight, and not convex sides along the calyx,

and a conical, more sharply pointed basal cup.

It is barely possible that Pentremites subtruncatus, Hall (Geol. Rep.

Iowa, Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 435), is identical with this species. A com-

parison is impossible as Hall's description is so indistinct, that not

even the genus can be identified. He refers it to forms like Pen-

tremites Rheinwardti, and mentions "ovarian openings," which if

present suggest a very different thing. Should, however, hereafter,

the identity be proved, the name must be placed as a synonym under

Heteroschisma gracile.

Position and locality, etc. : Found near the top of the Hamilton

group, Alpena, Mich.

(The type specimens are in the collections of Prof. Barris, and

Charles Wachsmuth.)

Description of some new Blastoidsfrom the Hamilton Group, by W. H. Barms.

El^iacrinus, Roemer.*

Syn.—Pentremites Troost, 1841, Gth Eep. Geol. Tennessee,

Nueleocrinus Conrad, 1843, Jour. Aead. Nat. Sci. Phila. Vol. VIII, p. 280.

Olivanites Troost, 1850, Cat. name.

Elreacrinus Roemer, 1851, Monog. Blastoidea, p. 55.

Olivanites Lyon, 1857. Geol. Sur. Kent, Vol. Ill, p. 490.

Nueleocrinus Lyon and Cass, 1859; Hall, 1862; Shumard, 1862.

Elreacrinus Shumard, 1866, Trans. St. L. Acad. Sci., p. 368.

Nueleocrinus, Canadensis? Montgomery, 1881; Can. Nat. Vol. X, No. 2.

*At the suggestion of Mr. Charles Wachsmuth, and in conformity with the views of the

late Dr. Shumard (Cat. Palaeoz. Poss., in the Trans. St. L. Acad. Sci., 1866, p. 368), I

give Roemer's later name Elceacrinus preference over Nueleocrinus, Conrad. Conrad s

entire description is as follows: "Nueleocrinus Conrad. The genus differs from Pentre-
mites, Say, in having only one perforation, which is central. "In this description, the only
distinguishing character is erroneous, the accompanying figure poor and incorrect, and
Hall's excellent descriptions of Nueleocrinus were published ten years later than those of

Elaeacrinus. Roemer. in proposing the latter name, gave a good definition of the genus.
He found the central aperture which Conrad had pronounced ' the only perforation a!

the top," closed in perfect specimens, and surrounding it he discovered one large and ten
smaller openings.
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l-'.i.i ,.\c IBXHUB ohovatts, Larris., Nov. Bp.

Body obovatc or elongate-baloon Bhaped,

more than once and a half as long a- wide;

upper half wider than the lower, Bemiovoid
;

test width at ahout two-thinls from the

base; lower half gradually increasing in

width to the distal end of the ambulacra
;

base truncate with a deep concavity which is

fdled by the column. Ci on pen-

jL cross geotton of 1 1 .
.

- tangular. with straight or very slightly COB-
hvilrospiri .< ob- ° ' ° -

dTSSSuS™
11, BnU,r8ed :w" vex sides, except along the basala, where

the sides are somewhat concave, and the section more stellate.

Basalfl deeply imbedded within the columnar cavity, the outer

angles barely reaching the margin. Radials comparatively small:

length twice their width at the bari-radial suture, gradually in. i

rag upward, BO that the forks or limits at their apper side are ahout

equal in width to the body of the plate at its lower side. The lat-

eral sides are somewhat thickened at the upper face of the i

more particularly toward the lower end of the plate, where they

produce indistinct ridges at the suture lines. The upper side of the

limbs is gracefully curved in an upward direction, with re-entering

angles toward the lateral sutures, and deeper ones toward the radial

Binuses. From the bottom of the plate tliere extends to the radial

Minis (whioh in this species is about half way to the top of the

limbs), a conspicuous rounded ridge, ending in a very prom

lip, and it is tbis .structure mainly which produces the truncation

toward the basal region, which otherwise would not be

tible.

oral or deltoid pieces large, measuring almost Four-fifths the

h of tbe body; broad lanceolate. The four regular orals have

a length equal to twice their greatest width. The fifth, that of the

nor Bide, which in this genua is divided throughout its full

anal plate, occupies, including the latt

greater width than the four regular orals, and the two halvt

narrower at any place than the intcrpos, d anal plate. The

i, lanceolate, <»f nearly equal width throughout, slightly tapering at

the upper end. Its lower ride rests on the same surface with the

other plat.', but gradually ri>e> above the general level and at the
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top is highly elevated, standing out conspicuously over the adjoin-

ing parts. Even in height it extends beyond the limits of the other

parts of the body.

Anal aperture large, oval in form, horizontal in position. Toward
the outer side the opening is formed by the wall of the anal plate,

which at the upper end is bulging outward without being excavated.

The lateral sides of the aperture are formed by the upper curved

ends of the oral side-plates, which are connected by two or three

small anal vault pieces, and these constitute the upper boundary of

the aperture.

Ambulacra long, narrow, linear, raised above the general level of

the body, except close to the oral pole, near which they curve

abruply toward the oral opening, and the ambulacrum becomes lo-

cated below the abutting surface. The lancet-piece is deeply grooved

along the median line, and when the side-pieces (pore-pieces of

Roemer) are not in place, there is at the suture, along each side of

the plate, a deep sulcus, penetrated by the hydrospire-pores. This

sulcus, however, when the side-pieces are in situ is totally filled,

and the sides of the ambulacrum rise abruptly above the abutting

edges. The side-pieces rest against the upper face of the deeply

crenulated ridges of the lancet-piece. They are strongly wedge-

shaped and placed obliquely to the ambulacral or food-groove, with

the smaller angle directed to the ab-oral side. Their number is from

about sixty to nearly ninety in very large specimens. The outer

side-pieces (supplementary pore-pieces of Roemer) are comparatively

large, their longer side being about two-thirds, their shorter sides

fully one-half of the corresponding sides in the pore-pieces.

The summit is a flat disc, somewhat depressed in the middle,

sub-pentangular in outline, the angles resting against the slightly

truncated upper part of the oral plates, leaving in the direction of

each ambulacrum a good sized passage. The central aperture is

pentangular, rather deeply depressed.

Spiracles ten, one to each side of the ambulacrum, those of the

posterior side not in contact with the anal aperture. They are in

this species not easily detected, being placed laterally within the

projecting edges of the orals, which for their reception are at this

place more prominent, and somewhat excavated. The hydrospires

are arranged in ten groups, with two in each group ; they are in

form similar to those of Granatocrinus Norwoodi, but comparatively

a little larger. Hydrospire-pores small, and more or less hidden.
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Column of medium size, round, composed at the upper end of

high joints-.

The ornamentation of the radials consists of indistinct ntric

curves suh-])arallel with the arched upper surface of the 1

The ornamentation of the oral plates, as in most Bpeoies of J

crinvj, is sharply divided by two longitudinal lines, the median part

(which in position and somewhat in form, at the four lateral

of the body, corresponds to the large anal plate of the ;

siilc) is more or less destitute of ornament. The two sides, how-

ever, are crowded with rows of small grannies, arranged so
i

divide the field into narrow parallel spaces, which are trai

arranged, and of the width of the pore-pieces.

Observations.

—

EUxacrinuB obovattu differs from I

crinus) angrdarit, Lyon, in the greater length of the body, and in

haying straight and not concave sides. It resembles, p< ri

closest Elaacrinus [Nucleocrinut) Uieina Hall, and may he identical

with the larger form noticed in the same paper, and which Hall consid-

ered a variety or more adult phase of the above si Hall de-

scribes the latter a,s more expanded in the upper part of the I

with the base proportionally narrower, and this agrees with our

species; hut the hody is comparatively longer than in Hall's smaller

type; while it should, if represent ing the adult form of the other.

(according to Wachsmuth; see the preceding paper), on the

trary be wider and not higher. In Elaacrinut /».•;»,/ the 1

almost on a plane with the radials. and the smbulaors touch the

bottom, which is not the case in /•-'. obovattU', in the former the

lower truncate portions are much wider, and the 1

being deeply concave, are provided with an elongate node in the

center.

The above description was made from ten Bpecimens of all s

the largesi one measaril inch and thn- quarters in lei

the smallest S< \eii eight lis of an inch.

logical }»>sitt">i. Pound in the shale- of the Hamilton

group at Buffalo, ill linn stone of the same age at Iowa City, and

,-it the top of the Hamilton group in the Thunder Bay region of

Northern Michigan.

The original specimens an in the collection of Mr. Charles W
ninth and in mv own.
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EljEACbinus meloniformis, Barris, Nov. sp.

Body small, ovoid, height nearly one-half more than the width;

greatest width through the median part, or a little above ; curvature

toward the two poles nearly equal, but the pole itself at the abac-

tinal side abruptly depressed, and the concavity perfectly filled by
the column. Surface of the ambulacra raised but little above the

general plane of the body. The plates along the sides of the am-
bulacra are marked with obscure transverse grooves, bordered at

each side by a sharp ridge, which forms along the median por-

tions of the plate a deltoid-like figure. The ridges which join with

one end at the summit, with the other at the radial lips, form to-

gether around the body a well marked penta-petaloid figure in which

the ambulacra are placed along the median line ; and as the ridges

in this species happen to be more conspicuous than the margins of

the ambulacra, the ridges appear as the boundaries of the latter.

Cross-section along the upper half of the body obscurely decagonal,

almost circular, decidedly pentagonal across the lips of the radials.

Basals small, entirely hidden within the columnar cavity.

Eadials small, body part longer than usual in this genus, their

lower portions resting within the concavity, whence they bend

abruptly in an opposite direction, forming a sharp edge at the end

of the body. Length more than twice the width at the basi-radial

suture, which is about equal to the width of a limb at its upper

side. Sinus very short enclosing but little more than the lip, which

is strongly protruding, and from which a very prominent rounded

ridge proceeds to the lower edge of the plate. The upper sides of

the limbs are convex, with a re-entering angle above the lateral

sutures.

Oral plates large, occupying four-fifths of the length of the entire

body, divided by two raised lines into three parts, the inner or

deltoid part provided with fine granules, the outer part with trans-

verse grooves, which are equal to the number of side plates in the

ambulacra. The anal plate which divides the oral piece of the pos-

terior interradius, differs in form but little from the deltoid-shaped

portions of the other four interradial sides ; it is however a little

wider, and at the upper end protruding outward. The anal-aperture

is large, rhomboidal, the opening in an upward direction. It is

bordered towards the peristome by two summit plates which rest

against the upper ends of the two sections of the oral plate.

—24
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Ambnlacra linear, comparatively aborter and probably wider than

in any other of ELzacriniu; Ian I within the

food groove, but only at the- apper end of the plat t half

i- perfectly i by the aide-plates. There are 86 aide

pieces, (outer -ide pieces cannot be distingaished in the Bp

with a deep Bockel to each plate. The hydroepire-por only

seen when the Bide plates aiv broken away.

Spiracles ten, one to each side of the ambulacrum; slit-sha]

placed like those of the preoedin a within the projecting

lateral edges of the orals: those of the anal Bid influent with

the anal aperture. The hydro*] unknown.

The Bummit (which in both type specimens has bun preserved)

is composed of but few comparatively thick pieces which are simi-

larly arranged as in Elaacrinvs obovatut. Column round, central

perforation very small.

Obeervations: This species has its closest affinity with El

(Nucleocrinus) elegant Conrad, from which it differ^ in the more

elongate form, in the mode of ornamentation, in havii.

straight in place of concave interradial sides, and in

trading and comparatively Bhorter ambulacra. Th
. reach to the tin' D of the body. \\h

/•.'. meloniformit they occupy only five-sixths of that length. It dif-

Erom E. VerneuUli in being a much Bmaller sp ad in the

entirely different ornamentation; from I - angulai

/•.'. hit-in, i Hall and our /.. •
i

- lacking that mai alar-

ity of the body so conspicuous in each of th< Then is

aeral resemblance to tin figure given by M ery ol A

ocrinue Conn I
>ut no direct row,-, b, made a> liis

1 deals in gem ric rather than Bpecific only

Bpeoific characteristic dearly brought out, "the pn

illy inapplii

logical position, etc.: In the shales of tl Group,

Buffalo, towa, and at the t .

»

i of the same group in the Thunder

B v} r. ion of Northern Michigan.
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PENTKEMITIDEA*, D'Orbigny.

1819. D'Orbigny, Prodrome de Palaeont, p. 102.

1853. D'Orbigny, Cours Elernentaire, p. 139.

1882. Etheridge and Carp., Ann. and Mag, Nat. Hist., p. 220.

Pentremitidea Americana, Barris, Nov. Sp.

Body small pyriform, height twice the greatest width, which is

across the radial lips. Ab-oral side in form of a cone with slightly

convex sides, triangular at the end,' but gradually assuming a

strongly marked pentalobate aspect, actinal side of the body equal

in length to the ab-actinal side ; curving gently in an upward direc-

tion; broadly truncate and somewhat depressed at the oro-anal re-

gions.

Basals forming a triangular vace, with rounded angles, and of a

height greater than the width at the top, upper edges slightly con-

cave.

Eadials two-thirds the length of the body, a little more sloping

than the basals; width at basi-radial suture equal to the width of

the plates at the opposite side. The forks occupy two-thirds the

length of the plates, are comparatively narrow, and end in a sharp

point which constitutes the uppermost part of the entire body. The

sides toward the sinus are elevated and formed into sharp edges

which stand out at right angles above the ambulacra. Eadial lips

prominent.

The oral plates are not observed in a side view, they are extremely

small, and are placed against the tips of two adjoining limbs, within

the truncation of the peristome, where they form a narrow rim

around the spiracles.

Ambulacra broadly linear, the lateral sides depressed, and forming

a deep sulcus ; the inner portions almost on a level with the forked

plates, except near the mouth, where the whole ambulacrum lies

deeper than the surrounding plates.

Spiracles ovate, drawn-out in a sharp angle, pointing to and sit-

uate close to, the mouth. They are placed within the oral plates,

taking up almost their whole surface, leaving exposed a very narrow

*The genus Pentremitidea differs from Troostocrinus, Slmmard, its nearest allied

form, in having quite inconspicuous oral plates, always placed within the truncate upper
face of the body, and only five spiracles; which are strictly interradial: while in Troosto-
crinus the orals are always visible in a side view of the specimen, and there are ten slit-

like spiracles along the lateral edge of the ambulacra,, and a separate anal opening. I

am indebted to Mr. AVachsmuth for the recognition of the above species as Pentremiti-
dea, and who claims that it is the first one that has been discovered in America.
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rim; four of them are equal, the posterior one is larger, and con-

fluent with the anal aperture. Bydrospires and summit plates un-

known.

The ornamentation consists in fine oonoentrio lines following the

raJ contour of the plates.

Of the two Bpeoimena from which tin- lesoribed, 01

nearly perfect and larg< t than the other. On one ride ol the Bmallei

one is a crushed mass of b1< nd< t arm-, composed of pieces of about

equal width and height, which possibly may be some of the pinnul

Pentremitidea Americana resembles very closely Peal

Sehultee—Pentremitidca clavata, Eth. and Car]..-, bo oloa

that it might almost be taken for it; the latter, however, has com-

paratively longer basals, is more pentalobate, has wider limbs, with

decidedly convex sides in place of almost straight ones, a: am-

bulacra extend beyond the general surfa.

Geological position, etc.: In the upper portion of the Hamilton

group in the Thunder Bay region of Northern Michigan. Ti.

arc in in v own collection.
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(ERRATA—SurLEMENTARY
.

)

In the unavoidable absence of the writers when the section relat-

ing to the Fossil-Fishes of the above report was passing through the

press, many errors were, unfortunately, overlooked in the proof, and

which came to notice only when it was too late to introduce a list of

errata at the end of the volume, the issue, in the meantime, having

been bound and partially distributed. Therefore the following list is

published with the present issue of Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State

Museum of Natural History, and the authors respectfully request

recipients to transfer the list herein to their copies.

Page 64, 4th line from bottom, for "cestration" read "cestraciou."

Page 65, 17th line from top, for "representations" read "representatives."

Page 67, 10th line from top. for "teeth" read "tooth."

Page 74, 12th line from top, for "outer" read "antero."

Page 75, bottom line, for "Vesi" read ''Vise."

Page 76, 4th line from top, for "samples" read "examples."

Page 76, 17th and 19th lines from bottom, for "faciatus" read "fasciatus."

Page 76, 16th line from bottom, for "subhrhomboidal" read "subrhomboidal."

Page 8(1, 16th line from top, for "designations" read "designation."

Page S2, 11th line from bottom, for "border" read "broader."

Page 85, 20th line from top, for "more" read "worn."

Page 87, top line, after "border," add "converging toward the front at an angle of 50°

with the opposite." etc.

Page 89, top line, for "positively" read "posteriorly."

Page 90, 19th line from bottom, omit "the" after "from."

Page 91, 6th line from top. for "material" read "natural."

Page 91, 7th line from top, for "others" read "other."

Page 91, 20th line from bottom, for "vari—" read "various."

Page 94, 18th line from top, after "strongly," add "arched,"

Page 94, 3d line from bottom, for "borders" read "border."

Page 102, 7th Hue from lop, for "borders" read "border."

Page 105, 10th line from top, for "medium-size" read "medium size."

Page 105, 11th line from top, omit comma after "arched."

Page 109, 5th line from top, for "borders" read "border."

Page 110, 18th line from top. for "miner" read "inner."
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Page 117. bottom line, omit comma after "angle."
Page 118, top line, omil comma after •'inner."

Page 119, t9tta Una from bottom, omil comma ;fier "prominence" and a.u "of."
• i-'i, Stfa line trom top. for"border termli .

8* i-*i. 7th Una from bottom, for "ponotnatton" read "pun
mil Una fr '.in top, to idal" read "etreblodold."

187, Bd Una from bottom, fur "enrollment" rend "inruliujeut."
Page 182, IStb line ti m, omil ".if" aft.-r "h
Page 131, 8th line from but tum, for "more*1

read M
wi

Page 140, 8th lin-- from top. t'. r "border" read "broad, r.

Page no, 18th Una from bottom, for "medulary" read "median."
Pace 141, 6th Una from top, for "Fanrre" read "Faun.-."
Page Ml. 8th Una from •

IV.. Uth line from Bop, for 'i.eiow" lead

.a 1.i'na;\!m:o:^m'
,

:;.-'X.''°
n, ' ,U

'

f, ' r """• il.arity.' „,.. more

Page 159. 3d line from bottom for "group, the" read "croup. Tie

read^ffia?'
4U ' '''"' ''"'" '"''' s:, '"' :l " 11 mmafor pari

Page ii.'.'. loth Una trom top, for "joint" read "poll
Page L8B. I'.'th line from bottom, for north" read "mouth."

.iioili^Mv^.ui.'r'vuM^o'"'"
1 '"'''

"
! '" : """' ! '"' " ;

Page i7i. bott,,m iim-. for "Selglgae" caad "Balgtq
P go 182, 18th lino from bottom, foi " read "pottorior."
Page 184, lltfa Una from top, aftei "lateral" add "border."
Pa& K'!'. : ' !

!

UnS ,r"' M bottom, for "i border." rend "trans
meter; and 6th line from bottom, for "trans

193, 6th Une fr .m top, for "mandible" read "upper jaw."
Page 197, 14th line from top, to

Page 109, 18th Una from bottom. f,, r "theee" read
Pagi- am. nth line from bottom
Page 214, !'th line from top, tor "afford" :

Kh Une from t
; town,

ra 818, lTtb line from
I ., r

••

Page 884, -'i-t Une from bottom, for "firmer" read "Oner."
Page 841, bottom line, for "fUTTOW" read "fnrr.

Page MS, Bd Une tr top, for

...
!.'"*'; "'' '>-'"' lil"7 r"" 1 bottom, tor "U sad "dentl Train

i.th line from bottom, for -ten'
* """•

Page 168, top Une, tor "egged" read "jagi

Puge2fit l.'.th. 18th and 17th Hoes from top. undei I'orniJoiiua
A tokitk ' ami ".•



EKRATA.

Page 11—20th line from bottom, for "Winchester" read "Manchester."
Page 35—4th line from top, for "sandstone" read "limestone."

Page 86—13th line from bottom, for "No. 2" read "Coal No. 2."

Page 46—3d line from top, for "fussels" read "fossils."

Page 49—21st line from top, for "localiiy" read "locality."

Page 74—3d line from top, for "eunulatus," read "lunulatus."

Page 77—8th line from bottom, for "subhromboidal" read "subrhomboidal."
Page 80—15th line from bottom, for "anterior-lateral" read "antero-lateral."

Page 91—15th line from top, for "obliquity cuneate" read "obliquity and euneate."

Page 108—10th line from top, for "situated a" read situated."

Page 120—Jith line from bottom, for "Cocniliodus" read "Coehliodus."
Page 139—14th line from bottom, for "antero-latera" read "antero-lateral."

Page 157—Bottom line, for "porterior" read "posterior."

Page 163—17th line from top, for "contracts" read "contrasts."

Page 187—Top line, for "escribed" read "described."
Page 210—2d line from top, and page 211, 10th line from top, for "crassidus" read "cras-

sidens.

Page 248—Top line, for "costa?" read "costal." <% / * '7^*f
Page 254—12th'line from bottom, for "tenticles" read "l ontQiOtes:" &&**'*'££ *-c
Page 255—13th line from bottom, for "snarply" read "sharply."

Page 259—Top line of diagnosis, for "Dormer read Dermal."
Page 285—11th line about from botton, for "annal" read "anal."

Page 299—Top line, for "sliping" read "sloping."

Page 333—In head line "Perishodomus," for "Genss" read "Genus."







PLATE'I.
PAOK.

Fig. 1. Pbephodus obliql-uh, St. J. and W ...

1 a. Large median tooth, right ramus of lower jaw, viewed from abov
from inner martin: le do., outer margin; 1 d do., antero- lateral border,

showing crenulated coronal fold; 1 e do., postero-lateral border, show-
ing broad undulations. Kinderhook; Burlington. Iowa. Coll. Prof.

Worthen.

Fig. 1 a. U, <, 'I. i . similar rlewi of a large median tooth, referred to the right ramus of

upper jaw. Same formation, locality and collection.

Pig, :t a. b. o, d, e. Same views of tooth, left ramus of upper jaw. Same formation.

ility and collection.

Tig. 4 a, h. c, d. Similar views of an elongate, more convex tooth, identified with the

preceding form. Kinderhook upper fish beds; Burlington. Iowa. Coll.

Mr. Wachsmuth.
I Iff.

•'» a. h, c. d, f. Similar views of a very small, longitudinally abbrevl.r re-

ferred to the same position upon the jaw m the last, with which it is pro-

visionally identified. Sumo formation, locality and collection.

: '•. PsEPHODUS ? SYJTMBTBICUS, St. J. :.' ~\

'• 0. Mandibular tooth, right ramus, seen from above; 6 l> do., outline from Inner

margin; 6 c do., outer margin: 6 d do., profile outline from antero- lateral

border, foreshortened. Kinderhook lower fish bed; Burlington, Iowa.

Coll. Mr. Wa.-hsmuth.

Flff, 7 a. A vory small, nearly ent: ramus of lower jaw. pi

anally identified with the lost, view from above. SOU]

Inner margin; T e do., showing outer InroUed margin: : illo from

anti'ro-lat.ral border. Kinderhook, upper flsh-bed; Burlington. Iowa.

Coll. Mr. Wa.'hsmuth.
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PLATE II.

Page.
1 Psephodi-b latcs, St. J. and W
la. A small mandibular median tooth, Been frc in a

face borderingthe inner margin broken away: 1 b. do. file

from inner margin: 1 c. do., from outer margin; 1 d. <! ml
border: 1 e. do., antero-lutoral border, showing longitudinal profile. -

Lonlfl limestone; Alton. Illinois; Mr. Van Home.
'i.a.b.c. d.e. Similar views of very small example of the same form, left

ramus, enlarged; tf. do., inferior surface. Same formation, locality and

collection.

A serial tooth, view f.oin above; :> '/.do.. outer margin transverse profile; 3c.

do., from the postero-later.v ilnalproflli

Louis, Missouri. O.St John.

Psmphodub i. in i' i. ATi.-. at J. and w" ~*

Views of tooth from abov< from the laternl border; 1 c. do., i

margin: 4 d. <lo., from the outer margin. Chester limestone: I

III. . 'h.

;phodus placenta. St. J. and \Y

J Fikr . 5 a. A. matore tooth referred to right ramus of mandible, frvin al !o..

Ir'.in inner margin: • from the anterior and :ior

bonier. Upper Bah-bed. Klnderhook; burling; In*

mutn.

I ik' .1 8imilar views of a smaller tooth, occupying the -

the jiiw as the Inst. Same horizon and looallty. Tr.'f. WorthOD.

7a.b.0.<L Similar views of an elongate individual of left ramus "f upper jaw.

Same formation, locality and oolleotlon.

B a. b. 0. 'I. The san I a small. - in tooth. I
the right

ramus of upper Jaw, the coronal region much worn it nal

Of llrloduf plaet *
:i. locality and collection.

Fig.

rig.

:in.
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PLATE III.

i A>.r

Yaticinodl-s vhustus, St. J. and W 82

Wig. 1 a. Maxillary posterior t'»'th left ramus, seen from above, the mutilated

anterior border and poaterloi n-j in outline; 1 1. do..

inner niartfiii; 1 <J from the outer inrollod margin: 1 J. du.. pro-

flic from posterior extreme rbuok; De&Molnes county.

Lows. < >. st. John.

YATKiNonrs discbepans. St. J. and W 83

V i Ig, .' (i. Maxillary posterior tooth, lefl ramus, trom above, outline r

do., transverse profile from inner margin; -
- ;ed

view fr>'m anterolateral border.

Fig. 3 a, l>, c. Similar \ lews ol the 6ame form. ri»r 0. St. John.
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PLATE IV.

Page.

Fig. 1-3. Stenopteeodus elongatus, St. J. and W — 106

1 a. Maxillary posterior tootb, right ramu?, a medium size, somewhat worn spe-

cimen, seen from above. Warsaw limestone; Warsaw 111. Coll. Prof.

Worthen
2 a. A smaller tooth of the same form, left ramus, view from above, showing ob-

lique direction of antero-lateral border, etc.; 2 6, do., inner margin; 2c,

do.; profile from the posterior extremity, Same formation, locality and

collection.

3 a. Mandibular posterior tooth, left ramus, an imperfect example, seen from

above; 3 &, do., inner margin; 3 c, do., profile from anterior border. Same
formation, locality and collection.

Fig. 4-8. Stenopteeodus pabvulus, St. 'J. and W 107

J 4 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, from above. (The form originally

described under Scandalodus parvulus, N. and W.) St. Louis limestone;

St Louis, Mo. O. St. John.

5 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus, view from above of a nearly perfect in-

dividual. St. Louis limestone; St. Louis, Mo. 0. St. John.

6 a. Mandibular posterior tooth, right ramus, from above. Same formation;

Alton, 111. Mr. Van Home.
7 a. The same form, left ramus, view from above. St. Louis; Alton; Mr. Van

Home.

V 8 a. Mandibular median tootb, left ramus, seen from above; enlarged; 8 b, do.,

antero-lateral border; 8 c, do., inner margin^ 8 d, do., outer inrolled mar-
gin. St. Louis limestone; St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Van Home.

Fig. 9-14. Stenopteeodus planus, St. J. and W.. »-....... ........ 102:

in^qC, '/ 9 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus, from above; 8 &, do., inner margin; 8 c,

do., outer inrolled margin; 8 d, do., foreshortened view from the poste-

rior extremity. Upper Burlington fish-bed; Louisa county, Iowa. Coll.

Mr. Springer.

10 a. The same form of right ramus, seen from above, outline restored. Same for-

mation and locality. O. St. John.

*iV ** a ' Mandibular posterior tooth, left ramus, seen from above; 11 6, do., inner

margin; 11 c, do., outer inrolled margin; 11 d, do., foreshortened. View
from anterior border. Same formation and locality. Mr. Springer

12 a. Same form of opposite ramus, from above. Same formation, locality and
collection.

^ 13 a. Mandibular median tooth, left ramus, view from above, enlarged; 13 &, do.,

inner margin; 13 c, do., outer inrolled margin; 13 d, do., antero-lateral

border; 13 e, do., postero-lateral border. Upper Burlington; Augusta.

Iowa. O. St. John.

J 14 a. A large example of the same form, right ramus, view from above, borders

restored; 14 6, do., inner margin; 14 c, do., outer inrolled margin; 14 d,

do., antero-lateral border; 14 e, do., postero-lateral border. Upper Bur-

lington; Louisa county, Iowa. Mr. Springer.

Fig. 15-16. Stenopteeodus Sp? 105.

15 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus, a worn specimen seen from above;

15 6, do., inner margin; 15 c, do., outer inrolled margin. Keokuk lime-

stone; Warsaw, 111. Prof. Worthen.



Plate IV

—

Coiitim.

Page.
1C a. Mandibular posterior tootb. left ramus, an Imperfect example, seen from

16 li, do.. Inner margin: 16 r. tlo.. profile from anterior bordi

Keokuk limestone; Hamilt"n. 111. l'rof. Worthen.

Fig. 1; IS, Vaticiscodi'sV' similis. St. J. and W M
17 a. A mature perfect posterior tooth of the right ramus of upper jaw. view from

above; 17 b. do., inner margin: IT 4, do., outer inrolled margin: 1? d. do.,

foreshortened, from posterior extremity. Chester limestone; Evansville,

Illinois. Dr. George Hambach.
V \h a. An imperfect specimen of tl ' rm, from kit ramus, seen from above:

18 b. do., inner margin. I
Chester. III. Mr. Van Home.

19 a. Mandibular posterior tooth, left ramus, seen from above, enlarged; IV I. do.,

inner margin; 19 c. do., antero-lateral border. Chester. 11L

\V. r;heli.

Fig. Vaticinodub
-

' cai. mil W ».

It a. Maxillary posterior tOOth-,left ramus, seen from above, outline restored; M
do., from inner margin. Lower Coal Measures; Carllnvllle. 111. Prof.

Wor-

1

Fig. -1. VatiitsodusV lepis. St. J. and \V 88

ltd. Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, view from above, outline restored;

21 b, do., from inner margin, trai-

LuSiille. 111. Prof. Wortfaea.

/ig. 22-26. Va simplex. St. J. and W
22 o. Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, an imi • elinen al

posterior coronal contour, from above, enlir -iner margin:

lo., outer margin. Bt Louis If) Telia, Iowa. O. Kt. John.

, 23 a. Bame form, left ramus, -hawing a:. th, coronal surface much •

^> ' seen from above; 23 b. do., inner margin. BtLotttt ha.

jt a. & similar example, en «nd coronal limits. Bt.

Louis limestone: St. L"i.-M . ProL Worthen.

26 a. Mandibular posterior tooth, left ran. ''om above, outer extremltr

restored in outline. Bt. Louis limestone: Pelln. Iowa. O. Bl

maple of same form, right ramus, seen froi; H b.

do.. Inner ninrgin;26 c. do. untoro-liitoral border. Su L» u:> Ua

Pel la.
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PLATE V.

PAGE.
Fig. i. roPTxczxua WiOBawmo; Bt. J. and w

1 a. Posterior tooth of the left ramus of the mandible, viewed from above.

t restored In outline: 1 b do., seen from the anterolateral

border: l ' do., showing Inner margin. Keokuk limestone. Warsaw I

toll. Prof. Worthen.

J Fig. 2 a. A similar nn>l more perfect tooth of the right ramus of the mand.
from above; 2 '< do., antero- lateral border; 2 do., postero-lateral border.

Same formation, locality and collection.

Fig. :t 'i. Posterior tooth of the left ramus of the upper jaw, from above; 3 >•, do.

file from the inner margin. Same formation, locality and collection.

i a. Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, view from do., outer in-

rolled margin. Same formation, locality and collection.

Pig. 5 a. Maxillary posterior tooth and median series of teeth; 5'. do., right ramus,

seen from above, outlli. 1. Keokuk limestone. Danville. Iowa.

Co hsmuth.

Deltoptychius peimus, St. J. and W
1 8 (i. Mandibular posterior tooth, left ramus, seen from above, outline n -

r Burlington fl.-i I
I [OWa. Mr. -

i3»T^' Fig. la. bfaxillary posteriortooth, right ramus, riewed from al sd.

Same horizon and locality. O. St, John.

Fig. B n. Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus, from above. Same formation and

locality. Mr. BpringW

DEI.Tol TVinil-S EXPAJJSl -• ' .ud \V W
Fig. 9 a. An Imperfect posterior tooth of left ramus of mandible, showing coronal

contour, seen from above, outline rest' Louis Urn -

III. Coll. Mr. Van Home.
Fig. 1" " Mandibular posterior tooth, right ramus, seen from above. 8t. Louis lime-

stone; St. Louts, U A'ortlien.

11 n. A large niandlbulnr ;
fro:., nl .ronal contour ob-

senrad >> i Lonls Un 01. Coll. Prof.

Worl
. lUry posterior tooth, right ramus Fx

I Hr. Vai. H
I M n. Similar t : per mw. I Same forma

locality ai

DEI.Toi T\< lilt - TtHOTIDIII, S'. J. ai. ' V. ... J6

••ft ramus

border restored in oatlli slatted; u- do., showing

I the outer lnroll<»d mark-

-ma-

Ill.

*•

i as, s i •d:

••-

.,er
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PLATE VI.

Page.
Chitonodus lieatus, St. J. and W 119

Ji Fig. 1 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, view from above of an imperfect ex-

ample, posterior extremity restored in outline; 1 b, do., from the inner

margin. St. Louis limestone; Alton, 111.

Chitonodus antiquus, St. J. andW 116

Pig. 2a. Mandibular posterior tooth, left ramus, view from above, outline partially

restored; 2 b, do., transverse profile from inner margin; 2 c, do., outer

inrolled margin; 2d, do., from the antero-lateral border. Lower Bur-

lington, Iowa. Prof. Worthen.

Chitonodus Speingeki, St. J. and W 112

\%.
<
\

<
\ V Pig- 3 a - Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus, view from above of a worn example,

outline partially restored; 3 &, do., from inner margin; 3 c, do., outer in-

rolled margin; 3 d, do., from the anterior border, foreshortened. Upper
Burlington; Augusta, Iowa. Mr. "Wachsmuth.

Pig. 4 a. Same form, right ramus, a worn specimen, seen from above; 4 b, do., inner

margin; 4 c, do., outer inrolled margin; id, do., from anterior border,

foreshortened. Upper Burlington; Louisa county, Iowa. Mr. Springer.

fi
^_ / Pig. 5 a. Mandibular posterior tooth, left ramus, view from above; 5 b, do., inner

margin; 5 c, do., from antero-lateral border; a worn example, showing
merely a trace of transverse imbrications. Upper Burlington; Augusta,

Iowa. 0. St. John.

£,3 / Pig. 6 a. A worn, medium-size example of the same form, seen from above; 6 b, do.,

inner margin; 6 c, do., outer inrolled margin; 6 d, do., from the anterior

border. Upper Burlington; Augusta, Iowa. Mr. Springer.

\/ Fig. 7 a. Mandibular median tooth, left ramus, a worn specimen, seen from above,

outer extremity restored in outline; 7 b, do., inner margin, transverse

profile; 7 c, do., outer margin; 7 d, do., from antero-lateral border; 7 c,

do., postero-lateral border. Upper Burlington; Louisa county, Iowa.

Mr. Springer.

V Pig. 8 a, b, c, d, e. Similar views of a more prominently rigid, worn example of the

same form, outline partially restored. Upper Burlington; Augusta,

Iowa.

y/ Pig. 9 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus, a medium-size example, preserving

|JL^V the transverse imbrications over a portion of the anterior neck, seen

from above, outline partially restored; 9 6, do,, inner margin, trans-

verse profile; 9 c, do., from anterior border; 9 d, from posterior ex-

ftremity. Upper Burlington; Louisa county, Iowa. 0. St. John.

Fig. 10 a. A large, robust example of the same form, from above, partially restored

in outline; 10 b, do., inner margin; 10 c, do., outer inrolled margin; 10 d,

do., from anterior border, foreshortened. Upper Burlington; Augusta,
Iowa.

Pig. 11 a. A similar example of the same form, seen from above, outline restored.

Upper Burlington; Pleasant Grove, Iowa. Prof. Worthen.

-^ .

—-Fig. 12 a. Mandibular posterior tooth, right ramus, showing transverse imbrications,
1

3

view from above, outline restored. Upper Burlington; Louisa county,
Iowa. O. St. John.

13

/3°°1

[3ce
]



Plate VI

—

Continued.

V Kit;. M 'i. A small example of the sumo (arm. left ramus, seen trom

sented too obliquely lnrolled); 13 b, do., Inner margin, tran-

llle; 13 f, Jo., outer lnrolb-d margin: 13 •/, do., from anterior border.

Upper Burlington; Pleasant Grove. Iow.i.

I J Fit;. 14a. Mandibular median tootli. l>-ft ramus, showing liubrieatlons. MOO from

PS, outline restored; H fc, do., inner margin, transverse profile; 14 r.

do., outer margin; H d, do., from ai ral border; 11

tero-lateral border and longitudinal profile. l'i per Burlington: Bur-

lington. Iowa. O. St. John.

Pig, I.', a A larger, worn example of the same form, from above, outline restored;
i". '/. 8, do., views from the aotero 'orders. '

Burlington; Louisa county. Iowa.
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PLATE VII.

Pagf.

/ Fig. ]—10 Cochliodus Van Hoknh, St. J. and W 120

i la. Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus, view from above;! b do., inner margin;

1 c do., outer margin; 1 d do., foreshortened view from anterior border;

1 e do., inferior surface. St. Louis, Alton, 111. Mr. W. C. Van Home.

l3\plA$'l&' 2 a - Same form, right ramus, anterior portion broken away, showing impres-

sion of inferior surface in the limestone matrix. Same formation,

/ locality and collection.

V Fig. 3 a. Transverse coronal ridges of the maxillary medium series of left ramus,

. 30"1 upon a common basal support, seen from above, enlarged; 3 5 do., from

the inner margin; 3 c do., outer margin; 3 d do., from the antero -lateral

border: 3 e do., showing the undivided inferior surface of the base. St.

Louis, Pella, Iowa. Mr. Van Home.
Fig. 4 a, b, c. Inner, outer and profile views of a fore tooth of the maxillary median

or anterior series, enlarged. Same formation, locality and collection.

/ vL. Fig. 5 a, 5, c. Similar views of another example of the same form, enlarged. Same •

1° formation, locality and collection.

/ Fig 6 a, b, c, d. Another specimen of the same form, seen from above, inner, outer

. 5 q(o- and profile views. Same formation, locality, and collection.

Fig. 7 a. Mandible, with the teeth of the rami in natural position, as seen from
below; the specimen represented as discovered in the limestone matrix.

St. Louis; Alton, 111. Mr. Van Home.
/3okC» Fig. 8 a. Mandibular posterior and median teeth of the right ramus of the foregoing

specimen, seen from above.

/3 D (? / J Fig. 9 a. The posterior tooth of left ramus of above example, seen from above; 9 b

do., profile outline from antero-lateral border.

Fig. 10 a. Mandibular median tooth, associated with 9 a, seen from above; 10 b do.,

profile and outline frompostero-lateral border.

Cochliodus Leidyi, St. J. and W 127

Fig. 11 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, views from above. Chester lime-

stone; Chester, 111. Prof. Worthen.
Fig. 12 a. Same form, left ramus, from above; 12 b do., from inner margin; 12 c do.,

outer inrolled margin; 12 d do., foreshortened view from antero-lateral

border. Chester limestone; Evansville, 111. Dr. Hambach.
Fig. 13 a, Maxillary median series of left ramus, seen from above; 13 b do., from inner

margin; 13 c do., outer margin; 13 d do., profile from antero-lateral bor-
der; 13 e do., inferior surface, showing basal support without transverse
sutures. Chester; Chester, 111. Prof. Worthen.

Fig. 14 a. Mandibular posterior tooth, left ramus, a large, imperfect example, from
above. Chester limestone; Prairie du Long, 111. Prof. Worthen.

j-W Fig. 15 a. A smaller perfect example of same form, right ramus, viewed from above; *

15 b do., from inner margin; 15 c do., outer margin; 15 d do., from antero-

lateral border, foreshortened. Chester; Chester, 111. Mr. Van Home.
Fig. 16 a. Mandibular median tooth, right ramus, view from above, outline restored;

16 b do., from inner margin; 16 c do., outer inrolled margin; 16 d do., from
postero-lateral border. Chester limestone; Chester, 111. Prof. Worthen.

Cochliodus obliquus, St. J. and W 125

/ Fig. 17 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus, viewed from above, enlarged; 17 b do.,

from the antero-lateral border; 17 c do., postero-lateral border. St. Louis
limestone; St. Louis, Mo. Mr. St. John.
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PLATE VIII.

PAGE.
Xtstkodus inconditus, St. J. and W 179

Pig. 1 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus, view from above, outline restored; 1

b, do., profile from antero-lateral border; 1 c, do., transverse section.

Keokuk limestone; Warsaw, Illinois. Professor "Worthen.

Xtstkodus imitatus, St. J. and W 180

Fig. 2 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, from above; 2 b, do., longitudinal

profile from antero-lateral border; 2 o, do., transverse section. St. Louis

formation; Monroe county, Illinois. Professor Worthen.

Xtstkodus bellulus, St. J. and W ...183

Fig. 3 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus, from above, outline restored; 3 &, do.,

longitudinal profile from the antero-lateral border; 3 c. do., transverse

section. Coal No. 7, 111. Gen'l. Sec; Danville, Illinois. Mr. Wm. Gurley.

Xtstkodus simplex, St. J. and W 178

y\ Fig. 4 a. Mandibular posterior tooth, left ramus, view from above; 4 b, do., antero-

lateral border; 4 c, do., from postero-lateral border; 4 d, do., inner mar-
gin; 4 e, do., outer inrolled margin. Upper Burlington limestone fish-

bed; Monmouth, Illinois. Mr. Springer.

/( Fig. 5 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, from above, outline restored; 5 5,

do., from the antero-lateral border; 5 c, do., postero-lateral border; 5 d,

do., transverse profile from inner margin; 5 e, do., outer inrolled ex-

tremity. Upper Burlington limestone, fish-bed; Louisa county, Iowa.

Mr. Springer.

Xtstkodus verus, St. J. and W 181

Fig. 6 a. Mandibular posterior teeth, left ramus, view from above; 6 b, do., antero-

lateral border, longitudinal profile; 6 c, do., transverse profile from
innermargin; Chester limestone; Chester, Illinois. Professor Worthen.

Fig. 7 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus, from above; 7 6, do., longitudinal pro-

file from the antero-lateral border; 7 c, do., from the postero-lateral

border; 7 d, do., transverse profile from the inner margin. Same forma-

tion, locality and collection.

. Pcecilodus St. Ludovici, St. J. and W 132

/3o*P ' Fig. 8 a. Mandible, with the pair of posterior teeth occupying their natural position,

resting upon the granular osseus support, the right ramus showing the

articular processes at the extremity. The anterior extremity of the jaw
is mutilated, but it is evident whatever teeth it bore were extremely

i small; St. Louis limestone; Alton, Illinois. Mr. W. C. Van Home.

I ^ 0*1 V ^g' 9 a ' Mandibular posterior tooth, right ramus, view from above. Same forma-
tion, locality and collection.

y/ Fig. 10 a. The same form, left ramus, view from above; 10 b, do., outer inrolled mar-
gin; 10 c, do., from inner margin. Same formation, locality and col-

v
lection.

1
3°*) Fig ' n "" Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, from above; 11 b, do., from the outer

margin. St. Louis formation; Pella, Iowa. Mr. St. John.
Fig. 12 a. Same form, left ramus, from above; 12 b, do., from inner margin; 12 c, do.,

from antero-lateral border, foreshortened; St. Louis; Alton, Illinois.

Professor Worthen.



Plate VIII

—

Contin

j
Hg.Ua. A

•|5^|
Pig.l*a

Fik'. 16 a.

Fig. 17a

lik'. ISO.

E.1BO.

lAi.E

PaanaDoe Vaushviessis. St. J. and IS isi

Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus, seen from above anterior border

Stored In outline, enlarged one diameter: . -on. Illi-

nois. Mr. Van Home.
larger example ol tin- boom form, view from above, anterior portion of

crown mutilated: U b, do., transverse profile from inner margin. Same
loruiatiou. locality and collection.

PCECILODUS ( J. a in I \V 155

Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, from above, outline partially

stored: li h. do., from the inner margin: 18 e, '1".. outer inrolled martin:

Uhester; Cheater, DHnoia, Mr. Van Home.
Mandibular I'osterior tooth, left ramus, view from above: 16 b, do., inner

margin: 16 c, do., outer inrolled margin; 16 <l, do., profile from antero-

lateral border; Obeatn I h<
-••

r, DUnola, Proteaaor Worthen.

A small example of tfaa same form, right ramus, from above, showing

transverse oorrugattone; Ob an.

Pczcelodds Woiitheni. St. John i:K

Mandibular posterior tooth, left Moras, view from above, outline partially

restored; Ik b, <lo., transverse profile from inner margin: 18 c. do., outer

inrolled margin; 18 d, do., longitudinal prolllo antero-lateral bor-l-

Chester; Chester. Illinois.

POMBbODtrS Si 1. 1 Si. ei. I. Si. .1. ate I W 138

Mandibular posterior tooth, W\ ramus, view from above, o-jtline partially

restored: 19 b, do., transverse profile from inner margin: \f a, do., outer

inrolled margin: Lower Carboniferoii- Messrs.

BprJnget and st. John.

l'n ' n.oin re i m;i. on u.i .mi \v i»

Pig. 90 O. Mandibular i">-torlor tooth, right ramus. \ lew fn in above, outlini' partially

restored: H b, do., tranaverae profile from inner margin outline; jo r.

do., outer Inrolled margin: -"" <l. do., outline profile from antero-laterai

border: I'pper Coal Measurea; I aSaOe, Illinois. Professor Worthen.

Fig. 81a Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, seen from above, outline rest. •

ji . .!•., proflla from inner margin; -1 t 1' ., outer inrolled margin.

Same formation, locality Professor Worthen.
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PLATE IX.

Page.
DELTOU I W lil

! tndlbnlar posterior tooth, left rainus, from above. • ro-

ute from antero-latern! ateral border. 91

Louis; Pella. Iowa. Mr. Bt John.

* Fig. ia. Same form, right ramus, eii Mine formation, locality and ool

s Fig. 3a. Outline of a mandibular median tooth, left ramu-, tru: a'ove. enlarged. Bt

Louis; SI Ho. Mr. St. John.

Fig. 4 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, from above, enlarged: 4 h. do., tr

verse profile from inner margin: 4 c. do., longitudinal

ro-lateral border, extremity restored In outline. - va.

Mr. Van Home.
o Fig- Similar views of the same form, left ramus, showing 'example.

Same formation and locality. Mr. Bt John.

Deltom DB, Bt J. and W let

Fig. 8 a. Mandibular posterior tooth, left ramus, view from above, extremity restored

in outline; 6 b, do., from inner margin, transverse prt

ro-lateral border, longitudinal proille. Warsaw
III. i ten.

Fig. 7 a. h. c. Similar views of a maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus. Lai •

Hon. Ho. Prof. Worthen.

DELTODUH 7HIL0BV8. St. J. and W
Pig. 8a. Mandibular median tooth, left ramus, view from n' uner

margin: 9 o. do., from outer margin, extremity broken an I '.o„

longitudinal profile from antero-latersl border; 8 a. do., from postero-

lateral border; 9
r tion, showing prom • of

the anterior and posterior lobes. Warsaw Um 'y.

III. Prof. Won
Deltodub occidental!* (Leldy, »p.).

Fig. !' a. Maxillary posterior t'>oth. left ramus, from ;. re. 8t 1

Monroe county. 111. Prof. Worlben.

Fig. l"a. Mandibular medlaatOOtb, right ramus, tromabove. outer extremity broken
away; to b. do., from antero-lateral border; U rai

border; 10 d.do.. tran-' n, Wanan Mf, III. IV

Worthen.

I'll.TOPI'S J.ATIol. ! W
Fig. ii a. Medlnm-slse tooth of tbe mandibular posterior I

Keokuk; Hamilton. III. Prof, w.ir:'

Fla.Ua, A. smaller individual of tbe same form; - illty.

Pig. 18 a. t\o. Ueltodos . in. .ri > i w
III.. Vol. I!

18 a. Maxiiiar th, left ramus, from
ro-lat.-rnl border; 18 o. outline from lnn<-r margin. •• Me.

•••r. III. 1

Fig. 14 a. Haxlllary posterior tootb, left i i above; 14 :lle

from Inner margin; It

lateral border. longitudinal

14 ' 8tl iuIs form.. va.

'in.

• . /. Kimllnr right ramu*.

wing ibi ronal sui Face. 8. Is.

Mom
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PLATE X.

Deltodvs Powhllii, St. J. and W IM

Flit. In. Mandibular posterior tooth, left rami)?, view from tbore; 1 us-

rse profile, outline from inner niar- •.. from outer marglr.

outline: 1 d, do., outline from antero-lateral border; l ». do., from i
• -

t"ro-lateral border; \ r. Bhowlng obJH puuctatlon of coronal

surface, enlarged, Oftrboniferooj limestone: Utah. N -m.

Wig. 9 a, b, o, d. - Mercurii. Hewb. Lower l'arl>.; San'

0. St. John.

Deltodcs pbopin i. and W 136

Flg.3n. Mandibular :i. right ramus view from at '..trans-

verse profile from Inner mil do., from outer ma- Lo*

longitudinal] J <•. do., postero-lateral

border I S CarllnvllU'. 111.

• n.i'.r.ti. t. Similar views of a maxlllr. Mb. right ramus, i

Curllnvli A . B
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PLATE XI.

Page.
Deltodopsis affinis, St. J. and W 160

-Fig. 1 a. Mandibular posterior tooth, left ramus, view from above; 1 b, do., showing
antero-lateral border; 1 c, do., transverse profile from inner margin.

Warsaw limestone; Warsaw, 111., Prof. Worthen.
Deltodopsis St. Ludovici, St. J and W 161

Jk^-Fig. 2 a. Mandibular posterior tooth, left ramus, view from above, outer extremity

restored in outline; 2 b, do., longitudinal profile from antero-lateral

border; 2 c, do., postero-lateral border; 2 d, do., transverse profile from
inner margin: 2 e, do., inferior surface. St. Louis formation; Pella, Iowa,

O. St. John.

iso/3 —L, Fig. 2/. Tooth of the same form, right ramus. Same formation, locality and col-

lection.

' Pig. 3 a. A smaller perfect example of the same form, right ramus, from above; 3 b,

do., antero-lateral border. Alton, 111., Prof. Worthen.

/Sell / Fig. 4 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, view from above, inrolled extremity

restored in outline; 4 b, do., antero-lateral border; 4 c, do., the same in

longitudinal profile; 4 d, do., postero-lateral border; 4 e, do., transverse

profile from inner margin; 4 f, do., inferior surface. St. Louis formation;

Pella, Iowa, Mr. St. John.

v Fig. 5 a. Same form, left ramus, seen from above; 5 b, do., antero-lateral border.

Alton, 111., Mr. Van Home.
Fig. 6 a. Mandibular median tooth, left ramus, view from above, enlarged and par-

tially restored at the outer extremity; 6 6, do., postero-lateral border;

6 c, do., antero-lateral border. Pella, Iowa, Mr. St. John.

Deltodopsis angustus,(N. and W. sp.) 163

Fig. 7 a. Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramus, view from above; 7 b, do., longitudinal

profile from antero-lateral border; 7 c, do., transverse profile from inner

margin. Chester limestone; Chester, Prof. Worthen.

Fig. 8 a. Same form, right ramus, from above; 8 b, do., antero-lateral border. Same
formation, locality and collection.

Fig. 9 a, Mandibular posterior tooth, right ramus, from above, outer margin restored

in outline; 9 6, do., antero-lateral border; 9 c, do., transverse profile

from inner margin. Same formation, locality and collection.

Fig. 10 a. Same form, left ramus, from above, restored in outline. Same formation,

locality and collection.

Deltodopsis ? convolutus, St. J. and W 165

i * » \ y - Fig. 11 a. Mandibular posterior tooth, left ramus, view from above; 11 5, do., longitu-

dinal profile from the antero-lateral border; 11 c, do., postero-lateral

border; 11 d, do., inferior surface; 11 e, do., transverse profile from the

inner margin. Upper Burlington limestone, fish-bed; Louisa county,

Iowa, Mr. Springer.

I "h &"f -Fig. 12 a, b, c, d, e. Similar views of a small example of the same form, right ramus.

Same formation, locality and collection.

Deltodopsis ? inflexus, St. J. and W 167

Fig. 13 a. Mandibular posterior tooth, right ramus, from above, outline restored;

13 b, do., transverse profile from inner margin; 13 c, do., outer margin;

13 d, do., longitudinal profile from the antero-lateral border, articular

edge mutilated; 13 e, do., postero-lateral border. Keokuk limestone;

Warsaw, 111., Prof. Worthen.
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Contin

Platu,
DELTODOPSIS EX0UNA1' 91

r
. and W

Fig. H l.
" ... r)«ht ruinus. view

posterior bo: .

lateral border. Warsaw: above Alton. Mr. Van Borne.

.15. Deltodopsi-
I:-.!". -j. M !: Ubolar median tooth, loft raaui- to., transverse

l-rollle from inner mark-in; i m the ou -

io..

inferior surface; ro-

lateral border. L*. Burlington; Loul6a count I jha.

Fig.16. 1'. :;l. ::i :.. S-. J. .m i W 1«9

Fit;, ion. ...in tooUi. left ramus, samo views as a>

Keokuk limestone.

Fin- 1". IT a. MaudlbuUirmeilian

17 . do., from innor aiurgu.. anter '-lateral border. t>as-al rim

) in outline. I". Burlington; Louisa county. 1

A(ji ^ ..Fig. K iibular median :rom

above: 18 6, do., transverse profile from Inner margin: 18 c, do,, oal

extremity; li J. do., inferior surf- .intero- and postero-lntvral

borders. tJ. B.: Louita county, lows, O. St. J.
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1 L A 'J' E XII.

1 »..E.
1ILODU8 COMI'LANATrs. (X d!lJ. \V -:

Wig. l ". Mmlibular posterior tooth, left ramus, outer extremity and posterior I

der restorod in outline; 1 '< do.. anl . border; 1 • do., inner mar-
giu and transverse profile. Upper Burlington: Burlington. Iowa. Mr.

Wa-nsmuth.

Fig- - <> Maxillary posterior tooth, right ramus, from above, partially restored In

outline; 2 '/do., longitudinal profile irom Bl r«U border

Burlington: Pleasant Grove, Iowa I ten.

Fig. 3 u. Mandibular np-dian tooth, left ramus, a large example from above: 3 '•

postero-lateral border and longitudinal pi lo.. antero-lateral

border; 8d do., Inner-margin anil tru:

tremlty, mutilated; the concave inferior tu:

J

Burlington; Louisa (
'• ., towa Hr. v

Flg. i«. A. small example of the same f^rm, seen from al ilnal

profile from postoro- hit e rail rmation. locality ur '

tion.

Sin:

Fig. ", a. Mandibular pi ''ft ramus
outline; 5 ' do., longitudinal

troi 1

Worthen.

Fig, I left ramus, seen trot

gitudlnal profile from ai

Etremlty. Wan
Mi. 7an B

Fig. In. Ma
mutilated from w • ral

border; 1 • '

Inner manrij
....

Kaj rlglit nil-

,-oni

wa

iiu i

I
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P LATE XIII.

I'jlGE.

OBTHOPI I SOTO MEXJ

1 Fig. I*. Kaxlllan posterior tooth, left ran;

Ale from the straight tx I
;rl-onif-

nger and 8u John.

I Pig. 9 • Similar lews of the same form of right ramus. Same formation, locality

, Fig, la, Mandibular posterior tootb, left raiuu-. *e«.-u from above, outline restor

. Inner margin, trat.- .. longitudinal profile

from til .:'-rp.l border. Same formation, locality and collection.

Obxbofu W
Fit;, la Kandlbu view frotu above, ouiiin'

•udiual pr .
. trans-

ve; - from inner margin. •• Mahoning Sands: :

CY rglnla. Pi • n.

Fit'. 5 <j. Maxillary post, , left ramus, view from al red in outline;

5 b. do., profile from the straight border. Same formation, locality and

collection.

OBTHOPLElBODrs CAMBOHAJ I
- N and W. IS

Fig. ' ' Maxillary posterior tooth, left ramos, a small, well-preserved example, 6een

from above, outline partially rest

Fig. 7 (i. Mandibular posterior tooth, left ramus, a similarly preserved specimen.

from ab.

Fig- 8 ". Mandlbalar median tooth, left ran re, outline partially

restored. I No. 5: Bloomlngton. Ilia

Mr. L. A. Full

Note: The thr ,i bit of carbonaceous sb .

such a mimii'T a- :o leave scarcely a doubt 'hat they pertained to one ac .

same individual. St. John.

ImoBui ract&Tov
V fig. 9 (i. Maxillary posterior tooth, right ran. ew I

liii' - :a-

rolled margil :o-

lat Waraaw
II. Mr. V.

Tem i. and W. .

Fig. 10 a. Maxlllan
I

right rai

margin; I "le

-

H l

•

an.

l

ro»

tn Inner margn

llti vn.
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PLATE XIV

Pig.

x

i, o"iJ Fig . I a. A

,}©* l-^Flg

P «a
TSAMMODVS TUMimtf. St. J. and YV »6

Fig. 1 ". Maxillary tooth. right side, view from above, outline partially restored; I b,

. posterior margin; 1 <•, do.. Inner articular l' -he

Interior border. Upper Burlington; Bufflngton creek. Mr. St. John.

ir views of a smaller example "f tbe same form, left wide, partially re-

d outline. Same locality and collection.

A laru'er. irregular example of Form, right
'

ve.

outline restored, crown surface worn smooth: :< '-, do., inner articular

border; 3 c, do., anterior margin. Same formation and locality. Mr.

Springer.

ler tooth, referred to the mandii'le. right side, view from ab

showing rugose belt along I r margin; « . do., from the pos-

terior margin; * 0, do.. Inner articular border. Same formation, locality

lolleotlou,

PSAMMODl'S GLYPTTS. St. J. and YV 309

Mandibular tooth, right side, fragment seen from above, showing rugose

coronal surface; 5 b. do., from the anterior margin: 5 c. from the articu-

lar or inner margin. Upper ISurliugton limestone, main fish-bed; Cedar
creek. Illinois. Kr.Sprinj

Fig. '''i. Maxillary tooth, rik'lit [71 wide, from above, the dotted line may possibly

represent the proper restoration of the tooth: fi '*. do., posterior (I i mar-

gin: >' o, do., profile seen Ingthfl slight longitudinal convexity of

the coronal surfac limestone; (.hiiucy. Illinois. Prof.

Worthen.

PaAMHOOOS LOTIAJ and \V )J07

t n. aTaxlllarj th, view from above; 7 b, do., from p. interior margin.

anterior margin: 7 '/. do., from the inner articular border. 7 , . do., ex-

r border. Upper Burlington: Burlington I m Mr. Wachsmuth.

So, A -mall, narro I the -am.- form, view from above, outline par-

tially restored; s terior margin; 8 e, <kx* profile ei

Hon. Upper Burlington; Dllnoia, Prol "•

••a. Mandibular tooth, right side, riewfrom above, partially reatored Inout-

oargin; 8 c. anterior mar-

gin: n iiar bordei I fromi

Burlington; Burling SI John

r#n,

1 g.
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PLATE XV

,a*'

PSAJI tODUB OEANDI8, St. J. and \V .Ml

Fig 1 n. Mandibular tooth, from above, showing a fragment of a very largo example,

the trituatlng surface but si islitly worn, restored in ou: . ..

from the posterior margin; 1 o. do., anterior margin; 1 </. do.. profile sec-

tion. Keokuk; Keokuk, Iowa. Prof. Worthen.

la, Maxillary tooth, view from above, ootUi «orn
during i -

., tram t la

•

ainrgin: .

i.' kak; K< •
:-uk. Iowa, Mr. I

J Ig. :i a. A small worn example of the sani" form, view from abo'.

restored: S&. do., from tl 'he inner ar-

ticular borili-r. Keokuk; Mr. Spri- .

i lhmodds tubo] - J. and W *as

Fig. i a. Maxillary tooth, vlei 'rom

the p. sterlor margin: I c. do., anterior ma:, lo.. Inner articular

border; 4 e. do,, from tb I r. C B fee

Moines count v. [own.
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PLATE XVI.
Page.

Fig.1-4 Psammodus plenus, St. J. and W , 21$

\ la. Mandibular tooth, view from above; 1 b, do., from the articular border; 1 c,

do., exterior border; 1 d, do., posterior margin; 1 e, do., anterior margin;

/, do., inferior surface. St. Louis limestone; Alton, Ills. Mr. Yan Home.
2 a. A similar example of the same form, from above, outline partially restored;

2 b. do., inferior surface; 2 c, do., showing the channeled exterior border.

St. Louis limestone; Monroe county, Ills. Prof. Worthen.

3(i,5, A nearly perfect specimen of the same form, view from above and the ar-

ticular border, showing a faint marginal sulcation round the articular,

posterior and anterior margins of the crown. St. Louis limestone; Alton.

Ills. Mr. Van Home.
4 a. View from above of a fragment of a very large maxillary tooth, partially

restored in outline; 4 b, do., from the posterior margin; 4 c, do., articular

inner border. St. Louis limestone; Alton. Mr. Alex. Butters.
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PLATE XVII.
Page.

Pbammodvs PUDTOB, St. J. and \V 213

y Fig. 1 a. View from above of a small mnxillary tooth: 1 b. do., posterior margin; 1 r.

do., anterior march:, 1 d. Jo., inner articular bolder; 1 8. di

'l'-r: 1/. do.. Inferior surface. B limestone: Alton. Mr. Van HOTDS.
'-. <l. <>./. Similar views of a medium-size example of the same form, out-

line partially restored. Alton: Mr. Van Hon
i a. A larger specimen of the Bameform, view from above, showing more i

lu l basal rim along the exterior border; 16. do., from posterior martin:
.. li.ular border; 3 d. do., exterior border. B ' 1 ; Al-

ton. Mr. Van Herri".

\"jN
"' Fig. t n. A very wide mandibular tooth, from above: Cft. do., from •

lor mar-
gin: 4 c. do., anterior margin: A d, do., longitudinal profile from the exterior

border; 4 e. do., articular border, BC Louie
John.

\-b*\'
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PLATE XVIII.

P6AMMODU8 C.HLATls, St. J. and V\"

* Fig. 1 (i. Maxillary tootb, Tlew Of triturating surfhoi', inner articular b< 'rod

in outline; l ';. do., exterior border; l e. dowi posterior margin: 1 d

line from anterior margin: 1 - . ! . longitudinal profile section. Bl

Pellii, Iowa, Mr. Van H

/ l'VAMMODL'S CRABSIDEN8. St J. and W
\\l"l Fig. 2 (i. A small tootb, showing the coronal ratface w.irn smooth, view from abo-.

!•>., inner articular border: I < ; 9 <l. dOw, posterior

margin; IS a. do., anterior margin. la, Iowa, an.

Fig.:i<j. A. relatively shorter tooth ol the same form, from al

the rugoso coronal surface: :i b. do . articular border: 3c. do., exterior

der;Sd. do., articular border: 9 - nor margin; 3 /. do., in}'

surface; the del • al layer exfoliated. Original ot "Pa. mo*tu»,m EL
Oeol. Surv. II. PL XI. f. I

Fie. i <i. A more elongate example "f the same form, the triturating surface

Ing traoes of the tran 1 6. do^ artiaular border; i

Vin.i lor margti - 'on. Mr. i

Fig. 5 >i. a. large entire example ol the same form, the coronal i

and showing t I basal rim <>f ti

'. do., articular border: f> <\ <Io., from the exterior I

margin; S s. do., anterior margin. 9 n<-.

Fig. ti n. An Immatore large t<>..tu ..f tin> Mini' I inner half ol tl

taoe presenting beautiful rugose murk:' lo., artlealar b i

Loui-: Ait.. n. Mr. Barb
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1 I. A TB XI X.

iMMODl-B AXGlI.AKIs. St. J. and W £M
Fijc. 1 a. Mandibular tooth, seen fr , lor margin: 1 <-. do..

transverse proill.- from the anterior margin; l </. do., longitudinal profile

from the artloalar border; i
, .,r-

y restored. Origins
- irvey, Chester; I ten.

Fig. 9 a. Maxillary! rlturattng e

'l".. trant - ior

margin ;
- [radical i

PL XI. f. 1 ii

Pbj em

r margin;

der, longitudinal proll . frmu tl;

ill. Prof. Worthen.

Fig. in. Maxillary tooth, an Immature lightly worn triturating

surface, outline partis

fpiin tin- articular border, ori^-i: . PI. XI. 1

III.'

Showing a worn trlturar

martin. articular
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PLATE XX

V

•

Page.
Copodub PUsiLLvs. St. J. and W 231

Fig. la. Maxillary tooth, vj.-w from above, outline partially ''.

do., transverse profile from Inner margin; 1 c do., longitudinal profile

from the lateral border. Chester: Chester. Illinois. Dr. Geo. Hambach.

Copodus Van Hornii. St. J. and W
Fig. 2 a. Mandibular tooth, view from above, outline partially restored; 2 '<. do., from

the outer margin: 2 c, do., longitudinal profile from the right border: 'id.

do., inferior surface. St. Louis: Alton. 111. Mr. Van Home.
Fig. 3 a. Maxillary tooth, from above: 3'/. do., from the anterior margin: 3 c, do.,

transverse profile from the posterior margin; 3 </, do., longitudinal pro-

file from the left border; 3 e. do., inferior surface. St. Louis: St. Lou
Missouri. Mr. St. John.

Phammodvs Braaam, St. J. and \V $r>

Maxillary tooth, right Bide, flew Irom above; 4 b, do., transverse profile

from inner margin; 4 c. do., anterior margin: 4 d. exterior bonier; out-

line showing probui'!<' disposition ol teeth ui"'n the jaw. Upper Bor-
liugton limestone fish-bed: Burlington. Mr. St. John.

'/. i I. Similar views of a left side tooth of the same form: 5 ilar

rder. Upper Burlington limestone; Louisa county. Iowa. Mr. B

John.

View from above of a large example Ol the same form. ..inline partial]

stored; I '. do., traneveree proflle from posterior margin: 6 <-. do*

ttoolar border. I'pper Burlington fish-bed; Louisa county. Iowa. Mr.

sp ringer.

A similar example of the Opposite Bide, from above; 7 b, do., exterior bOT-

der; " •. do., artleular border; " '. do., anterior margin. Same forma-

tion, looaitty aad eollection.

ithu loft side, from above; B '. do., posterior margin, trans-

feree profile; ><•, do., anterior margin: id, .1 i.. articular border, longi-

tudinal proflle; s -, do., exterior border. Upper Burlington division

bods: Qatnej torWorthen.

MmUar view- ol .i specimen of the same form. right er*

ttoolar border, end outline showing larollmanl of the mandlbalar scries

..f te.-tii from within outwards. Dppar BarUngton Hi

ton. Mr St. John.

Ubnlar tooth, left aide, view from a I
:nar-

gin: i"
. b anterior margin; It d from arttoalar border;

r Barllngtofl Umeel v a.

M 9prli

Fig. II Similar vi.-vv« of n Inri: nndibulu-

right sld formation, loealltr and oollectl<

Fig. 4 a.

Fig. Bo,

Fig. 6 a.

Fig. 7 a.

:

i
..-

I it. i» a
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PLATE XXI.
Paob.

CTENacanthi's 0OZAOT8, St. J. and \V 233

r Fig. l a. Bide view of spine, outline restored; 1 b, do., showing anterior edge; l c, do.,

posterior face, the wall broken away expo- ] ,1. Jo.,

transverse section near middle. Keokuk; M-ntrose, Iowa. Mr. <

Ctenacanthus Tellknsis 3S7

r Fig. 2 a. Fragment of spine, showing the dorsal or anterior edge: 2 b. do., side view,

outline partially restored; 3 o, do. •. showing st-

erol edges and the deep trough of the pulp cavity: 2 >/. di>.. enbr.

of surface, showing variable ehanaterof BUpecflOleJ •rDarnontnll |

do., cross section. St. Louis formation; Pella, Iowa. Mr. Y.i

t'TKNACANTHl- I \ N Ml 1 It ATI'S. St. J. an<l V? 33*

Fig. 3d. Bide view of fragment of spine; 8 6. do., anterior or dorsal f,i k-. pos-

terior faoe; 8 d, do., transverse aeoi QL Dr. Ham-
bach.

A8TER01 ' and w
Fig. < a. Fra+ri- lew of left side: 4 b, do., enlarg do.,

transverse seotlon. Cpper i n.
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PLATE XXII.

Taoe
Ctenacanthus deflexvs. St. J. find W

1 _-. 1 a. Side-view of spine, outline partially restored: 1 >>. do.. showing the anterior

edge: 1 0, do., posterior faoe; 1 </. ., d ns near the

inferior nngle of the posterior faee and near the broken upperextremity.

St. Louis: Alton. III., Mr. Alex, butters.

('TEN-ACANTHUS BlTTEKSI, St. J. allfl \Y 24"

.' a. Dorsal view of epino; - b, do., view of rig] do., showing posterior

faee; 2 J. do., cross sections from the middle and near the extremll

1 •
. do., enlargement showing tabereulated oottai in the basal angle in

front, somewhat worn. Lower Ooal M .inville.

111.. Mr. Butt.
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PLATE XXIII.

Page.
C tenacanthis Hakuiboni, St. J. and W .

Fig. 1 ". Vlewol right side of spine, outline partinll> : 1 b, do., froni the

dorsal edge; 1 o, do., posterior fnoe: 1 >tlons at broken distal

end. at opening ol pulp cavity, and the inferior dorsal angle. St. Lot)

Alton. Mr. St. John.

LlNEMACASTHls COSTATU8, (N. Uli'l W. BP.)

- a. Side view of spine.somewhal distorted, and showing In consequence nearly

the entire breadth of the dorsal ridge towards thi - - . do., view of

the dorsal angle: - wing posterior face, with the later,

crushed together below; 9 '/, do., transverse sections just below middle

and near tip. . Alton, 111.. Mr. But:-
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PLATE XXIV,
PAGE.

Shumard
(^TEN-ACANTHUS GBACILLIMl'S. N. nild W

Fig. 1 a. Side view of a nearly entire dorsal spine. St. Louis limestone;

collection of Washington University. St. Louis, Missouri.

OBACANTH 18 VETU6TUS, Li -id V

Fig. 2 a. View of right side of spine; 2 l>, c. do., transverse sections toward tip and

near middle, showing thickness of the walls inclosing pulp cavity: -

do., enlargement of tubercle. St. Louis limestone, St. Louis. Missouri.

Museum Washington University.

ACONDYLACANTHl'S' MlDOI AXIS, St. J. and W
Fig. 3 a. View of fragment, showing a strip of the right side near the postero-ln -

'

border with the longitudinal noarc, '. thi ilde em-
bedded in the limestone matrix, will

I BWJ

3 '/, do., transverse section of spine. Upper Ooal Meat k creek,

near Manhattap, Kmisi-. Mr. St. John.

GTBAGAHTHUB? cokda:

Fig. i a. View of right side of spine, portion of inferior wall broken away
to view inner surface' .f the opposite wall: 4 '<, do..

• m
near middle, the anterior border uppermost. St. Louis; Alton. Illiie

Mr. Butters.

Dbepanacanthi's bevebsus. St. J. and \Y 253

Fig. 5 n. View of right side of spine: 5 '«. c, do.. Iran- | I tip and

near dorsal line. St, Louis; Alton, Illinois. Mr. Butt'

PbTCOVBCOI rALCATUS. St. J. and \V

Fig. C a. View of iplne from the right side, h.-i«e;partially : u.«-

verso section toward tip. St. Louis: B H -hlngton

University.
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PLATE XXV
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P ..•••

Gltmmatacanthus budis, St. and W
Fig. 1 a. View of fragment of spine from the right side, outline partially restored:

1 b, do., from the anterior border; 1 r, do., transverse section: Keokuk;
Keokuk, Iowa. Mr. Cox.

Gltmmatacantius petrodoides, St. J. and W 250

Fig. 2 a. View of fragment of spine, showing part of lateral surface tub<-rculation;

2 h, do., restored outline of transverse section; 2 c, do., enlargement,

showing radlately-soolptored tubercles, as seen in profile. Chester;

Chester, Illinois. Dr. Hambach.

Obacanthus bectus, St. J. and W
Fig. 3n. View of fragment of spine, showing portion oflbe posterior - border; 3 b.

do., from the right (?) side; 3c, do., in transverse section, restored.

Chester; Chester, Illinois. Dr. Hambach.

Uatacantfu-s f necis, St. J. and W
Fig. 4 a. View of spine from the left side, base restored in outline; 4 b, do., transverse

sections n>-ar tip and at middle, the latter crushed In over the pulp

cavity, with a restored section. Keokuk; Keokuk, Iowa. Mr. Cox.
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PLATE XXVI.

ACONDYI.ACANTHrs? XIPHI AS. St. J. Bod W M
Fig. 1 a. View of right side of spine, the extremities ami posterior border r> -

outline; 1 '•, !".. transverse section near middle posterior face restored In

outline. Keokuk: Keokuk. Iowa. Mr. Cox.

AcoNDTi.ACAXTni'S KEiTis, St. J. anil W j<i

Fig. 2, a. View of spine from right siile; 8 b, do., seotlon Of pi

do., enlargement from middle of spine. Upper Coal Measures: LaSalle. III.

Prof. Worthen..

ACONDTLACASTHUS nvpervs, St. J. and \V

Fig. 3, a. View of pine from left side; 8 b, do.. enlargement above middle of spine: 3 o,

do., transverse section. Upper Coal Measures; Pent, III. Mr. Tiffany.

GYRACANTHUS? CORDATUS. St. J. and \V .1

J Fig. 4 n. View of spine from the anterior edge, outline n . the pos-

terior face; 4 <\ do., from the right - '.
. transi

Beotlona at different parti Ine, the posterior wall deal ; * t ti

extremities, as shown in figure 4 b. Keokuk; Ksokuk, Iowa Mr I
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PLATE X X V I 1.

Paoi.

Fig. 1. POTBBIOOBIXDB COZAKUS -*9

Anterior view of the body, ai. the ventral tul>e; naturr.l

size.

Fig. 2. POTERIOCKINTS 0Ct'Il>ENTAI.I6

Si'i'- view of the type speeimen. showing the anal plat' -

of the column: natural Blse.

Fig. 3. PoTEitiocRixrs Obestes

Anterior view, showing the arms and Cent inula.

3 a. Posterior view of the same; natura

POTSBIOOBXKUa BRit.Mrs

P abowltg the arms and tenlacula.

i a. Anterior view of another Individual; natural -

Fig. 5. Bhodocbhtos pom
Posterior view; natural -

Fig. 6. POTERIO' IS

Anterior view ol body ami anus; natural

Fig. 7. DzoHOoa r

Anterior \ i'-v. ol body and arms; natural plze.

Fig. 8. I

Fig, .'. i ii Lira

Fig, i". Dn b ••

Ant<
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PLATE XXVIII.
Page.

Tig. 1. Zeaceinus Coxanus 302

Anterior view of the body, arms and tentacula, and a portion of the column,

natural size.

Fig. 2. POTERIOCRINUS ASPERATUS 280

Posterior view of the body, arms and tentacula, and a portion of the

column, natural size.

Fis. 3. Zeaceinus Keokuk 303

Anterior view of body and arms, natural size.

Pig. 4. Poteeioceinus Otteeensis 283

Side view of a crushed specimen, aud a part of the pentagonal column.

Fig. 5. Cyathoceinus paevibrachiatus 309

Anterior view of the body, arms, and a part of the column, natural size.

Fig. 6. POTEEIOCEINUS LATIDACTYLUS 275

Side view of the body, a part of the arm?, and upper portion of the column,

natural size.

Fig. 7. Rhodocrinus Coxanus 305

Posterior view, natural size.

Fig. 8. POTEEIOCEINUS BUEKETI 270

Anterior view of body and arms.

8 a. Posterior view of another individual showing the ventral tube and column.

Fig. 9. POTERIOCRINUS PENICILLIFOBMIS 276

Posterior view of a nearly perfect individual, natural size.

Fig. 10. POTEEIOCEINUS Nauvooensis 282

Side view of a crushed specimen, natural size.

Fig. 11. POTEEIOCEINUS TENTACULATUS 277

Posterior view, natural size.

Fig. 12. P OTEEIOCRINUS ARACHNiEFOBMIS 281

Posterior view of the body and a portion of one of the arms, natural size.

Fig. 13. POTEEIOCEINUS TENUIDACTYLUS 271

Anterior view of the body and a part of the arms, natural size.

Fig. 14. Eretmoceinus Vabsoviensis 30C

Side view of the body with arms complete, and a part of the column, natu-

ral size.

Fig. 15. POTERIOCRINUS VARSOVIENSIS 290

Side view of the body and a part of the arms and column, natural size.

Fig. 16. POTEEIOCEINUS YALEDUS 287

Anterior view of the body and a part of the arms and column, natural size.

Fig. 17. POTEEIOCEINUS Illinoiensis 289

Posterior view of the body and part of the arms, natural size.
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PLATE XXIX.
Page

fig. 1. poteriocrinus spinobrachiatus

Anterior view of a nearly perfect specimen.

Fig.2. Poteriocrinus Okawensis
Side view showing body and two of the arms.

P'ik'. :>. Eupachtcrinus Boydi.

Side view of a nearly perfect specimen.

For description of this species see Vol. V. of these Reports, p. 554.

Fig. 4. EUPACHYCRINUB ASPERATVS

4 a. Side view of the body and lower part of the arms.

4 b. Basal view of the same specimen.

Fig. 5. Onychocrinus distensus 897

8ide view of the body and lower part of the arms.

Fit:, i.. Poteriocrinus Colimhiensis

Side view of a nearly perfect individual.

Fig. 7. AOA86IZOCRINU8 HEMI8PHERICUS
7 a and 7 b. Opposite sides of the same specimen.

7 c. Basal view of the same.

FiST. 8. POTERIOCRINUS 8CULPTUS

Side view of the body and lower part of the arms.

Fir. '.'. Poteriocrinus propinquus
Side view of the body and a portion of the arms and column.

Fig. 10. POTERIOCRINUS PECULIARI8

io a. Anterior Bide, with the arms Dearly oompli

i" '>. Posterior side of another specini'

Fie 11. Talaroci;in' 314

11 a. Siil" riew. 11 '/. Basal view.

Pig. 18. PoznxooBoroi Porarua
Si, If view of the body and U I

Pig. 18. POTBHOI ISINUS VENVSTUS

IS a, Posterior side of a aearl Individual.

Anterior \ lew of the »ai ml
Pig. 14 Al.I.AKECHINUS ("AIIPENTEIII

Bide vi.'w of aearl lual.

Fig. 15. !' \sia

\ i"\v of lual.

Kk'. 16. Kui-A" - ii vt-isi -

ii \ lewi

Pig, 17. J
Sid" \1"W Of til" bOd? Ud ill :

Bide v|"w of a nearly i"
•
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PLATE XXX.
Pag «.

Fig. i. PorraooBsrae ouLTXDAcm.ua
; of the anal side.

Fig. S. TAX0CMNU8 Fl.KTt 1IKUI M
View "t a nearly perfect Individual,

Fin. :> ZxAcnnruB Pikbbbib 304

Bide view ol u nearly perfect Individual.

Pig, I. OTATBOOBDrUa UABBBAIXBKBZa 31"

Bide view of a nearly perfect individual.

P8TBBXOOBINU8 1U( BFXBbDBHSZfl

View of the anal side <,f the I

«

>.ly and the arms eoni]

Pig;, B. POTHilOi HINTS Ci.ayToNF.nsIs 891

Side view of the body with part "f the arms and column.

FiK. 7. POTXBIOl BZHUe Tu.uo'l

Bide view "f the body and pan of the arms.

r'ik'. s I.E( YTHUH IBINUB ADAMSI
8 n, and B b. Opposite Bidea of the same specimen.

8 o. View of the summit. B <>. View ol the base.

lit:. B l'i iBia :**

Si.h' vi.'w ol body and arms.

Pig, 10. PoTEmi" i.i m a i lttxb

Sid.> view of a nearly perfect Individual.

Fik'. 11 POTBBIi

View of the anal Bide and part of the arms.

Fik'. 1- POTBBJ DfXLta

• • \ lew ol a nearly perfei

Fik'. U A- BO( i.im s \\'..iiTHENl Si3

18 a and 18 6. Opposite sides of the body.

Fig. II Ai vns
14 a,

'

. .
. Primary spli

u ambulacra! plat

Pig. 18 BJ lBTB SDOi BXSIS 337

Prlmai

[nterambulaoral pi

Jaw n.ATKs of \
•

i in.
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PLATE XXXI.
l'v.n.

Fit,'. 1. ARCH.EOCIDABIB ILLINOIENSIS 338

1 a. b. Primary spines natural size.

Fit,'. J. COMPSASTEB FOBM08U8 327

Ventral side natural size.

Section of ray enlarged two diameters,

TRKMATA6TER DIFFICILIB 330

V.ntral side magnilk'l tWO diameters.

Section of ray magnified four dlami

Cholaster peculiabis 32»

Dorsal view natural size.

Section of ray magnified two diameters.

HYB0CHINU8 8PECTABILI8

View of a depressed specimen natural size.

Views of ambulaoral and adambulaoral plates, enlarged two dianv

Magnified view of horn-like protaberan

View of a crushed specimen, showing the jaw-.

Jaws, belonging to this or a kindred species.

Pebisohosomi - 1 1
1 ehoiknsxs sss

View of the apical end of a distorted spocimen, natural size.

Fik' 9. E( ![IN"I>I8CU8 OPTATU8 336

View '>f part of the lower sldi '. I -peciinen. showing the plates near

the margir, natunil I

J 0.

a b.

Fig. 3.

3 a.

8 b.

Fir, 1.

1 ".

4 b.

PUf. 5.

5 a.

5 b.d

5 0.

Fig. 6,

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.
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